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FOREWORD

This book has developed from the lecture notes of a special war-

time training course given in the Graduate School of h]ngineering,

Harvard University.

The need for highly trained officers in the new uses of electronics

was definitely appreciated even in 1941. In July of that year, a

course for officers of the Signal Coips who were graduate electrical

engineei's was established at Harvard Univei-sity in the Graduate

School of Engincicring to give intensive training in the fundamentals

of electronics and high-frequency circuits. This course served as

preparation for further training. Immediately after the United

States declared wai*, the Navy also sent officei-s to Hai-vard for pre-

radar training.

The rai)id expansion of the course nccessitat(Ml a greatly

increased instructional stall. Professors and instriictoiy from many
educational institutions were invited to Cambridge to aid the

regular staff at Harvard in the field of communication engineering.

Although the war-training course was distinct from the regular

graduate courses in communication engineering which have been

given for mon^ iban two decades in the Cb’iift Lal)orat()ry, it was

])lann(Ml originally and patterned to a considtn-abh^ degree on the

lines of some of tlu^ (h’uft Laboratory courses. Since the scope

and th(^ nu^thod of ])r(wentation of the mat(n-ial in this v()hime are

not on a graduate level, they differ greatly from corresponding

course work in the Cruft Laboratory. The members of the war-

time staff have brought to the work many excellent ideas from tlunr

teaching experience. Freciuent repcitition of the C(mrs(^ has givc^n

opportunity to improves its charac-ten* l)oth as to l(H*.ture i)r(\s(mta“

tions and laboratory ex])criments. Much new materinl lias been

iniect(‘d into the course contemt. In short, this war-training pro-

gram has ])res(‘nt(‘d a rar<^ opportunity to d(w(doi) and improve

teaching nu^thods in <J(^ci,ronics.

During the ])rogress of th(^ course, h^cture not(‘s were prepared

mainly by tw<Jv(^ of the uKmibeis of the le(*.turing staff. It was the

original intention to ])ublish the entire lee.turc inat<M*ial in a single

volume. Since the portion of the manuscript included in tlu^
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viii FOREWORD

present book was completed in advance of some of the remainder of

the manuscript, it seemed best to make it available in published
form at this time even though it precedes the publication of the
first part of the lecture material.

The chapters on Antennas and Ulti'a-high-frequcncy CircuitH

were written by Dr. R. W. P. King, Associate Professor at Harvard,
and include much original material not published elsewhere. The
chapter on Wave Propagation was written by Dr. H. R. Mimno,
Associate Professor at Harvard, who has devoted many years to

original research in this field. The chapter on Linos was written

by Dr. A. H. Wing, on leave of absence from the School of Tech-
nology of the College of the City of New York.

As editor. Dr. Wing from the beginning has devoted himself to

the technical aspects of the manuscript.

Professor Hany E. Clifford, consulting editor of the McGraw-
Hill Series of Electrical Engineering Texts, as general editor of the

manuscript has rendered a most valuable service i)y giving the

staff the benefit of his long editorial experience; and for Iris i)ain.s-

taking and constructively critical assistance Avith both the manu-
script and proof, the authors have expressed their gratitude.

E. L. Chakfkk
Director of Cruft Laboratory



PREFACE

The material of Chap. I comprises the work given originally in

a series of approximately 15 one-hour lectures, devoted mostly to

the dissipationlcss line and impedance-matching devices. Supple-

mentary material has been added to meet requirements of a more

general nature. Many helpful suggestions have been made by

the staff at Cruft Laboratory. In particular, thanks are due to

Dr. Philippe E. LeCorbeiller for some of the material of Sec. 42

and for Sec. 53 of Chap. L
Chapters II and III are the result of extensive study of the

educational problem of presenting general electromagnetic phe-

nomena without the use of higher mathematics. The two chapters

are largely self-contained because the study of antennas, ultj-a-higli-

frequency circuits, and wave guides followed a curriculum based on

conventional olectric-chciiit theory. The attempt is made through-

out not only to provide necessary factual material, but to develop

a real understanding for the electromagnetic point of view. The
greater part of the material in Chap. IT together with a discussion

of impedance matching, including single- and doubh^-stul) timers,

was contained originally in mimc(>gra])he(l form under the title

“Notes on Antennas, Engineering 270” (copyright 1943). Ac-

knowledgment is due Lt. Comdr. Charl(\s W. Harrison, Jr., for

assisting in extensive research carried out to provide many of the

curves and charts, and for preparing numerous problems for Chap.

II. Valuable suggestions, contributions, and corrections were

made by student officers and by members of tlie skill.

The section on wave propagation is brief and is intended pri-

marily for students with a general knowledge of ])hysics who have

had no previous opportunity to study the basic ])riuciples of radio

transmission. The essential facts govei-ning ground-wave and

sky-wave propagation are brought out and related to well-known

scientific principles in order to show that the newly described

phenomena are in reality wholly natural and easily understandable.

In order to focus attention chiefly upon the simple factors con-

trolling practical long-distance sky-wave communication, all

refinements related to the effect of the eartli's magnetic field arc

ix



X PREFACE

deliberately ininiini2!ed. Within the limits thus dctcuininc^d the

treatment is concise and largely nonmathemati(‘.iil. J he inatc^rial

was selected in an attempt to make the most effective use <>1 lour

one-hour lectures allocated to radio-wave propagation in the Cm It

Army-Navy course. Acknowledgment is due Dr. tf. II. I)olIing(u'

and Dr. Lyman J. Briggs for permission to republish three diagrams

issued originally by the Bureau of Standards.

IloNoui) W. 1\ King,

Harry Rowk Mimno,
Alexandjou II. Wtn<j.

Cambridge, AIass..

May
,
1945.
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TRANSMISSION LINES, ANTENNAS,
AND WAVE GUIDES

CHAPTER I

TRANSMISSION LINES

1. Introduclion.—^The transmission of power over long distances

by means of wires or “lines” is well known. There are in use

transmission lines several hundred miles long, transmitting power

from generators of commercial power freciiioncics, 25 to (>0 cps.

Long as these lines are, they are rclat.i\x'ly short when compared

with the electrical wavelength. Since electromagnetic disturb-

ances on open-wire transmission lines travel ai)pr()ximatcly with the

speed of light (186,000 miles per second), the wavelength at 60 cps

is 3,100 miles. Thus a 310-milc GO-cycle iransmissiou lino is only

0.1 wavelength long. At radio freciueiu'h^s, ihe wavelength may
be measured in a few inches or in a f(uv cent im(^(.(u*s.

Each wavelength of lino provides for a possibk^ pluise change of

360®, to speak of no other changes. For such a lengib, th(^ rnis

current along a given wire is not cverywhcu’c the same, nor is the nns

voltage between the wires everywhere the sainc^ Soinetinu^s tln^se

variations arc objectionable; sometim(\s th(\y tuv. (\\i.r(un(^ly usc'ful.

Since these changes occur on any line that is not sliort c()mi)ar(Ml to

a wavelength, such a line must be considered eleci.rieally “long”

regardless of its physical length.

The simplest transmission line to constriK^t is familiar two-

wire line consisting of two round wires separated by a uniform dis-

tance. Certain properties of such a line are c.ommon to all typers

of transmission line. The motion of charges in wirc^s consti-

tutes a current. A description of the el(‘ctri(*.jil Ix'havior of tlu^ line

is really a description of the motion of charg<\s in t(‘rms of Ihe cur-

rents in the wires and the voltage between tlu^ wii’C's. "I'liis (h'serip-

tion is simplified if, as is usual, ihe distaiux^ l)(*l.w(M‘n wir(\s is very

small compared with the wavelength, and ih(^ huigth of th<^ wires

is large compared with their separation. If tlu^ disiniux^ between

wires is not small compared with the wav(b*ngih, t niusmission-line

1



2 TRAmMISSION LINES [Chap. I

theory -as here formulated does not apply. Where the spacing of

circuit elements is an appreciable fraction of a wavelength, as in

antennas and hollow wave guides, the time delay involved between

a cause in one element of the circuit and its effect in another ele-

ment of the circuit is an appreciable fraction of a period. This

situation requires a different treatment from that used in circuit

theory, in which the action of one circuit on a neighboring circuit

is considered to be instantaneous. Transmission lines can be

described in terms of circuit theory only because one wire is con-

sidered to be so close to the other that the effect on one wire of a

change of current in the other wire is instantaneous. The necessity

for this restriction will be clearer after the study of antennas and

wave guides (Chaps. II and III).

This chapter is concerned with the behavior of lines at radio

frequencies, their use for the transmission of power, the use of short

sections of line as reactances and for impedance matching, their

use in the measurement of frequency and the measurement of

impedances at radio frequencies.

2. Construction.~Radio-frequcncy transmission lines are con-

structed commonly in three forms: the two-wire lino, the four-wire

line, and the coaxial line.

The two-wire line in Fig. 2.1 consists of two parallel wires whose

uniform spacing is small compared with the electrical wavelength.

If the lino is far removed from other

objects or is symmetrically disposed

with respect to near-by circuits in-
2.1.—Tw<>wh’o transmiauiou chiding its owu term nations, the

current in one wire is ccpial and
opposite to the current in the other wire at any point along the lin(^

This is a fundamental assumption in the theory formulated in this

chapter.

The four-wire lino as ordinarily const,nutted employs four wires

placed at the corners of a small scpiare, Kig. 2.2. Diagonally

^ —
Fiu. 2.2—Kour-wiro tmimnufwion lino.

"6"—
Kn*. 2,S.—(•oaxial iraiistniHsion lino.

opposite wires are connoc.ted in parallel. This typo of line has

a weaker external field than the two-wire line. Neighboring four-

wire lines have less mutual effect than similarly situated two-wire

lines.
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The coaxial line consists of a round conductor supported coaxi-

ally (by insulators) within a round tube which serves as the second

conductor, Fig. 2.3. This typo of line has practically no external

field when used with shielded terminations.

3. Skin Effect—Owing to skin effect, the current in an open-wire

line is confined to a thin layer adjacent to the outer surface. The
surface area rather than. the cross-sectional area therefore deter-

mines the resistance per unit length. In the coaxial lino, the cur-

rent flows on the outside surface of the inner conductor and on the

inside surface of the outer conductor. Owing to the smaller surface

area of the inner conductor, more of the PR loss occui*s in the inner

conductor. Since the electromagnetic field due to transmission-line

currents is confined within the tube, the outside surface of the outer

conductor of a coaxial line normally carries no current and normally
requires no external insulation.

4. ‘‘Antenna” Currents.—The presence of antennas or ot»her

circuits may cause currents to flow on the outside surface of the

outer conductor of a coaxial lino, which may bo (piito iiul(q)eudcnt of

the “transmission-line” current that flows on the hmdc surface.

The currents on the outside surface cause the outside surface to

act as an antenna. Similarly, there may be “antenna” currents

flowing on the two or more wires of an open-wire lino, in addition to

the “transmission-line” currents, causing tlie rcssultant cumuit
distribution to bo different from that which would (^xist if the line

were properly isolated or balanced with res])oct to n(uu-by objects.

The cause and effect of these “antenna” currents and tlu^ moans of

suppressing them are discussed more completely in (Uiap. TJ.

6. Distributed Constants.—^l''he transmission line cannot Ix^

analyzed as a simple series circuit, because the currcuit in t.h<^ wir(\s

is not everywhere the same. The variations in current and voltage

must be examined inch by inch, centimeter by (*.ent,im(d;(u*, m(d.(u*

by meter, etc., depending upon the wavelength and the unit of

length chosen. The factors of fundament.al import-ance arc^ tlu^

series resistance and inductance per unit Icuigth, and the shunt (con-

ductance and capacitance per unit hmgth. Thes(‘ f)aram(cl.(ci*s auc

denoted by r, Z, g, c. A line is said to Ixc uniform wlxm lh<‘s<‘ “dis-

tributed constants” are the same over the whokc liri(‘.

These constants are said to be “distributced” ratlucr than
‘‘lumped” since, for example, the tot.aI capac.itaiKctc of i,h(c lince is

spread out along the line, and the efTcects of this c.aj)acitan(c(‘ are
not the same as would be obtained if all iho. (capacit an<c(» w(cr(‘ (con-
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centrated at one point. The values of the distributed constants

r, I, g, c will be given in Sec. 12.

6. Differential Equations of a line.—^The analysis mil be made
in terms of the two-^vi^e line, since the analysis leads to the same
equations for the other types of construction. Figure 6.1 illustrates

the terminology that vrill be used. The line is assumed to be fed

by a generator of voltage Eg and internal impedance Zg. The total

length of the line is s (s meaning space). The load, located at the

receiving end of the line, has an impedance Zr. The distance of a

point M on the line from the generator or sending end Is denoted

by X, and the distance of the same point from the load or receiving

end is d. The current and voltage at point M are denoted by I

and E) at the load, the current and voltage are denoted by J* and
Er (subscript 12 for “recemng”); and at the sending end (a: = 0),

Is I Ir

SENDING END RECEIVING END
Fui. O.l.—Diagram Hliowing notatioiiH uHod in the text.

the current and voltage are denoted by E» and (sulwcript »S for

“sending”). The currents and voltages arc the complex rms
values in the steady state.

For purposes of calcxdation, a short length Ax of the liiu' may be
i-eprescnted closely by an equivalent T section in whicilj llu^ series

impedance is (?• + jwl) Ax and the shunt admittanlee is {g + jur) Aa.

If g and y bo used to represent the series impedance and shunt
admittance per unit length

z = r + j(j)l ((). 1)

y = g + I’wc (0.2)

mth the arms of the T section as indicated in Fig. 6.2. ^'he input

and output voltages of the section are denoted by E and E + AE,
where AE is the change. Similarly, the currents are denoted by
I and / + A7. Since the output voltage is equal to the inpiit

voltage less the voltage drop in the series arms,

E - - (I + AI)~ = E + AE (6.3)
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whence

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF A LINE 5

;^=-/2-A7g
(6.4)

^ ^ is taken smaller and smaUer, the ratio AE/Lx approaches
the derivative dE/dx, and the term containing AI becomes zero.
Ihen

dE
^ (6.5)

Similarly in the limit as Ax approaches tero

m (6 .6)

Equations (6.5) and (6.6) are similar, and equations identical in form

I'ui. 0.2.-Nominal T section of a short lenKtl. of (raiw.„i««i„u lino.

can be obtained by differentiating once,
after substitution from (6.6), is

I’ko (leriviitive of (6.5),

d^E

dx-
= zyE

and similarly the derivative of ((>.6) is

dH

(6.7)

(6.S)

liquations (6.5) to (6.8) are (,he etpiations upon which the analysis
ot transmission lines is based.

The solution of (6.7) is, in general.

E = Ae
^

(6.6)

where ^ and are constants depending on the terniinat,i()n and the
length of the line. The solution of (6.8) also involves l,\vo con-
stants, which arc not independent of .1 and li IxHiausi' the eiirivntm a line is not independent of the voltage. 'ni(> valinw of l,h(>se
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constants may be obtained in terms of A and B by differentiating

(6.9) and equating the result to (6.5), so that

Z = — (glO)
Ve/y -s/z/y

The quantity is a numeric per unit length and will be denoted

by 7 . The quantity y/z/y has the dimensions of impedance and

yrill be denoted by Zc. Then (6.9) and (6.10) become

E = + jBe+T'® (6.11)

’ J = e-T'* — ^ e+Y® (6.12)
Zic Aic

7. Propagation Constant—The quantity 7 is called the propaga-

tion constant and is defined by

Y = = vT*" + + jwc) (7. 1 )

It has a real and an imaginary part given by

7 = a + J|8
= %/(»+ jwOCff + i«<5) (7 .2)

wherein a is the attenuation constant in nepers per unit length and P
is the phase constant in radians per unit length.

It is shown in Sec. 10 that in a line to which Zc is connected as a

load, the current is attenuated a nepers by each unit length of lino,

and at the end of each unit length the voltage and current will lag

the voltage and current at the beginning of that unit length by an

angle of /S radians. Thus 7 is the constant that determines the

current and voltage variations in the line.

8. Characteristic Impedance.—The quantity

2 = \i ^ aA + i(d

\ 2/ a/s^ +
(8 . 1 )

is called the characteristic impedance (sometimes surge impedance).

It is shoAvn in Sec. 9 that any line, however long, when terminated

by an impedance Zc has an input impedance Zc. Also, on a line

terminated in Zc there are no ^‘standing waves.” These statements

will be clearer after a study of the variations in current and voltage

along a transmission line.

I. NONRESONANT LINES

9.

Line Terminated in Zc-—A line terminated in its characteijistic

impedance Zq is sometimes called a nonresonant line. To deter-
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mine the value of the constants .4 and S, the terminal conditions

must be investigated. At the load, x - s and (6.11) and (6.12)

take on the particular values

Er = Af-r* + (9.1)

(9.2)

Since the load is equal to Zc

Er = ZcIr (9.3)

After substitution from (9.1) and (9.2)

therefore,

Ae-y^ + Be'^y^ = Ae-y^ - Be+y^

5 = 0 (9.4)

At the generator end, x = 0, and (6.11) and (6.12) reduce to

Es = A (9.6)

h = A (9.6)
rJc

which are the input voltage and (uirront.

The input impedance of the line is the ratio of input voltage and
current, or

Zs (9.7)

This is a remarkable result and indicates that a transmission lim^ of

any length, connected to a load impedance Zey has an input. impedaric.(^

Zc. Zc is a function of r, /, g, c, and the frcciuoncy, and therefore is

a function of the size of the wires and their spacing but is inde-

pendent of the length of the line.

The result of (9.7) also would be obtained if the line had been
considered infinitely long and Eh and Tk set eciual to zero as they
would be on an infinitely long line having losses. Thus Za is also

the input impedance of an infinitely long line.

The steady-state input current and voltage now may be cal-

culated, since the generator ‘‘sees'' an impedance Za connected in

series with its internal impedance Fig. 0. 1 . Then

and
/jg i“ /Jq

j _
'A. + Zr

(9.8)

(9.9)
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With. B = 0 from (9.4) and A = Eb from (9.6), the general equa-

tions (6.11) and (6.12) become

^ ” Z, + Z.
^

Thus at any point on a nonresonant line

E ZJ (9.12)

10. Current and Voltage Distribution on a Line Terminated in Ze
The voltage variation along the line is given by (9.10), which,
replacing y by its real and imaginary parts, becomes

E = (10.1)

indicating that, as x increases, the magnitude of jE is decreased by
the factor and the phase is retarded by px radians. If the

NO DISSIPATION

0 X—
Fio, 10.1.—^Variation in the magnitude of the voltage along a lino tenninatod in Z,.

The current varies in the same manner.

magnitude of .B is plotted vertically and distance along the liri»

horizontally, the result is Fig. 10.1, showing the magnitude decreas-
ing exponentially for the case marked “Dissipation.” If there
were no dissipation, r and g would be zero and a would be zero.
There would be no attenuation, but the phase retardation would
remain. The magmtude of the voltage would be unchanged, as
plotted in Fig. 10.1 for the case marked “No Dissipation.” In
many oases the dissipation may be so small that the line marked
“No Dissipation” is a close approximation. A line in which the
dissipation is zero or is very small and which is terminated in Zo
is said to be “flat,” i.e., the magnitude of the voltage is practically
the same everywhere along the line.

For a line terminated in Ze, the variations in current and voltage
are exactly the same, and Fig. 10.1 also suffices as a diagram of the
current distribution, the vertical scale being changed in accordance
with the fact that the ratio of voltage to current is Z*.
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K the sending end voltage Es is taken as the refei-ence vector,

and the results of (10.1) are plotted for each value of x, the locus

of the tips of all the vectors representing E ja a. logarithmic

spiral for the dissipative line, or a circle for the nondissipative line.

Fig. 10.2. Each unit length of line causes the voltage to lag by

Fia. 10.2,—Polar diagram showing the variation in magnitude and phase of the

voltage along a line terminated in Zc.

an angle P, so that the voltage at the receiving end lags the voltage

at the sending end by fis radians. The same is true for the current.

11. Wavelength.—If the length a of the line of Fig. 10.2 were

made a little greater, the total phase differeiK^e between Eh and Es

could be made equal to 27r or 360°. The line would ihen be one

wavelength long. Thus the wavelength in a transmission line is

the length of line which, when terminated in Zr, (*.aus(\s a phase

retardation of 360° or one complete cycle. Since tlio phas(^ change

is jS radians per unit length, the wavelength, in the units of hmgt h in

which jS is expressed, is given l)y

x = ^ (H.i)

12. Phase Velocity and Time Delay.—Each of (9.10) and (9.1 1)

represents a wave of wavohmgth X traveling from t,h(^ geiuu'ator

toward thb load. In general, wave motion involves variat.ions in

both time and space. Equations (9.10) and (0.11) indicate only

the variations in space, since those eciuiitions are intcmdcMl l.o repre-

sent only the steady rms values.

Equation (10.1) states that at a distance x from Iho. sending

end the voltage has an rms magnitude times that, of Es, and

lags Es by an angle of fix radians. If the instantaneous valium of

the sending-end voltage is

= Es cos ojf ( 12 . 1 )
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where Es is a real positive number, then the equation for this

voltage after being changed in magnitude by «““* and retarded in

phase by radians is

e = cos (ut - Px) (12.2)

If the attenuation is so small that 1, (12.2) reduces to

6 = Ea COS (at — jSa;) (12.3)

This equation represents a wave, periodic in time and space,

moving to the right with a certain velocity called the ‘phase vdocity.

In Fig. 12.1, the value of e ^ven by (12.3) is plotted as a function

of the distance x, for a line one wavelength long, for values of t

equal to 0, T/4, and T/2, where T is the period of one cycle. The

Fig. 12.1.—Showing the instantaiioous voltage (at the instants indicated) along
a transniission line having no attenuation and terminated in its characteristic
impedance.

cuiwe for t = r/4 is the same as that for t = 0 but moved to the

right by a distance X/4. The curve for t = T/2 is the same as

that for t = T/4 but moved to the right by X/4. If a point at'

which the instantaneous voltage has a definite phase, such as posi-

tive maximum, be denoted by P, Fig. 12.1, this point moves to the

right a distance X/4 in a time T/4. The velocity of a poird denoting
the location in space of a definite phase of the periodic disturbance
is the phase vdocity. Since any such point, like the point P, Fig.

12.1, moves a distance X/4 in a time T/4, the phase velocity is

= ^ = V (12.4)

This is an important equation, since it shows the relation between
wavelength and frequency. From (12.4) and (11.1),
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In an open-wire transmission line, the phase velocity is approxi-

mately equal to the speed of light, 300,000,000 or 3 • 10* meters

per second.

This does not mean that the electrons in the wire travel with

this speed. The actual velocity of the electrons in the wire is of

the order of centimeters per second. A perfect analogy to this

apparently contradictory situation is found in acoustics. Sound

“travels” with a speed of approximately 1,100 feet per second or

about 700 miles per hour. Yet, when a note is sounded (a whistle

produces a practically pure tone), there is no 700 mile per hour

gale in the surrounding air. The actual motion of the air particles

is only a fraction of an inch. The fact that sound “travels” at

about 700 miles per hour does not mean that the air travels that

fast. It means that, if P is a point in space at which the air pressure

is a maximum, this point travels with a velocity of 700 iniles per

hour. Note that it is the descriptive point that travels, not the

air. In the transmission line, the phase velocity is very high, but

the motion of the electrons in the conductors is very slow. The
electrons could not move \nth the speed of light, because their

mass would become infinite at this speed. In conductors, the

maximum velocity of electrons is always small. In evacuated

spaces, as in cathode-ray tubes or in other high-voltage tubes, the

electrons may acquire a velocity that is an appreciable fraction of

the velocity of light, but is still a Jractioii, In hollow wave guides,

the phase velocity is even greater than the velocity of light, and

again the velocity of the electrons in the conducting walls is ex-

tremely low and of the same order of magnitude as it is in trans-

mission lines.

The time delay of a transmission line is the time it takers

for a point such as P, Fig. 12.1, to travel the length of the lino.

If the phase velocity is independent of frc(iucncy, this time is the

same as the time it takes for a pulse or signal to travel the length

of the line. From (12.5) and (12.4),

= = ( 12.())
Vp CO X

so that the time delay in terms of the period T is equal to the num-
ber of wavelengths in the line.

II. TRANSMISSION-LINE CONSTANTS

The “constants” r, Z, (/, c depend upon the size of the conductors,

their spacing, and the nature of the insulation. At radio frequen-
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cies, the skin effect is pronounced, and r, c may therefore be

calculated on the basis of a very thin surface layer of current. The
constant g is not easily evaluated except for a coaxial line having a

solid dielectric whose properties are known. It is usually deter-

mined by test. The effect of spacers or insulators spaced at inter-

vals may be determined sometimes in terms of an equivalent

continuous insulation if there are many insulators per wavelength.

More will be said later about the spacing of insulatoi*s. At ex-

tremely high frequencies the loss in the insulation may become
excessive. The weather has considerable effect on the shunt con-

ductance of exposed open-wire lines. The insulators must be

chosen to resist dampness and to have a minimum surface leakage,

in addition to having small dielectric losses.

13. Skin Depth, and Proximity Effect.—At high frequencies,

current does not penetrate deeply into metal. The current density

is greatest at the surface and decreases in magnitude and shifts in

phase as the distance from the surface increases. If the radius of

curvature of the conductor surface is large compared with what is

known as the ^^sldn depth, the resistance of the conductor may
be calculated by assuming the current density to be uniform and

confined to a surface layer of thickness

where 5 is the ^^skin depth,” / is the frequency in cycles per second,

and jut and <r are the absolute permeability and the conductivity in

mks units. For nonmagnetic metals, jut == 47r • 10”^, so that

meters
( 13 . 2 )

The conductivity for copper at 20° C is 5.8-l()^ mhos/m (corresixmd-

ing to a resistivity of 1.724T0“® ohm-cm), so that for copper

d
G.62 2.61 .

(13.3)

Practically every conductor used for transmission lines has a

radius that is very much greater than the skin depth, and for cur-

rents traveling along the length of the conductor the effective

cross-sectional area is therefore equal to the skin depth multiplied

by the perimeter.
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There is some current within the metal at a depth greater than
the skin depth. The current density is greatest at the siufaoe.

As the distance from the surface increases, the current density
decreases exponentially. For example, at a depth equal to 3 times
the skin depth, the current density is «“* or 5 per cent of the value
at the surface. The total PR loss, however, is the same as if the
current were uniformly spread over a surface layer of doptli ccpial

to the skin depth.

If the wires of a two- or foui-wire transmission lino arc very
close together, an effect called the “proximity effect” causo.s a
further change in the current distribution. The surface of the
wires nearest the wires of opposite polarity has a higher cun'ont
density than the mutually more distant parts of the surface. For
spacings greater than 8 times the ware diametei’, the effect causes
less than 1 per cent increase in the resistance. In coaxial cabhw
there is no proximity effect except when the inside conductor is

displaced from its coaxial position.

14. Approximations for l>ow-loss Lines.—The rigorous forinuUis
for 7 and Zc are

7 = a + == A/(r + jwO(p -Hyuc)

Ze = Rt jX _+ Jwf

+ JWC

(l+.l)

(14.2)

If
S'
= 0 and r < < «Z, the following-approximations are valid:

Zc = Rc = yJ^ohwK (M.li)

T
“ ~ ^ nepers/unit length

( 1 .
1..4

)

P = u s/lc radians/unit length (I I-!))

The characteristic impedance i.s i)rjictically a pure rtwistance
md is practically independent of frcHiuency. The pluisc velocity
rom (12.6), is

' ' ’

I <>*.«)

ind is also practically independent of frociuency.
It is a property of the elcctromagnotic field that, for a dissi-

)ationles8 line in free space, / and c arc so related that their product
3 constant and the phase velocity is equal to the velocity of liglit,

00,000,000 m/sec. The effect of a dielectric is to increase c. In
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lines having a solid dielectric, the phase velocity may be considei'-

ably less than the free-space value
;
and since

X = ?^ =
^

/3

1

/-/VE
the wavelength on the line is shortened from its free-space value.

The effect of losses in the line is to cause a slight increase in p

and a slight decrease in X below that indicated by (14.7). In prac-

tice this effect is usually small, and calculations based upon the

free-space value of X are quite accurate for lines having air or gaseous

dielectric. (Coaxial lines are often filled with dry nitrogen under

slight pressure to keep them from sweating” and “breathing”

owing to changes in atmospheric temperature, humidity, and

pressure.)

16. Constants for the Two-wire Line.—The following formulas

neglect g and are based upon a well-developed skin etfect. For

round wires of radius a, spaced at a

center-to-center distance D, Fig. 15.1,

the inductance per unit length of lino

is

I - 0.921 log (15.1)

o o
Fio. 15 . 1 .— DiineuHiouH of

two-wiro lino.

The capacitance per unit length of line is

12.06€r
c ==

1
^

logio —
fjLfxf/m (15.2)

where €r is the relative dielectric constant of the medium in which

the wires are embedded. For air, Cr = 1 . The resistance per unit

length of line for standard annealed copper at 20° C is

r = microhms/m (15.3)

where a is in centimetei-s. For the open-wire line

R, = 276 log.o - (16.4)
Q*

For hard-drawn copper the conductivity is slightly lower (that Ls,

<T = 5.65 • 10^ mhos per meter, corresponding to a resistivity of 1.77 •

10““® ohm-cm) and the constant 8.3 in (15.3) becomes 8.4. The
resistance of thick ivires at radio frequencies varies as the square

root of the resistivity.
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16, Constants for the Four-wire Line.—Tlio rcsistanc‘.o per unit

Iongt,h of line is half that for the tAv^o-wiro lino, or

A.2^f . . .

r — — mierohmis/m

where a ia in ceatimeterR. For the RC|uaro sparing, Fig. 1(). 1, the

inductance per unit length of line

is

D
-Mr
2a Q

I

o-

o o-

/ = 0.4()() login V- Ath/m
a V2

The capacitance per unit length of

line is

24.l€^
^^f/^

v/2

wlvero «r is the relative' dbleetric. "f roui-wii-o

lino Will! s(unir(‘st)jiriii«.

constant ot the medium, ror th(^

open-wire line, neglecting losses, the characteristic inipc^dniu'io is

Rc = 138 logio — o^nns
a \J2

= 138 logio — — 20.8 ohms
a

The attenuation on a four-wire lino is ajiproximatcdy tliosain<‘:uson

a 1 wo-wiro lino for the same ratio D/ii,

17. Constants for the Coaxial Cable.

The following formulas again assuino

a W(dl-<lovelope<l skin olTcc't.. The r(‘sist-

ance per unit, length for co|)p(‘r conduc-

tors at 20° C is

_ ^1.2 v7 (t>

(17.1)

^
mi

b \n ^ ‘
inicroliins, 'm

(17.2)

where a is tlu^ outside* radius of the inn(*r

conductor and h is the inside^ radius of the ouk*!* (^ondiKd.or, Ixith in

(‘ontinieters, Fig. 17.1. Idic inductance per unit lengt.h is

I ~ 0.40 login ^Ath/ni (17.;^)
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1 ()

and the capacitance per unit length is

log.^

(17.4)

where €r is the relative dielectric constant, 1 for air. The chara(--

teristic resistance is

iJ. = ^logio^ohms (17.5)

Fig. 17.2.—^Variation in the factor appearing in the exprcHRion for the attenuation i>f

coaxial cable.

The attenuation constant is r/2Rc, (14.4), or

a = ^
•
10”® nepers/m (17.0)

65.76 logio^

For a constant outer radius 6, the attenuation constant is propor-

tional to the factor

(6/a) + 1

which has a rather broad minimum, Fig. 17.2, for 6/a = 3.6. Th(^

characteristic resistance of a line with 6/a = 3.() and €r = 1 is

77 ohms.
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The minimum attenuation on copper coaxial lines, neglecting

loss in the dielectric, is

cKmin = 0.13 * 10“® nepers/m (17.7)

The attenuation varies little in the vicinity of this minimum. The

ratio b/a may be as low as 2.5 or as high as 6 without causing the

attenuation to increase above the minimum by more than 10 per

cent.

It is worthy of note that a dissipationless solid dielectric in-

creases the attenuation. The dielectric decreases and from

(14.4) the attenuation increases. For a given power transmitted

by a line, a lower Rc requires a higher current, and the copper loss

in the conductor increases. Therefore a dielectric with a dielectric

constant greater than unity increases the attenuation on the line

even when there is no energy loss in the dielectric itself.

m. DISSIPATIONLESS TRANSMISSION LINES

In many applications, the losses in the transmission lino can be

neglected. Calculations often may bo based upon the dissipation-

less line and correctionB or adjustments made to allow for the

dissipation. This is especially true where short lengths of line are

used for impedance matching.

Of course, if an impossible assumption is made, an impossible

consequence is often encountered. For example, it is shown later

that, for an assumed dissipationless line, the input impedance may
be infinite under certain conditions. Actually the impedance under

these conditions is a high resistance. Likewise, when the dissi-

pationless case indicates zero impedance, the actual impedance is a

very low resistance. Wlien the impedances encountered arc very

low or very high compared with the Rc of the line, oi- whem the dis-

sipation in the line is appreciable compared with that in the load,

the attenuation cannot be neglected. But for short lengths, or

when the dissipation in the load is very largo compared with the

dissipation in the line, c.alcidations l)ased upon the dissipationlcss

line arc sufficiently accurate to be useful.

18. Dissipationless Line Terminated in Any Impedance Zr .

—

With r = (7
= 0, the proi)agation constant becomes, from (7.2),

T = i/5 = jo) \/lc
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and from (8.1),

z. - «; -

The general equations (6.11) and (6.12) become

E = Ae->^^ +.Be+>'^' (18.1)

(“-2)

The constants A and B are determined by the terminal conditions.

In terms of the conditions at the load

= Ae-*’"* + Be+’f* (18.3)

T„ = A. g-/(9. _ A.
Ro Rc

(18.4)

Solving for A and B

A = ^ (Z« + B„)e+’-0* (18.5)

(18.0)

which, substituted in (18.1) and (18.2), give

E = Es cos |8d + jlsRo sin /3d (18.7)

I = Tr cos /3d + i sin |3d (18.8)

since d = s - a;, and = cos /3d + j sin /3d. Equations (18.7)
and (18.8) are a complete description of the voltage and current
at any point on the line in terms of the voltage and current at the
load.

In tei-ras of the conditions at the sending end, x = 0, and
(18.1) and (18.2) become

Es = A + B
T _ A B

Rc Ro

HO that

(18.6)

(18.10)

A
2

Es - IsRc

2

(18.11)

(18.12)
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Then (18.1) and (18.2) become

E = Eg cos fi.v — jlsHc sin (18.13)

Jjj
I = Is COS fijc — j^ sin px (18.14)

If the voltage of the generator is the only known voltage, Es and
Is may be evaluated by fii'st determining the input impedamu^ to
the line, which may be done by setting d = .s‘ in (18.7) and (18.8),
whereupon

Es = Eli cos fin + jlRlir sin fis

E
Is = 7b cos fitf + sin /3s

• Ji‘0

The input impedance is

Zs
Ih

Er cos jSs + jljjir sin ps

Ia cos + ;/ jy sin
lie

(18.17))

(18. Hi)

(18.17)

which may bo simplified l)y dividing niimcnU.<)r and dononiinalor
by Ir coh Ps, giving

7 ^ b jEr tan Pa
/JS — t'r

1 -r, , ^Er + 'j/jn tan Pa
(18.18)

The generator of Fig. (>.1 ^'seos” this impedance in sericss with
its own so that

and

V — u'

Z, + Zg

/b=

(18.19)

(18.20)

The voltage and current at the load now may be (lcterinl!)(‘<l fre

(18.13) and (18.14) by setting j: = s. Naturally,
>ni

r Eu
J U ~ -y-

/jR

An alternative expression for 7« not involving E„ or Eg is

(18.21)

IR = I g
Eg

Eg. cos /3.S + jZg sin /3s

obtained by divi<ling (18.10) by 7«.

(18.22)
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If the phase of h is not of importance, work may bo saved by

calculating the magnitude of I. from the power relationships.

With the line assumed dissipationless, the power input is equal to

the power output, i.e.,

P« = P« (18.23)

or

\Is\^Rs = |/*1%
.

(18.24)

where Rs and Rl are the real parts of Zs and Then

(18.25)

19. Dissipationless Line Terminated in yi„.—The relationships

of Sec. 9 apply directly inth Zc set equal to Rc and 7 fiot. ocpial 1.0 jp.

Then
z. = Rc ( 19 . 1 )

Es -^’Rc + Z,
( 19 .2 )

Is
Re + Zg

( 19 .8)

Eb =
(19 .4)

Ib ( 19 .5)

The magnitudes of the current and voltage do not change along

the line, and the load voltage and current lag the input voltage and

current by ps radians.

20. Incident and Reflected Waves.—The voltages and eurrcuits

at the ends of the transmission line are not the only voltages and

currents of interest. There may be places on the line whore tho

voltages and currents are either larger or smaller than the input

and output values. To determine the variations in current and

voltage along the line, (18.1) and (18.2) must be examined in greater

detail. Each of these equations has terms involving the coofficionts

A and B. It is shown in Sec. 9 that, for a line terminated in Zc,

the B term vanishes, leaving only the A term. In Sec. 12 it is

shoTO, in connection with Fig. 12.1, that the voltage expressed

by the A term represents a wave moving to the right. Similarly,

the B term, which is no longer zero when the line is terminated in

an impedance other than Zej represents a wave moving to the left.

Equation (18.1) is repeated here in order to discuss this point.

E = (20. 1

)

M - |j-l J¥.
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If the values of A and B given by (18.5) and (18.6) are substituted
in (20.1),

Y {Zb — (20.2)

or, since s — x = d

E = ^ {Zb + Rc)€+^^'‘ + k(ZB- Rc)^-’^^ (20.3)

where the first and second terms on the right arc A and B terms.
The first term on the right now has in place of but if is
still the A term and represents a wave moving to the right.

The + sign of the exponent denotes wave motion toward the
point of reference and the sign of the exponent denotes wave

motion away from the point of refercnec. From this it is eoiuiliidtHl
that the e term in (20.3) in<licat.('s a wave moving away from
the point from which d is meiusurcd, i.e., away from the load and
toward the generator.

This may he verified in a manner similar (,o tliat u.sed in (lonnee-
tion with Fig. 1 2. 1. Assuming, for iixampli*, fhal, l,hc instantaneous
value of Ib. is

in = Th cos ojt

and iissuminf); Zhj lor siinplic^ity, to be purely resistive, tlu^ inst.an-
taneous value of E in (20.3) is

7
« = -2 (^« + JQ cos {U + /3d) + iA -

A',) cos {<^t - /3d)

A plot of cos {U + at, I = 0 and T/4 is shown in Fig. 20.1 for
a line one wavelength long; the wave motion is to the right or t,oward
the point Irom which d is measured. A plot of cos (uf - Sd) isshown 111 Fig. 20.2; tlie wave motion is to the left or away from thii
j)oint Iroin wliieh </ is measured.
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Equation (20.3) and similar preceding equations indicate that

the voltage along the line in the steady state may be represented

in terms of two componente; the first, represented by the firat or A

term on the right of these equations, is a wave moving toward the

load; the second, represented by the second or B term on the right

of these equations, represents a wave moving away from the load.

The wave moving from the generator toward the load is called the

inoideni wave, and the wave moving away from the load to^oard the

gmerator is called the reflected wave. The incident wave or first

RECEIVING
END

Fig. 20.2.—Plot of cos (at - fid) showing wave motion toward the loft. (>r awiiy from

the load.

term on the right of (20.3) will be denoted by JS+, and the roHcet.(Hl

wave by so that

E = E+ + E-'

where

and

= =
2̂

{Zh +

(20.4)

(20.5)

Similarly, from (18.2), (18.5), and (18.6),

I =^ (Zi, + Rc>+il>* - 2~ {Zh - Rc)e-’i>’‘

= il'- iz
Re Rc

= /+ + /-

(
2().())

(20.7)

(20.8)

(20.0)

Thus the incident and reflected waves of voltage arc accompanied

by incident and reflected waves of current obtained by dividing

the respective voltage by J?c, and reversing the sign for the reflected

current term. The reversal in sign for the current term is reciuired

by the fact that, for a given direction of the electric field, the mag-
netic field reverses when there is a reversal in the motion of an
electromagnetic wave.
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21. Reflection Coefficient. The ratio of the reflected conipotioiit
to the incident component of voltage at the load is denoted by T,
and from (20.5) and (20.6),

r =
ZjiT'Ro \^\/l (21 . 1 )

1 he quantity F is called the Tcflection coefficient. It is in gciuiral a
coraple.x number. Whenever it has a value different from zero, the.
\oltage on the line may be described in terms of two componouts,
which from (20.5) and (20.6) have different phases at different
points on the line.

In tenns of the reflection coefficient and i6’«+ or lu'’, (20 3) and
(20.4) become

E = En+e+rn +
= «+'<'''( 1 +
= E,i+e^^^^{\ + |r|/^ _ 2/3f/) (21 2)
= 7fc/*+6+'f''(l + \r\/^ - 2t)d) (21.3)

Similarly, (20.7) becomes

I = /«+«+»f‘'(l -
I
r|/i^_- 2^d) (21.1)

= -
I •’1/'^.

- 2W) (2 1 .5)

When }// 2^d has a magnitude of zero or any multiple of 2t
radians, the quantify within the parentheses lias a maximum
magnitude in (21.2) and a minimum magnitude* in (21. 1). Ihituit*

Similarly,

\E\

|/|

\E\

1^1

- l/lll'}
~

• • • (i^l-<l)

=
= |/n. j|

at \4' 2^d| = T, Htt, 5t, (21.7)

At a point where the two components of vollage are in phase*
they aeld numerieeally, anel tlie rms veilfage* is a maximum a(, that
point. Similarly, at points X/l eliskuit from the pe)in(.s of lA' I

the two eenuponents (lilTer in phase by 1M{)°, anel at siie-h iieiiiits the!rms voltage is a minimum. When sueli eonelitions eiblain, Klandinn
wwee are said to exist on the line. Points of |/^„„.| are poin(,s eif
Pratol, luid points of |/4’„,i.,| are [loinfs of |/,„„x|.

Ihis may he shown by a eliagram sue-.h as Kig. 21.1, wlu're*r IS 0.5/45° as an ee.xample. 'I’he voltage* H is preipeirf.ional te>
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1 + \T\/^ — 2j8d ; the current I is proportional to 1 — \T\ /rff — 2B<L

At i = 0, s = S8+(i + r) and / = Is = (jBs+/^:c)(i - r).

As d increases, the line representing V/—2Pd = |r|/i^ — 2^d rotates

clockwise, so that E and I pass through maximum and naininaum

values. When is a maximum, 7 is a minimum, and vice versa.

The phase angle between E and 7 is as indicated in the figure.

Fig. 21.1.—^Variations in E and I in terms of the reflection coofficiont r* luul tho
angle ^ — 2^d.

22. Short-circuited Dissipationless Line.—Since the reflection

coefficient with Zjj = 0 is, from (21.1),

the reflected wave is equal in magnitude to the incident wave.
From (21.7) a current maximum and a voltage minimum occur at
d = 0, i.e,, at the closed end. A study of the standing-wave pattern
on such a line now will be made, to show in graphical form the
effect of the length of the line.

Since the current in the short circuit is usually finite while the
voltage is zero, the current Zb in the short circuit will be taken as
the reference vector. The current I at any point distant d from
the short-circuited end of the line is, from (20.7) and (20.9),

I = ^ = /+ + /-
(22 . 1 )

When d = 0, the incident and reflected components of current arc
in phase, and their sum is 7b, as it should be. As d increases, tho 7+
vector rotates counterclockwise and the I~ vector rotates clockwise.
The rotation is 360° for each vector for every wavelength of line.
In Pig. 22.1, the vectors 7+, 7~, and their sum 7 are plotted sit inter-
vals of d equal to X/8 for a line 5X/8 long. As d increases from 0 to
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^ tt I decreases from a maximum to zero, but the phase does not
rhaugo. After d = X/4, the phase of the current reverses, and the
luufjtnit-iide increases to a maximum at d = X/2. The magnitude
<)l the maximum current equals the magnitude of Tn Fig. 22.2

5\

r
1
+

X
T

MAX.

1
+

r
r

X
T

X

MIN.

tr

I-

Ir" Ir

I* Hi. 22.1, ‘(Jurront in a short-circuited dissipation

I

ckh lino shown as the sum of

incident and reflected components

i !<.. 22.2, MnKiiiiude and phase of the current in a shortr-circiiited dissipntionloss

line, i/a taken as rehu’cmeo for pluise.

<-iir\ OS nn* plotted showinfi; tho maguitiido and phase of /, as fiiiicj-

liniis of th(* (lisiaiu^c rf from t.ho short circuit. /// is taken as tlu^

rrlVifnot* for phase.

d'hf* voll.af>;e distribut.ioii on the shorir-cireuited line may be

:ni;d\’/.tMl in n similar manner. Setting!; Z/e = 0 in (20.3),

/i = (/Qe< + (|
(- (22.2)

= Ji’+ + K-

'Hio voIt JiKt's and their sum E are plotted in Fi^;. 22.3.

Nolo thnl. tlio vector E points upward, has the same phase for all

v.'iluos of r/ hotweem zero and X/2, and reverses its phase after d = X/2.

In h’in;. the magnitude and phase of E arc plothul as functions

i)f <hr <lis<anee d. Just iis for the curnmt, there is a reversal of

phn, r \vli(‘ii <.h(i voltage pass(\s through zero, but no change of phas(5

lirlwoon sue<u'ssiv(^ zeros.
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In Fig. 22.5, the diagrams of Figs. 22.2 and 22.4 have be<’

extended to cover a line 6\/4 long. The scales for E and I ha^
been chosen so that \Ema\ and |7mu| are plotted at equal height.

Comparison of (22.2) and (22.1) shows that

|i?+l = J24J+1 (22.;

= (22 .-

so that each wave of current is accompanied by a wave of voltsbi

Fig. 22.3.—Voltago across a short-circuited dissipatiouloss lino shown as the hi
of incident and reflected oomponenls.

Fig. 22.4.—Magnitude and phase of the voltago across a short-cirouitod dissipn t i

less lino. Ir taken as roferouco for phase.

Re times as gi*eat. Also, inspection of Figs. 22.3 and 22.4 indicia

that

l®m«| = |E+| + \E-\ (2‘2

\ A

and similarly, from Figs. 22.^ and 22.^,
^

|7.,a.| = 17+1 + 17-1 (2‘J
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Thus in Fig. 22.5, the current has been plotted to a scale lie larger

than the scale for voltage.

Equations (22.3) to (22.7) arc relationships that hold for any

dissipationless line and will be used in plotting other “standing-

wave” patterns. Note that and |f„u.x| ocicur at different

points on the line, these points being separated by X/4. This faef.

also holds true for all standing-wave patterns on dissipationlcss

lines.

Fig. 22.5.-—Voltafio and curront (liNtrilmtion for a .sliort-cirouiUHl dLsHipationloHS

lino. |A\imx| == voltage and curront nnignittidoH an* plotted to difF(*n*nt

ticalcw. InduotnnooH and oapacitanocs an* hIiowo 1.o indicaU^ tho nature* of tin*

input iinpodanoo for various longUiH of Hliort-drouited line.

Just as tho maximum maguitudo of K or / is the sum of Uit^

magnit.iulos of iiioidcut and reflected waves, so iho. minimum maf>;ni-

tude of JiJ or I is etfual to the difference of the magnitudes of incidemt

and reflected waves.

= ITJH'l - \Ii-\ (22.8)

= l/'l-l/l (22.1))

lA’mlnl (22.10)

In the short-circuited line, |/f7inin| is zero IxM'.ausc^ th(^ inc.idtmt and

reflected wavtss hav(‘. e<iual magnitiidcw.

At tho point on tho lino where K has a minimum value, I liius a

maximum value, and vi(^e v<u-sa. Tlu^ points where /(/ luis minimum
values are \/ l distant from tlu' iu‘ar(\st j)oini.s wh(M’(‘ / has minimum
values. The maximum and ininiimim of curnmt and voltage ree.ur

at half-wavelengih intei*vaLs.
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If the is opened at any point distant d from the short circuit,

the input impedance looking toward the short circuit is the ratio

of E to I at that point. For d less than X/4, Figs. 22.1, 22.3, and

22.5 show that E leads I by t/2 radians or 90®; the input impedance

is inductive. Therefore, a short-circuited line less than X/4 in

length has an input impedance that is inductive.

If the line is opened at a distance d greater than X/4 but loss

t.Vmn x/2, the current at the input terminals leads the voltage by

v/2 radians or 90°, as may be seen from the same diagrams. There-

fore, the input impedance of a short-circuited line whose length is

between X/4 and X/2 is capacitive. As the line length increases, the

input impedance is alternately inductive and capacitive as the

input terminals move fai-ther and farther from the terminal short

circuit. This is indicated by the inductances and capacitances

sketched in Fig. 22.6.

This information may be obtained also from the general eciua-

tions of Sec. 18. With Es = 0, (18.7) becomes

E = jlsRc am fid (22.11)

which is the same as (22.2), since - cos fid + j sm fid. Simi-

larly, from (18.8),

I = Ir cos fid (22.12)

Also, (18.18) becomes

(2fs)short = jRciSinPs (22.13)

The input impedance is ideally a reactance, alternating in sign

as fis incroascH. Short sections of line are used as circuit olcmontH

at radio frequencies, particularly in oscillators and amplifiers as

parts of resonant circuits.

The input impedance of a short-circuited line is usually not

zero. For the short-circuited dissipationless line, the input imped-

ance is zero only when the length of the line is a multiple of a half

wavelength. 'V^en the short-circuited line is one-quarter wave-

length long, i.e., when the input terminals are X/4 from the short

circuit (d = X/4 in Fig. 22.5), the voltage across the. input terminals

is finite, but the input current is zero. Therefore, the input

impedance is infinite, z.c., an open circuit. This same result is

obtained from (22.13), since for a line X/4 long, fis = tc/2 and

tan 7r/2 is infinite.

‘ For the ideal dissipationless case, then, the input impedance

of a short-circuited line is infinite for a line X/4 long, and zero for a
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line X/2 long. The action is someAvhat analogous to parallol and

series resonance in a dissipationless LC circuit.

All lines have some dissipation. Whei-e the ideal dissipationloss

case indicates zero impedance, the actual impedance is not* zero

blit is very low and is a resistance approximately cciual to licati.

Where infinite impedance is indicated, the actual value is very

high and is a resistance approximately ecpial to Itc/oca, For exam-
ple, the actual input impedance of a short-circuited (iuartcr-wav<^-

length section of a reasonably low-loss line is about 400,000 ohms.

23. Suppression of Even Harmonics.—An application of a

short-circuited quarter-wavelength

line is to suppress any unwanted even
harmonics in the output of a radio

transmitter. A short-circuited lino,

one-ciuarter wavelength long at the

dcisired output freqiienc^y, may be

coiinc^cted across the output termi-

nals of a transmitter oi* acn*oss tlie

anteima feeder at any T)()int without ,,

, . 1 1 1 \i .
Mounting of <mar-

placmg much load on the tra.nsmiUor tor-wuvohMiKth liannonic^-Huppross-

at the fundainenial or desired output coiisiruction.

fre<iuency, since at this rreepumey such a sc’ietion has an iinjx'd-

aiice ideally infinite, actually about 400,000 ohms. At tlu'

second-harmonic fn'cpKmey, however, the short.-cnrciiited s<‘(d.ion

t 4
OUTPUT OUTPUT
POWER POWER

(a) (6)

Fio- 23.2.—Altomativo niotiiitinKs of tuiftrtor-wuv'oloiiKf.h hiirrnonic-HUi>i>roK.sinij:

Htiib, ooaxiiil (*(>n.si.ruct.i(>n.

is onc-half wavelength long, and tho inj)ut impediineo. is ideally

zero, actually very low. Thus the sec^ond harinonie is short-cir-

cuited- Any even harmonic is similarly slu)rt-circiiit.c<l, Ixx^ausc^
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the short-circuited section is a multiple of a half wavelenpjth at any

even-harmonic frequency.

The quarter-wave harmonic-suppressing stub should bo so

mounted that the electromagnetic field of the stub docs not disturb

the electromagnetic field of the line. For open-wire lines, the st.ub

is usually mounted at right angles to the feeder, Fig. 23.1. A
coaxial stub has its electromagnetic field contained within itself

so that its position may be chosen with greater freedom. When
used in connection with a coaxial feeder, it may be mounted parallel

to or at right angles to the feeder, Fig. 23.2.

24. Insulating or Supporting Stubs.—Since the input impedance

of a short-circuited quarter-wavelength section of transmission

line is a very high resistance, short-circuited stubs may be used to

support the line. Thus, a half wavelength of copper strap can bo

bent into the form of a U and used

to support a two-wire line, no non-
conducting insulation being rev-

quired between the U support and
a metal surface to which it might
be attached. Also, the center

conductor of a coaxial cable mtiy
Fig. 24.1.—inauiating-stub sup- be supported by coaxial stubs, Fig.

coaxial line.
24.1. Sincc the iiiput resistance

supporting tho oont.cr (ionduotor

of a coaxial line Ls Itr/as, where a = rf2Rr, the line may Ix^ so
proportioned that the' resistance of the insulating st.ub is ji

maxiinum. This occurs when D/a is approxiniatoly 7.9 for the
two-wire line, and b/a is 9.2 for the coaxial line.

Another use for a short-circuited stub is in connection with a
rectifying detector bridged across the line; a short-circuited (luart^ir-

wavelength stub will complete the circuit for tho rectified dir<'<d.

current but will not load the line at radio frequencies.

26. Open-circuited Dissipationless Line.—For tho open-eir-
cuited line, Zs is infinite, and, from (21.1), r = 1/0°. A voltage

maximum and a current minimum occur at tho open cn<l, from
(21.6). As for the short-circuited line, the reflected waves is eeiual
in magmtude to the incident wave. The expressions for the iiusi-

dent and reflected components of the voltage may be obtained from
the extreme right of (20.5) and (20.6), since the ratio (Zb ± li,)/ZB
becomes unity as Zn increases to infinity. Then, for (he open-
circuited dissipationless line.
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and from (20.8)

K = ^ 4- its. f-iiM

2 ^2

I e+i0d —

(25 . 1 )

(
25 .2 )

In Fig. 25.1 are plotted the magnitude and phase of E and I

at any point on a diHsipationleas line 5X/8 h)ng. Figure 25.1 is

the same as Fig. 22.5, but current and voltage have been inter-

changed. The. voltage and current, Fig. 25.1, may 1)0 ol)t.ain('<l

2»r

f PHASE

Fi«i. Voltafto iiikI oum»iU. (U.slribiit,ion for an oiicn-circuitofl (linHipatioii-

Ims linp. ~ /^rUiiiaxI; voliiiKO aii<l oumini ina^nil.U(l(»s aro plottod to cIHTimhmiI.

wcnl<‘n. liKluctniicoH and capaoitaiiooH art* nhown to indioaie tho niilun* of tlio input,

iinpodanro for various loiifictliN of ()]KU)-(*ircutU*(l lino.

from (25.1) and (25.2), or from (18.7) and (18.8) with In -
0,

and arci

h' == cos I3d (25.;-;)

'riio input, voltaso an<l ournMit may 1)0 obtaiiu'd liy s(‘ttinj»;

f/ = ,s in (25.8) aiul (25. 1). Tlu' (luotiont of l.ho input, voltaic and

ounviit, is llio input inipodanoc, or

j

= -jJtc eotan /3.s (25.5)

The same r(\sult may ho obtained from (18.18) by first dividing

tlio nuinorator and donominator of tho right-hand side of that

o(iuiition by Zk. As Zk boooinos infinilo (open oirc.uit), Jir/Zn

hocomos zcMM), and the (Kiuation reduces to (25.5).
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The input impedance of an open-circuited line of length less

than X/4 is capacitive. The input impedance of an open lino of

length gi*eater than X/4 but less than X/2 is inductive. As the

length increases, the impedance is alternately capacitive and indu(‘-

tive as the input terminals are farther and farther from the open

end of the line.

Equation (25.5) and Fig. 25.1 indicate that an open-circuited

quarter-wavelength dissipationless line has zero input impedance

(is a short circuit) and that the input impedance of an open-circuited

half-wavelength dissipationless line is infinite. Again, as in Sec. 22,

there is an analogy with series and parallel resonance in dissipation-

less LC circuits. The effect of dissipation on the line is similar to

the effect of losses in an LC circuit, in that, when the impedance is

ideally zero, it is actually a very low resistance (Reots for the line)

;

and when the impedance is ideally infinite, it is actually a very high

resistance {Be/cts for the line). Nevertheless, an open-circuited

quarter wavelength line is practically a short circuit.

26. Suppression of the Third Harmonic.—An unwanted third

harmonic in the output of a radio transmitter may he suppressed

Fig. 26.1.—Stub arrangement
that short-circuits the third har-

by an arrangement shown in Fig.

26.1. An open section of lino X/12

long for the fundamental frecpicncy

is X/4 long for the third harmonic.

Therefore, if such an open section is

connected to the output l.orminals of

a transmitter, the output will he

short-circuited for the third har-

monic. At the fundamental fr('-

quency, the open X/12 section luis a

capacitive impedance, the elTects of
monio of the frequency correspond- which are minimized by the induc-
ing to A and is antiresonant for the a* . j <? x i

*
x i i

frequency corresponding to X, ^^6 impedance 01 tllC X/C) closcd

section placed in parallel. At the
fundamental frequency the X/6 closed section will be in parallel

resonance with the X/12 open section.

The antiresonance or parallel resonance occurring in the circuit

of Fig. 26.1 is a special example of the fact that a short-circuited

quarter-wavelength line presents to any connection made along its

length the equivalent of an antiresonant circuit at the fundamental
frequency. In the dissipationless case, the impedance looking
toward the open part is purely capacitive; the impedance looking
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toward the closed part is purely inductive and of equal magnitude,

as may be verified from (22.13) and (26.5). The resulting anti-

resonant impedance is ideally infinite; actually it is finite and large

except when the connection is made near the closed end.

27. Effect of Terminations on Effective Length.—The effective

length of a line often may be shortened or lengthened by a suitable

termination. Several examples now will be considered.

The physical length of a short-circuited line may be reduced

by terminating the line in a pure reactance. For example, the

short-circuited line of Fig. 27.1a may be shoi'tened by cutting off

a length d! and connecting a reactance equal to the reactance of

(a)

(6)

(f)

id)

ie)

Zp-0

^ ZR*j6;L«iRc

Zr=0

.A.
2

Kn;. 27 . 1 . -Kivo liiioH having input iiiipodaiKT.s (Iohhcm nof^loctod)

.

the sliorl-einMiit(*<l setdioii so rc^noved. If the length cut off is

less than X;d, th(» rea<*.taiice to be conneeUid in place of the removed

section is inductive, Fig. 27.16. If the reinovtHl hiiigth is ecpuil to

X/l, th(^ line may l)e U'ft open, Fig. 27.1c, since the input impodanco

of th(^ nunoved stud-ion is ideally infinite. If the nmiovc^d length is

gr(‘at(M’ than X/l but less than X/2, tlu^ reactancti to be substituted

is a capacit-ance. Fig. 27. b/. If a half wavelength is removed, the

line must b(‘ shortr-circuit.e<l again.

Th(‘ i)hysi(*al length of an op(m-circuited liiu*. may also be

short(UU‘d by terminating the line in a pure reactance. Fig. 27.2.

If l(\ss than a (luarUu* wavelength is removed, a capacitance is

substituted, I'ig. 27.26. If a quarter wavelength is removed, a

short, circuit is substit.ut.(Hl, Fig. 27.2(‘, since the input impedance of

t.h(^ removc'd (luarUu* wavelength send-ion of open line is ideally zero.

If more than a (luarter wavelength but less than a half wavelength
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is removed, an inductance is substituted. If a half wavelength is

removed, this line must be open-circuited again.

The open- and shortrcircuited equivalents shown m l<igs. 27.1

and 27.2 are especially appUcable where stubs are employcul. A

closed stub may be replaced by an open stub that is X/4 longer or,

where possible, is X/4 shorter. SimUarly, an open stub may be

replaced by a closed stub that is X/4 longer or shorler.

The conditions of Fig. 27.1b are also of interest in connection

with closed stubs on open-wire lines. On a two-wire line, tlu^ short-

circuiting wire, if it is the same size as the line wires, luus an induc-

tance approximately equivalent to a length of lino D/2.

(e)

(a)

, 1

{h)\ T Zr*:

(C)‘ oII
DCM

{d) i ZR=i«L=-jR

Zr*00

d'-

Fia. 27.2.—Five linoa having o<iual inimt i;ui>o<ltiuc('H (1ohh<'s

28. Dissipationless Line with Resistive Load.

—

Ah an (^xainph*,

the magnitude and phase of the current and volt.ago for a <lissi-

pationless line terminated in a resistance ccpial t.o an^

in Fig. 28.1. The reflection coefficient (21.1) is eciual iro i at- z(n-o

angle, so that, from (21.6), a voltage maxinuiin o<*.(nirs at- the load.

The values may be determined by direct cah^iilation from (ISJ)

and (18.8), or by a vector-addition method similar t.o that, of I<'ig.

22.1, or from (21.2) and (21.4). From (20.5), the inci<lent com-
ponent of voltage is

£?+ = (28.1)

and from (20.6) the reflected component is

E- = (28.2)
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These, when added after the manner of Fig. 22.3, give the magnitude

and phase plotted in Fig. 28.1. The current may bo similarly

plotted from (20.7).

In this case, the resistive load impedance is gieater than If,,

and the current and voltage distribution resembles that of the

open-circuited line. Fig. 26.1. In place of a minimum of zero,

Fig. 25.1, there is a finite minimum in Fig. 28.1, and the phase ol

the voltage and current changes gradually, not abruptly as in the

open-circuit condition. The higher the load resistance, tho closer

Vui. 1.-" Voltano and rurroiit <li.slnl>iition for u diHsiimlionlissH lino

ill Zn « :u^r. IWiiiiwj ==
; volt.Hfto iukI ourront. ni:iKnil.u<U‘H aro ploUiMl to

<lilTi*rcMit MoiiloH. Kit is lakoii as ndoroiico for phiiw.

is tlio r(\sonil)Iaiu*-o of Uio curronl. aiul volt-Jigo (lisi-ribiition lo tliai.

of nil opon-cimiitod lino. For a rosistivo load jiirtMiUn- than and

also for Uio ()p(ni-c.ir(*.iiit(Ml lino, tho voltaf>;o al tho loa<l is a vol(.aj>;o

maximum, and iho (uirront at tJio loail is a ciimuil, miniiiuini.

If tho lino of Fip;. 28. 1 wore oi^onod at a distanot^ Iciss than X/-1

from tho load, tho input impotlunoo of tho port.ion c.onnoo.kMl t.o tho

load would Ix^ rosist.ivo and capaoitivo, sinoo tlu^ input (uirront. would

loatl tho \M>ltaf»:(‘ \yy loss than 90®. For a dist.anoo fi;roa(.or than X/ I

hut loss than X/2, tho iiiputi iin|K^dan(*.o would ho r(*.sist.ivo and

iiiduotivo. This ap;ain is similar to tho opon-oirouit-od lino oxf'.cipt

for tho a<l<lit.ion of resist,anoo duo to dissipation in Uk' load. Quan-

tiiatividy tho input imjiodanoo would ho given hy (IS. 18).
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If Zr is equal to Bc/3, the standing-wave pattern is exactly the

ime as that of Fig. 28.1, but with current and voltage interchanged,

'he current and voltage distribution is similar to that for the shortr-

ircuited line, Fig. 22.5, except that the minima are finite and the

base change is gradual. The lower the resistance of the load, the

ioser is the resemblance to short-circuit conditions. For a resistive

)ad less than J?o, the current in the load is a current maximum,
nd the voltage across the load is a voltage minimum.

29. Standing Waves.—^For any type of load other than pure

ssistance, the current and voltage distributions resemble those

f Fig. 28.1 except that maximum or minimum magnitudes of E
nd I do not occur at the load. For example, if the linc^ of Fig.

8.1 were cut off at the points CD and the part to the right of CD
/ere replaced by its input impedance, the generator at the scuiding

nd of the line would notice no difference and the distril)ution

attem with respect to the sending end would not hc^ changed.

Whenever the magnitudes of voltage and current vary in Uu'

nanner of Figs. 28.1, 25.1, 22.5, standing waves arc said to exist on

he line. The line is also commonly called a resonant line, although

n some applications of lines the word '^resonant” is used more
trictly. A line terminated in Zc has no standing waves and is

.ermed a nonresonant lino.

On a line with standing waves, a place whore t.lu'i voltage has a

naximum value is called a voltage loop, and a ])lace wher(' t lu^ volt-

ige has a minimum value is called a voltage node, Siinihir d(»fi-

litions hold for the current. From Fig. 28.1 and tlu^ pix^c.oding

iiagrams, it is seen that a voltage maximum and a (uira^nt mini-

num always occur together at the same point., and a voltage inini-

num and a current maximum ocemr together. voltage maximum
s separated from the nearest current maximum by X/l. "I'lie

magnitude pattern on a dissipationless line rej^eat-s itself (exactly

3vcry half wavelength.

30. Standing-wave Ratio.—The ratio of maximum to minimum
magnitude of voltage or current is called t.he st,anding-wav(^ ratio,

denoted by p, or

(80 . 1
)

Then

^ l^+|_+ |A’-| ^ |7-'-| + \I-

I'A’+I - i/i
|

- 1/
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Iri i dissipationless line, there is no attenuation, and the magnitude

of the incident component is the same along the entire line. Simi-

larly, the magnitude of the reflected component is the same along

the entire line. Therefore

im+l - (30.3)

« \Eir\ (30.4)

where the subscript li denotes the value at the receiving, or load,

end of the line. From (21.1)

in -

-

'

' IB.+I

Zr Ho

Zr + Re\
(30.6)

Dividing the numerator and denominator of (30.2) by

I +
P =

so that, from (30.3) to (30.5),

E-
E+
E-
E+

„ _ I + |r.

-
i -Ifl

An alternative expression for p is

\Zr + 7?r| + \Zh — Re
P = Zr + Ro\ - Zr - Rr\

(30.(5)

(30.7)

(30.8)

Speeial etises of this formula are useful for resistance loiwls.

Zr = Rr > Re (30.9)

Zr = Rr < Re (30.10)

Rh
,

p = -jp when
Jl'C

Hr ,

p = — when
Kit

31. Impedance at a Voltage or a Current Loop.—At a current or

a. voll.age loop, the current ami volt.age arc in phiiso with ea(‘.li other,

Fig. 2S. I. Theu-efore, if a line is opened at. either a current or a

\'oltag(', maximum, the impedance looking towanl the load is a

pure resistance. This holds true for any load.

At a voltage maximum, the resistam^e looking toward the load is

Ji
Emax

fmin
=: 1/^—1

I
mill

I

(31.1)

But
|/C«j = (31.2)
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80 that

7% -f^cIXmaxI

ll^ (31.3)

and the input resistance is

R = pRo (31.4)

At a current maximum, the input resistance is

II (31.5)

Thus the input impedance of a line is a resistance p times as

great as JJc if a voltage maximum occurs at the input, or a smaller

resistance 1/p times Rc if a current maximum occurs at the input.

Also, a line is terminated in effect by a resistance at a voltage or

current maximum.
32. Uses of Lines with and without Standing Waves.—Owing to

the opposite phase shifts of the incident and reflected waves, the

input impedance of lines is, in general, different from the load imped-

ance. The input impedance of the dissipationless line is

'T - T>
Zr+

^
‘ Rc 4-IZh tan |8s

(32 . 1 )

By suitable design to obtain a proper value of Rc and selection of

the length Sj an impedance Zr may be made to “look like,'* i.r?.,

may be “transformed” into, almost any desired impedance. In

this respect, the dissipationless line is similar to the ideal transformer

employed in network theory, in that it changes the ratio of voltages

to current so that the input impedance is different from the load

impedance. The line, however, can change the phase as well as

the magnitude, so that not only the “magnitude” but the “angle”

of the impedance may be “transformed.” This ability of the line

is extremely useful for impedance-matching purposes at radio

frequencies.

Also, if Zk is made equal to zero or infinity, short sect,ions of

line may be used as inductances and capacitances. At very high

frequencies, ordinary inductors and capacitors cease to func-

tion properly, owing to distributed capacitance and indiict.anc.e.

Because of these effects, lead wires are made short, coil t.urns nvv.

widely spaced, and the circuit elements are made physically small

in order to keep their maximum dimensions considerably l(\ss than

a wavelength. At high frequencies, however, the wavelongt,h is so
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that ordinary construction must be abandoned. The trans-

)n-line section is one way out of this diJBBlculty, since, at hig;h

mcies, sections of transmission line can be made to provide

cally pure reactances without involving excessively small or

ively large dimensions,

ansmission lines may also be used as a means for measure-

of power at radio frequencies, and also as a means for mcasur-

ipedances.

Iiere power is transmitted over distances that are large com-
with the wavelength, standing waves on the transmission line

be avoided. The arc-over of a line determines the maximum
ble voltage. For a given maximum voltage, the maximum
is transmitted over a line with no standing waves, as is

in Sec. 33. Also, since the copper loss varies as the scpiare

current, the copper loss per unit length at the ciii*rcnt loops

greater than the loss would be if the line wT.i*e terminated in

1 the copper loss at the nodes is less, but the total copper loss

resonant line is groa‘ter than on the same line operated as a

onant line transmitting the same power.
’ short Umgths and for multi frecpioney operation, it is often

f to operate a transmission line feeding an antenna as a

ant'^ line, making all tuning adjustments at the transmitter,

[^ator lengths at fixed frequencies, it is common pra(d,i(^e t.o

' some sort of impedaucc-matching device t.o mat.(*.li the

a to the line, v.c., to transform the antenna impedamui into

that the antenna feeder operates as a nonn'sonant Iin(\ j\t

lerator or transmitter end, similar nutans ar(^ employtMl to

rm the inj)ut impedance lie of tlie nonresonant line into a

hat will suitably load the transmitter.

Measurement of Power,—It is shown in Sec. 31 that th(^

upedance of a transmission line at a voltage maximum is a

.CO equal to plic. Then the power fed into tins resistane,(^ is

„ iwr-*

n pH,

pRc
(:w.2)

p
(33.3)
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the power transmitted is

TO |i?rnax| IiS?in|n|^ ~ Re
(33.4)

Similarly

P = IJmaxIl/mtallJo (33.5)

For a given SI— ,
more power can be transmitted over a non-

resonant line (Zb = Be), since \Enita\ and are then equal (no

standing waves). For a nonresonant line

P = 1|L* = (33.6)

34. Measxirement of Terminating Impedances.—The following

is one method for measuring impedances: The unknown impedance

is connected as the load impedance Zb of & transmission line of

known Rej and the value of the impedance is determined by meas-

uring the standing-wave ratio and the position of voltage maximum
(or minimum).

When jBuim occurs at the load, the load impedance is a resistance

equal to pho* When Enxin occurs at the load (or when occurs

a distance X/4 away from the load), the load impedance is a resist-

ance equal to JJc/p. When occurs at any other point, the

ratio of to Ro is a complex number.

Ijet dma* be the distance between the load and the nearest ])()int

on the line where the voltage is a maximum. At this point, the

input impedance, z.c., the impedance looking toward the load, is

pRc- Using (32.1) with Zs equal to pRo and 6* equal to

Zb ”1“ jBo tO»U
pJte - itej^^

+jZBtany<Ue
(:h.i)

Solving for Zr

rr
71 ^ ^ ticlll

“ “ ° - jpUinP(Ue
(34.2)

where p is the measured ratio

(34.3)

Sometimes the point of minimum voltage may be morc^ pi-(‘-

cisely located. If d,„in denotes the distance from the load to the

nearest point on the lino where the voltage is a minimum

Rc _ Z It "4” jRc tan ^dmin

p ^ Rr + jZR tan jSdmin
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^ «« TJ ^ JP /5c?mln
* ""

® P - j tan
(34.6)

e of this method requires a voltage-indicating device

not change the conditions on the line, and (34.2) and
irccurato only when the dissipation in the line is negligible

vith that in the load.

IV. IMPEDANCE MATCHING

Lrter-wave Transformer.— quarter-wavelength line

lefiil property of transforming an impedance into its

vith respect to Rl. To show this, (32.1) may be solved

equal to t/2. Since tan 7r/2 is infinity, (32. 1) would not

ly a useful answer. If both numerator and denominator

e divided by tan fis

7 Tj>
(-^^/tan 0s) + jRe

(jir/tan )3tS‘) -f- JZr

hs becomes infinite

(35.1)

Z,
Zn

(36.2)

on describes the.action of the quarter-wave transformed',

ion application of this principle is the matching of an

a transmission-lino feeder. This may bo done when
ace of the antenna is a resistance. If this resistance is

Rn, the problem is to make Rn “look like/' the charac-

it.ance of the feeder, here denoted by R^. The problem

/ed by inscu'ting between the antenna and the feeder a

'-elength section of specially constructed line of charac-

itanco Re. such that

ni ^

\-tvUjiuat«nnu

5.1. Then

Rc' = VRMm

(35.3)

(35.4) .

Rr, tho chamctcriHiic rcsistanco Re of the transforming

IKS than Rc. If tho sumo size of wire is used for tho

setion and tho feeder, the spacing of the wires of the
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matching section must be closer than that of the feeder, Fig. 35. b/,

as required by (16.4). Sometimes the spacing of the wires in t.lu'

matching section is the same as that of the feeder, and the ra.diiis

of the wires is increased to secure the required lie'-

Ji Rb > Rc, the characteristic resistance of the i.ransfoi’ining

section is greater than Rc. If the same size of wire is us(h1 in

matching section and the feeder, the spacing in the matething s(*(*t.ion

must be greater than that of the feeder, Fig. 35.16.

T"
— —

P

R/- VRcRr

(a) ib)

Fig. 36.1.—Quarter-wave transformer for matching an anionna io a opiMi-win^
construction (not drawn to scale); (a) Rr < /f,., (/>) Rn > R,.

(&)
Fig. 35.2.—Quarter-wave transformer for matching an antt'una io a

construction (not drawn to scale); («) Hr < Rn {h) Rr R,,

Figure 35.2 illustrates coaxial coiwiniction of (mart(‘r-W!iv(‘
matchiiig sections. In the constniction of l-'ig. 35.20,, a sl<>cv(> of
appropriate outside diameter and wall thickiufas is slonvii iiis(‘rt('<l
into the feeder pipe, effectively reducing th<( inside diaiiKdor of the
outer conductor.

36. Eighth-wave Transformer.—If an eight,h-\vav(' sin-tion of
dissipationless transmission line is terminated in a pim- n m\^t<nwr of
any value, the input irnpedance has a magniMc e(nial I o h‘,. When
s — \/8, fis = t/4 radians or 45®, and tan /3.v is unity. 'I'lu'ii (32. 1

)
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and (35.1) roduco to

The nuiuorator and
tude; t horofor<‘

y /*
"
1
“ jJ^c.

Xf **{ — ifo *» .
,

.

i^c + (:i(U)

<loii<miina(<»r of (3(). 1) havo the. samo in:if2;iu-

== He (Ml>.2)

(\)nvors('ly, any dissipat.ionloas oifilit.h-wavo s<»<il.ion, ((*rminal(‘(l

in an inii)<‘(lunc(‘ \viios(vm«</H/V./«/f>o(iuals He, ha.s an ininit im|M*(lanc((

which is a pure! n‘sistanc<(. For, if in (22.1) Is math' tlu* con-

jugate of Zx in (2G. 1), tlie input impedance witli jfi.'t « ir/ l will Im
the Itu which appeam in (lUi.I). Thus i.s a cotustuiuence tif I he
principle of conjugal o.s.

37. Principle of Conjugates in Impedance Matching.- If m, dis-

Kipaiionlo>ss network i.s instirted l)etw(SMi a couHtant-voltagt' gt'ner-

ator of iiileriud imiK'dance Z„, and a loa<l of impt'danett Zn
such that maximum power is d('liv(M-ed to tins load, at every pair

h_ c
MAX. POWER

—

r"'V\r-

EgC? ^
-Irr..

DISSIPATIONLESS I

NETWORK lZ-
D

1

^

1

B

CONJUGATE OF Zg CONJUGATE OF Zr
I'KJ. »n,l. ” Tin* of roiijiiicutoH in htipiMlaiici^ iiiat

of tcrminaliS the imp(Mlanc('.s looking in oppositt* direclions are
conjugates of ('aeh oIIkt.

'I'o .st'cure maximum powtu- output from a genera tor who.se enif
and \vho.s(i internal imix'danet^ a.re constant., the loa.d must havt* an
impedance e<iual to the conjugate of the generator’s internal
impedance. In Fig. .27.1, if the rlissipat ionic,ss network (which coulil
l)c ma<l(' up of ideal lumped-constant ch>m<'nts or ideal I ransmksion-
line sections) i.s.so<l(*signed th.at t.hegeuera.t,or i.s<leliv<(ring m.aximmu
power into the terminals f.7>, the lo.-id impedancri coimecir'd to the
generator must Ix' the conjugal (t of Zu. This is <'xpr«'.sscd hy saying
that conjugate imitehing cxi.sts at CD. .Maximum power is ako
led into tluf terminals .1/1 Is'caiusTi no power i.s lost, in llie network.
As to tlie terminals ,1 li, the circuit to the left of .1 H is ('(|uivalenl, hy
Th('>venin’s theorem, to a gen(*rator who.se emf H,,' is the opr'ii-circuil

volt.agci at the termimds .1/1 and who.s(( inlermd impedamre Z/ is

the impedance looking to llus l(?ft at .1/1. Now, Zn must he the
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conjugate of Z/; hence Z,' is the conjugate of Z*. Therefore the

impedance looking to the left at AB must be the conjugate of Z*.

Conjugate matching exists at AB as well as at CD.
When impedances are conjugate-matched for transmission of

power in one direction, they are conjugate-matched for power
transmission in the reverse direction, if no power loss occurs in

the matching devices.

38. Half-wave Section.—^The input impedance of a half-wave
section of dissipationllb^ line is equal to the terminal impedance.
When s = X/2, fis = ir radians or 180°, tan /3s = 0, and (32.1)

reduces to Zg = Zr. In Fig.' 28.1, the standing-wave pattern
repeats itself every half wavelength, and the ratio E/I repeats itself

every half wavelength. There is no impedance transformation.

However, at any point on the line the voltage and current lag

by 180° the voltage and cuirent, respectively, at a point a half

wavelength nearer the generator. Tto property of producing a
180° phase shift in the voltage and current mth no change in magni-
tude (for any terminating impedance) makes the half-wave low-loss

section extremely useful in feeding antenna arrays.

Insulating supports should not be spaced at intervals of a half

wavelength on a noni-esonant line. Such supports, even when
they have no leakage or' dielectric loss, have the effect of placing

some small capacitances across the line. If these capacitances
were placed at half-wavelength intervals, their shunting (dTect,

would be cumulative, since the half-wavelength spacing would
effectively place them all in parallel at one point of the line*. Th(^

insulators cause the parameters of the line to be discontinuous,

giving rise to reflections. These reflections add up in pliiuse when
the spacing of the insulatore is one-half wavelength. If the insu-

lators are spaced at quarter-wavelength intervals, tlui reflections

are out of phase, and their effect is minimized. If there arc many
insulators per wavelength, say 10 or more, Ibeir effect can bo taken
as roughly equivalent to an added disti-ibuted c.apacitauce (and
conductance) averaged over the length of the line. Wlien the
line is not nonresonant, the disturbing effects of insulatoi-s may
sometimes be minimized by locating the insulators at points of

voltage minimum.

V. IMPEDANCE MATCHING BY MEANS OF STUBS

39. Input Admittance.—The expimsion for the input impedance,
(18.18) or (32.1), is
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^ _ p tan /3s

= Rs + jXs

(39.1)

This represents the combination of a resistance Rr in series with

a reactance Xu-

In the following two sections, impedance-matching Kschemes

are considered which employ sections of line placed in parallel

with the feeder line. It is sometimes more convenient with this

connection to consider the input at a given point on the feeder in

terms of admittances, since the admittance of two branches in

parallel can be added to yield the resultant admittance. This

principle is the basis of a graphical method to be described later.

The conductance and susceptance corresponding to the imped-

ance Zs are obtained by taking the reciprocal of which is

y = -1 = ^ Rc + jZn tan

Zr Rc ZIt -j- jRc tan jSs

Dividing the numerator and denominator by RcZr

y ^ fi yR + jOc ian fis
is -

^^‘’ir;/+^-)Vtani3«

or, by definition of conductance and susceptance,

Vs - Os - jBs

(39.2)

(39.3)

where G is the conductance and B is the susceptance.* hkluation

(39.3) is the same in form as (39.1); impedances in (39.1) are

replaced by their corresponding admittance's in (39.3).

A line is “flat” or nonresonant when terminated in a load

impedance Itc, or in an admittance Gc == i/Rc-

40. Single-stub Impedance Matching.— ft is possible to mat.cdi

any antenna or load to a transmission line by means of a single op('n

or closed stub of suitable length, placed on the feeden* at the propcu*

point. The method is illustrated in Fig. K). 1 for an open stub and

a two-wire fecdc^r.

The operation of l.h<^ stub may be (explained as follows: When
the load impedance is not. eciiial to R,- (or when the load admittanc(^

is not equal to frV), t.lui magnitude and phase of R and / vary, Fig.

28.1. 'rhe admiM-ance looking toward the load (dianges iis the

distance from the load inen^ases. At. a volt.age maximum, tlu'

^American Standard DcCmitions of lOloc.trioal Tofiuh, .‘\.SA-(342, 1011,

Amorican Institute of Kloctrical lOngintK'rs,
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impedance looking toward the load is a pure resistance pHc, there-

fore the admittance is a pure conductance 1 /pRc or Gc/p. T his

conductance is less than Gc» Similarly, at a v(>ltago minimum,

the impedance is a pure resistance Rdp] the admittance is a pure

conductance p(?c- This conductance is greater than (re At some

point between a voltage maximum and the adjacent voltage mini-

mum, the conductance is equal to Gc, and at this point the stul)

is located.

At t.bifl point, there is some susceptance because the admittances

of a section of line is a pure conductance only at a voltage node or

loop. To balance out this susceptance, the stub is added in ]>aral-

lel; the length and termination of the stub are adjusted so that, the

LOAD LOAD

(a) (6)

Fig. 40.1.—The use of an open stub to match a load to a tranHinwHion-liiu'

open-wire coustruotioii.

total susceptance of the parallel circuit (at the point,s Cl) in Kig.

40.1) is zero and the total admittance is a pure condu(^t.ane.(^ ecpial

to Ge Then, at CD, the feeder is terminal,ed by a (^ondiudanci^

equal to Qc or a resistance equal to He, and standing \vav(‘s on th(^

feeder are eliminated.

The formulas for the location and lengths of thcf st.ubs luv.

simplified by expressing the admittances in terms of t,h<^ dimension-
less ratio

where Y is the admittance in mhos. 'Fhe (luantit.y y/i may Ix^

called ''per unit admittance,'' and gx and hi may Ix^ (uilhxl ‘'per
unit conductance" and "per unit susceptamx^." For a load
impedance Zr

= ^ = ^ (.K),l)
Uc ^

where gin = (RJiB)KR% + X%) and i,,* = + Al).
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For an open stub, Fig. 40.1, the distance d from the load to the

stub and the length of the stul) are given ))y

tan /Sd

tan jSd = — \ I

Qxit tan jSrfi H“ foi/e

If Ihe angles /3di and )3d arc expressed in degrees

7 _ \
degrees

<h = X

d = X

300

(/3d) in degrees

3()0

(40.3)

(40.4)

(40.5)

where X is the wavelength on the line.

(tt) (5) (c)

ID.^.—Cl()H<'(l-.sl ul) (HiiiHlriK’tion on two-win* inuj coiixial fi'cih'rs.

For a closed stub, Fi^. 40.2, the distanct^ d I’roin t he load to t.lie.

stub and the length d\ of the stul) are giveti by

eot pdx

t.an fid

/(I —

\ g\H

1 — g\tt

gxn cot fidx - hin

for

closed

stub

(MU))

(.10.7)

If stubs loss than X/4 in length are uswl, a closed stub can be

placed nearer the load than any other stub when Qxh < 1, and an

open still) can be placiul ni^arer the load than any otlun' stub wluin

giR > 1 .

When the value of the load impedance is not known, th(^ location

and length of the stub may be determined from the standing-wavi^

distribution on the line. If p is the standing-wave ratio on the

feeder before the addition of the stub, and if d is nieasiiri^d t.oward
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the generator from the position of a voltage maximum, then, for

a olosed stub,

cot pdi =

tan pd =

for closed stub

d measured from
(40.8)

(40.9)

These equations are obtained from (40.6) and (40.7) by setting

Qia = 1/p and b[E = 0, since at a voltage maximum the line is in

effect terminated by a resistance pRe. If d is measured toward

the generator from the position of a voltage minimum,

cot pd\ = ±

tan pd = ±

for closed stub

d measured from Emin

(40.10)

(40.11)

These equations are obtained from (40.6) and (40.7) by setting

giR = p and bin = Oj since at a voltage minimum the line in effect

is terminated by a resistance Rc/p-

Similar equations may be writtep for an open stub. Comparison
of these equations would show that, when p is equal to 2.()2, an

open or closed stub of equal length may bo used. When p is greater

than 2.62, a closed stub is the shortest that may be used; and,

when p is less than 2.62, an open stub is the shortest that may 1)(‘

used. However, the closed stub is preferred, because its length

may be more easily adjiisted and the shorting bar or piston adds
mechanical siipport.

The ^^shorl,-circuiting” wire of a two-wire closed stub has an
inductance approximately equivalent to a length of lino D/2
terminated by a zero impedance. Therefore, it is sometimes
advisable. Sec. 27, to deduct D/2 from the lengths of the closed

two-wire stubs, as given by the formuhis of this section. For
(coaxial stubs, no such correction is nec^essary.

41. Double-stub Impedance Matching.—Altlunigh th<^ single

stub is extremely simple in its application, it has some disadvan-
tages. It is not always convenient to provide an adjustment in the

position of the stub, especially when coaxial cable is used. Also,

an open stub may not be lengthened easily. To ovcnumie these

difficulties, two olosed stubs of adjustable length but fixed spacing

sometimes are used.

The load impedance involves two variables, Xh and Rr. To
match this impedance to the line, two variable adjustments ar(^
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required. For the single stub, the adjustments are the position

and the length of the stub. For the double-stub method, the

spacing of the stubs. is fixed, and the two adjustments are the

lengths of the two stubs. A given spacing will not accommodate

all impedances, but the spacing can be chosen so that the range of

impedances is sufficiently wide to allow for any slight variations in

load or frequency that may be encountered with a given type of

equipment.

The arrangement of the stubs is indicated in Fig. 41.1. A
spacing X/2 between the stubs is not useful, since it provides no

impedance transformation. For the same reason, the spacing

should not be too close. If 62 is the length of the closed stub at

Fig. 41.1.—Doul)lo-stub impocliincc-matching arrimj^omont for (a) two-wiro lino,

(]}) coaxial lino.

the ^load,^^ and di is the length of the closed stub at a distance d

from the ^‘load”

cot Pd\ = + —
7
— \/<i«t2

fid — g\R + \
— cot fid (41.1)

cot fid2 = ±\/^ \/cot“ fid — gut + 1 — cot fid — hut 011 . 2)

The ^Moad'^ which is matched to the feeder is that portion of the

system which is to the right of the terminals AB, Fig. 41.1, not

including the stub ^2 - If there is a length of transmission line

between the terminals AB, Fig. 41.1, and tine antenna or load to

which the power is delivered, the input impe(lanc.e or admitl.anc,e

of this length of line is the ‘‘load^^ impedance or adinittaiuHi to Ix'

used in (40.1) to calculate the gin and but for (1 1.1) and (11-2).

The quantities under the scpiare-root signs in (11.1) and (41.2)

must be positives Therefore the ixxpiirenumt thai

c()t“ fid — gut + \ ^ 1

must be met. Hence, for a given spacing <1 Ix'tween stubs, the

greatest per unit conduciance that can lx‘ mat ched to the feeder is

== 1 + fid (41.1^)
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The susceptance of the “load^' imposes no limitation, since it is in

parallel with the susceptance of the stub d2 ,
which is adjustable to

yield the per unit susceptance required by (41.2). Except when
giR has the maximum allowable value, the choice of the + or —
sign in (41.1) and (41.2) determines one of two possible combina-

tions of di and ^2 that will effect the impedance match. The same
sign must be chosen in both equations. Since at a voltage maxi-

mum the feeder is terminated by a resistance pRc whose gm is 1/p,

which is less than 1, a double-stub arrangement with any useful

spacing between stubs may always be used if the stub is placed

at the location of a voltage maximum, and the distance d measured
from this location toward the generator.

For d = X/4, |3d = 7r/2 or 90°, and (41.1) and (41.2) become

cot jSdi = ± Vl -
VQiJi

cot pd2 = ±\/giB \/i ““ giR ”

'The per unit conductance looking toward the load at the junction

of stub d2 must be equal to or less than I

.

For d = 3\/8, pd = 37r/2 or 136°, and d\ and d^ are given by

with (41.4)

(i = X/4
(41.5)

cot jSdi = ± \/2 - gut + 1

'vgiR

cot pdz = i.'s/giB '\/2 — giR -1- I — hin

with (41.())

d = 3X/8
(41.7)

The per unit conductance looking toward the load at, the juiu^t.ion

of stub dz must be equal to or less than 2.

The location and length of the stul)s may be (let,ei*minod from
the observed standing-wave distribution on the fecnler before th(^

addition of the stubs. If, for example, the stub dz is located at a
voltage maximum, the admittance looking toward the load is a

conductance Gr/p, so that giR = l/p and bm = 0 at tbis point,.

Then with rf = X/4

cot pdi — ± \/p — I

cot ^di = ±
~

P

With d = 3X/8

with

d = X/1

stub di at /4'„,5»

cot = +'v/2p — i + 1

cotM = +
“

' + 1

wif.ii

d = 3X/8

Htub di at A'm..

(11.H)

(ll.ll)

P

(11 . 10)

(41.11)
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42. Measurement of Wavelength.—The I’OHonant proportioa of a

short-circuited transmission line are utilized frequently for meas-

uring the wavelength and hence the frequen(‘.y. It is shown, Sec.

22, that the input impedance of a short-circuited dissipationless

line is zero for lengths of line that arc multiples of a half wavelength.

Actually the impedance is finite but very small, being approximately

equal to Rccxs at the half-wavelength points. If such a short-

circuited line is coupled more or less loosely to an oscillator, and
the short circuit is moved along the line, at certain positions the

input impedance to the line will be veiy low; in effect the line will

couple a resonant circuit to the oscillator, and there will be a
marked reaction on the oscillator usually in the form of a decided

decrease in the amplitude of oscillation. This reaction may be

noted by obseiwing some indicating instrument built into the

Fig. 42.1.—(Uirroiit in ii ,sliort.-<M?*<’nil.inK bar ;is a function of tli(» diKlauco « botwccni

KCMiorator and bar (not drawn to Hcalo).

oscillator circuit or by noting the d(M‘.reas(^ in tlu^ oscillator output

by means of a near-by receiver. Tlu^ distances bedAvt^en two adjiicent

locations of the short-circuiting bar at whicJi resonaiic.e o(^curs is

one-half wavelength on the lino.

When this measurement is performcid witli open-wire lines,

some provision must be made for isolating the unused portion of

the line. This isolation may take tlu^ form of a shield or may (U)nHist

of a supplementary short-circuiting bar plac.ed on the unused

portion of the lincj at a distanc(^ X/1 from the main short-circuiting

bar. When a coaxial line is used, tlu^ short circuit is made by a

movable ])lunger. The field of th(^ shor(.-(dr(*.uite<l line is contained

entirely within the cavity Ixuinded by tlu^ plunger, and special

means of isolation are not nupiiuMl.

Another method is to observer the (Mirrcdit in a shortKurcuiting

bar as the bar is moved along a two-wire lim^, provision being made
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to isolate the unused part of the line. Figure 42.1 shows a plot

of the current in the short circuit (nowhere else on the line) as a

function of the distance between the short circuit and the gener-

ator. The graph is not drawn to scale, because of the extremely

great difference between the magnitudes of maxima and minima

of current. The current at all minima is practically the same and

equal to Es/Re, where Es is the voltage applied to the input ter-

minals of the line. The minima occur at the odd-numbered quai*ter-

wavelength intervals. At the half-wavelength intervals, the current

exhibits very sharp peaks, having a value Es/Recxs^ where s, at

the points of current maxima, takes on values that are multiples

of a half wavelength. The sharpness of the peaks may be expressed

in terms of their width at the half-power point, i.e., in terms of their

width at those points where the current has fallen to 0.707 of tlu^

maximum. If d' denotes the distance from any one peak to any

one of the near-by points at which the current has fallen to 0.707

of the value at the peak, the distance d' is given by

j/ ^

so that the relative wdth of the peaks of Fig. 42. 1 is

5 P

For low-loss lilies in which r <Ko)l and g a>c,

-L + iL = 1
P cal (i)C Q

(42 . 1 )

The Q of a transmission line can bo very high, of the order of 1,000,

so that the position of the current peaks can be located a(‘.(uirat.oly.

With proper technique, the wavelength may be mcasunMl with

fairly high precision, using resonant transmission lines of e.oaxial

or of open-wire construction. When a two-wire lino is employed,

this measurement is commonly named the measurement of wave-

length by means of Lecher wires, since Lecher was one of tlu^ first,

to investigate the resonant properties of transmission lines at radio

frequencies.

VI. CIRCLE DIAGRAM

The computation for numerical problems may often be simplified

or eliminated by using graphs or diagrams. The accuracy depends
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upon the scale to which the diagram is drawn and the ease with

which interpolations can be made between the lines on the diagram.

The chart now to be described involves two„families of circles and

will be called the ‘‘circle diagram.”

43. Construction of Circle Diagram.—The chart for the dis-

sipationless line is based upon the fact that the graph of (39.1),

for any value of Ze is a circle as a is varied. Similarly, the graph

of Vs, (39.3), is also a circle. There will be different circles for

different values of Ze or Ve- These are the circles that surround

the point 1,0 in Fig. 43.1.

All the algebraic manipulations involved in the derivation will

not be given here, but the principal steps will be outlined. The
reflection coeflSicient of (21.1) involves a magnitude and an angle,

i 6m

|r| - \T\l± - \T\e^^ (43.1)

The impedance Za may be expressed, from (21.2) and (21.4), with

d = a, as

As - C4e5.-^)

whore ^ — 2ps.

To make the diagram applicable to all lines regardless of lie,

the value of Zs is expressed in terms of lie by

= (43.3)

the subscript 1 donotinR “per unit” values, with Kc as the unit.

Then

from which

ri + jxi = 1 + liv*
1 -

'' ri+H-.7.c,

(43.4)

(43.5)

The terms on each sidc^ of (43.5) arc e(|ual complex numbers and

hence have equal magiiit.u(l(^s and (upial angl(\s. JOcpiating the

magnitudes

1 + iirv
1 - |r|=;

+ x\ =
(,

(43.(1)

which is the eciuation of a circle whose center is on the horizontal

axis of Fig. 43.1 at a distance (I + |r|'-*)/(l ~ iPl’-*) from the origin,
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and whose radius is 2lrl/(l — \T\^)- For various values of |r|,

the circles surrounding the point 1,0 in Fig. 43.1 are obtained.

Fig. 43.1.—Circle diagram for transmission linos.

Equating the angles (actually by equating their tangents)

' + (*' - ta'h)
' +

] I

tan“ <l> sin® ^
(13.7)

which is the ociuaiion of a circle whose centcu* is on the v(n*l.i(*.al

.axis at a distance 1/tan
<l>

below the origin, and whoso radius is
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l/siiL
<l>. For various values of the circles passing through, the

point 1,0 are obtained. In constructing the chart, lr| is assumed

real and positive, and the circles of constant </» are marked with the

value of Ps corresponding to as determined from (43.2).

The reciprocal of Zs is

Ya = ^ Or -- jBs

so that

^ = -j6i (43.8)

This is also the reciprocal of (43.3) and (43.4), so that

Ys
Oc

= ^1 - jhi =
I

r+ (43.9)

Kcluation (43.9) is the same in form as (43.4) and leads to the same

faniilicfi of circles defined by (43.0) and (43.7); replacing ri by ^i,

xi by — 6i, +lrl by — |r|, would cause no change in the form of

either (43.6) or (43,7).

Wince Y is defined as G — jBj where 0 = E/(R^ + X^) and

H == X/(H^ + X^), the imaginary term in (43.9) takes the minus

sign. This is taken care of in the circle diagram by plotting — 5i

instead of bi in the vertical direction, so that ri -f jxi is plotted in

i.lu^ same way as gi + — and the diagram may be used with

t.lie same numerical values attached to the coordinate lines marked

on the diagram.

44. Input Impedance.—To determine the input impedance of a

liiK^ with a finite Zr by means of the diagram, the procedure is as

follows: First determine Zr/Rc- Enter the chart at the point

whosc^ coordinates ri + jxi correspond to Zr/Rc. Follow the

r-c.irclo passing through this point, moving clockwise in the dia-

gram, through an angle /S.sas denoted by the <i)-circlcs (interpolation

may be necessary). Iteiul the coordinates corresponding to this

sec^ond point. Then Zr = Jtc{ri+jxi), where n and Xi arc the

coordinates of this second point.

Example.—I A'l Re = 5(K) ohms, Zr = 1,000 -|- ^750, nwd (fa « 50° Now
%k/Rc = 2 -f- yi.f). Kilter the ehiirl. at t-his point, FiR. 4^.1, falls on the

injirkocl lOr)". ^Fo 105" add 50% giviriK 215", which on the diagram is

(‘quiviilont to 215" — IKO" *= 1^5" (Any inultiplo of 180“ may bo added or

Hubiraotod siiKie the staiuling-wave pattern on a diHsipal ion loss line and the

corresponding ehangoH in itnpcMhiiice repeal (‘very half wavelength). Following
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the F-oircle that passes through the first point 2 +^1-5, around to 35° gives

the coordinates of the second point, in this case 0.77 — ^1.09. Then

Zs * 500(0.77 -il.09) = 385 - j545 ohms.

The r-circle of this example intersects the t\ axis at the point 3.33 -j-yo.

If the line were terminated in Zjt *= (3.33 4" y0)I2r and wore 165° long, Zs would

equal (2 + jl.h)Rc- Therefore, the load impedance of the preceding paragraph

is equivalent to a length of line corresponding to jSs =® 165° and terminated in it

resistance 3.33i2e. This is the significance of the 165° attached to tlie <^circl(^

passing through the first point in the problem. 'Tht^ Htiinding-wavc^ ratio is

given by that intersection of the r-cirdc with the axis of rc'als, which is to t hi^

right of the point 1,0. In this example, p = 3.33.

A computation by formula (39.1) gives Zs = 382 —^5*17. The use of

chart saves a substantial amount of time.

46. Input Admittance.—^The input admittance may bo obtained

by a method that is practically identical with the ])roco(liirc of

Sec. 44, since the admittance equation (39.3) has the same form aw
the impedance equation (39.1).
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The admittance of the load must be known or calculated from

the impedance. The first step is to determine Yr/Gc or RcIZr

and express the result in the form gi + i(— &i). Enter the chart,

Fig. 43.1, at the point whose horizontal coordinate is gi and whose

vertical coordinate is —fei. Then follow the F-circle, moving

clockwise in the diagram, through an angle jSs as denoted by the

<^>-circles. Read the coordinates corresponding to this second point.

Fui. ‘If). 1 Solution for the input adniittaiico of a lino by moans of tho cirolc diagram.

Tlu'fi r.s' = (f/i
- (u- {gi -jbi)/Rc where gi and -6i arc

the. vahieH roswl from the (hart. Any point in the upper half of

the diagram designaUw a (iapacitivc susccptanco, and any point in the

lower half of the diagram denignates an inductive susceptance.

Let, Yit = (5 -J3) lO"’, lie = 500, and fis = 128°. Then

Yif/(rr = 2J) — 7

1

.5 . TliiH point (•.orrcuponds to an inductive Busccptanco and

is (o be fouiul in tho l()\v(*r luilf of the diagram. Kntor tho chart at the point

that iH ‘2.5 units to the right of the origin and 1.5 units down from the origin,

I''ig. 15. 1 . 'riu’ angh‘ of the (^circle passing through this point is IT (by inter-

polation). 'ro 1 r add 12S", giving ^39^ Follow the r-circlc passing through

th(» first point to thti iniersectfon with the ^-circle corresponding to 139°.
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This second point is 0.6 unit to the right of the origin and 0.95 unit above the

origin. Then Ya = (0.6 +^0.96)0?. - (1.2 +yi.9) 10-» mho.

46. Open-circuit Input Impedance.—^An open-oircuited lino iw

terminated in an infinite impedance, so that the F-circle cornv

sponding to Zr/Rc is infinite in radius. From the construction of

the diagram, it is evident that, as the radius of the r-circlc increases,

the circles approach the left-hand margin of the diagi-am. In th<^

limit, the radius becomes infinite, and the left-hand margin is tluf

F-circle for an open-circuited line. Each point on the left-hand

margin has associated with it an angle denoting the (#)-circlc, and

a coordinate aji. The value jxi equals ZaJRc for the open-circuited

line whose fis equals the angle of the ^-circle passing through f.he

point 0, *1 on the left-hand mar^n.

Example,—^To find the impedance of an open-circuited lino 0.1\ long whose*

Re * 72 ohms, pick the point on the left-hand margin, Fig. 43. 1, ('.orrosponding

to 0.1(360®) = 36®. The vertical coordinate of this point is —1.38. Then
Zs = ( —il.38)22« « —j99 ohms.

47. Short-circuit Admittance.—A short-circuited lino is Uu-

minated in an infinite conductance. The radius of tlu^ coiTOspond-

ing F-circle is infinite, as in Sec. 46. The only part of the (*.ir(‘.l<^

appearing on the diagram is the part coinciding with tlu^ kdVhand
margin.

Example.—^To find the input admittance of a short-circuitecl lino whow* Rr

is 250 ohms and whose length is 0.42X, enter the chart at the loft-hand margin,

Fig. 43.1, at the point corresponding to 0.42(360®) * 151®. Tho valno of — />|

associated with this point is 1.80. Then Yr/Gc = gi +j{-h\) - 0 1- jl.SO;

andFs = +il.80/J2c -= +^7.2 • 10“® mho. Another way to ntat(‘ the* Holution

is as follows: The vertical coordinate of the point eorroHponding t-o 151" is

+1.80. Then Ys/Oc - +jl.80, so that Ys = +j\.m/Rr = +;7.2 • 10 « mho.

48. Impedances and Admittances.—Tho (‘.htiri may l)o uh(mI lo

compute the reciprocal of a complex number and thus may bo mod
to determine Y = 1/Z ov Z ^ \/Y. Tho i)ro()f of this is basted

upon the transforming properties of a quartcr-wavclongth stHdion.

For such a section

2 l_n
with

Zr\ /3s = 90“

Dividing both sides of the equation by lie and replacing 1/Z„ by
Yr and R. by \/Gc

^ _ 1^1 with

R. (?cj /3s = 90“
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For computation pxirposes, Rc may be assumed to have any con-
venient value.

The procedure to find 7 = 1/.Z is as follows: Divide Z by
any convenient real number 72, so that the quotient defines a
point that falls within the range of the chart. This point corre-

sponds to the left-hand member of (48.1). Enter the chart at

this point. Follow the corresponding F-circle through an angle 90°

Fici. 48.1.—Cinvphicul oulciilatioii of tlie rornproniil of a complex number.

(as (l(uioi.(Ml by the </>-circlcR), locating the second point. This

s(M*.()n(l point denotes the complex number — jbi which is the

right-hand member of (48.1). Then 7 = (^/i — jbi)/Ro.

Example .

—
'!'<» find the adiniUaneo of the impodunce Z — 210 +7300 ohms,

divi<l(' Z hy nny iiSHunied value of He such as 300 so that Z/200 = 0.7 +71.0.

Muter the (diart at the ])oint that is 0.7 unit to the right of the origin and 1.0 unit

above ih(^ origin, h'ig. 48.1. ''riu^ eorresponding is 142°. Follow the T-circle

passing through this j)()iut to the <;^eir(*le whose angle is 142° ± 90° or 52°.

Tliis s(i<M>n(l i)oint is 0. 17 unit t.o the right of the origin and 0.67 unit below

t he origin, 'riien gi ^ jb\ = 0.47 — yo.()7 = Y/GeiTom (48.1). The required

y is (0.47 - ./0.()7)/300 = (l,r)7 --7223) • 10““ mho.
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A consequence of the reciprocal relationship of (48.1) is that the I'-oircIo

passing through a point such as 2 +j0 passes through its reciprocal point

i +y0; the r-cirde passing through the point 3 +j0 passes through the point

i + jo, etc. This principle is sometimes usefiil in locating the proper r-circlo

in the region where the lines on the diagram are necessarily crowded.

49. Single Stabs.—^At the point where the stub is connected to

the transmission line, the feeder is tenninated by the combination
of the stub in parallel with that portion of the line connected to
the load or antenna. Since the admittances of parallel branches
can be added, the graphical solution is carried out in terms «>f

admittances.

Let y* be the complex admittance of the load or antenna, and
Ge the characteristic admittance of the line. Enter the chart at
the point whose coordinates are Ya/Ge. Note the angle of the
^circle passing through this point, the first point in obtaining tho
solution. Follow the T-circle passing through the firat point,
moving clockwise to the intersection of this T-circle with the vortical
line on the chart denoting the locus of all points whoso horizontal
coordinate is unity. Note the angle of the <#Hcirclo passing through
this intersection, which shall be termed the second point. Tlu^
total angle “turned through” in following the clockwise path from
the first point to the second point is the value of fid, whore d is

the distance between the load and the stub. The next .stop is to
locate a third point on the left-hand margin of the chart, whoso
vertical coordinate is the negative of the vertical coordinate of the
second point. The angle of the ^circle passing through tliis third
point is the value of fidi where di is the length of the (dosed sl.uh
that will accomplish the desired impedance match.* If the value
of fidi as read from the chart is greater than 90®, tho closed stub
may be replaced by an open stub one-quarter wavelength .shorter.

In the procedure outlined, the complex number corresponding
to the second point is the value of Y/Oc looking toward tho load
at the location of the stub, i.e., toward the terminals AB in Figs.
40.1 and 40.2, from the junction CD. The complex numhcir corre-
sponding to the third point is the value of Y/Go looking into tlui
stub at the junction CD. The sura of these two complex numbers
is 1 “H jO; therefore the sum of the admittanc(is at the junction is

* For tw<5-wire Imes, it may sometimcB Iw advisable to subtract I)/2 from
the graphically determined value of d., to correct for tho inductance of the wire
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(?c(l + jO)j and the feeder is terminated in its characteristic con-

ductance at the junction with the stub.

Several numerical examples are worked out below. From
these and from the above, it will be seen that, if stubs less than

X/4 in length are used, a closed stub less than X/4 long can be

placed closer to the load than any other stub when the real part

of Yr/Oc is less than 1. Similarly, when the real part of Yr/Gc

Fuj. lU.l.-—Clraphioul calculaiion of a cloHod nmiclun« .still).

is groiit(u- than 1, an open stub can l)o placed closer to the load than

any other stub.

Example Indicating a Cloml Stub.— YrIGc = 0.() — jl.O and \ = 1 m.

lOntor the ehiirt iit tlio point 0.0 division to the right of tho origin and 1 .O division

down from th(^ origin, Fig. 49.1. The angle of tho 4>-c.irc.lo is 40". Follow tin*

r-c.irc.lo through this first point eloekwiso to itH intersection with the vertical

line pasning through the point 1,0. The intersection has the coordinates 1,

+ 1.38; the associated </>-<urcle has the angle 152®. Then the angle is eipial

to 152° — 40° or 112°. The coordinates of the third point are 0, —1.38; the

angle of the associated </>-cirele is 36°. Then pdi = 36° for a closed stub.

Since X = JOO <nn,
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d - (g^I) lOo' - 31.1 cm; <ii = (IfJ.)
100 = 10 cm.

Examples Indicating an Open Stub.—Let t.ho. iiiipodancT of tho load la*

Zr = 160 — yi20 and the characteristic resintiiiice of the f('(‘cler l><^ = r)()()

ohms. Then Yr/Go = Rc/Zr » 2 +^1.6. Knter the ehiirt at the point tliat

is 2 divisions to the right and 1.6 divisions abovet the origin, Kig. •10.2. I'his is

the first point, and the angle of the associated ^eireh^ is HhV’. Follow tlu*

P-circle passing through the first point clockwise to the intersect ion with tiu*

vertical line passing through 1,0. This second point has the e(>onliiiat<‘s

A5®

Fia. 49.2.—Graphical calculation of an ojmmi inntchitu; «t\d>.

Ij ”1.27j and tho associated <^circlo has the angle 211". The angle 'MnriH'd
through'' in passing from the first point to the M(‘eoiul point is 15 j

211“ (/.c.,

from 165® to 180® and then from 0° to 29'‘), ho that. Sd 11’. 'Fli<‘ n(‘xt st<»|)

is to locate the third point, which in on the left.-h!incl margin and has t he vtM’t ical

coordinate that is the opposite of the vorti<NiI eo()rdinut(* of tin* s<*(*oiid point.
This third point is 0, -1-1.27; and the aHHoeiat(‘d </>-(Mreh* liaH tin* Jiiigh* M2".
Then fidi = 142® for a closed stub, or 142® - IK)® - 62" for an oi>en stub. If

the wavelength X is 60 cun,

for the open stub.
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For another example, let Re « 200 ohms, Zie = 80 + j20 ohms, and
X =* 60 cm. Then Yr/Gc * RcJZr = 2.35 — jO.59. Enter the chart at the
point that is 2.35 units to the right of the origin and 0.59 unit down from the
origin. Fig. 49.3. The (^circle corresponding to this point is 7°. Follow
the r-circlc clo(‘.kwisc to its intersection with the vertical line passing through
1,0. The coordinates of this second point are 1, —0.96; the associated circle
has the angle 32°. Then the angle “turned through ” is 32® — 7®, or 25®, so that
(id = 25°. The third point has the coordinates 0, +0.90; the associated

Fk;. 40. H.— (iniphiciil euh'iihit ion of an ojkmi iiiat(OiinK stul).

</)-cir(‘l(‘ has tlie angle 131”, which is ^dx for the closcil st.uh. Then pidx for an
e(iuivjil<*nt open stub is 134” — 90° = 44°. From the above.

d 4.2 cm; 7.3 cm.

60. Double Stubs.-- In tlio (loiible-Htiib arningomoni. Fig. 41.1,

tho oombinod lulinitl.uneo of load and stul) cU Ik iransfonned by the

yoeiion of liiu^ d t.o an adinittanco whoso por unit oonduotanoo iw 1.

Tho hxuiH of tho ])(M- unit adinittaiioos y\ = (/i — that will bo
so transforniod is

("' 2 si„'^ = (2 Hin* /3./)
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which is a circle of radius 1/(2 sin^ pd) with center at

-6i = cot^rf

The locus circles for d equal to X/8, X/4, and 3X/8 are in Fig. 43.1.

Example.—Let Yab/Gc “= 1.5 — ^1.0, and d *= 3X/8. The first atop is to

add an admittance in the form of a closed stub of length da, so that the coiiibinod

Fig. 50.1.—Graphical calculation of double matching stubs.

per unit admittance falls on the locus marked “Double Stub, 3X/8 Spiicing.”

Let this be done by dropping vertically from point 1 at 1.5 — jl.O to point 1',

Fig. 50.1, at 1.5 —yi.87. The admittance added is —y0.87G^r, which corre-

sponds to a short-circuited stub 49° long, »» 49°. From this point on, tlu^

solution is the same as for the single stub with fid « 135°. Point 2 corn'sponds
to a per unit admittance 1 H-yi.58, so that the admittance of th(‘. stub di in\ist

be —jl.58(rfl as for the single stub. Fig. 49.1. This requinis a short-circuited

stub 32° long, jSd = 32°.

Vn. GENERAL TRANSMISSION-LINE EQUATIONS

61. Hyperbolic Form.—A more general treatment of t.ransmis-

sion lines is one in which dissipation is taken into account, Zc as
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given by (8.1) is in general not purely resistive, and the propagation
constant y as given by (7.1) has a real part that is finite. In many
cases, however, the losses are so small that Zc is almost purely

resistive and the approximations of Sec. 14 hold.

When llr ^ clg^ condition not approached in practice except

by certain specially constructed telephone lines, Zc is purely resis-

tive, a is constant, and is proportional to the frequency. Such
a line causew no phase or frequency distortion in the transmission

of a signal and is called a distortionless line.

Dissipation on a line causes the wavelength to be shorter and
the phase velocity to be less than for an ideal dissipationless line.

Usually g is smaller compared to o>c than is r compared to wZ, so that

the characteristic impedance is usually slightly capacitive.

The cciuations

E A cosh yx + B sinh yx
and

I ^ C cosh yx + D sinh yx

are also solutions to (6.7) and (6.8). In terms of the rms voltage

and current at the sending end

E « Es cosh yx — hZe sinh yx (51.1)

I ^ Is cosh yx — ^ sinh yx (51.2)
Ac

and in t(‘rms of lh(^ voltage and current at the receiving end

E = Eh cosh yd + IhZc sinh yd (51.3)

I — In cosh yd +^ sinh yd (51.4)
Ac

input inipedauoo Zs is

« Zr Zr tanh ys

Z/j + Z. tanh TS
(51.5)

a.nd Es and h may be calculated from (18.19) and (18.20).

62. Incident and Reflected Waves.—The terms of (6.9) may

still interprehsl ns representing incident and reflected waves,

I>ot.h of which attenuated. In terms of Er

wluu’e*

^ ^Er- ^Zr- Zc
^ Er^ Zr + Zc

» ('(‘rtaiii conditions, e.g., with a slightly capacitive Ze and a purely

iri(lii«*tiv<* Zw, it i.s |)<>sHihlo to have |r| greater than unity.
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flo that

*

TP -j. Er Zr *4“ Ze Ir
1 fj 1 r/ ^

2 Zr 2

TP ^ _ Er Zr Zc _ Ir fr7
J^R

2 2

Similarly

I = /*+«+>'' +
where

_ r
In+

~

Also

j Ir Zr + Zc Er'*'

2 Z, ~ Z,
and

T - Ir Zr — Rc Er~
" 2 Z, ~

Ze

The magnitude of the incident wave Ls atteuuat.o(l in tlu* din'c-

tion toward Zr^ and the magnitude of the rofleciod \vav<‘ is allc'iiu-

ated in the direction toward Zs. Figure 52.1 sliows ( he change' in

magnitude of the voltage and its incident and i*e(l(‘c.t(*d eompotu'nis
on a line one wavelength long having considerable dissipation.

63. Short-circuited and Open-circuited Lines. Kor th(‘ sliort
circuited line, Er = 0 and (51.3) and (51.-^1) beconn^

E = J/jZc siiih yd j )

I - Ir cosh yd (03.2)
and

Zr ^ Zf. taiih 7 ,v (53.3)
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The distribution of current and voltage resembles that shown in

Fig. 22.5 for magnitudes, except that the height of the maxima
increases as d increases, and minima are not zero but finite, also

increasing as d increases.

When the over-all attenuation as of the line is less than 0.16

neper or 1.3 db, cosh ad = 1 and sinh ad ^ ad. Then

cosh yd == cos pd + jad sin pd

sinh yd = ad cos pd + j sin pd

If the length of the line is expressed in terms of the wavelength,

s = nX where n is any positive number not necessarily an integer.

Fig. 58.1.

—

0\irroni and voltiiKo iiiaKnitiidos for a Hhort-<‘irciiitecl lino wliOHC ov(M'-all

attonuation aft in Iohh ibaii 0.1 noi)«r,

t hen as = an\ = an(27r/p) and these approximations hold when

«n^ < 0.15
P

or

X 0.15 p . Q
^ TT 2a 20

i.e., when the line is loss than Q/20 wavelengths long. For such

a liiK^, the voll.age and current vary in magnitude jus in Fig. 53.1

''rhe maxima are virtiuilly uncliJingJHl, but the minima sliow a

porce])tible increiuse.

For the oi)en-circuite(l line, /« == 0, Jind

K = Mh cosh yd
. (53.4)

/ = sinh yd . (53.5)

Zs *= Zr coth ys (53.6)

Thus the curves of current jind voltjige Jire interchanged, as in

the dissipationless case.
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64. Line Terminated in a Finite Impedance.—^When the dis-

sipation in the load is large compared with that in the line, the

current and voltage distribution resembles that for the dissipation-

less line, the heights of the maxima and minima increasing as the

distance from the load increases. The longer the line, the smaller

is the reflected component at the sending end for any fixed value of

Zr. Hence the fluctuations in the magnitude of E and I are less

at the sending end than at the receiving end, as, for example, in

Fig. 52.1.

The circle diagram may be used with dissipative lines also.

It was shown by Kennelly that, if a complex hyperbolic angle B is

defined by

tanh 0 — ^ (54.1)

then (51.5) can be expressed as

Za = Zr tanh (ys + B) (54.2)

Similarly, if a complex hyperbolic angle {Ar + is defined by

= coth (54.3)

Zb = Za coth (rs + (54.4)

coth [as A R j(Ps + 4>r)]

= coth (A + j^) (54.5)

where A may be defined as the combined attenuation fa(‘-t()r and
# the combined phase factor of the line and the load. If (54.5)

is plotted on the complex ri, Xi plane, an orthogonal family of

circles is obtained, Fig. 26.1, Chap. III. Curves of constant

attenuation factor = Ai? + as form the family of circles sur-

rounding the point 1,0. Curves of constant phase factor

form the family of circles passing through the point 1,0. The value

of A in nepers and the value of # in degrees are marked on Fig. 2G.1

,

Chap. III.i

^The circles of constant |r| or constant standing-wave ratio in Pig. 43.1

correspond to the circles of constant A in Fig. 26.1, Chap. III. In Fig. 43.1

of Chap. I, the 4’s for the unmarked circles are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,

then

or

,
. Zs

ri + jxi^Y
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Examplfi.-^ With = 3 + j3.25, s = 0.6\, os = 0.1 nopcr, the problctiu

is to determine the input impedance. The first stop is to enter the chart at
Zb/Rc. At this point As - 0.16 and** = 170.6°. Since « = O.ttX, “ 210".

Then the point on the diagram denoting Zg/Ze is the point given by

A - 0.15 + 0.1 = 0.25; 4> = 210° -|- 170.5° = 380.5° or 2(5.r>"

I'he ii, a:i eocrclinntes of this point are 1 -yl.55; Zn/Z, = 1.0 —jlM.

66. EfiB.cieacy.—When the dussipative line i.s toi'ininatcMl in

z. = /e. +jXc
\Ih\ = (f)5.,l)

»<) that the efficiency rj is given by

V (65.2)

There is no simple and rigorous formula for tlui efficiency in tlu^

general case. The input and output cun-ents can be computed
from the equations in Sec. 51 by sotting x = « in (51. 1) and (51.2).

or d = s in (51.3) and (51.4). In terms of (51.3) and (51.4),

Xs = Xb cosh ys 4- sinh ys (55.3)

in
Is — Ib cosh ys + sinh ys (55.1)

/jc

Thm

Ps (r>.'>.r))

whore (/ec) lueaiis that only the real pad; of t;h(^ produc.t Ik to \h\

takon and f h* and Is* <lonote tho conjugate of In and Is. Kor a
low-loss lino, it is possihlo to show* that.

Pie sinh 2A «

Ps sinh 2 (<¥«s -f- A «)
(r>r).())

The condition for maxiiiuiin efficncnioy may bo doterniiiKul by
<liffor(nitiatinfi!; (5»5.()) with rospecit to //, Tho (condition is vl

»

or, Iroin (5-1,3), Zn = Zr. 'Vhcii i.ho oflioionoy is ^^ivon by (55.2).
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Mi. Kino, TransniisHioii-him* I'hoorv and Hh .ApplicMition, J, Anpl
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CHAPTER II

ANTENNAS

Electric Circuit Theory and Electromagnetic Theory.—In order

to understand the behavior of antennas and of electric circuits at

ultra-high freciucncics, it is essential to recognize that phenomena
of a vastly more general nature are involved than arc (^countered

in conventional electric networks. Attention is seldom called to

the fact that electric-circuit theory which proceeds from Kirchh<)ff\s

laws is a highly specialized form of a more general theory. In

some respects, the situation is like that in mechanics, in which the

simple law of gravitation due to Newton may be looked upon as a

special case of a more general law formulated in the theoiy of

relativity. Much as Newtonian mechanics is adecpiate for the

mechanical engineer, ordinary electric-circuit theoiy is acuuirate for

the requirements of electrical power engineering and for many
requirements in communications. But even as N(nvton^s laws of

motion arc inadequate in dealing with atomic idumomena and some
astronomical problems, so ordinary clcctric-circuiit tluuiry fails

when applied to antennas and to most circuits that are to Ix^ used

at ultra-high frequencies. The reason is that the conditions that

limit the generality of Newton's laws on the one hand, or l,h<^

theorems of electric-circuit theory on the other, are not satisfied.

For those who have assumed that KirchholT's laws arc p(M*f(U‘,lily

general, a scries of surprises is in store. They may, in fac.t, feel

like Alice when the Red Queen was annoyed by her rehujtaiKx^ to

believe ^'six impossible things before breakfast." But prescmtly

they may return through the Looking (Jlass and discover t.hat they

have been living in the one-dimensional Wond(u*land of ehx'.tric-

circuit theory and that Nature is as simple as this suggests only in

sufficiently small spacx^s.

It is difficult to iindcrstand the structure of gcuieral (electro-

magnetism without first learning the ai)propriate symbolism, tliat

of mathematics. But if one is willitig to acccepi. some things on

faith and to meet others with an open, ixuhaps evem an advtuiturDUS

71
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mind, a degree of familiarity with many electromagnetic phe-

nomena can be acquired from a qualitative discussion.^

The fundamental problem of all communication networks is

to devise circuits such that a desired effect is produced and all

interfering effects are minimized. Such an effect may consist

merely of the ringing of a bell when a button is pressed, or it may
be the sound of a man’s voice in London when the man is speaking

in Boston. Its successful accomplishment presupposes a knowledge

of the laws of interaction among electric charges in motion, not

only in the familiar cases involving currents in coupled coils and

charges accumulating in capacitances or streaming between the

electrodes of a vacuum tube, but also when a current in an antenna

causes other smaller currents in countless conductors throughout

the universe. It is especially in this last case that the simple

laws of Coulomb and of Amp&re, as well as those of Kirchhoff, no

longer serve.

I; A QUALITATIVE INTRODUCTION
TO GENERAL ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

1. Electric Charges and Currents and the Electromagnetic

Field.—The equations of electromagnetism formulate in as general

a manner as possible the experimentally observed fact that the

electric charges contained in conductors and nonconductor always
exert forces upon one another both when they are at rest and when
they are in motion relative to one another. The magnitude and
the direction of the forces due to one group of charges acting upon
another gi'oup depend upon many factors. These include the shape
and the size of the circuits in which the charges are moving or are

at rest, the distances between elements of the circuits, the magni-
tudes and relative directions of currents, and the electrical prop-

erties of the materials that are involved.

Because of the complexity of the problem, it is convenient to

express the general law of force in two parts. Thus, a mathematical
structure called the electromagnetic field is first defined in terms
of the distributions of charge and of current in the one circuit, and
then the force on the charges in the second circuit is exprcHscd in

terms of this electromagnetic field. By repeating the process with
the circuits interchanged, simultaneous equations in the distribu-

^ An introductory mathematical formulation paralleling the qualitative
one hero given is in R. W. P. King, Electromagnetic Kngineering/' Vol. I,

McGraw-Hill Book CJompany, Inc., 1945.
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tions of charge and of current in the two circuits can be set up.

Their solution is usually very difficult but has been accomplished

in a few cases. The electromagnetic field as defined in terms of the

currents and charges in the first circuit consists of two vectors, an

electric vector and a magnetic vector, each of which assigns a direc-

tion and a magnitude to every point in space. Except in electro-

statics (when no magnetic field is required) and magnetostatics

(when no electric field is needed), the electric and magnetic fields

are so closely interrelated that one cannot be defined without the

other. In fact, both are merely different aspects of a single electro-

magnetic field.

In the analytical description of the electromagnetic field, it is

convenient to introduce two universal constants which are deter-

mined by measurement. In the rationalized mks system of units,

these constants are a universal electric constant eo (usually called

the dielectric constant of space) and a universal magnetic constant

Mo (commonly called the permeability of space). These have the

numerical values

€0 = 8.86 • lO"’® farads/m

Mo — • 10*“'^ honrys/m
(1.1)

(1.2)

Important combinations of those, which are also universal con-

stants, are a characteristic velocity v^. and a characteristic resistance

die. These' arc defined by

1
sr; 3 • 1 Q*' HI/seC

VMo€o
(1.3)

= 1207r ohms
\ eo

(1..I)

In the mks system of units, the electromagnetic field in non-

ferromagnetic media may be expressed in terms of the. ele(^tri(*.

8-ficld measured in volts/meter and the rnagneti(^ ,lC-field measured
in amperes/meter. (When the field due to the euri-ent in a coil

is calculated at low fro(j[uencies, the name ampere-tui-ns/ineter is

commonly and conveniently used for the unit of .'JC. In the g(uieral

case the added word '‘turns” has no significances and is tiier(sfor<‘

omitted.)

The elect.romagnetic field can bo interpreted in ones of t wo ways.

It may he looked upon as a mathematically conv(mi(mt. stoj) in th(‘

^ The Hyinbol c ih in common use for (*sp<M*i,Mlly in optics. 'To avoid

confusion with capaeitanc^o, it is not used Iutc.
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calculation of the interaction among electric charges. From this

point of view, electric charges and the masses that are associated

with them are treated as primary physical quantities and no par-

ticular physical significance is attached to the electromagnetic jfield.

This interpretation will be followed in the present discussion. The
second and alternative interpretation is to assume the electro-

magnetic field to be endowed with fundamental physical significance

while electric charges are mere singularities in this field. In a

similar way, masses may be regarded as singularities in a gravi-

tational field. From the practical point of view, it is immaterial

whether mathematical or physical significance is attached to the

electromagnetic and gravitational fields. The present discussion

is predicated throughout on the point of view that electric and
magnetic fields are defined merely in order to facilitate the calcu-

lation of the distributions of charge and current and that these

distributions are of primary interest in all electric circuits.

It has been stated that an important part of that fundamental
problem of producing a desired effect is simultaneously preventing

undesired effects. For example, in low-frequency circuits, this is

accomplished by proper orientation of coils to reduce the coupling

between them, or by shielding. The study of antennas is con-
siderably simplified if first a clear understanding is obtained of just

how shielding is accomplished in the light of the statement that
all charges exert forces upon one another. From this point of

view, it is necessary to reject the naive belief that a metal shield

protects the equipment within it from electrical disturbances in

much the same way that a raincoat protects the wearer in a rain-

storm. It must be assumed now that the outside currents that
acted to produce undesired motions of charge in the conductors of

a radio receiver before a shield was used must continue to act on
those charges in the same way after the shield is put in place. The
difference between the unshielded and the shielded state is not
that the undesired electrical effects cannot penetrate the highly
conducting shield, but that the currents that arc maintained
in the conducting shield itself are so distributed that their effec.ts

in producing motions of charge in the receiver are almost exactly
equal and opposite to those produced by the more distant outsider

currents. Thus, an effective shield may be considered to providds
an approximate cancellation of nearly ecpial and opposite effects,

which are actually experienced by the charges in the wires of th(^

receiver.
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Although it may seem of little practical importance what

reasoning is used to explain the shielding action of metal containers,

there is much to be gained in understanding all electrical effects,

in particular those related to antennas and microwave circuits, if

the point of departure is always the fundamental postulate that

all electrical effects are the result of moving charges acting to set

other charges in motion. For example, the explanation of the

readily verified fact that the currents in a coaxial line have an

extremely small effect on other circuits placed near the line is not

that the electrical effects cannot pass through the metallic outer

conductor of the coaxial line, but that equal and opposite currents

suflBiciently close together always act in equal and opposite ways

at outside points. This same explanation serves admirably for

the two-wire line and the four-wire line, which likewise produce a

very small effect on circuits placed near (but not too near) them.

In open-wire lines, no metallic shields are involved.

2. The General Law of Electromagnetic Action.—A complete

statement of the general law of force between moving electric

charges is possible in moderately simple form only with the aid of

advanced mathematical symbolism. However, the important

consequences of this law can be summarized qualitatively as follows:

Fii*st, the force acting on the charges in an element of volume B
(which may form part of an extended conductor belonging to a

receiving antenna) due to a varying current in another small

volume A (which may bo part of a conductor in a transmitt.ing

antenna) decreases with increasing separation of the two elemenis

A and B, This decrease does not obey a simple invorso-sciuaro

law, as in electrostatics.

Second, the force acting on the clement B at a given instant of

time tii is not determined by the distribution and motion of charge

in element A at this same instant, but by the current in A at an

earlier time h, which is given by Ia ^ tu — Sah/vc^ Here is

the distance between the two elements, and Vc is the universal

constant velocity defined in (1.3). Electromagnetic action at a

distance is not instantaneous; it is retarded. It depends not only

upon the distance between the two elements of volumci that contain

the charges that exert forces upon one another, but also upon the

time. In effect, a certain length of time elapses before a given

distribution of charge or current makes itself felt at a distant point.

This suggests the convenient interpretation tliat electroinagiu^tic

effects due to small elements of moving charge appear to travel
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through space with a finite but high velocity. Since the f

*

the charges at B at time ts is calculated in terms of the <

magnetic, field at B due to the distribution of current and cb

A at the earlier time it is often convenient to look up
electromagnetic field as a delivery service that nishes out

with a package of force which it supplies to B after a time o

If the electromagnetic field is given only mathematical signi

the entire picture of a propagation through space is part

convenient but physically meaningless mathematical mec

for calculating results that agree with experiment. If the

assigned a physical reality, the difficulty of propagating sot

physically real through complete emptiness is overcome by
ing an electromagnetic ether to fill all space. The existence

a medium has never been confirmed experimentally, and son

properties would have to be physically absurd.

If the group of moving charges at A is separated froi

at B by a homogeneous medium rather than by spac^e,

complications are encountered. Since every medium, wh
be conducting or nonconducting, contains electric charj:

varying current at A acts upon all the charges conti

the medium, and the motions of these, in turn, exert forces u
charges at B. If the conductors (of which the small '

A and B are elements) are completely immersed in a homo
medium that extends far out beyond A and B in all direeXi

net effect of the motions of charge in the medium is to re(

apparent velocity with which electromagnetic cfTccts ar(’

gated from that observed in free space. If the medium is i

nonconducting, the apparent velocity is

Vc

where jUr is the (dimensionless) relative permeability and

(dimensionless) relative dielectric constant of the mcdiii

practically all nonconductors, Mr equals 1; whereas, for >

substances, er may vary from small values such Jis 2.6 f

styrene to 81 for water. If the medium is a good com I

conductivity (r(l/ohm-m) or resistivity p( = L/cr), then at fix's

t;(m/Hec) — s/pj- 10^
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This leads to numerical values that are very small compared with

Ve. Care must be taken not to confuse the apparent velocity v

for electromagnetic effects transmitted entirely through an extended

conducting medium with that for effects transmitted through space

along (and only partly through) a good conductor.

If the attempt is made to discover the significance of a retarded

rather than of an instantaneous action in terms of a periodic vari-

ation of current in London as observed in Boston, it is noted that

an effect that is observed in Boston to vary in time as cos cat, actually

must be due to a current in London that varies as cos (a(t — s/vc)-

Here s is the distance between Boston and London. If numerical

values are inserted, a time difference of approximately -oV sec

results between the time t when the effect on the current in a

receiver is observed in Boston and the time — s/vc) when the

current varied in the transmitter in London. From the point of

view of the listener in Boston, it seems quite unimportant whether

the signal received at a given instant is due to a current in London
at that instant or sec earlier.

The real significance of a retarded action may bo understood

from the following example: Suppose two long parallel wires carry-

ing otpial currents at the same frequency in the same direction and

in the same phase are separated by a distance s in air such that

a/ve is exactly onc-half period. Then the force acting on a small

cloincnt of conductor A due to the interaction of the current in this

element with the current in a similar small element of conductor B
would be one of attraction if ordinary circuit theory with quasi-

instantaneous action were applicable. Actually, the force on thci

clement of current A due to the current in clement B must bo

calculated from the current in B at the earlier time I — s/vc. If

s/vc is onc-half period for the two elements under consideration,

the current in B at the time {I — k period) will have been actually

in the opposite direction from that in A at time L Hence the

interaction will be one of repulsion rather than of attraction.

Accordingly, in this particular case, the incorrect use of ordinary

circuit theory would give the effect exactly opposite from that

of electromagnetic theory. It is clear, therefore, that the time of

retardation is of fundamental importance in the interaction of

currents in circuits that are sufficiently exhinsivc. Correct results

cannot possibly be obtained in such circuits from conventional

electric-circuit theory.
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3. Special Case of the Near Zone.—A great simplification is

possible in the general law of electromagnetic action if the follo'winp:;

condition is satisfied:

<< 1 (3.1)

where Snwa is the maximum separation of currents or charges in the

circuit or circuits that exert a significant and uncanceled effect on
one another, v is the velocity characteristic of the medium between
the currents or charges, and X is a constant called the wavelerigth

and is defined by

X
2?rV

Ct)

(3.2)

The inequality (3.1) is called the condition for the near or indue-

lion zone^ or for the quasi-stationary state. Whenever it is satis-

fied, the complicated general laws of electromagnetism rediu^o 1 >

the simple laws of electrostatics, magnetostatics, and direct ciu-ronls

or low-frequency alternating currents, i.c., whenever the inequality

is satisfied by a circuit or network, Coulomb^s and Ainpert^'s

inverse-square laws, Kirchhoff^s laws, and the network theorems
that depend upon them are good approximations.

The inequality defining the conditions under which elcud.ric:-

circuit theory is valid may be interpreted in several ways. If it-

is looked upon as a condition limiting the maximum dimensions
of a circuit operated at a given frequency, it specifies the near or
induction zone for that circuit. If the dimensions of the ciixuiit.

are considered fixed and the limiting frequency is defined by t.lu'

inequality, all frequencies below this limit constitute the cpiasi-

stationary state. It is to be noted that, if the condition for iho
near zone is actually satisfied by a given circuit operated at a dofinit.<>i

frequency, the quantity (as/v is always negligible so that it may \)o

set equal to zero. But this is mathematically equivalent to allow-
ing the velocity v to become infinite. Physically, v is a <*.ousf,anl.

that cannot be made infinite at will, but the simplified (equations
resulting from the fulfilling of the condition for the near zone ar<%

actually the same as those which would obtain if v could l)e madi‘
infinite. Consequently, the near zone is sometimes referred to as
the zone in which an infinite characteristic electromagnetic velocity
may be assumed.

In comparing the nature of the restriction at different fre-
quencies on the maximum distance between parts of circuits that
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are to be in the near zone with respect to each other, Table 3.1 is

instnictive. It gives numerical values for the extreme distance

•Sniax as calculated, from

W ^ 0.01 ^ (3.3)

The double inequality of the original condition is taken to be

O'-iuivalent to requiring iw to be eciual to or less than 1 per c(uit

of \/2t.

T.vble 3.1

CO =* 27r/

X *^11UX

Air Water CV)j)per Air Water ( ^opjjcr

Audio
10®

1,885 km 209 km 32 . 4 mm 3 km 0 . 33 km 0.05 mm

Uiidio

10“

1.885 km 0.209 km 1.02 mm 3 III 0.33 m 1.0 •
10“®

mm

Ultra-high

10®

1.885 m 0.209 in 0.0324

mm
3 mill 0.33 mm 5 •

10-®

mm

.Super

10“
1.885 mill 0.209 min 1.02 • lO-®

mm
3 microns 0.33

micron

1.0 • lO-o

inin

Examination of the figures for air in I’able 3.1 reveals that, at

audio frcuiuencies, all networks in practical use are well within the

near zone, since none is commonly used that extends over distances

of kilometers. At radio frequencies, most circuits except antennas

and long transmission lines satisfy the near-zone condition, whi(^h

for oj = 10” recpiires s,„ux to be equal to or loss tlian 3 in. At the

ultra-higli frequency for which w = 10”, only oxtrenudy small circuit

ehunents such as the interelectrode spaces in small vacuum tubes

are short enough to be measured in millimeters. At still higher

freciuencies, practically no circuit parts of any kind fulfill the

(U)ndit,ion for the near zone. For most good dielectrics, .w lies

between the values for air and distilled water. ''Fhe column for

copper shows that, even at a frequency for which co = 10®, .w* irf

extremely small. At audio frequencies, the near-zone condition

is satisfied only for the (U’oss sections of fine wire. At all higher

frequencies, it is not fulfilled even for fine wire. It is for this reason
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that ordinary d-c theory of parallel circuits does not apply to

parallel filaments in a conductor when used for alternating c.uri'enls

except at the very lowest frequencies. In determining l)otli tlu^

distribution of current in wires and the a-c resistance of wire's,

electromagnetic theory must be used. It leads to the we^ll-known

formulas for skin effect.

It may not be obvioxis immediately why a long transmission

line call be analyzed using ordinary electric-circuit theory tavern

though its length may be many wavelengths, so that tlu' near-zone'

condition is apparently not satisfied. The answer is found in the

fact that elements of current that exert a significant and uncancvlvd

effect on each other lie in the near zone. If the two conductors of

the line carry equal and opposite currents sufficiont.ly closer t.og(‘th<'r,

all the forces acting on the charges in the element. B in l<'ig. Ihl

due to the currents and charges in the remaindcu* of tlu' long liiK'

are negligible compared with the forces due to adjac.cait ('h'liu'uts.

Thus the force on chargers at H du(‘ lo

the current at A is practlegally (’anc<'l(*d

by the nearly ecpial and opposite'

force at B duo to the current at .1'.

The farther from B tlu^ two ('h'uu'nts

A and A' are, the mor(^ coin])l(‘t(' is

the cancellation of their effects at S. Accordingly, if the' se'parat ion

6 satisfies the condition for the near zone, all the currimts that (‘on

tribute significant and uncanceled effects at B must. li(^ prarticallv

within the near zone from 5. Thus if the condition

Fia

B A—H W
Ht

3.1.—Section of a two-wiro
line.

b<<<\ (;{..<

)

is satisfied, ordinary circuit analysis including KirchhofT’s luw.s

may be applied to an element of the lino bcctuiso tlu* current in tlic

far-off parts of the line have a negligible offcKtt on tliis element.
If this inequality is not satisfied, ordinaiy tninsmission-Iiue theory
loses its validity, as explained in Chap. I.

4. Special Case of the Far Zone.—Two circuits ar(‘ said to he
in the far zone or radiation zone 'with respect to eae.h other if the
following inequalities arc satisfied:

COSnjn ^ 2?rStiiln s. ... i— ^ >> 1

amin ^ ^ 2/.

(1.1 I

( 1 . 2 )

where Smi. is the shortest distance between any i)art.H of the two
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circuits and 2h is the maximum extension of either circuit. The
most important circuits that can be made to lie in the far zone -with

respect to each other are transmitting and receiving antennas. If

these are many wavelengths apart, they easily satisfy the inequali-

ties (4.1,2). The complicated general law of retarded electromag-
netic action at a distance again simphfies, but in an entirely different

way from that described for the near zone. In this case, there are
no inverse-square laws for elective and magnetic fields but inverse-

first-power laws, i.e., the magnitude of the electromagnetic field

diminishes as 1 /s, whoi’e s is the distance from the moving charges
at A to the point B where the field is calculated.

A further simplification in the far zone is that the electromag-
netic field is characterized by surfaces of constant phase which are
groat spheres about the center of the circuit at A. These spheres
expand with a constant radial velocity which in space has the value

Vr = 3 • 10* m/soc. Successive surfaces that are in the same phns**

at any instant are all separated by radial differences which are
integral multiples of X. Thus the electromagnetic field calculated

at all points in the far zone in space from the currents in a circuit

of any shape at A may bo described in terms of spherical surfaces

about A on which the electromagnetic voctora are both in the same
phase. Any given phase travels radially outward with a ctmstant
velocity fv- Bwh cjypantling spherical surfaces of constant p/iase of
the dcctromagtwHc vectors occumng at radial differmice-s of X are

called electromagnetic waves.

It is to be noted that it is the phase of the electric and magnetic
v(ict()i-s which is the same at sUl points on a given groat sphere at
any instant and not the amplitude. The amplitude is a function

of the spherical eoordinatess 6, #, R, whereas the phase depends on
It alone. However, at sufficiently great distances and over small

ar<!s, the si>horical surfaces may be considered approximately plane,

and t.h(i variation in amplitude with 6 and 4> may be neglected,

'riuis the olecftromagnetic field due to the current in a transmitting

anUmna a(. points near a sufficiently distant antenna which is itself

short (fompared with this dislance is characiterized by practically

plane surfa<’.es of constant phase and amplitude, and these are

called i)lane waves.

6. Far Zone.— The ((lec<,romagnetic fichl in the near zone

is characterized by an inver.s(vsquare law for amplitude and by
quasi-instantaiuious action. It is called the induction field. The
field in the far zone is characfterized by an inverse-first-power law
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and by spherical waves expanding with a constant radial velocity.

It is called the radiation field. It is important to bear in mind that

the field in the intermediate zone, where neither the near- nor the

far-zone condition is satisfied, is in general not just a superposition

of an induction and a radiation field. Two mutually contradictory

interpretations cannot be combined and continue to make sense.

It has been shown that the induction field is equivalent to assuming
an infinite velocity of propagation for electromagnetic action. The
radiation zone, on the other hand, involves a finite velocity Va-

The two are mutually exclusive. The electromagnetic field in the

intermediate zone cannot be partly an induction field with instan-

taneous action, and partly a radiation field with retarded action.

It is a single field that obeys a complicated law that involves neither

instantaneous action with an inverse-square law nor an inverse-

first-power law with spherical surfaces of constant phase expanding
mth constant radial velocity. It is described in detail in Sec. 35 for

a symmetrical center-driven antenna for which it ass\imcs a simple
form. In general, it does not lend itself to simple interpretation.

6. Closed and Open Circuits.—^From the derivation of tlu'. Avon I

circuit, an electric circuit might be expected to consist of a closed

conducting path around which a stream of electrons may flow. A
circuit of this type is easily arranged in a variety of forms for use
at any frequency. It consists of one or more closed loops of con-
ductor, parts of which 'may be made of wires wound into coils or
resistors. Or it may be a long transmission line with conducting
terminations. If the circuit is sufficiently small in its extcuision

so that all parts lie in the near zone Avith respect to one another, the
amplitude of the current will be the same at every cross sec.tion iii

each conductor between branch points. If the circuit extends wc^Il

beyond the near zone, as in a long transmission line, th(^ instan-
taneous amplitude of current is not the same at all points along a
conductor. Standing or traveling waves of electric current, and
chaise must be expected.

If a circuit is broken by an air gap, it no longer provid(\s a (‘.IoschI

path for electrons. Nevertheless, alternating currents are possible,
and since it is the flow of electric charges that is important, not
the closed conducting path, the word “circuit” is taken to mean
any conducting path along which electric charges can ho set in
motion, not necessarily a closed path.

If the gap in the conducting path is between two circular plat.es
(of a capacitor, for example) separated a very short disl.an(u^ d
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compared with their radius h, and if h in turn is very aman com-
pared with \/2ir, or

d <<b <<^ (6.1)

an alternating ciu*rent maintained in the circuit charges the surfaces

of the plates, one negative the other positive and vice versa as the
current reverses. The charge density is uniform on the adjacent

surfaces of the plates, and if the entire circuit is in the near zone
there are no otlior ]>oints where significant concentrations of charge

accumulate. Moreover, the current has the same amplitude at

every cross section of the conductor around the series circuit; it

vanishes in the air gap l^etwccn the plates. Since the electric field

at all points between the plates is defined in terms of the density of

ele(‘.tric charge on the adjacent surfaces of the plates, the time rate

of change of the electric field is proportional to the time rate of

change of the ole(*.t.ric charge, and this in turn is equal in magnitude
to the current in the outer circuit. A fictitious current, called

the displacement current,’^ is often defined in terms of the time

rate of changes of tlu^ electric field between the plates. It is a
meaningful (pianfity only wlien the conditions ((). 1) are satisfied,

when it [)(M*mit.s staf.ing that a ‘^^urrent^^ exists completely around

the circuit. In this case, the circuit is called (piasi-closod, and the

word current” is not restricted to moving electric charges. This

terminology is not. used in this cha])tor; the word current is reserved

for moving charges.

At radio and higher frec|iiencies, the current is .in a thin layer

along the surfac^e of ihe conductor (including the capacitor plates),

ins(.ead of flowing through the plates of the capacitor in order to

charges tluMr a<lja(*.ent surfaces, the charges move radially outward

along tlu^ out.er surfa(^(\s, around the edges of the plates, and finally

radially inward. ( «harge is deposited uniformly on the inner surface

oidy if (().!) is fulfilled. If, for example,

({<<{} and h > (0.2)

th(^ charges is not d(‘posit.(ul with uniform density. Radial standing

waves of (‘l(‘c(.ric. charge are formed consisting of alternate rings

of positive and negative charge a (piarter period out of phase in

time with the radial (Uirnmts in opposite dire(d.ions on the plates

betw(^(Mi I.Ikmu. If ih(*s(‘ plat(\s are sei)araf.(ul more and more so

that the dis(.a.nc(^ d b<‘tw(um them Ix^iomes (Mpial to or greater than
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the radius 6, current can be maintained in the circuit if the frequency

is raised, and electric charge is still deposited on the plates though

not on their adjacent sides alone. If the size of the plates is

reduced to zero and the connecting circuit is straightened into a

single conductor about X/2 in length with the generator (hen^

assumed to be impedanceless for simplicity) connected at its (*,enter,

Fig. 6.1, current persists in the generator and in the adjacent parts

of the conductor. Instead of depositing electric charge on the

plates of a capacitor, the current now leaves it on the mirjaco of tlui

conductor itself, principally near its ends.

Fia. 6.1.—Current and charge in a center-drivon nnttMinii at four iuHtants in a ctych*.

Several instants in a complete cycle arc illustrated in Fig. t). 1

.

In Fig. 6.1a, the current through the generator is inaxiinuiu in

the upward direction; no charge has accumulated anywluM't*.

A quarter cycle later. Fig. 6.1&, the upward current hius bcMui

reduced everywhere to zero. A maximum positive charge has

been deposited along the upper end of the conductor and a maxi-

mum negative charge along the lower end. A full half c.ych^ aftc*r

(a) the current in the generator has increased to a maximum valium

downward in (c), while all accumulations of charge havt^ Ixum

neutralized. A quarter cycle later in (d) the current is again zero

everywhere; positive charge has accumulated along the lowor (uid

and negative charge along the upper end.

At first thought, it may appear quite contrary to the cl(Mn<nii,a.ry

law of force between electric charges (like charges repeal, unlik(i

charges attract one another) to have unlike charges separatx'.d as
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far as possible on the conductor. On capacitor plates (usually with

very small separation), unlike charges are drawn as close together

as possible on the opposite surfaces. Similarly, along a resonant

transmission line, an accumulation of charge at a current node
on one wire is always accompanied by a corresponding accumulation

of charge of the opposite sign on the adjacent second wire. In both

cases, unlike charges are drawn together, whereas on the antenna

they appear to be driven apart. This apparent contradiction

disappear if account is taken of the fact that the capacitor plates

and the opposite sections of a transmission line are required to be
in the near zone, whereas the ends of the antenna may mt be in

the near zone. Thus Coulomb’s law with a quasi-instantaneous

action applies to the charges on the plates of this capacitor or on
the adjacent pai*ts of the two-wire line.

Tor the antenna, on the other hand, the action between elements

of charge near the opposite ends is definitely and significantly

retarded. In fact, the negative charge at the extreme top in (cQ

is actually experiencing the repulsion due to the negative charge

which was at the extreme bottom a half cycle earlier in (6), and

not an attraction due to the positive charge which is at the lower

end at this instant (<i). This positive charge has no effect whatever

on the negative charge that is at the top at this instant, because it

takes a full half period before the effect can be experienced at any

point a half wavelength distant. When the effect of the positive

charge is felt at the top, the top is charged positively. Thus,

without attempting to go into the details of determining the force

experienced at a given instant by any particular element of charge

due to all the (iliargcs in the antenna at appropriate earlier times,

it is cl(>!ar that the law of attraction and repulsion actually is fulfilled

and is not violated if account is taken of retardation.

When the condition for the near zone is not satisfied, there may
1)0 (uirnuits in condiictoi-s that arc closed or even quasi-closed with a

capacitor as a gap. The amplitude of the current is not the same

at different, points along a conductor, because electric charge is

deposit,

(

hI all along the surface of the conductor. Superficially it

may appe^ar t,hat an antenna consisting of a straight conductor that

is an apprec.itil)l(^ fraction of a wavelength long and with a generator

at it«s c.(uitr(n* may be looked upon simply as an open-end transmission

lino with the parallel conductors bent to lie along the same axis

instead of being parallel to each other. Although there is con-

sidc'rablc^ similarity bet ween the two cases from the point of view
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of the approximate distribution of current, they are nevertheless

fundamentally different. The transmission line may be analyzed to

a good approximation in terms of ordinary electric-circuit theory,

because equal and opposite currents are very close together. This

is not true of the antenna and ordinary electric-circuit theory

cannot be applied. It is fundamentally incorrect to treat a center-

driven antenna as though it were the hent-open ends of a two-wire

line.

Circuits that satisfy the condition for the near zone, eithcM-

because they are suflSiciently small or because they have equal and

opposite currents everywhere so close together that the currents in

widely separated parts of the circuit exert a negligible effocjt on

one another, are analyzed correctly by the methods of ordinary

electric-circuit theoiy. All other circuits must be investigated in

terms of electromagnetism. This nearly always involves a study

of the electromagnetic field as a useful intermediate step in deter-

mining distributions of current and charge.

n. THE DRIVEN ANTENNA AS CIRCXnT ELEMENT

7. Properties of an Antenna.—An effective antenna Ls always

an electric circuit that does not satisfy the conditions for iho. near

zone. Its length is usually comparable with the wavc^Umgth

associated with the driving frequency and it is designed so that

.equal and opposite currents are not too close togotluM*. Th<‘.

simplest and most common types of antenna arc resonant oixni

circuits (important exceptions are the loop and the rhombic.); tln^

distributions of current and of charge arc noniinirorin; cairixMii.

and charge have maximum values that arc a quarter period out. of

phase and are displaced by about X/4 along the antenna. Induc-

tance and capacitance as used for near-zone circuits with unirorin

current cannot be defined, and ordinary circuit analysis does not
apply. Nevertheless, a simple antenna that is driven (mIIum- by
a generator that is part of a conventional iiear-zom^ circ.uit, or

by a transmission line that in turn is driven by such a gc^iuM-ator

always has two input terminals. Since these arc conn(M*.(.(Ml to a
near-zone circuit, they must be very close together coinparcMl with
the wavelength.

From the point of view of this driving circuit, a syinin(d,ri(\al

antenna presents a definite impedance just like any ot.luu* circuiit

element. This impedance may be defined as tlu^ ratio of th(‘

applied voltage at the terminals to the input current, Unsym-
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metricEl juitennas present certain difficulties considered later. If

the tei-minals of what appears to be the antenna are not in the near
zone, a part of the remaining circuit leading to the generator must
be a part of the antenna, and other terminals nearer the generator
that do lie within the near zone must be used in defining the imped-
ance. The impedance of an antenna is a complicated function of its

shape, of the frequency, and of its proximity to other conductors,
including the earth. With symmetrical antennas, the impedance
may be measured in conventional ways using bridge or substitution

methods at radio frcciucncies and transmission-lino methods at
ultni-high frequencies. The calculation of the impedance of

antennas is even more difficult than that of the impedance of coils.

It has been accomplished approximately for some of the simpler
configurations; qualitative and in some cases quantitative generali-

zation is possil)le for other types. Since the determination of

impedance reduces in effect to the calculation of the input cur-

rent, a study of the distribution of current along an antenna is a
prerequisite.

A simple and important tspc of antenna is a symmetrical,
center-driven, straight conductor of small circular cross section.

The distribution of current along an antenna of this type has been
analyzed in the form of a scries involving powers of the small

(piantity 1/J2 where

a = 21n^ (7.1)

h is Uio half of autonna, and a is tho radius. Fortunately

the leadiiif*; t.(^nu in tho scu’ios is very simple in form and for many
purpose's is (^ntire^ly adc'ciuato. Aotiuilly this loading term is the

hyi)()th(^ti(*al distribiil-ion of current along a perfectly conducting

antenna of vanishingly small radius. Although such an antenna is

physically iinrcuilizablo, it may be approximated by a copper

anb'iuia of oxlrc'intdy small radius compared with its length. It

is simpler to eonsicUu* lirst tho distribution of current along such an
animma and tlum to d(\scribe the departure from this idealized

distribution for an actual antenna.

8. Leading Term in the Distribution of Current and of Charge
along a Center-driven, Highly Conducting Antenna of Extremely

Small Radius.- If the radius of the eylindiical conductor is

(^xtrc'nudy small (joinpanul with its half length A, the instantaneous

value's of (^urn^nt, and charge per unit length may be obtained to a
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good approjdmation from the following expresRions. 'fhey aro

strictly correct only in the limit as the radius is made to approach
zero. Assume that the applied voltage across the terminals is

either the real or the imaginary part of

Vo =

and that

sh

* + lzl (8 . 1 )

ZaaO = and

2*-,Z|

2»-h
Fio. 8.1.—^Location of points

along the antenna in terms of
the z coordinate.

q. = (8 .2)

where t* is the complex inatantancous

current and q, is the complex instauta^

neous charge per unit length. I'ho

coordinate z is measured along the

length of the antenna from the input

Positive values of z are in the upward direction, negative values in

the downward direction, Fig. 8.1. In (8.2)

^ _ . 2irFo sin j8{/i —
|
2 |)

^ (RcO cos Ph

, 2x«ot^o cas fi{h — |2|)
‘ ~ 0 cos M

(8.8)

(8..1)

The following symbols are used:

IIII
(8.6)

n = 2 In—
a

Note that

(8.6)

g =^= 60 ohms (8.7)

The plus sign in (8.4) applies to points in the \ipppr half of l,h<>

antenna where z is positive, the negative sign to tho low(‘r Imll’

where z is negative. The positive direction of the current is (akiui
to be upward. If the radius a is allowed to approach ziu-o in (lui
limit, the ratio Fo/Q must remain finite and nonvanisliing.

It is often convenient to define the input value and tho maxi-
mum value of the current amplitude. The input valuci 7,, occuirs
at 2 = 0; loMx occurs at 2 = ±(A — X/4).

(«•«)
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= ..h-
sin jS/i

(8.9)

always a fictitious current for antennas that have h less

/*^-

e maximum amplitude of the charge per unit length occura

ends of the antenna where z = ±h. It is

^ max — + 0

0 cos jSA
(8 . 10)

terms of (8.8) to (8.10), (8.3) and (8.4) may be written

= /o sin jS(/i. - |2|) (8.1J)

Qz = Oi..ax cos /3(/i — Izl) (8.12)

the imaginaiy part of (8.1) is chosen to represent the applied

0 with t^o real,

Vo sin (tit (8. 13)

iz = |/a| cos (Jit = |i„,ax| sin iS(/i — l^l) cos (^i (8.14)

7* = Qz sin (Jit
—

(3,nax cos p{h — \z\) sin at (8.15)

istribiitions of current and charge as defined are indicated

itively in Fig. G.l for a so-called “half-wave dipole” with

max. down

qz=0

*““2’

iz=0

q^—max

t=^
!. SinuHoidiil diHtrilmt.ioiiH of uurroiit; w)KimiKoi<lal tliHiributioiiH of <^hllrp:o

ill a half-wavo antenna at four iiiHianiH in a cycle.

11 kmgth 2h — X/2. Corresponding diagrams in which the

idal distributions are shown explicitly arc reproduced in

2. Til most, (‘.ases, it is adefiuaie to show only the distribution

r(^nt along a resonant, antenna at t.he instant when the current
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has a maximum value in time. Diagrams for the distribution ol

maximum current and of maximum charge (occurring a quaitci

cycle later) for antennas of different lengths are shewn in lig. 8.3.

For a center-driven antenna . the current always vanishes at the

ends where the charge per unit length always has its maximuiu

value. The distributions are quite different along a receiving

antenna, as will be described later.

X

"CURRENT FED"^

'VOLTAGE FED"

Fiq. 8.3.—Sinusoidal distribution of maximum ourrent. (hoIuI HikO :iiul cosinu-

soidal distribution of maximum charge (broken lino) in iiifiniicly thin ccnt.(‘r-(lriv<*ii

antennas of different lengths 2h.

9. Distribution of Current along a Symmetrical Antenna of

Small Radius.—The distribution of current along a (^yliudricnl

anteima of small radius cannot be wi’ittcn in simpUi analyiical

form. The complex amplitude J* of the current at any poinl

along the antenna may be expressed as

jT/ + L" = [f'dz) - jriz)] ('•>. 1 )

Here D is a real function of li and a but not of z;f(z) aiul /"(:)

are real functions of z. The instantaneous valium of curri'nt

sponding to the voltage (8.1) is

^ [f'iz) COM a + riz) Mill C0/,|
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If the radius is allowed to approach zero, t,” vanishes and 1,'

has the sinusoidal formjalready described (8.14). If the radius is

not vanishingly small, J,' differs considerably from the sinusoidal

form, and is significant. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.1 for

an antenna with h = X/4 and in Fig. 9.3 for an antenna with

h = 5/8X for both a thin antenna (Q = 30) and a relatively thick

antenna (12 = 10). The functions f(z) and /"(z) as used in (9.1)

are plotted. Note that, in Fig. 9.1, /"(z) (which is proportional to

^ 0.1. (-omponontH f'(s) tind /"(s) ill iho complex amplitude of the curroiil.

Is Kiven in (0.1) for the upper half of a contor-drivcu antenna; il — 30 coiTospondH

to a/h = ().l X 10“**; il — 10 corrcHpondn to a/h = 1.35 X 10“'**.

/c") iiS Tlio amplitude of the total current at any

point z along the antenna is

== Xlh 4- [f"W\ (9 -3)

’'Phe phas(^ angle of 7g refei-rcMl to Vo is

6 = tan“* (^•^)

''Phe function \/\r(z)\'^ + |/"(s)J^ is plotted in Figs. 9.26 and 9.46

for th(^ two eases represcuited in Figs. 9.1 and 9.3, respectively.

'^Phe angles 0 is given in Figs. 9.2a and 9.4a. It is significant that,

for i.h(‘ antenna with h = X/1, Fig. 9.2, \Ts\ is practically a cosine
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curve and 9 is nearly constant at about —30®. Since the curve

for 0 = 10 in Fig. 9.1 differs only slightly from the sine curve, the

Kia, 9

A

.—Like Fig. 9,2 for an antenna of greater length.

(lisirilHition of (uirrent in antennas with h = X/4 and with a wide

range of radii can be represented (piite accurately by

Tg = Iq cos Pz (9.5)

l^'or half lengths that do not greatly exceed X/4 or are less than

X/'l, the formula

Tz = Iq sin P(li - 1js|) (9.6)

is a r(^asonal)ly good approximation even for moderately thick

aiiteniuis if /o is the complex input current defined by

whore Zq is the input self-impedance defined in Sec. 10. For half

lengths that considerably exceed X/4, (9.0) is only a rough approxi-

mation even for relatively thin antennas.

10. Input Self-impedance of Symmetrical Center-driven An-

tenna of Small Radius.—The input self-impedance of a symmetrical
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center-driven antenna may be defined in the same way as any other

impedance, provided that the terminals A and B are separated by a

negligible distance compared with \/2jr. The potential dijfferenco

maintained across the terminals by an external source is V'ahI the

complex amplitude of current entering the one and leaving the

other terminal is the same if the antenna is symmetrical, or

L = h (10 . 1 )

Since the terminals A and B are assumed to be very close togotlicr,

so that each is very nearly at the origin {z = 0) of a coordinates

system Avith the z axis lying along the axis of the antenna, 7o <*un

be written for Ia or fjs, t^o for V'ab, Zq for Zab* Then

Zo = ( 10 .2)

0

The function Zab or Zo defines the input self-impedance of ih<^

antenna if it is so far from other conductors or dielectrics that any
rearrangement of these has a negligible effect on the ciUTcnt at

every point in the antenna. This is always tme if all other con-

ductors are in the far zone of the driven antenna in (piestion.

When an antenna is center-driven from a two-wire lino, its input

terminals are usually separated by the spacing b of the

Although b is assumed to be a very small fraction of a wav(d(Migt.h

(2xb/X << 1), it is not negligible. In fact the question at ()iic(^

arises from what point is the half length h measured? hi the

analysis for the self-impedance, it is assumed that the spa<^ing of

the input terminals is zero, and the half length li is one-half the

distance from end to end of the antenna. This condition is a])proxi-

mated in practice, as in Fig. lO.l. Here an idealized line of zen-o

length and zero spacing joins the actual line and the antenna. The
combined fields of the cun*ents in line and antenna, Fig. 10. Ih, ar<^

the same as those of Fig. lO.la because the field due to the small

added element of current of length b is equal and opposite to that

of the terminating length b of the line. The circuit of Fig. lO.W;

is approximately the one analyzed. It is nearly eciuivalent to

an antenna with a concentrated generator at its cent(u* and a line

with a concentrated load at the center of a straight-wire tcM*inina-

tion. Practical arrangements may approximate it more or l(\ss

closely, HO that the computed results are a more or less good ropre-

* In dealing with coupled antennas in Sec. 18, the symbol Z„„ will l)e uwmI
for the sclf-iinpeclanco of antenna m in the presoiK^e of other antonnas.
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scntation of an actual circuit. Note that in a thick antenna of

half length h near X/2, an appreciable concentration of charge

exists on the adjacent end surfaces of the antenna halves if these

are close together; this is not considered in the theory. Accord-

ingly, the agreement between theoretical and experimental values

should not he expected to be particularly good for thick, voltage-fed

antennas unless an appropriate capacitance across the terminals is

included. If an appreciable gap exists between the terminals as in

Fig. 10. la, the effect is roughly that of a considerable reduction

in the elTective capacitance of adjacent sections of the antenna

as compared wth the arrangement in Fig. 10.16. Therefore

(o)

"ZERO" LENGTH

-“ZERO"
SPACING

10,1.—(«) <lriv(*ti from a iwo-wiro liuo; (/>) approximately equivalent

circuit.

dotorininod impedance obtained using the arrange-

incMit- of Kig. 10. 1 a should agree better with the theory if a small

(ra.|)a.cit.nn(x^ is eouiuM’.ted across the terminals. In any case, a

la(^k of agnxaiUMit is not necessarily due to errom in either theory or

(‘xptM’inuait !)ut, to the fact that they deal with different 'problems.

No soiind tlu'ory is available that takes into account a more compli-

(^at.(xl in(‘thod of driving the antenna than that of a concentrated

and ihcM-c^fon^ iilealizcxl generator.

s(df-im])(Hlanc^e defined in (10.2) is by no means independent

of l,h(^ surrounding universe in the sense that all the power supplied

at. th(' terminals is dissipated in heating the antenna, as would be

t.he (^a,s(^ for an induc.tane.c coil of the ordinary low-frequency type

if its s(‘ir-iinp(Hlane<^ wore defined in the same way. This subject

is (‘xpaiidcMl lal,(a-.

input. s(‘ir-impedance of a cylindrical and symmetrical

(•.(Mit.<‘r-<lriv(ai ant.(aina depends upon the radius a of the antenna

a.s \v(‘ll as upon the half lengtli //,and in general is also a function

of tlu^ eoiidiKd.ivity o' of t.he antenna. This last fact increases

th<‘ difliculty of tiio evaluation of the input impedance, because
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»;he terms involving <r contain the frequency under a radical.

This makes it impossible to compute the input impedance of

antennas in general in terms of a/X and h/\] each antenna must be

treated individually at every frequency. Fortunately, the con-

tributions to the impedance by all terms involving <r are small

enough to be negligible for practical purposes if the conductivity

a

is high, as for copper. Accordingly, these terms may be neglocic'd

for highly conducting antennas such as those of copper, and general

curves in terms of a/X and H = fih — 2Th/\ may be obtained.

2h
For some purposes, the variable = 2 In ~ is convenient and

has been used in the previous discussion. It is plotted as a function

of h/a in Fig. 10.2.

A general but approximate formula for the input sclf-impedanc,e

of a cylindrical center-driven antenna that satisfujH the (‘oiulition
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.(RcQ\coaH+ (1/Q)F(,H)'

2t [sin H + 0-/Q)OiH)_
(10.3)

where F(H) and G(H) are complex functions^ of H,
General curves for the input resistance and reactance of highly

conducting antennas are reproduced in the accompanying figures.

Fni, 10.3.— IloHiHliinco of aiiUMinii ooinimtod from (10.3); // ~ = -r— = —•
A Ve

Since they are cal(‘.ulat.e(l from au approximate formula based on

idealized driving conditions, they give the correct order of magnitude

^ Korimilas mid t.ablo.s for their evaluation arc Riven in the literature. R.

KiiiR and (1. II. Hlake, Jr., Proc. Inst. Radio Rngru., Vol, 30, pp. 335-349, 1942.
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but are not precise.^ They are in quite good agreement with imped-

ances measured for antennas terminating a two-wire line.^ In Figs.

,

10.3 and 10.6, flo is plotted as a function of II using a/\ as parameter.

From, the curves, it is to be noted that J2o increases trom very small

values for small values of H to a maximum with II somciwhat Ic^ss

H

Fig. 10.4.—Bottotanco of luitoniia (loiupulod from (lO.Iij.

thauTT. In practice, antennas may have iniixiina of ranging from

300 to 15,000 ohms. An infinitely thin antcMina (a — 0) lias a maxi-

mum jBo = 00 exactly at // = it. A miniinuni of l)(‘i.\v(‘(‘n 75 and 80

- More accurate but less extensive curves arc in H. Kin/j; jmd 1). .Middleton,

Quart of Appl. Math., January, 1945.

* R. King and D. D. King, J. Appl. Phya.y Vol. Hi, p. -MTi, 11)15.
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ohms is reached somewhat below H = 3»/4; and a second set of

maxima, slightly lower thanthe first, is reached atH a bit lessthan 2)r.

In Figs. 10.4 and 10.6, Xo is plotted as a function of H using

a/X as parameter. Important points in Fig. 10.6 are vanishing

values of *Yo occurring Avith II somewhat less than nir/2, or h some-

Kki. 10.5. “ Enlm-Kcd purl, of Kig. lO.H.

what, lews H.X/1, with n any integer. 'Fho c.oiulition fin- wliich

A’ (I vanishes with h near nX/ l and n odd is called input resonance.

It is c.hara(5tiCriz(Hl hy a relatively small value of Ko (near a minimum

<>xe.(ipt. for n — 1) and mtiy be compared with series resonance in a

(ionv(uit.i<)nal It, L, C circuit in the near zone. The condition for

which A' (I
vanislu's wit.h li near «X/2 with n even is called input
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antiresonance. It is characterized by practically maximum values

of Ko and may be compared with parallel resonance in conventional

low'-frec^uency analysis. Xo is negative (the antenna is a capaci-

tance) for lengths below the first resonance and, as h increases, foi*

lengths lying between each antiresonant and the next resonant

value. Xo is positive (the antenna is an inductance) as /i increases^

for lengths lying between each resonant and the next antiresonant

value. Extreme values of Xo occur for values of h slightly below

H
l<"io. 10.0.—Enlarf];c<l piirts of Kifi, U).4.

and slightly above those producing antircsonan(*.c. ''riie oxtnMiu'

values are nearly one-half the magnitude of the niaxiinurn vahu'

of jRo which lies between them. Thus an antenna may 1)0 cntluM’

capacitive or inductive depending upon its length and the fr<uiuen(\v

at which it is operated. A so-called “short antenna’’ is always

capacitive. The leading term in the formula for in

Zq =s —jOOQ cot // (Id. l)

The leading term in Rq does not have the factor il which approachc^s

infinity as the radius a approaches zero. For valiums of II not ru*a,r

those producing resonance, (10.4) is a rough approximation for

Xo for thin antennas.
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Figures 10.7 to 10.9 give the same data as Figs. 10.3 and 10.4

but with a/\ used as variable and H as parameter. The curves

marked Ha are plotted with H adjusted to maintain resonance or

Kid. 10.7.— Il<wiHt.an<-« of iintMimi. Tlio piiraiiicter numbering tfie curves is

// tr- Th(* curve iiuirkeil Hit is for ant irosonnut lengths.

antiroHontuictt lus o/X is vtirictl. For many purposes, these curves

are more convenient than those of Figs. 10.3 and 10.4. Because

the (turves are smooth and slowly varying, extrapolation to con-

siderably larger values of a/X than 10“® should give good approxima-

tions. d’hc range of the variable 12 for practical antennas lies

betwo(tn (5 or 7 tind 30. The analysis from which all the impedance
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curves were calculated assumed that I/O® was negligible compared
with unity. Accordingly, smaller values than O = 10 wore not
used and the curves are much less accurate for 0 = JO than for

0 > 15.

Km. lU.S.—KxtoiiHion of fiR. 10.7. 'I'liii curve msirkeil //„ is for ii-niiikiiiI. IciirIIik.

In I’ig. 10.10, 7io is given as a function of il wit li // a(ljiisl.(vl to

maintain resonance. For the range of il from 10 to .‘10, (/(’„),„

varies from 58 to 68 ohms for the first, resona.nce (n ^1). ft

reaches the value 73.13 ohms for an infinitely thin an(.<‘nna only.
For the second resonance (n = 3), (/{„)^ varies from HI f.o i)7 ohins
with 106.6 the asymptotic value for I,he infini1('ly thin antimna
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(a =* 0, Q ^ 0®). Figure 10.12 shows the curve for n = 1 in

Fig. 10.11 extrapolated to a point giving the radiation resistance of

a sphere plotted as though for a cylinder with A = a. In Fig. 10.12,

the maximum (practically antiresonant) values of Rq are given as

ruiud-ions of 12. As 12 inc.rotiscs from 10 to 30, (/io)antireH varies from

I ,()()() to ir),r)()() ohms. It approaches infinity for a = 0. Resonant

and antir(\sonant values If it may be determined from Fig. 10.13.

.ff^/2 - Hj, is t.h(^ amount l)y which the half length in radians of an

jictual ant<uina inusl. Ix', decreased below the value mr/2 for an

infinitely thin antenna in order to maintain resonance {n odd) or
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«

luitircHcmancc («. even) . The mutual lengths A, to produce resonance
or antiroHonance aro readily computed using

hr (10.5)

Note that hr approaches n\/4c as the radius a vanishes and G
becomes infinite. In Fig. 10.14, the curve n = 1 of Pig. 10.13 is

Kit*. 10. Hi.— llotsiHt.iincc nt aiitiroHOiuinoc hh function of il.

oxtrap<)lai.cd to a point giving the condition of resonance for a

sphere troatcnl jis though it were a cylinder with h == a.

The values of Xo at // = t/2, h = X/4, are indicated by small

circlt^s in Fig. 10.(). Note that Xo varies more slowly with H as

a/X is iucreiised. (In the other hand, as a/X is decreased, the curve

approaidios the vertical. If the half length h is fixed at X/4 so

t.hat II = 7r/2, and the radixis a is chosen smaller and smaller, Xo
api>r()achcs the value 42.5. On the other hand, if the value of h

is dclerminod for which X’o vanishes with a = 0, then A = X/4.
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This apparent contradiction results from the fact that, as the radius

a is chosen smaller and smaller and the curve of Xo as a function of

H (as in Fig. 10.6, for example) becomes more and more nearly

vertical, the point where Xq crosses the zero line moves nearer to

H = t/2, while at the same time the value of Xq at // = 7r/2

approaches 42.5. In the limit as a is made equal to zero, thc^

reactance curve is vertical, and Xo at A = X/4 or // = 7r/2 tluu-cforo

becomes indeterminate and may have any value, including 42.5.

Actually, any antenna with a finite but small radius has a valuer of

0l—1— l_I I ^ 1 \
I I. I I I I I I i

J

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30n
Fkj. 10 . 13 .

—

Diircmico in riKliuiiH botweon roHouanli (a odd) mid aidin'jMmmit.
C/t even) half li*np;tliM of an infinitely thin luiteiiim and an ant.onna of Imlf lonutli h

2h
and mdiiiH a. U — 2 In - *

a

Xo lesH than 42.5 whon h = \/4 or JI = w/2, ami A',, vani.sh('s for //.

IcHH than X/4. For antonnaH of nonvanishinj; riulius, h’u i.s /<%s

than 73.13 when Xo = 0 (firnt roaonanco) at a half h'UKth h hias

than X/4.

If a lumped capacitance is connected across th(< tcrininals of ai>

antenna the impedance of the parallel comijination dilh'i's from
that of the antenna alone in the following ways: th(( rcsistaiKUi

curves (Pig. 10.3) are lowered and shifted to tlm left; (,he r(>ii,ct,anc(!

cuivcs (Fig. 10.4) are shifted to the left and r(^act.anc(*s, (>s|)<‘cially

near antircsonance, arc made more capacitive. With a suflicienlly

large capacitance in parallel and a suflBcicntly thick anlxMina the
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reactance may never become inductive for lengths exceeding the

first resonance. If the terminals are widely separated, Fig. 10.1a,

resistance and reactance curves are shifted to the right; reactances

l)ec()me slightly more inductive.

Kk;. 10.14.—Tlu* ciurvo /I. = I of lO.Kl oxl-riipolul.cid. Tlio poiiil. niurkod sphorc

in for a Hi)here of radiiw a i)lot(.<Hl an for a c'.ylindtM’ with h = a.

11. Broad-band Antennas.—An examination of the curves for

the input reactaiie.c of a cylindrical eenter-drivcui ant.enna Figs.

10.4, 10.0 shows that the variation of thc^ reac.tanco -Yo with fro-

(piency (note that // = 2Tfh/Vr. is diixud.ly pro])ortional to fre-

(piency) is much less rapid for thick anUmnas than for thin ones.

Accordingly, if an antenna is to be pperat-ed ovcu' a fairly wide band

of frequencies, as in television, it has a smalhu- change in input

reactance with freciuency if it is thick than if it is thin. This means

that a l)ctt(M* impedance match can be obtained over a wider band

of frequencies.
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12. Unsymmetrical Antemias—Special Case of Antenna Erected

Vertically on a Highly Conducting Half-space.—If an antenna is not

symmetrical with respect to its input terminals from the point of

view of the geometrical arrangement of the conductors forming its

halves or with respect to the transmission line from Avhich it is

driven, a variety of complicating effects may be observed. In

some instances, these are limited to an unsymmetrical distribution

of current; in other instances, coupled-circuit effects arise so that

their description is best postponed to a later section. One impor-

tant and simple unsymmetrical antenna may be introduced con-

veniently at this point because of its similarity to the symmetrical

center-driven type.

Consider a cylindrical conduc-

tor of length h and small radius a

erected vertically over a perfectly

conducting half-space, Fig. 12.1a.

Let the conductor end at terminal

A, a very short distance (within

the near zone) above the conduct.-

ing plane. Let a second terminal

be connected to the conducting

plane at 0 directly below A, T\\v

driving potential difference is main-

tained between A and 0.

If the input current Ia at A is directed upward in the aiikmna,

an equal current 7o is also upward from 0 in the gomu-ator. It

can be proved that the distribution of current along the (*.ylin(lri(*.al

conductor is exactly the same as though it were the \ipp<‘r half

of the symmetrical antenna of Fig. 12.U^ Simultaneously, tlu^

current entering at 0 is radially inward along the surfa(^(^ of th()

conducting plane. As the current in the vertical wire goes tlirough

its usual cycle of reversal every half period distributing alt,ernat(^ly

positive and negative charge along the wire, alternat.(^ rings of

negative and positive charge travel radially outward along th(^

conducting plane with a radial phase velocity that approa(*h(‘H

asymptotically the characteristic velocity w, = 3 • l()« ni/sec as the

radius of the ring becomes sufficiently largo (Sen*.. 3()). For prescuit

purposes, it is sufficient to note that the forc-cis ac^tiiig on an indi-

vidual conductor, such as a receiving antenna, ])lac.ed anywhen^ in

the upper half-space are due not only to the chargers moving in the

cylindrical conductor but also to those moving (^vcM’ywlKu’e in the

(6)

Fra. 12.1.—Autenuas having the
same distribution of current in. the
parts above the terminals A.
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conducting plane on which this conductor is erected. The antenna

consists of the vertical conductor and the entire conducting plane

on which it is erected.

The input impedance of the base-driven antenna of full length

h and radius a over a perfectly conducting half-space is one-half

that of the symmetrical center-driven antenna of half length h and

radius a. Accordingly, all curves computed for the center-driven

antenna apply directly to the base-driven antenna if all values of

resistance and reactance are divided by two.

Just as with the symmetrical antenna, it is not practically

possible to drive an antenna by a concentrated generator, in

this case placed at its base. At low frequencies and with thin

GENERATOR
(a) (6)

Fkj. 12.2. MoMuxls of Imso-driviiiK iuiUmiiuw eroctod ovor Ji conduotiiiK

hiilf-spiUH'.

ant('iinas, practical arrangenionts using a transmission lino an^ easily

const.ructed to apj)roxiinate the idealized case assumed in the

theory. At high freciuoncies, this becomes incn^isingly difficult.

For example, in Fig. 12.2a, the driving forces in a voltage-fed

antenna are distributed along the vertical wire over distances

comparable with the diameter of the coaxial line, rather than being

coiK^entrated. If this diameter is not extrenu^ly small, the theo-

reti(^al (^ase is not well approximated, and close agnumient between

theory and ex])<u*iment cannot bo expected. In the case shown in

exaggerated form in Fig. 12.2/;, the driving forces correspond more

clos(dy to the theoretically assumed cas(^, insofar as the cylindrical

surfa(HJ is (joncorned. On the other hand, the impedance terminat-

ing the end of the line is not the same as the impedance at the

driving edge^ of the cylindrical surface. The latter can be meas-

ured, the former computed. Complete agreement should not be

expected, particulaldy near antiresonance, where large concentra-
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tions of charge are maintained near the base. (The theoretical

value is not merely the difference between the terminating imped-

ance measured on the coaxial line first with the antenna in place

and second with it cut down to leave only a flat disk.) It follows

that the theoretical curves, especially near antiresonance, do not

represent accurately the physically different arrangements available

in practice. They may be depended upon to give correct orders

of magnitude only for moderately thick antennas operated near

antiresonance in practically available arrangements.

A perfectly conducting plane of infinite extent is not realizable

physically. On the other hand, at frequencies in the broadcast

band, the earth (if not too dry near the antenna) behaves sufficiently

like a perfectly conducting plane that satisfactory apj^roxi-

mations often are obtained by assuming it to be perfectly con-

ducting. The input impedance so obtained is then correc.ted by
combining it with an effective ground resistance, which is assumed
to be in series with the input impedance of the antenna. In

practice, it is always desirable and therefore customary to provide

an extensive radial system of Avires buried in the ground in order to

reduce the ground losses near the antenna where the dcnisity of

current is greatest. Salt water approximates a ])erfe(*i, (*.ondu<‘.t.c)r

even at frequencies considerably above the broadcast* band. At
ultra-high frequencies, however, no part of the cart*irs surface (‘.an

approximate even roughly a perfect conductor. On the eonti-ary,

it behaves in many respects like an imperfect dielo(d*ri(^ wit.h Iosscas

that may be very large in moist earth or in salt wat*(u\

13. Tower Antennas over a Good Conductor.— If th(‘ l)as(‘-

driven antenna is not cylindrical and of relatively small radius, but

consists of a self-supporting steel tower of moderaU^ly large and
nonuniform cross section, the input impcdan(*,c cannot he obt-aiiUMl

from the curves for the cylindrical antenna. In its de])endent‘.e

upon length, a steel-tower antenna behaves in general miudi like a

rather thick cylindrical antenna. The simple (lisi.rihution of

current that obtains in an infinitely thin antenna is not a satis-

factory approximation. The effective longitudinal (list.rihut.ion

of current resembles that of a thick cylindri(**al antenna in that it

consists of two components that differ in time phase by a <iuart<M’

period.

14. Top-loaded Antennas.—At the lower radio frecpienci's, it is

often desirable or necessary to reduce the physical Icmgth of an
antenna erected vertically over the earth to less than tluj self-
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resonant value, whic.h is slightly less than X/4. This may be dic-

tated by gi’eater constructional economy in land installations or by
reasons of design aboardship. Such a shortening is always unde-

sirable in that it diminishes the total length of conductor carrying

the current, the forces due to which are effective in producing cur-

i*euts in distant receiving antennas. If the vertical part of the

antenna must be reduced below a quarter wavelength, it will be

Iciiist disadvantageous from the electromagnetic point of view if the

])art of the conductor near the base, which carries the large current,

is retained while the part near the top, which carries a small cur-

r<uit, is sa(‘.ri(iccd. This can be done in numerous ways. Thus, a

part of tlu'. antenna at the top may
be folded over into a horizontal

position to make an inverted L;

it may be wound into a widely

spaced, (‘.omparatively low-loss

coil, Fig. M.l
;
it may be replaced

by a large si)here, by a disk, or by

a cylinder of metal; one or more

horizonial wirc^s may be arranged

with c(Mit.(M*s (^onnec^ted to the

upp<»r (Mid of the remaining verti-

cal length t.o make a T or Ilat-top

ant-cMina. If suitable dimensions

jir(» chosen in t.luNsc^ several cases,

(he aiitcmna nuiy be shortened and yet kept in resonance with

approxima.i.(4y tlu^ same current in its vertical part as when this is

ext(md(Hl to a full (piarter wavelength without top load. The dis-

tribution of (uirrent and charge along the vertical part of the top-

loa<l<Ml ant,(Mina is similar to that along the same lower part of the

n'sonant sl.raight ant(Mina. The distribution cannot be exactly the

same, Ixuaiuse tlu^ fonx^s ac.ting on the charges in the lower part of

th(i (M)ndu(‘.toi’ diK^ to the charges in the extended upper part of the

st.raight. ant,(Mina a,re replaced by other forces due to the charges

in th(^ (rdTer(Mit,ly orienUxl and dimensioned top load.

IIs(»ful (iualit.at.ive (estimates of some of the properties of a top-

loa(l(Ml antiMina may be obtained, by assuming a sinusoidal dis-

t,ribution of c.urr<Mit along its vertical part, in the form

Fiu. 14.1.— (a) Antenna with coil

as top load; (jh) antenna with straight

conductor extended to be of electrical

length equal to that of the coil.

_ o sin ^{h + A; — z)

” sin + Jc)

(14.1)
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where k is the equivalent length of the top load. A coil as a top
load is shown in Fig. 14.1. For an inverted L and for a very loosely

spaced coil the total length of wire at resonance is roughly the

same as for the straight vertical antenna. Tn all cases, the input
resistance at resonance Ls lower than that of the straight vertical

wire by an amount that depends upon the fraction of the antenna
that is folded over, coiled, or replaced by a top load.

The discussion applies equally well to a symmetrical centcu*-

driven antenna with each end shortened by an identical end lc)ix.d.

16. Loading at Input Terminals.—

A

circuit including an antenna
may always be tuned to resonance by inserting suitable series

reactances in the conventional way. Since the antenna is thc^

equivalent of a lumped impedance insofar as a voltage impressed

across its closely spaced terminals is concerned, the analysis ol tin

antenna in series with lumped impedances reduces to the ordinary

noar-zono circuit analysis of a series circuit.

16. Radiation.—Since all electric charges exert forces on one
another according to a law of retarded action at a distance, peri-

odically varying distributions of charge in one element of a circtiit

must ultimately exert forces on all charges in the universe, tending

to set them in periodic motion unless cuiTents in other clementw of

the same circuit oi* in an adjacent circuit or in an enclosing shield

set up equal and opposite forces that cancel those due to currents

in the element in (lucstion. In noar-zonc circuits, currents lire

entirely in closed or quasi-closed paths, all parts of which arc so

close togetlior in terras of the wavelength that the resultant forcuNs

exerted by them on the charges in a distant conductor arc vanisli-

ingly small. In order to exert significant forces on oa(*.h other, l.wo

circuits all parts of which are in the near zone must bo broiipiht

close together in terms of their own extension and hoiK^c oxtroniidy

close together in terras of the wavelength. Hu(*.h (lircuiis are

coupled in the conventional low-frequency sense.

if a circuit is not confined to the near zone, tlic forces excrf^cul

l)y the current in it on charges in other even (][uite distant conduct,ors

may be considerable unless they are canceled by equal and opposit es

forces produced by an adjacent current, as in a coaxial or two-wire
transmission line. No such complete camjcllation can occur whem
charges move in an antenna that is not in the near zone with rcsi>oc.t

to any other conductor. There may be a more .or loss comjjlete

cancellation of effects at some angles if the antenna is itself loug
enough to have current in opposite directions in different parts of its
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own extension, but there are then other directions in which the same

component forces combine to produce a larger resultant force.

Accordingly, the essential characteristic of an antenna is an exten-

sion and geometrical configuration of eonductoi-s such that periodi-

cally varying distributions of ciurent along them can exert significant

forces on charges even at great distances after an appropriate lapse

of time.

Every effective antenna is by its very nature coupled to all

surrounding matter in the sense that work done to maintain a

periodic motion of charges in the antenna is largely work that will

be done on charges that can ultimately be set in motion throughout

the universe. A driven antenna may be regarded as a kind of

primary circuit with an unlimited number of more or less closely

coupled secondaries scattered far and wide wherever charges are

set in motion. Only a small part of the energy supplied to an

antenna is used to heat it. Most of the energy is transferred away

from the antenna, presumably to be used eventually in heating all

the innumerable imperfect conductor's and imperfect dielectrics in

which currents however small are maintained. Thu energy which is

transferred to the universe is said to be radiated.

It Ls a simple matter to estimate both the smaller fraction of the

energy supplied to a symmetrical center-driven antenna that is

convert(ul into heat in its own conductors, and the very much larger

fraction that is transferred to other parts of the universe. It has

been stated already that the curves of Figs. 10.3 to 10.9 for the input

resistance and reactance of such an antenna were computed neglect-

ing all terms involving the conductivity. This Wiis done for mathe-

matical reasons of simplicity in calculation and representation and

is justified for all practical purposes because the large but finite

conductivity of a very good conductor has a negligible effect on

lU and Xo.

For exampU^, in a thick copper antenna of radius 5 mm operated

at. 5 m wavelengtli, the difference in the computed values of JKo

at nwonance neglecting and including ohmic resistance is less than

0.2 per c(^nt. With a much thinner antenna of radius 1 mm oper-

ated at 100 m wavelengt.h, the corresponding difference Is nearly

3 per c(mt. It follows that, to a good approximation, the power

sui)plied t.o a highly conducting antenna (of copper), with jBo

taken from the curves of Sec. 10, is for prac.ti(‘.al purposes all radiated

to tli(^ more or h^ss closely c.oupled universes out-side the antenna,

while that used in heating the antenna itself is negligible. If the
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untonna is not highly conducting, the distribution of current and

hence both the energy radiated and that dissipated in heat in the

antenna depend significantly upon the conductivity. It is thou

not possible to determine the radiated energy by merely ixssuining

an infinite conductivity.

It is instructive to compare the power supplied to a givcui pair

of copper Avires when they are arranged along the sanies axis t.<)

foi’m a resonant center-driven antenna, Fig. 10. la, witli the powc^r

supplied when they are folded parallel to each other to form the

resonant open-end section of a two-wire line, Fig. 1 ().!/;. The
adjustment in length for resonance differs only slightly in the two

<‘.ases if a thin conductor is used. Furthermore, the distribution ot

current along each wire is the same to a Iii*st

(sinusoidal) approximation; and the in])ut

current is also the maximum cui*r(mt. TlKU-Ci-

i fore, the input powom given by /n/4» ai-<^

fcz entirely comparal)le if /o is made th(^ sanu^

(6) in both cases. For the antenna, lh(^ input

resistance at resonance is of th(^ ordis*

of magnitude of ()4 olims (Fig. 10.7 for

a/X-2.5-10-'). On iho othor haiul, for

iiiiiotjuji folded toRothor a typical transmission line with an ojxsi
(<> form an open-oud lino,

input resistanc'o iit nssonaiicc^

may be of the order of magnitude of 0.5 ohm (computcsl from

= Rq<xs with a = 2 • 10"® ncpci*s/m, if - X/d = 1

= 600 ohms). The power /g • (M supplied to the antenna is

practically all radiated; the power /§ • 0.5 supplied to the lin<^ is

practically all used in heating the win^s of tlie line. "riK' ratio of

power supplied to the lino to that supplied tro the anl.(unia is a rough

measure of the ratio of power dissipated in Inuiting th(^ anttuma to

that radiated, l)oeausc the distributions of (uirnuit in lin<^ and

antenna at resonance arc roughly alike. This ratio has th<‘ or(l(*r

of magnitude of something over 1 per mnl in the niinKM'ical cas(»

considensd.

As an estimate, this is quite comparable with the vahu's of

0.2 per cent for a thick antenna and 3 peu* e.<‘nt for a. thin a,nt(‘nna at

different frequeneicis, and it illustrates in a eonvimdng way how

merely folding together the two eondiud.ors of a symm<‘tneal

antemna to form a parallel line elTcxd.ively deerc^jises tli(‘ coupling to

the universe and thus re<lu<x^s the elTeetive “rellec.bxl n\sistane(^

"

from a predominant to a negligible value. It has be(m assunusl up
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to this point that none of the numberlcsR ''secondary circuits

in the universe is near the driven antenna or "primary circuit.’’

The effect of moving one secondary, e.gr., another tuned antenna,

near to the driven antenna (but not so close that it forms a parallel

line) Is considered in Sec. 19.

It has been stated that in effect an antenna is an arrangement

of conductors which is electromagnetically coupled to the universe

in that currents which are made to flow in the antenna exert forces

at some later time on charges in matter wherever this may be.

The currents that these forces produce exert, in due time, forces

back on the moving charges in the antenna. But insofar as currents

in the distant universe are concerned, the time within which such

reactions could be felt in the antenna is far gi‘eater than any reason-

able interval during whi(*h the antenna might be kept in operation.

It might be supiiosed, tlKU’efore, that the universe outside of a rela-

tively limited range could have no observable effect on an antenna.

Actually, such a coiK^lusion would be biised on the same kind of

fallacious n^asoning by analogy which led to the l)olief that, because

th(^ velocity of a man running forward on a train must be added to

the velocnty of the train in order to determine his velocity with

resp(Hd. to tlus earth, the velocity of light must be similarly added

to that of a moving light source.
.
Electromagnetic phenomena

seldom can be descu’ibed corr(ictly by analogy with the simpler

mechanical events of daily observation. The analytically derived

and physically verified fact is that, whenever a phenomenon can bo

described mathematically in terms of a wave eciuation in whicli

therc^ ai)pears a Jlnilc velocity of propagation of a (piantity whicdi

may have pliysical or only mathematicuil significance, the propa-

gation always (mcountei’s the eciiiivalent of a characteristic imped-

an(*,(^, which is a pure resistance if there is no dissipation in the

propagation.

C'onsider, for example, the circuit of Fig. IC).2a, consisting of a

generator (^oniu^cted to an ordinary electric*, circuit that is link-

coupled to a load Z through an artificial line of re(‘.urr(uit sections

constituting a tiimwlelay network. Suppose the time delay to

be many days and tlu^ coupling between adjacent half coils perfect

so tliat* Af = Ij/2. For simplicity, let the line be assumed dissi-

l)ationl(^ss, i.c., ])ur(^ly r(^active, but its termination Z may include

r(^sistan<t(^ As far as tlu^ generator is conc(u*ned, the circuit of

Kig. l().2a is eciuivaUuit to that of Fig. [i).2h until a sufficient time

has (*laps<*d for a reflcudion to be receivt'd from the imi)edance Z.
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1

By inserting enough sections, this can be postponed indefinitely;

and, regardless of the number of sections, it will never occur if the

output transformer has a one-to-one ratio and Z = = '\/2LfC-

Thus, the coupling link consisting of the dissipationlcss line pre-

sents a definite load at its input terminals AB long Ix'.foro any
effect from the terminating impedance can be received. The
same situation exists if the coupling link is a sufficiently long

B
Kkj. 10.2.' DiHHipationloHs, delay network (a) that in o<iiuvalont to a cluiractoriHtiii

roHiatan<*.o (6) coupled to a ijriinary circtuii,.

B

Fi<a. 10.2.— DiHHiputioiiloHH iioiirtwonaut lino (a) that w 0(iuivalont to a <*hnru<*tprist io

n'HlHtanco (/>) coupliid to the primary <*ir(*uit.

Fkj. 10 .4 .
* -Coupled aiiUMiiijiH.

dissipationloHs transmission line, as shown in Fig. It., too*

presents a characteristic rosistaiu^e Rc = y/T/c at. its t(M*ininals

AB until a reflection from the termination Z is In

both cases, the impedance its seen l^y tlu^ g(‘n(M-al.or (^an lx* varitMl

by changing the degree and the type of coupling Ix't.wocm gc'iu'rator

and line.

A circaiit, Fig. 16.4, which includes a gen(M*at<>r and an a.nt('ima,

necessarily coupled to the distant univtM’so, behaves in a similar way.

In this case, the driven antenna takes the placx’i of th(» coupling
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coils at the generator; the receiving antenna, which may be any
physical extension of matter in the universe, takes the place of
the coupling coils at the output end; and the imperfectly conducting
parts of this matter constitute the load. A coupling link in the
form of a network of conductors is not required for the antenna,
because the moving charges in it act directly on charges elsewhere in
the universe. Note, however, that, because there is no conducting
link, no one particular receiving antenna can be singled out to be
the entire load. All selective or directional ejBPects must be secured
by adjusting the nature of the coupling, i.e., by changing the shape
and orientation of the antennas.

In spite of the fact that there is no conducting link, the generator
experiences a load that is like that of a characteristic resistance
coupled to the antenna. The degree of coupling to this character-
istic resistance can be varied by changing the shape and size of the
antenna. For example, the coupling can be reduced to a negligible

value by folding the antenna into a parallel line. When this is

done, the input impedance of the antenna is changed. This does
not mean a change in (lie. The existence of a characteristic resist-

anc^o for cdcctromagnctic effects is just as mysterious, but no
more so than the existence of the finite velocity

Vc = 3-10** m/sec

The simultaneous and inseparable occurrence of both is the inevi-

table conseciuence of a mathematical representation in terms of an
(dectromagnctic field governed by the general wave equation.

From the point of view of measurements made on antennas, space

a(‘.ts like a dissipationless transmission medium through which

effec^ts can be sent at a characteristic velocity, 3 • 10® m/sec^ and

which presents a characteristic resistance, (Re = 376.7 ohms, to the

propagation. This propagation in space differs from the propaga-

tion along networks and lines in that concentrations of charge do

not. mov<^ (H)ntinuously from generator to load. Moreover, the

(*.hara(d.<‘rist.i(^ nssist ance 6lc for propagation in space is only formally

similar t.o t lu^ characteristic resistance of a line; actually it is not

a r(ssistan(*<» in the conventional sense since it is used to describe

th(^ propagat.ion of a i\o\d that has been atssigned only mathe-

mat.ical significance. It Ls not expressible in terms of a ratio of

potential dilTcsnuK^i^ to (airrent. The metaphysically fascinating

(piestion as to wh(d.h<^r the complete emptiness of space actually is a
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medium endowed with the physical properties usually associated

with material media, or whether the electromagnetic field serves

merely as part of a computing machine will not be considered here.

Physical science seeks to provide a mathematical mechanism for

predicting observable effects about nature. Whether this mechan-
ism, if successful, is to be identified with nature is at least question-

able. Such identification has been avoided consistently throughout

the present discussion.

17. Radiation Resistance and Input Resistance.— quantity-

called the radiation resistance of an antenna is often employed

but unfortunately not always unambiguously used or even con-

sistently defined. For this reason, great care must be exercised in

making use of any data referring to radiation resistance if the data

are not accompanied by a precise and complete definition of the

quantity so designated. In some instances, radiation resistance is

defined in one way and then curves are supplied that depend upon
an entirely different definition. An attempt will be made to
clarify the confusion that exists in this regard.

The total power P supplied to an antenna is used partly inter-

nally in heating the conductor of the antenna and partly externally

in heating parts of the univeme in which charges arc set in motion.

The former, P\ may be called internally used power, the latter,

P®, externally used or radiated power. Thus,

P ^P'^+P^ (17.1)

If the input terminals of the antenna carry equal and opposito

currents so that an input current Jo and an input impedanc^o

Zo = Po + i^o can be defined, the input power is

P = lJol% (17.2)

It is now possible to combine (17.1) with (17.2), divide both sides

by Jo, and to define the quantities

so that

Po = J<!i+PS (17.4)

Here Pi might properly be called the internal inpiit resist.aiHu^ of

the antenna and defined as the power dissipatcMl in luxating Hu’s

antenna divided by the s(iuaro of the rnis magnitude of tlu^ inpub

current. Similarly, Pj might well be called the external or radiatiuii
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input resistance of the antenna and defined as the power transferred

to media outside the antenna divided by the square of the rms

magnitude of the input current. Analytically, Ro is not easily

resolved into two terms of which one may be identified with jRjj

the other with except in simple special cases. This is due to

the fact that both P* and P® depend upon distribution of current

and conductivity in a complicated way. Fortunately, in highly

c.onclucting antennas, P‘ is negligible compared with P" so that

approximately

p=p« pi<<P« (17.5)

Ro = PS Ri < < Pg (17.6)

In this case, the external or radiation input resistance is to a good

approximation equal to the input resistance. The curves of Sec. 10

were computed subject to (17.5), so that the input resistance Po

given l)y them might be called correctly the input radiation resist-

ance. Both expressions for /ig ^ given by (17.3) and in a more

restricted form by (17.6) have been called the radiation resistance

of the antenna. To avoid ambiguity, the term input radiation

resistance will bo us(h1, and discussion will be limited to the simpler

and more important case of (17.6).

The complex expression for the input current is of the form

/o = /o"+i/(/ (17.7)

where both /o' and /o" are func.tions of the radius and length of the

antenna. Although the simple distrilnition of current, with // a

sinusoidal function of the distance z along the antenna and Is' == 0
,

is for sonu^ purposes a satisfactory approximation for a practical

antemna, this is not true in the definition of the input impedance of

siic.h an antenna. Nevertludess, the attempt is fnuiuently made

to define in the form given in (17.3) the radiation j*esistance Pj for

a c(mt(n -f(ul aiitenna or a l)ase-fed anionna over a perfect conductor,

Sec. 8, under the assumption that lo = /,»,« sin II.

If this value of /« is sul)st.itiited in (17.3), using (17.5),

U r
0

P
sin'-* 1!

(17.8)

SiiKio P is iilwuys in any antnnna t.hul. liaw a nonvanishing

radius, (17.8) ro(iiiir(is Wli io Ixwoino cxtrenioly larsn as II ai)proachcs

T, 2jr, and to bcxionic infiniki at thosn values. This is a physical

•absurdity l.hat is tlu'. rcssult of assuming a physi(uilly impossible
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distribution of current in sn £tntennai of finite radius. This diflS.-

culty may be overcome by multiplying both sides of (17.8) by the

dimensionless quantity sin* H and defimng a new quantity by

= (17.9)

where jBj, has the dimensions of a resistance so that it can be meas-

ured in ohms. It is not a resistant in the ordinary sense (except

when sin F = 1 and = Rf^), because it is not the real part of an

Fio. 17.1 .—lladiation resistanco Rm of contor-<lrlvoii luilpiinii of zi>ro railius rofcri'i'd

to tho niaxitnuin ciirrcnl Im-

impedance that can be mcasurod between two terminals in a eirfuiit.

It is the power supplied at a given pair of terminals divided not by

the square of the magnitude of the current entering and leaving

those terminals, but by the square of the magnitude of the current

at another j>oint (h — X/4) along tho antenna (jirovidod li S \/ l)

where tho cuixent is quite diRerent, or (if h < \/4) by an emtiredy

fictitious current that exists nowhere. The apiiarent advantage of

jRj, over Kg (for an infinitely thin antenna) is that,, whereas /^|; must

become infinite as II approaches v, 2ir, etc., if the sinusoidal di.s-

tribution of cun-ent is assumed, although incorrectly. Hi, is always

finite.
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As defined in (17.9), also has been called the radiation resist-

ance of an antenna, and the curve of Fig. 17.1, which shows JKj,

for a center-driven antenna of half length A as a function of H and
h/\ is freciuently given to show the variation of radiation resistance.

For a base-driven antenna of length h over a perfectly conducting
half space, the values of in Fig. 17.1 must be divided by two.

Actually, the function R%, applies only to an infinitely thin antenna
and even for this it does not give the input resistance. Neverthe-

less, it is not without value in comparing the approximate power-

t.ransferring or radiating properties of antennas that are too intricate

in structure to permit accurate analyses of the distribution of

current so that it is necessary to be content with the rough estimate

obtained by assuming arbitrarily a sinusoidal distribution. In

order to distinguish R^ from the radiation input resistance TZj,

which is for practical purposes the actual input resistance Ro of

highly conducting antennas, Rm will be called the radiation resist-

ance referred to a maximum sinusoidal current.

m. COUPLED ANTENNAS AND TRANSMISSION LINES

18. Coupled Antennas.—^The term driven, as applied to an

antenna, has been used heretofore to designate an antenna that

has two input terminals that are well within the near zone of each

otluu* and across which a potential difference is maintained by a

gcuKU’ator connected either directly or through a transmission line.

It was speculic.ally required in defining the input self-impedance of

such an antenna at its terminals that no other antenna or other

(^<)ii(luc.l.ing or dielectric material be nearer than the limits specified

by the condition for the far zone. Subject to these conditions, the

curnuits that arc maintained in any single conductor in the far zone

by forc.es exerted upon them by moving charges in the driven

ant,eiina may be assumed so small that their reaction upon the

charge's in the driven antenna can be neglected as compared with the

(H)inp()site ofToct of the distant universe as a whole, i.e., each particu-

lar antenna or conductor must be sufficiently far from the driven

aiit(uina that any change in its position that does not bring it

iic^arer produces no measurable difference in the distribution of

currcnit and in the input impedance of the driven antenna. Under

tlu'sc^ c.onditions, the impedance at the terminals is called the input

s('lf-inipedancc of the driven antenna, and each conductor in the

iiiuv(^rse is individually only loosely coupled to the antenna. This

self-impedance includes the composite effect on the antenna of the
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universe, assuming all conductors and dielectrics to be in the lar

zone. This restriction now will be removed and special account

taken of neighboring antennas.

Consider first a driven antenna 1 so placed that all other

antennas and conductors are in the far zone. Their effects on the

driven antenna are included in the composite effect of the univernc

as a whole, which is taken .into account in the self-impedance^ Z o.

The following equation can be written:

Vi = Ioi(Zi + Zq) = loiZn ( 18 . 1 )

where Zn is the impedance completely around the circuit. Now
let a distant conductor 2 be a driven antenna like 1. Lot it be

1 2

I’lG. 18.1.—Circuit configuration involving two cotiplod antciiujis.

moved from the far zone with respect to antenna 1 into tlio

mediate or even into the near zone. Antennas 1 and 2 are now
so close together that the distributions of current and ini)ul.

impedances of both are signifi.cantly changed by the mutual ret.ar<l(‘<l

interaction of the moving chai*ges in each. The sclf-iinpcdance is

altered, and a mutual impedance is required.

The following equations can be wi-itten for two driven antcuinas.

The circuits are shown in Fig. 18.1 with the generator in circuit 2

omitted.

Vl “ Ioi(Zi -1- Zal) + I02Z 12 = Io\Z\i 4* J{)2Z\2 (1<S.2)

V2 ^ I01Z2I + Io2{Z2 + Za2) = /oi^21 + -f{)2<^22

^Tho scslf-inipcdanco of uu antenna depeiuls on the (listribution of current,

so that it is in general not the same wlien the antenna is in th<^ j)n‘H(*nc(‘ of

another antenna as it is when isolated. The synilx)! has Ixh'ii uh(mI for

self-impcdanco of an isolated antenna, "Flic symbol Z„,n will 1x5 uh(‘< 1 for tli(5

solf-inipcdaiieo of antenna m in ike presence, of other animnas. In gtui(»ral,

is a variable whoso value depends on the configuration of neighboring ant( 5nniiH.
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where -Zhi is the input flelf-impedance of antenna 1 in the presence^
of aiitt'niia 2, Zg^ is the input self-impedance of antenna 2 in the
proRotieo ot antenna 1

,
is the input mutual impedance of antenna

I with rospec.t to antenna 2, Z21 is the input mutual impedance of

anten nil 2 with respect to antenna 1, and Zi and Z2 are lumped
impeclaiieos in Hcries with antennas 1 and 2, respectively. Ah self-

*

and nuitual impedances are referred to currents In and /02 . In
all casos not involving media of variable permeability and dielectric

(U)n»stLint, the following reciprocal relation is true (see Sec. 42):

^12 = Z21 (18.4)

Eciiiations (18.2) and (18.3) are exactly the same in form as the

equati<ms for two coupled circuits in ordinary network theory.

By uso of the principle of superposition,

the complex currents due to each applied

voltapio may l)c determined separately

and the results combined algebraically.

Accordingly, thcM-c is no loss in generality

if Vi is s(d; 0(puil i.o zoi-o. If y2 is zero,

antenna 2 is said to be parasitic. If V2

is not zero, its elT(H*t can be calculated by Fi(i. 18.2.—Antenna coii-

inter<dianging tlu' subscripts 1 and 2 and ^

^

tranmnissioa Hne as

using the princ.i])l(’i of superposition.

Tlu^ (Mpuit-ious for one driven and one parasitic antenna are

V, = 7oi(^i + + 7 o2-Zi2 (18.5)

0 = 7 (11 2 1 + 7o2(-^2 + Zgz) (18.6)

If ii transmission linc*i is connected between the input terminals

AJi of !in1(^nn{i 1 and the output terminals of the conventional

(iieur-zoiuO lu^twork containing a generator, Fig. 18.2, the symbols

in (18.5) imisl. be changed as follows: Write Vab (open) for 7i

wh(M*<' Vah (op(Mi) means the opcn-circuit voltage across AB when

th(‘ iMit(^niia is diseonnected; instead of Zi write Zab where Zab is

tlie iin p(‘<la.u<‘(^ looking to the left at AB with the generator replaced

by its ini(*rnal inii)e(huicc. It follows from Th6venin’s theorem

that. ( 18.5) as changed is a true equation.

* i.s (!i(‘ iapot. inqxMlnnc^o of anionna 1 in the presence of antenna 2 with

niiitMiou 2 <»p(‘n-chr\iit,c<l at ilie driving or load point where /02 is defined. It

<lifTcrH from 1 Ik* s(‘lf-iinp(*<lu,n<*(^ Zo of antenna 1 when isolated, because there are

<‘nrn*ni.s in atit.(‘nna 2 (‘ven when open-cireuite.d at the center. The fact that

/(I'! iH z(‘r<) <lo(‘M not inc'jni that /.s is evorywhorc zero.
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By solving (18,6) and (18.6) for = Fi/7oi, Fig. 18.1,

the impedance offered to the generator is found to be

ZjpQ = (Zi + Zai) — ,r7 - ^ \ — -2^11
—

{Z^ +
Zi^2l
z22

(18.7)

If (18.4) is used, and the following notation is introduced:

Zi2 = ^12 " tan
72i2

Z22 “ l^22lG*'®®* ^22 = tan“^ -5-^^

1X22

then

r, 12^12
>a = XL11 TTS

—

Rpo = Rn

Xfq = Xu —
IZ22

IZ12

IZ22

COS (2012 — 022)

sin (2012 — 022)

(18.8)

(18.9)

(18.10)

(18.11)

The input impedance Zab of antenna 1 in the presence of antenna 2

has the resistive and reactive parts

Rab « R.1 - cos (29,i - e^i) (18.12)
|^22|

Xab = Z.1 - sin (29n - $22) (18.13)

These relations reduce to those of ordinary transformer coupling

if Rn and Xai apply to the primary coil, Zu — 0 i 2 = t/2.

For the transformer,

^271/2

Rab (trans) = Rai + T^—r ^22 (18.14)
|^22|

Xab (trans) = X.i - sin 022 (18.15)
|>^22l

An important difference exists between the general ciise of two
circuits coupled by the mutual impedance of antennas and two
inductively coupled circuits in the near zone. Whereas Rah (t-raiis)

,

(18.14), is always larger than Rai by the resistance ^'reflocUHr’

into the primary from the coupled secondary, Rah for the antcuina,

(18.12), may be larger or smaller than i?«i, depending on tlu^ disianco

between the antennas. In the transformer, the cou])lod He<‘,()ndary

always represents an increased load on the primary duo to tlu'

power dissipated in the secondary and supplied by the primary.

With the antenna, the presence of a neighboring antenna necessarily
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implies an increase in the load due to the very small amount of
power dissipated as heat in the coupled antenna, but it also means
a change in the degree of coupling to the distant universe. This is

manifested in certain directions by a complete or partial cancellation
of the forces due to the currents in the two coupled antennas. A
(lecrcasc in these directions in the power transferred to matter in
the universe necessarily follows. This may be compensated by
greater or smaller increases in other directions, so that the input
resistance Hah may be either larger or smaller than the self-resistance

/<«! depending upon whether the presence of the closely coupled
antenna increases or decreases the total power transferred to the
distant universe. Analytically, this is determined by the algebraic

sign of cos (2^12 — ^22). Note that an antenna that is self-reso-

nant, adjusted to resonance when no other antenna is nearer
than the far zone, is no longer resonant if another antenna is brought
so near that the mutual impedance between the two is not negligibly

small. The same conclusions are also true for more conventional

cjoupled circuits.

19. Mutual Impedance of Antennas.—The mutual impedance
(r<'.f<Trcd to input current) of one antenna in the presence of another

deponds upon the size, shape, and orientation of the conductors

forming tlui two antennas as well as upon their conductivities-

''riie smalyi.ical problem of deriving formulas for the mutual imped-
nn(^<‘ and for the modified self-impedance of each of an unrestricted

iiuiuluM* of arbit.rarily oriented antennas has not been solved either

rigorously or to a rcjisoiiablc degree of approximation except in the

s))(Muul (^asc of two i>arallel antennas of the same length and radius.

Most, of Ihi) available data for mutual impedance have been calcu-

lated under the following assumptions,

1. The distribution of current in a driven antenna or in a para-

sitic. ant,<uina witli arbitrary load or tuning reactance is the same

whcMi c.()iipl(‘<l to other antennas as Avhen isolated.

2. T\h) disti-ibution of current for all antennas whether driven

or parasitic*, a-iid irrospec.tivc of load or tuning reactance is sinu-

soidal of the form /*=/,„ sin /3(A — |2;|). (Some writers even

c^Uiiiu that. ‘'a.ny convenient distribution of current may be

assuiiUHl.)

8. The sc^lf-iinpedancc of an antenna is a constant independent

of t.lie prc^sc^iK^c^ of other antoinas.

''rh(\s(^ i\\\vx\ iissuini)tioiis are correct in one physically unrealiz-

al)l<^ spc^eial <‘.as(^ only, viz., when all antennas are indefinitely thin.
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and of half length h = X/4. They are rough approxhnations for

very thin antennas of half length h near \/4. Curves for Jiia, X 12 ,

l^TisI, 012,
for the special case of infiiiitely thin symmetrical antennas

of length X/4 are shown in Fig. 19.1 for values of h/X (spacing

over wavelength) up to 1.3. More extensi've sets of cuives arc

available in the literature.

(For ^ antennas over a perfect conductor divide R,X,Z by 2)

Tig. 19. 1." -Mutual iinpodance Z12 — jKia + jXn - f«)r piiriillol, infinit<»ly

iliin aiitoiiiios of half length h = X/4.

Al more accurate analysis of the problem of two couplcMl anix^nujiH

of the same length and radius when center-driven or l<)ad(i<l in any

way has been made proceeding from eloctroinagnctic. theory.

Instead of assuming a distiibution of currciit, the current in l,h<^ two

s^.rit.ennpifi ia determined approximately, subject to boundury (ton-

ditions. The self-impedances Z,i, Zsn and the mutual impculaiuM's

Zit, Zii are defined to be the coefficients of Im and f 02 as writUm

in (18.2) and (18.3) with Zi = 0, Zi = 0. Ft)r antennas of the

same length and radius = 2,2, and by (18.4), Z ,2 = Zi\. VaUu's
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of A^i, 7^12, Xi 2 computed in this way are given in Fig. 19.2

for antennas of half length h = X/4 for four values of h/a

2/i»

corresponding to ^ = 2'ln — = 10, 20, 30, cc. The curves for

Km!. 10.2. S(*lf- tuwl mutual iinp(MlfuiroH for panilloL antonuaM of half leiiffUi h — X/4
r<4<‘rr(*<l to (uirriMitH at the (wntorH.

il - -/ eoiiK^KU* wit.li those of Fig. 10.1 for mutual impedance

and wiMi (Jh^ stdl'-iniptM lance Zn = 73.1 +yl2.5 for an indefinitely

tliin anl<‘nna. Valu(‘s of /7u and A'u for an isolated antenna of the

sain(‘ rjidiiis a.r(‘ indicat(*d a-t the right in Fig. 19.2. Curves for

7i*„i and A'„i for two pa.rall<‘l antemnas of lialf length h = X/2 are

shown in Fig. 19.3. \’alues of Iti 2 and A” 12 for this length arc in
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Fig. 19.4. A range of Zi® near its vanishing value is shown in

Fig. 19.5. Note that for Figs. 19.2 to 19.5, driving conditions,

tuning or load conditions do not have to be the same in the two
antennas; only the lengths and radii must be the same.

Although the curves for i2,i, Z.i, Rn, Xu are correct only for

two parallel antennas, a reasonable estimate for morc than two

Fin. 19.3.—Solf-impodancoH for parallel aiitenntiH of lialf length h = X/12 rofcmnl
currents at the centers.

coupled antennas may be expected using the curves of Fig. 1 1).2

for antennas of half length h = \/4. This is probably not f.ru<^

of Figs. 19.3 to 19.5 for antennas of half length h = X/2.

20. Coefficient of Coupling between Antennas.—The input
impedance of an antenna 1 in the presence of a single antennn 2

closer than the far zone is

= (20 . 1 )
Z/22

Let a complex coefficient of coupling between antennas 1 aii<l 2
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lu currcntH at tho contorH.

l)(i (lofincd l)y

I’hcn

liOOHCi couplinR may !)e doliuod l»y

\lc\^ < < 1

(20.2)

(20.3)

(20.4)

(Joaditioa (20.4) al\v£iy.s is satisfuid by antennas that arc mutually

in th(i far zone. lleceiviiiK antennas usually arc loosely coupled

to tho tninsmitting antenna. The coefficient of coupling approaches

but does not tiuite reach unity if the two iintennas arc self-roso-
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aant and are very close together. The resulting (iircuit cloHoly

resembles the two-wire line. All degrees of coui)ling ure ixjwiblcs

with antennas, and effects may be expected siniihir to those for
coupled circuits of more conventional near-zoiK^ types. In par-
ticular, double resonance peaks for gi-cater than erii,ie,al eoupliiif?

may be observed. Two important differences obl.sun: fii-st, f.hat.

mutual resistances may be negative as well {is positive', aiul seeoiul,
that unless the antennas are veiy close together resoiuinee' pe.-ik.s
are always blunt owing to radiation. lOxtensivie (nuiutilnt ive^
results of coupled-circuit effects in antenmus ari* not, iit, pn'seuit.
available from either theoretical or oxpciiinent,iil in\'('.st ig{itionH.

21. Coupling of Antennas and Transmission Lines. - In (liu rying:
out the mathematical analysis of two coupled ant,enna.s, no {issunip-
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tion was made regarding their orientation. The diagram of Fig.
18.1 suggent that they may be parallel, as is often the case in
so-called parallel arrays.’^ Other orientations, such as antennas
placed end to end, are also useful. Instead of coupling antennas
only through their mutual impedance, additional coupling using
coils, capacitors, or sections of transmission line (so-called ''phase-
ro\'ersing stubs is often provided for special purposes. Further-
more, antennas are not always driven by potential differences
maintained between two symmetrically placed terminals. Fre-
quently they are asymmetrically driven by being coupled to each
other more or less closely at one end or to a resonant or antiresonant
secdioii ot a transmission line. The mathematical analysis of such
cases ckqxmds on the intricate problem of providing data on mutual
impedanexss. C'onsecpiently, calculation of the input impedance
at. tlu^ t-erminals of an antenna or of a transmission line that is

coupUnl in one way or another to one or more antennas is not pos-

sible at. i)r(^s('Ut. In sonui cases, the radiation resistance referred

to a maximum sinusoidally distributed current has been computed.
For avaihibk^ antennas, the distribution of current is often far

from sinusoidal so that large errors in are to be expected.

In al.tempt.ing to understand in a qualitative way the operation

and t.h(^ distribut.ion of (uirrent in resonant systems consisting of

s<u'('ral couplcMl (*.omponents of which at least one is an antenna, it is

w(*ll to Ix'ar ill mind that usually only highly conducting antennas

and liiu's an^ involved and that in these the charges are free to

r(xlis( ril)ul.e lluunselves continuously in such a way that, at every

insianl. and at. <*\'(M*y point along each conducting surface, the inter-

a(d.ing (.angiuiiial foriuvs practically cancel. Accordingly, any

r(xlist.ril)ut.ion of charge', that follows the coupling of two circuits

must. Ix^ of such a kind as to kuul to a vhtual cancellation of tan-'

geuithd for(x\s along all the conductors. In circuits consisting of

s('\'(u-al more or 1(\sk (closely coupled components, there may be

more than one possibki mode of oscillation. The mode that is

acd.iially (‘xcntcMl depimds upon the natural periods of the modes,

upon th(' H'lative^ dinxd.ions and magnitudes of the tangential forces

diu^ to tin* s(3V(‘ral int.cM-acting parts of the circuit, and upon the

(k'grex^ of coupling of t.lu^se jiarts to the distant universe.

Ih^fon^ studying important coupled circuits involving both

ant.(‘nnn.s and si'ct-ions of t.ransmissioir line, it is important to note

t.hat (*.onv(mt.ional ti-ansmission-linc theory assumes that the cur-

nuit-s mnint-JiiiK'd in t.h<^ t.wo conductors are at all times and at all
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opposite points equal ia magnitude and in time-phase opposition,

i.e., IiL — —l2ir. Whether these assumed conditions exist or not

depends largely on the method used to drive the line. Thus, if the*

line is driven only by a generator that is symmetrically connected

across the terminals at one end or symmetrically coupled at any

point along the line, and if the line is symmetrically loaded, cur-

rents in the two conductoi*s are ecpial and opposite,

and radiation is extremely small with b < < < \, tus

explained in Sec. 3. Such equal and opposite currents

are called properly transmission-line cui-renis and are

designated by subscript L. On the other hand, if the

line is not symmetrically driven or is not symmetrically

loaded with respect to the two conductors, entirely

different conditions may exist. If, for example, a two-

wire line is parallel to an antenna, currents are excited

in the same direction in the two conductors of the line'

;

the line behaves like an antenna and radiates as if it

were a single conductor with /i^ = hA- Chige anteu-

nad depend on this fact. Currents of this sort may bo
called antenna currents and indicated by subscript ..*1

.

The line in Fig. 21.1 in which the 1ow(m* half of the

antenna is parallel to the lino has both line and
antenna cuirents. The resultant currents arc

= / u. + / 1A (21.1)

I2 = I2 L + I2A = — /u, + I lA (21,2)

withh not equal to h. Such a lino is said to bo unbalaiKted. Tlu^

currents in every unbalanced line can be resolved int.o unidirec.tioiial

antenna cmxents and equal and opposite line (uirnuits. The linc^

currents may be analyzed by line theory; the aiilxuina currents

must be treated by antenna theory. The latku- are always inule-

sirable in a line that is used for transmission. In Fig. 21.1, the
antenna currents in the line would be climinakul if th(^ ant,enua w(m*(^

in a horizontal position with its halves symmetrical and at right

angles to the line.

It may be supposed that unbalanced currents ar(i obscu’ved

on coaxial lines, because these are enclosed In a nud.al shield, hut
this is not true. Actually, large antenna current.s may be on th<^

outer surface of the coaxial line while the transmission-line (airrents

are on the inner surface of the outer conductor and tlu^ outer surfa(':<^

of the innet conductor. Thus, at high freqiiencncw, a coaxial line

j

Fig. 21.1,

—^Antenna
oenter-driveu
by line that
has unbal-
anced cur-
rents.
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is a three- mid not a two-coyiductor line. Because of an asymmetrical

structure from the point of view of driving it or loading it, antenna

currents are often much more difficult to avoicl on a coaxial line

than on a two-wire lino, as is discussed in detail in Sec. 26.

22. Collinear Array as Coupled Circuit—^Phase-reversing Stubs.

A number of important properties of coupled antennas may be

described in terms of the collinear array. For simplicity, let this

array consist of three identical self-resonant units, each something

less than a half wavelength long, arranged end to end. Fig. 22.1.

The central unit is drivc'n from a resonant section of transmission

+ +

Kid. 22.1.—CoiiUM’-drivoii (lollincMir autcima of three oloiucntH. Solid lino hIiowh

distribution of curreut; broken line diHtribution of cliarKO. The H- and — HiffiiH

indicate the siKii of the charRO oue-ciuarter period after maxiiniiin current ahowii by

arrowhea<ls.

line. Different methods of coupling the three units, Figs. 22.1 to

22.3, will be discussed in turn. Sinusoidal distributions of current

and of (*.hargo per unit, length arc shown in solid and in dashed lines.

In Fig. 22.1, the three units are connected so that they form a single

resonant antenna of length near 3X/2.

In Fig. 22.2, the t.wo outer antennas are moved away from the

central one, decreasing t.he coupling. To a first- a])pr()ximati()n, the

distributions of current and of charge per unit length along each

of the three units are changed relatively lit-t-h^ tis t-ho separations

Vkj. 22.2—Like Fir. 22.1 with outer X/2 eleinents Hepjinitod fj-oin conirnl unit.

are incroas(Ml froi>' viM-y small values, but the amplit.uiU^s in the

outer units deci’(‘as(' rai)idly. Adjustmenl-s in th(^ length of the

outer antennas or of (HUitral unit producer (coupled-circuit elT(H*.ts

on th(^ amplitude of (uirrcnt that resemble those in conventional

coupled circuits in the near zone as the secondary or primary tuning

is varied. Dcjiending ii])on the degree of c()U])ling as determined

by the spacting, double or single rosonan(*e peaks may be obtained.

The load on the generator driving the central unit is not corre-

spondingly diminished whem less power is transferred to the outer

antennas as t.heHC are moved outward. As the <legrce of coupling
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of the central unit to the outer two is decreased, it is simuItaneouHly

increased to the distant universe, though in a smaller measure, i.r-,

as less power is supplied to the two outer antennas, more powei* is

radiated by the central unit. This is because the currents in tho
parasitic antennas are both directed opposite to the current in the
central unit, so that a partial cancellation of the forces exerted by
them on charges in the distant universe must result in most, but
not necessarily in all, directions. The radiation resistance referred
to maximum sinusoidal current for the antenna. Fig. 22.1, is 106.6
ohms, which is considerably less than three times the corresponding
value, 73.1, for the central unit isolated.

(a)

CLOSED OPEN
END^ END>,

U-,

OPEN CLOSED
END END

«?)

I<^ia. 22.3.—^Liko Fig. 22.2 with phase-rcv'crHing H.'cUoim {n) of t\vo-win‘ line* (,h) <»C

coaxial liuo liiHcrtod.

In Fig. 22.3a, a quarter-wave bridged-end secd.ion of two-wiro
line is connected to the adjacent terminals of tlu^ iuitennas of
Fig. 22.2. There are now five rcsoiuint c-ire.uits. Tlie thr('-<’s

antennas are coupled together just as in Fig. 22.2, but they £ir<‘

now also coupled to the upper ends of the stub sect,ions of trans-
mission line. Very little power is rocpiired to drive only th<' stubs
as coupled secondaries of the central antenna sinc(^ th<\y ra(liiLt.<^

only slightly because of the cancellation of f()r(‘.(\s arising from thcui*
almost, but not exactly, equal and opposite currents (dose togetheu*.
When the outer antennas are joined, the sit.uaidon is dillei’ont..

The only possible condition of resonance of all dui (^onph^l (urcuits
in Fig. 22.3a ?oquires o(iual and opposite currents and charges in
the parallel wires of the stubs, and this reverses tlu^ currents and
charges in the outer antennas. Thus the coupling forces betwcMui
the stubs and the outer antennas, foi’ces that are eonfined t.o shoid.
distances near the points of contact, are in .opposition to tlu)s(>
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existing directly between the antennas that act to produce the
distribution of current and charge of Fig. 22.1. But so long
•IS the stubs arc adjusted to resonance, the forces between them and
the •antennas are very much the stronger, and the distnbution in
Fig. 22.3a previiilw.

Note that til 1C currents in all three antennas are now in the same
direction. Thiw means that the coupling of the coUinear array of
thi'ec units to the distant universe is increased because cancellation
of forces due to curi’ents in different parts of the array is very much
reduced for th<^ array as a whole. Accordingly, for the same input
current, much inoi-e power must be supplied to the coUinear array
of Fig. 22.3a than to the antenna of Fig. 22.1 or the coupled array
of Fig. 22.2, i.c-j the input resistance at resonance is much greater
for the collincuir array than for the straight antenna of the same
length. An (\sl.imate of the difference is obtained by comparing
i.lie radiation nvsistanees referred to maximum sinusoidal current.

For Fig. 22.2, liS, 105.5 ohms; for Fig. 22.3a, is 316.5 ohms.
As a coupling devicu^ for transferring power to the distant universe,

t.lu^ coUinear array is three times as effective as the linear radiator

of i/he same kuigth, 3X/2, and over four times as effective as one
unit alone, assuming ecpial currents. An arrangement equivalent

1,0 that of Fig. 22.3a is shown in Fig. 22.36. Coaxial sleeves have
been subsdtutisl for two-wire stubs. Their operation is described

in <l(d.ail in S<m*.. 23 dealing with a completely coaxial, coUinear

array. An alt.cM’iiai.ive arrangement is with the coaxial sleeves

moved in to tlics fecKhM- at the center of the array but with their open

and clos<‘(l (uids int.(M*c.hanged so that the open ends are still X/4

from the (*.enl.(‘r. It, is important to note that the inside diameter

of the coaxial sle(^v(ss must be largo compared with the diameter

of the ant.enna and t-luMi* length considerably less than X/4 if a

c.omi)lct-(i unnu-sal of ])liasc is to be achieved. Movable sleeves

that arc adjiist,al)l(^ in k^ngth arc desirable.

The colliiu»iir arrangeimmt of Fig. 22.3a does not behave Uke

a single t.iuied ciuMiit, as does the antenna of Fig. 22.1. It consists

of five more or l(\ss c.los(^ly coupled resonant circuits, and its behavior

is corn^spondiiigly com|)l(»x. If the tuned circuit analogue (but not

vqumtlvnl) of a singk^ aidenna is taken to be a series resonant circuit

c.oui)l(^(l to an iuliniU^ liiu^, tis discussed in Sec. 16 and as shown in

Fig. 22. la, th(Mi th(‘. c-oru^spondiiig analogue of the coUinear array

approximai-(*s ( he circuit of Fig. 22.46. It is clear that complicated

(‘ouplcMl-cireuit effects must bo c.\pectcd. In particular, the col-
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linpar array cannot be tuned to resonance merely by adjusting the

length of the two outer units as can the antenna of Fig. 22. 1. Each

of the five circuits must be tuned separately, and multiple resonance

pflaVa of curi-ent due to greater than critical coupling must bo

expected unless the separation of the parallel conductors in tho

stubs is exti-emely small. Boctause of the large load due to the

coupled distant universe, nwooance pealis are blunt.

If one of the outer anteniuis is detun<«l, iho ainiditude of its

current decreases to a small valium. A slight readjustment in the

Fia. 22.4.- -(a) Coupled ciiTuit. aiuiloKUO {n<t( Viiuimlrnt) of tiiitonua of 22.1.

(6) Coupled dreuit nimloKue {nut vquiwlrnl) of llioantmua of 22. ."h ^ «u i in.

(1) Analogue of eentral juileium oKmiumiI. of Kig. 22.2ck (2i An.-dorue of loft

antenna element of Kig. 22.2a. (2) .Analogue of riglil aiih'iuia oIimjwhi l ig, 22.2a.

(4) Analogue of ra<liiition l<»ud on ceulral antenna tdeiiient. i."h .\n:ilft('.ni* of radi-

ation load on loft aiiitMuia <*lenient. ((») .Analognt' of radiali«»n load on light antmiiia

element. (7) Analogue of left. plaiHe-revemng .stuh of I'’ig. 22.2a. (S) .Analogue nf

light phuHe-rovoraing Ht.ul) of Kig. 22.2fi.

tuning of tho rout of thc! circuit k(M‘])s this iu rt^sonant’t^ with tiu

appreciable change in l-ho distribution of curnuit. For tht' .saint'

input current, tho radiated |)ow(*r is diiuinisluMl, as is tlu' input

resistance. For tho sauut applu'd volltigt', tho aniplitutles tif

current in all but tho dotiUH'd an|.('nnii incrt*as('.

If one, or ])roforably botli, of Hit' coupling stubs lx* d(*tun(‘d

sufficiently, the periodically vtirying, high conctud rat ions of charge

at their upper ends deoreast^ in ainplitudt', Jind tlu' tuirrent inthiced

by tangential forces in the a-ttacdu'd (‘iids of lh<' outer ant(‘nua.s

decreases. If tho curnait induced in tlu^ outer ant<*nnas us a n'sult

of their coupling to tlu^ at.ta(‘h(»d stub is nsliief'd below tin* ojiposing
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current induced as a i*esult of their coupling to the central unit, a
condition smilar to that of Fig. 22.2 is established. If the length

of stubs is increased to nearly X/2, Fig. 22.5a, i-esonance can be
restored, and each stub acts as a single conductor, with both wires

in parallel and with cuiTents in the same direction. In Fig. 22.56 a

TRANSMITTER

(c)

Fuj. 22.5.— (a) Tliroo horizonitil hiilf-wiivo oIoiikmiIh coupled by half-wavo short-
circuited stubs which have Ofiual curronts in the same diref^lion in both wires; (/>) coii-

fif^uration e<iuivaleiit to that of (a); like (a) but with t.he stubs optMi -circuited at the
lower ends.

conductor takes the place of each stub. Now there is the

equivalent of live coupled antennas -three horizont.al, t.wo vertical,

and a correspondinji; chanj3;o in tlu^ couplinj*; of i,he array to the

distant universe. If each half-wave stub is a sect.ion of coaxial

line, closed at the bottom by a metal disk (^onnectinp; the inner and
outer conductors, there is practically no (uirrcmt in the completely

detuned interior. On t.he other hand, the outer surface Is simply
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1

a thick antenna, which is self-resonant at a length somewhat hiss

than X/2.

If the terminating bridge (or disk) at the bottom of the stub

is removed, the two-wire line (or the two-conductor interior of the

coaxial line) is self-resonant in the normal way with e(iiial and

opposite currents on the two conductors. However, since the other

mode of oscillation as in Fig. 22.5a is still possible on tlui two-wire

stub (or on the outside of a coaxial stub) so long as the over-all

length is such as to make the stub self-resonant, both modes will he

excited simultaneously on the stub. In the two-wire line, the e(iual

and opposite line currents of the one mode are superimposed on the

unidirectional antenna currents of the other mode so that t.he dis-

tribution of Fig. 22.5c is obtained; in the coaxial line, the ecpial

and opposite line currents and charges are on tlie inside, and the

antenna currents and charges are on the outside. SiiKu^ the two

distributions on the stubs exert opposite forces on the (diarg(\s in

the outer antennas, the currents in these may be very small even

though the antennas are adjusted to self-resonance. If a conducting

bridge is moved up along each X/2 stub, an adjustment may
achieved for which the opposing forces arc ecpial so tluit. th(u*(^ arc^

no currents on the outer ant&nnas. It may be concluded from this

example that coupling stubs that are used for phase rev(u*sing

should be chosen so that their over-all length is not, nc'ar setf-

resonance for antenna currents.

If an open stub approximately a quarter wavelength long is

connected at the center of each of the outer half-wave units, Kig.

22.C)a, a similar problciti is presented. The curnuit-s at. the Ht.iib

terminals due to the currents in the outer unit, befon^ th(' st.ub was

inserted are equal and opposite, and transmission-line^ theory may
be applied therefore to determine the impedances e>f anel thes elis-

tribution of current in the stub. For line currentHS, esaesh stub is

equivalent to a very low impedance connected at thes cesut-eu* e)f thes

antenna. It can be adjusted to be a pure resistanex^ e)f the^ orele'r

e)f magnitude of a few tenths of an ohm so that the stubs have little^

effect on the distribution of current in the array, insofar as only

equal and opposite Lransn^ission-line cuircnts are^ cemexu’neul. leaking

these alone into consideration, the distribution e)f Fig. 22.r)a is

to be expected. In order to investigate the possibilil.y of supeu*-

imposed antenna currents on the stubs in Fig. 22.6a, it may s(*em

reasonable to replace them by single conductoi-s, as in Fig. 22.6/;.

However, this arrangement oscillates in the inodes r(q)r(\s(uited.
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which is quite different from the actual distribution of antenna
current on the open stub shown in Fig. 22.6c. Since both the

transmission-line mode of Fig. 22.6o and the antenna mode of

(b)

TO TRANSMITTER

(d)

(6)
Kkj. (a) l'’ictit.i()us (liKit'i billion of curriMil twHUininK only o<iual and oppo-

Hit(* lin(‘ (uirronts in tin* opon-ond X/4 Hiulm. (h) DiHtrilniUon witli v(M-ti«al X/4
anlonnuH in placo of hIu1)h. ( c ) P'iotiliou.s dintrilnilion aHHiimins only iinl.onna our-
reiilH in llio op(*n-t*nd X/4 HtubH. (f/) Actual diHlribiition oblaineil by HiiporiiupoBinK
(a) and (c). (r) DiNiribut.ion of curronl with (iloHcd-cMid sstubH; only iinUmna cur-
ront-H oxiHt. in tin* Htubs.

22. (k* ar(^ possible, tho jK^iual (liHtributioii to l>c oxpoctod iw a

superposition of tlu^ two. This leads to a more or loss complete
cancellation of the (uirnnits in t.he outer conductor of each stub
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and in the outer half of the antenna attached to it, Fig. 22,Qd. If

the stubs in Fig. 22.6a are bridged by a conducting bar at their

open ends, they present a very high impedance to transmission-lino

currents at their terminals, but there is no change in their abilitj^

to carrj'’ antenna currents, as in Fig. 22.6c. The line currents arc's

therefore very small, and the distribution of Fig. 22.6e obtains.

If each stub in Fig. 22.6a is lengthened to a half wavelength,
Fig. 22.7a, it presents an extremely high impedance to equal and
opposite 1-ine currents at the center of each of the outer antennas,
so that these currents are suppressed.

(b)

Fig. 22.7.—Possible antirosouant modes on an ant enna (a; wiMi X/2 opon-<>xi(I
stubs; (6) with X/4 closed-end stubs. The outer seetions of the ant enna are dotiiiud
for the modes shown in both cases.

It follows that the X/2 stubs in Fig. 22.7a olToctivcly (haunt'
the outer halves of the outer antennas and, in fact, the ontirt'

antenna insofar as the original distribution unLh a maximum curi'cnf.

at the input terminals is concerned. The antenna now has a higli
instead of a moderately low input impedances at its termiiuils. ''[''his

does not mean that no current can be excited on the antcuinii.

Actually the anthesonant distribution sht)wn in Fig. 22.7a obtains.
Owing to the fact that the stubs are X/2 in length, they can oscillates

with large codirectional antenna currents in each wire. Since thc^
impedance of a X/2 open-end stub to line currents is high, ca(*.hL of
the X/2 sections also can oscillate with equal and opposite linc^

currents. A superposition of antenna currents and line currents
leads to cancellation of the currents in the outer wire of each stub
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as shown in Fig, 22.7a. This part oj the circuit is detuned. The
same result is apparently also obtained with X/4 closed-end stubs,

as shown in Fig. 22.76, where the natural mode of a part of the

system is assumed to be excited. But the distribution of current

shown in Fig. 22,7b involves only equal and opposite line currents

on the stubs. Since the antenna currents of Fig. 22. Gc also may
be excited, the actual distribution is a superposition of the distribu-

tions in Figs. 22.Gc and 22.76.

If the open-wire stubs arc replaced by coaxial sleeves of suffici-

ently large diameter somewhat shorter than X/4, Fig. 22.8, the outer

ends of the antenna are detuned as in Fig. 22.66. Currents in the

rest of the antenna oscillate a»s in Fig. 22.76.

Kig. 22.S.— Coiixiul hIcovcs to (K-l.uno cnitor onds of antonnu.

If the X/2 stubs in Fig. 22.7tt are each luidged by a conductor,

modes are possible with distributions along the horizontal antennas

resembling a superposition in various proportions of those of Figs.

22.Ga and 22.7a. The relative amplitudes depend on the location

of the conducting bridges along the stubs and on tlic prec.ise location

of the stubs along the antennas. With the bridges muir the center

of the stubs, the outer ends of the ant(mna may liave no current,

while the rest of the antenna is strongly excited, n-s in Fig. 22.7a.

If the bridges arc i)laced at the bottoms of the X/2 stubs, both dis-

tributions may have almost oqwid anqditudes. The distributions

along the stubs are superpositions of line and antenna currents.

The several arrangemenliS discussed have been des(u*il)od in

order to illustraU^ some of the comph^x eflects that must Ix^ expected

in antenna c.ir(*.uits and arrays consisting of sev(u*al coupled parts

with several natural mod(w. An important application that is

considered in Sec*,. 27 is the problem of detuning a conductor such as

the outsi<le of a coaxial line, which is not intended to bo part of an

antenna but \vhi(‘.h iKwertholess may have large and undesirable

currents. The priiuuple involved is clear fi-om the cases just

discussed. A high-impedance stub must be inserted in a conductor

at a point where the resonanl. current has its maximum without

the stub. ()aro must Ix^ exercised that another resonant mode
is not. made possible thereby.
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23, The Coaxial CoUinear Array—^Phase-reversing Sleeves.^

An interesting and important alternative ai*riingoinont of the

collinear array makes use of the inside of a coaxial pipe jih feeder,

of the inside surfaces of coaxial sleeves (each about a ciuarter wave-

length long and spaced at intervals of about a quarter wavelength)

as coupling and phase-reversing

stubs, and of the outermost sur-

face, consisting partly of the

coaxial pipe itself and partly of

the coaxial sleeves, as the rather

thick units of the antenna. A
cross section of this arrangement

for two collinear antennas is

shown in Fig. 23.1a with the

cross-sectional dimensions en-

larged. Actually, both the di-

ameter of the pipe and the

separation between it and the

coaxial sleeves are small com-
pared with the wavelength, ^''h(^

complete array consists of tlu^

following six coupled circuits:

Fii-st, there is a coaxial feo(l(‘r

extending from the gc^noi'ator

(below J in Fig. 23.1a) to K.

At least a part of this liiu^ near

the top must be resonant, and
the entire line may be. I'lu)

true line curront.s on the outer

surface of the inner conductor

and the inner surface of t.lu^

outer conductor are 0(iual and
opposite and extremely close to-

gether compared with the wave-
length so that the forces they

exert at distant points cancel for all practical purposes.

The second coupled circuit is the self-resonant ccntcr-drivcn

antenna ABC of which one half is the central conductor AK and
the other half the outermost surface BC. (Because the section BC
of the antenna is thicker than AK, it must be shortened much more
below a quarter wavelength than AK if it is to be self-resonant.)

-+
; D

G
+-I

G
_l

(a) (6)

Fig. 23.1.— (a) Coaxial lino fooding
coaxial collinear array of two eloinonts.

(6) Distribution of current on outer sur-
face of (a).
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The direction of current and location of maxima at / = 0 are indi-

cated by arrows; the location and sign of maximum charge a qiiai*tcr

cycle later also are shown.
The third coupled circuit is the self-resonant stub of length near

\/4 with open end at CD and closed end at B. It is formed by the

inner surlace of the sleeve and the outside of the pipe. (Uirreiits

and charges are equal and opposite and very close together so that
the forces they exert cancel at distant points.

The fourth coupled circuit is the antenna consisting of the outcu*

surface DEF
The fifth coupled circuit is the resonant quarter-wavelength

sleeve with open end at FG and closed end at E,

A sixth circuit consists of the outer surface of the pipe from G
to its end below H including all attached and coupled (conductors

such as the generator circuit and the earth. This sixth circuit

may be resonant or detuned depending upon its length and the
arrangement of other atttiched or coupled circuits.

If power is to be transferred to conductoi’s in the distant uni-

verse* primarily by coupling to the collinear array made up of the
two antennas ABC and DEF, the outside of the feceder line to G
must be kept detuncKl. Methods of achieving this are considered

in Sec. 27. In this (case, much as in one of the outer antennas of

Fig. 22.3, the antenna DEF is coupled both to antenna ABC and
to the section of transmission line with open end at CD. The
induced currents from tlucse two are nearly opposite in direction,

but the currents duo to tlio sleeve arc greater if it is adjustcKl to

resonance, as is assumed in Fig. 23.1. If this is not true, in par-

ticular if the sleeve BC is removed or the open end at CD is closed

with a disk, the retarded forces due to the moving charges in ;t BC
are alone active, the current in DEF is reversed, and radiation is

reduced.

For maximum radiation, (uich antenna and (ui(*.h skuwe musti be
individually tuned. (Collinear arrays with inor(^ than two coupknl
antennas arc readily constructed by attaching units abovci A and
below II, Fig. 23.1.) This cannot be done as accurately in the

coaxial collinear array of Fig. 23.1 as in th(‘ si.ruc.turally less attrac^-

tivc form of Fig. 22.3a, bec.aus(^ the half length BC (outer surfmuO
of the coaxial anUmna cannot be made shorter than the half length

BC (inner surface) of the sleeve. A section of a coaxial line that is

open at one end and closed at the other always has a r(\sonant length

that differs much l(\ss from X/1 than doevs the half length of an
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antenna of the same or greater outer diameter. Since the antenna
and sleeve are closely coupled, the adjustment for maximum and
as nearly as possible equal currents in the two antennas is not pre-

cisely that for self-resonance in each case. It depends on the degree
of coupling; and, without an even approximate theoretical treat-

ment available, it must be determined experimentally. In order

to assure adequate coupling between the collinear antennas and
the coaxial coupling section, the inner diameter of each coaxial

sleeve must be much greater than

the outer diameter of the con-

ductor on which it is placed.

24. End-coupled Half-wave
Antenna.— single antenna of

length near X/2 may be center-

driven from a parallel line as in

Fig. 18.1 or from a coaxial line

by the arrangement for the top

antenna ABC, Fig. 23.1a. The
sleeve EF is not present, and the

outside of the line below D must
be detuned by methods to be

described. An antenna of this

same length may be end-coupled

to a resonant two-wire line or to a

Fig. 24.1.— (a) Half-wav© antenna COaxial line or to a short imped-

coaxial Hne. (&) two-wire line. ance-transforming section of such

a line using the arrangements of

Figs. 24.1 and 24.2. The antenna is merely the continuation
(either in the same direction or at right angles) of one of the wires
or of the inner conductor of the coaxial line or pipe. Electrically,

the length AJS is a self-resonant antenna closely coupled to the
resonant two-conductor transmission line inside the coaxial pipe
and also to the outer surface of the pipe, or it is coupled to the two
wires of the open line acting simultaneously as a transmission line

and in parallel as a single conductor. If it is assumed that resonant
currents on the outer surface of the coaxial line or on the two-wire
line acting as a single conductor are minimized by detuning (either

by adjustment in over-all length or by other methods to be described
in Sec. 27), there remain only two closely coupled circuits, the
antenna AB and the transmission line. These are coupled by the
interaction of forces between charges near the junction point B
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of antenna and line. The degree of coupling depends on the spacing
of the two conductors of the line; but, unless this is very small,
the coupling may be so close that double resonance peaks of current
are observed as the tuning of antenna or line is varied.

Jf the length of the line is such that the outer surface of the
coaxial line or the two wires of the open line treated as a single
conductor become resonant, this radiates as a coupled antenna. In
the two-wire line, the resonant ^^antenna*^ current is superimposed
upon the transmission-line currents so that the two-wire line acts
simultaneously as transmission line and antenna. If the two con-
ductors are enclosed in a metal shield for their entire length, the
unbalanced or “antenna” current is on the outside of the shield just
as on the coaxial line.

(b)

Fig. 24.2.—Arrangomonta aimilar to thoao of Fig. 24.1 but with the antenna at right
angles to the line.

26. Unsymmetrical Antennas and Arrays,—The symmetry of

an antenna or of an array is measured in terms of the geometrical

arrangement of the conductors with respect to the input terminals.

In order to delino an input impedance for an antenna or an array

in the conventional low-frequency or near-zone sense, the input

terminals must be so close together that they may be connected

as part of a near-zone network or, more commonly, to the end of a

transmission line the condiu^tors of which are sufficiently close

together to satisfy the condition for the near zone. The currents

at these terminals must be equal and opposite. In a coaxial line,

an “antenna” current is on the outside of the outer conductor at

sufficiently high fre(iuencies so that separate equal and opposite

transmission-line currents may be distinguished. On the other

hand, in a two-wire line, an “antenna” current is in the same

direction on both condiuitoi's of the line superimposed on the con-

ventional transmission-lino currents. Kxperimertally there is no

way to separate these currents.
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A long transmission lino or a stub section of lino (loos not ('si-rry

a significant “antenna” current if the coofficuuit of coupling l><!t\v<‘<'n

the line (acting as a single conductor) and the entires array is small,
and if the line Avith all that is attached to it is destuiusd. In (saoh of
Figs. 22.1 to 22.3 the antenna or array is itself syinnietriesal and t he
two-wire line is symmetrically placeul, so that tlus n'tanhsd forctss

tangent to the line (which are exerted by the moving (sharg(*H in

the antenna on the charges in the line) cancesl and the imif.ual
impedance vanishes. The two winss of the op<sn lines thus (Stirry

equal and opposite transmission-line currents and no “ant.(*niia”
current. The input impedance of the arniy nuiy Ixs deliixsl in tlus

conventional way and can be dctcrmiiusd exjxsrinusntnlly by siil)-

stitution or bridge methods. The coa.\ial array of Fig. 2;t.l and
the end-fed antennas of Figs. 24.1a and 2-t.2rt arts un.symnust.ric:al.

The charges on the outer surface of the coaxial lints (,l»isIo\v (if in
Fig. 2lla) experience uncanceled retarded fortstss from tins moving
charges in the antennas above, so that the csx'fiitsitmt. of ctniplinj^
does not vanish. The outer surface of the entire tsoaxial pipts (bcslow
(?in Fig. 23.1 o) must bo detuned, or it will carry an anltuma tmrrt'nt.
and will be a part of the array. The input imptsdaiuse of tb(> on t in*
array, which is also the terminating imptsdantsts of tins coaxial lino,
may be defined in the conventional manntsr, btstsausc Hus innor
conductors of the line carry otpial tuul oppositrts currt'nls tsxot'pl.

very near the open ends. Hintso a snnill tsnd tsorrt't'l.iou is alwjiy.s
included with a terminating impedance of convenlional l.yps*, t l'uA

same may be done here. (The otpiations of tins transini.ssion Hiua
imply an infinitely long lino. If the line is finitt', tht> taror mntlt*
in assuming tlie constants ptsr unit Itsugth of litx' to lx* (ht^ siiint’s

near the ends as far from the ends is jibsorhed into iht' (crminsil itig
impedance except when the end is open, when it iipptairs jis ji small
end correction in length.)

In Fig. 24.1o or Fig. 21.2tt, the eoinpoiusnt. (»f current tit. t ho
junction point B of line and antenna is tins component //', dis-
cussed in connection with (t).l) for an antenim of nonvanishiiig
ladius and of antiresonant length ntxir \/2. ^Fhtt approxiintitt^Iv
equal and opposite current -I/' on the inner surfact^ of tins ouftn-
conductor of tho line continues to the outside of the coaxita lino
at the nipper end, even if this is detuned. For thin antennas, f,hi.s
current is smtill. A substitution or bridge method of mtaisuring t.Iio
impedance at the torminalu of tht! antenna gentirally is not rclial>h*j
because tho outside of tho coaxial cablt» is ti part of the juitcnmi e\'«u
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if detuned, and theoretically, therefore, it would have to be detached
as part of the antenna and leave only the inside transmission line,

which is physically impossible. On the other hand, if the constants

and the length of the transmission line are known accurately, the

input impedance of the line at the generator may be measured
and the terminating impedance calculated. A similar situation

exists when the inner rod of a coaxial line projects from the metal
surface of an airplane. The antenna is the entire plane and the rod.

In the unsymmetrical arrangements of Figs. 24.16 and 24.26,

the two conductors of the two-wire line are unbalanced if an
appreciable ^‘antenna'’ current is in the same direction in both con-

ductors. It is somewhat unbalanced even if this is avoided by
careful detuning of the line treated as a single antenna, because the

current at the junction point B of one of the con-

ductors of line and antenna does not vanish if the

antenna has a physically realizable radius. A
component of current //' continues into the

antenna, and this can have no equal and oppo-

site component on the other parallel wire, because

this wire ends and the current must vanish.

Accordingly, the two-wire line. Figs. 24.16 and

24.26, is slightly unbalanced at best if the

antenna is thin and the line is detuned as an

antenna; at woi*st it is entirely out of balance if

the line Is not detuned.

Up to this point, nothing has been said of the possibility of sub-

stituting a coaxial line for the two-wire line in the completely

symmetrical arrangement of Fig. 25.1. It might be supposed that

the circuit of Fig. 25.2a using a coaxial line is as symmetrical as

that of Fig. 25.1 with the two-wire lino. Insofar as the cancellation

of tangcMial forces along the outer surface of the coaxial line is

concerned, this would certainly be true everywhere except in

proximity to the points A and B (whore the antenna is attached)

if the halves of the antenna carried the same current and charges

of opposite sign distributed in the same way. The fact is, however,

that the distribution of metal and hence the distribution of charge

at the end of a coaxial line are unsymmetrical with respect to the

halves of the antenna. In the cnlargcul line of Fig. 25.26, the peri-

odically charged outer e.onductor at B' maintains forces on the

antenna between A and B'. The same forces do not act on the

lower half of the antenna, and a condition of unbalance therefore

Fia. 25.1.—An-
tenna contor-drivon

from two-wire line.
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exists. It can be reduced somewhat if the end of the coaxial line is

cut away near the upper half of the antenna, Fig. 25.2c.

A further unbalance results from the fact that the axis of sym-

metry for electromagnetic effects due to the coaxial line is the central

conductor, whereas the point of symmetry for the halves of the

antenna is midway between the terminals A and B, Another way
of expressing this same dissymmetry is in terms of xhe current into

the halves of the antenna. That which is directed upward at A
continues along the outer surface of the same conductor bent at a

right angle, whereas that which turns down must change its rota-

tionally symmetrical distribution along the inner surface of the

outer conductor and converge to a single point B, Accordingly,

s

(«) (» (c)

Fig. 26,2.—Antennas contor-drivon from coaxiiil linos.

the adjustment for resonance and the maintenance of similar dis-

tributions and amplitudes of current and charge in the halves of

the antenna are somewhat improved if the part of the anfeniia that
is attached to the outer conductor of the coaxial line is made shorU?r
than the other part of the antenna, Fig. 25.2b, c.

Neither cutting away the end of the outer conductor of the
coaxial line nor shortening the lower half of the antenna is sufficient

to assure synunetry. In fact, the geometrical structure of

25.2c IS so obviously asymmetrical as to make it p(5rfoctly clear that
the forces acting on charges in the outer surface of the coaxial lino

in a direction parallel to its axis due to currents and charges in

the halves of the antenna cannot be expected to cancel completely
near the end of the line. If small tangential forces remain, there
must be currents on the highly conducting outer surface of the
coaxial line; and, if the outer surface of the lino is not dc^tiinod, the
currents will be large and the outer surface of the line will act 5is a
coupled antenna.
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K the radius of the coaxial line is very small (as required by the
condition of the near zone) so that the distance AB in. Fig, 25.2 is

an extremely small fraction of a wavelength, the dissymmetry is

relatively slight. Even so, currents due to resonance along the
outer surface of the coaxial line may be significant. At very short
wavelengths, it is not always possible to keep the radius of a coaxial
line a small fraction of a wavelength, because spark-over can occur.

If the distance AB is an appreciable fraction of a wavelength, as in

Figs. 25.26 and 25.2c, the dissymmetry is great, and relatively

large uncanceled forces may be expected to act on the charges in

the outer surface of the coaxial line. This must be kept detuned
therefore if resonant amplitudes are to be avoided.

26, Transmission-line Feeders.—The connecting circuit be-

tween a generator with its associated network and an antenna

Fig. 26.1,—TnmuinlHHion-line focclor with matching networks.

usually consists of a transmission line. Such a line is commonly of

the two-wire, the four-wire, or the coaxial tyi)c, and it may be long

or short. A typical circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 26.1.

It consists of a generator with output terminals FG, a matching and

tuning (‘.ircuit for the generator with output terminals KLy a

transmission line with output terminals MN, and a tuning and

matching network for thc^ antemna with output terminals AB which

arc also the input terminals of the antenna. The most effective

over-all transmission of power is achieved when the impedance

looking to the right at FO presents the optimum load for the gen-

erator, and the power losses in the line and in the matching networks

ar(^ a minimum. The losses in the matching networks may be kept

small by using only circuit elements with low resistance; if sections

of line arc used, they must be short. The losses along a transmission

line are smallest when it is terminated in its characteristic impedance

Zo and the impedance looking to the right at MN should

therefore be ecpial to Zc. Thus, the matching network for the
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antenna must transfoim the input impedance of the antenna

into an impedance Zmn looking to the right at MN and given by

Zmn (right) = Zc. If the generator is designed to feed a load

Zopt for optimum performance (e.g, maximum efficiency, or maxi-

mum power), Zpa (right) = Zopt. Accordingly, the matching net-

work for the generator must transform the input impedance Zki.

(right) of the line at KL into the desired Z^t at FG. If the lino is

terminated in Ze, Zkl (right) = Zc, and the matching network of

the generator must transform Zc looking to the right at KL into

Zopt looking to the right at FG. If the generator has been designed

so that Zop« == Zc, the matching network for the generator is unnec-

essary. For most lines, Zc = i2c + jXc is predominantly resistive

^vith Xe very small and negative. Thus, for purposes of matching,

Zc = Rc] Xc<< Rc-

If the condition Zjkf^r (right) = Zc is fulfilled by a suitably

adjusted matching network for the antenna, the transmission lino

is said to be nonresonant. A nonresonant line is a line that is

terminated specifically and only in its characteristic impedance.

Advantages of the nonresonant line are low losses, the absence of high

resonant voltages, and broader band frequency characteristics of ihi)

system as a whole. If the line is shoi-t, not over one or two wave-
lengths, the losses in the line are negligibly small compared with the

power transferred to the antenna; and, insofar as losses are conc.c^rnod,

it is unimportant whether the line is or is not nonresonanl-. 1 f the

line is long, the losses in the line may be excessive unless it is

nonresonant.

Even though terminated in its characteristic impedances, it

may be impossible to make a line nonresonant if the supporting
insulator^ or spacers are incorrectly placed. At long waveleuglhs,
supporting insulators are usually separated a negligible frac.tion of

a wavelength for both two-wire and coaxial lines, and no difficnilty

is encountered. At extremely high frequencies, the spacing of

dielectric beads or other supports may be an appreciable fra(*.ti()u

of a wavelength. If the beads occur at intervals of slightly lews than
X/2, successive partial reflections occur at each bead, and the olhutt

is cumulative. Accordingly, resonant amplitudes may be built

up even though the line is correctly terminated. The contrary is

true if the beads are arranged in pairs, the spacing between the
two beads being approximately X/4, and with no restriction as to
the inteiwal between successive pairs. At one frequency, a partial

reflection at one bead is canceled practically by that at the next
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head of the pair. An important disadvantage of the nonresonant
line is that it does not lend itself readily to multiband operation,
because it is not possible to provide a single matching network that
will terminate the line in its characteristic impedance at more than
one or at most two frequencies.

For short distances and for multiband operation, resonant
transmission lines may be used. In this type of operation, the
antenna-matching network is not required. The impedance Zrl,
Fig. 26.1, looking to the right at KL is that of the transmission line
terminated in the antenna. The condition for optimum perform-
ance of the generator requires the network matching the generator
to transform Zkl (right) at terminals KL into Zpo (right) = Zo^^t

at terminals FG. The condition Xpo (right) = Zopt is usually
equivalent to tuning the entire circuit including the transmission
line to resonance using the matching network of the generator.

27. Detuning Sleeves; Line Transformers.—In analyzing
t.raiismission lines, it is assumed that antenna^' currents are absent
cither in the form of an unbalanced current on open-wire lines or a
current on the outer surface of a coaxial line. Such currents
usually can be avoided if symmetrical center-fed systems are used
in conjunction with symmetrically placed open-wire lines as feeders.

They are automatic.ally avoided where a transmission line, either

open or (joaxial, is very olose to the surface of a highly conducting
earth upon which an array of any configuration is erected. The dis-

tribution of charges and currents in the highly conducting earth is

always such jis to lead to a virtual cancellation of all tangential

forces along its surface.

If a (*.anc(^Ilati()n of tangential forces along the transmission line

c.annot be a('.(‘.OTnplished by a symmetrical arrangement, the currents

c.aii be niiniinized by detuning the line (open or coaxial) treated as a

single c-ondiictor. In fixed installations, this can be accomplished

sometimes by adjusting the over-all length. It often can be

accomplished by following the method already mentioned in Sec. 22

in connection with Fig. 22.06 where part of a resonant antenna is

detuned l)y cutting it at a point of maximum current and connect-

ing the terminals so obtained to the open end of a high-impedance

stub.

Any conductor, or group of conductors excited in parallel as a

single condiKitor, can be detuned with respect to a particular mode

by ins(u*tin:g a high-impedance stub at a point where a current

maximum would be if the conductor were resonant without the stub.
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However, as is pointed out in conjunction with Fig. 22.6, another

mode of oscillation that has a minimum of current at the open end
of the inserted stub may be excited if the effective over-all length

of the line from this open end of the stub is electrically equivalent

to an integral number of half wavelengths. A change in this length

or additional stubs suitably placed to detune this mode then are

required. A number of arrangements for detuning two-wire lines

and coaxial lines as single conductors are shown in Figs. 27.1 to

Fig. 27.1.—Arrangonient for detun-
ing a two-wire lino end-driving a X/2
antenna.

\

/

DETUNING
SLEEVE

Fia. 27.2.—Arrangement for detun-
ing coaxial lino end-driving a X/2
antenna.

27.4. In all these, the transverse dimension is exaggerated for

clarity.

In Fig. 27.1, a closed-end detuning stub is connected into the

two-wire line of Fig. 24.16. The two sides of the stub arc mutually
at right angles, and there is therefore no interaction of the equal

and opposite transmission-line currents; whereas, to the antenna
current (which is in the same direction at corresponding points

of the two parallel conductors), the two wires of the line arc in

parallel. A resonant antenna current would have a current

node at the upper end or junction with the antenna. The first

current loop, therefore, would be X/4 from the end. If the line is
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cut at this point and a X/4 closed-end stub is inserted, Fig. 27.1, the
line is detuned as an antenna.

In Fig. 27.2, the same thing is accomplished for a coaxial line.

AX/4 detuning sleeve is provided with its

open end a quarter wavelength from the /

end of the ine. The sleeve might equally /
well be moved down X/4 if the upper end /

were open and the lower end were closed. I

In Fig. 27.3, the center-fed antenna
1 FI 11

^
uses the outer surface of the phase-revers-

ing or coupling sleeve as its lower half. reve^inTx
The inside of this sleeve is a resonant- OR \
coupled circuit, as explained in Sec. 23. If ^SLE^E^

^ —]\

—

the second (lower) sleeve were closed at the

top and left open at the bottom, it also

would be a phase-reversing or coupling

sleeve. Fig. 23.1a. However, with the sleeve^ y -

open end at the top and the closed end t

at the bottom, Fig. 27.3, the lower sleeve ^
serves to detune the outside of the coaxial

]
line. Such a sleeve could be added in Fig.

_ _ j

23. la to detune the feeding line.

In Fig. 27.4, the outside of the coaxial

line used to center-feed an antenna is yiq. 27.3.—Detuning
detuned by a detuning sleeve. The effects sleeve on a coaxial line

of the partly uncanceled forces acting Xvrantenna.^
tangentially along the outside of the line

may bo summarized roughly by stating that a part of the current

DETUNING
SLEEVE-v

Fig. 27.3.—Detuning
sleeve on a coaxial line

center-driving a coaxial half-

wave antenna.

Fui. 27.4. Detuning hIccvc on
n coiLxial lino contor-driving a
half-wavo dipole.

from the lower antenna is along the

outside instead of only along the inside,

as it would be if no dissymmetry

existed. A resonant current on the

outside has its maximum directly at

the end. Therefore, the open end of

a coaxial X/4 detuning sleeve must be

placed there. If more convenient, it

could also be placed with its open end

a half wavelength from the terminals

of the antenna. When an antenna is

fed from a flexible coaxial line. Fig. 27.4, a detuning sleeve is essential;

for, if the cable is moved or coiled, its electrical length is altered and
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resonance may be established in one position and not in another

-

This is a most undesirable condition, since the impedance at the
terminals of the antenna and the power radiated depend on the
manner in which the cable is coiled. To provide adequate coupling,
detuning sleeves must be considerably larger in diameter than the
coaxial line. To permit adjustment for maximum detuning, it is

desirable to have them variable in length near X/4. This is easily
accomplished with a telescoping sleeve.

COAXIAL LINE
WITH

DETUNING

Figj. 27.5.—Simple two-wire to coaxial-lino transformer consistinK of a section of tho
shielded pair of adjustable length.

When a two-wire line and a coaxial line are connected, as in
Fig. 27.5, unsymmetrical conditions exist at the junction point
not unlike those discussed for a symmetrical antenna center-driven
from a coaxial line. As a result, antenna currents may exist on tho
outer surface of the coaxial line and as unbalancing currents on tho
two-wire line. A simple method of reducing these is to insei^t a
shielded pair, preferably adjustable in length, between the coaxial

SLIDING CONTACT

Pia. 27.6.—Slotted uhleldod-pair tmiisfonnor.

line and the two-wire line and, if necessary, to detune the oiit.or

surface with coaxial sleeves. The shielded pair may consist of a.

tube or pipe around the two-wire line for the reciuired distance.
Fig. 27.5.

. The length of the tube must be such that resonant cur-
rents do not exist on its inner surface. A modification^ of thc^
shielded-pair transformer is shown in Figs. 27.6 and 27.7. The coax-
ial line on the left is modified from D to C by moving the inner

1 Patent applied for.
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conductor closer to the bottom of the shield. This concentrates

the current on the bottom of the shield for better transfer to the

lower conductor of the shielded pair that begins at C\ It also

equalizes the over-all electrical length of the two sides of the line

in the transforming section DD' to AA\ In order to transfer all

the cuiTent from the shield to the lower wire of the shielded pair

between C' and A\ the shield is slotted for a distance somewhat
exceeding X/2 and connected to the upper conductor of the shielded

pair at A, to the lower conductor at A', using metal end plates.

By adjusting the length of the slotted section (using a movable
sleeve enclosing the entire shield) to near X/4, so that the impedance

K

Vkj. 27.7. -CUrcuii diuKram of slotted shielded-pair trausformer.

of the closcd-cnd stub, consisting of the upper half of the slotted

sliield and the upper wire of the pair, is very high, any current in

the upper half of the shield must turn either to the lower wire

of the pair or to the lower half of the slotted shield. The path is

by way of the sleeve and its connection to the lower wire of the pair.

The currents on the lower half of the slotted shield combine at A'

with those on the lower wire. Both inner and outer surfaces of the

slotted section of the shield from AA' to the sleeve are equivalent

to high inipedaiKic, X/4 closed-end stubs across AA'. The slotted

shielded-pair transformer is superior to the arrangement of Fig.

25.2c for center-driving a symmetrical antenna from a coaxial line.

Detuning sleeves are usually not required on the outside of the

shield if the unit is proportioned correctly. If the bends in the sec-

tion DC are omitted for simplicity in constiuction, a detuning

sleeve is desirable, especially if a voltage-fed antenna is connected

directly at A A ' in place of the open-wire line.
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If the frequency is sufficiently high, a cavity resonator, Chap. Ill,

may be inserted between a two-wire line and a coaxial line, as a

balanced-to-unbalanced-line transformer, Fig. 27.8. Another use-

ful device for connecting a two-wire line to a coaxial line is a T
section to transfer from a single coaxial line to two coaxial lines. By
having one of these X/2 longer than the other and connecting the

two-wire line to the two inner conductors, a smooth transfer results.

CAVITY RESONATOR

TWO-WIRE LINE

COAXIAL LINE

MOVABLE PISTON

Fig. 27.8.—Two-wire line to coaxial-lino transformer using a cavity resonator.

28. Impedance Transforming or Matching Sections.—In order

to fulfill the conditions for optimum operation of a transmission

system that includes generator, line, and antenna (or other load),

matching networks must be provided at both ends of the trans-

mission line if this is long. The matching network for the antenna
serves to provide a line terminated in its characteristic impedance
and hence assures minimum losses along the line. The matching
network at the generator is necessary in order that the generator be
correctly loaded for optimum output. Several types of network
are available, some useful for both ends or for either end of the line,

others serving the more special function of matching at the end
connected to the load. They will now be reviewed.

a. T Section with Reactive Elements,—A. T section of practically

resistanceless reactive elements is useful for matching, especially

at low frequencies. Such a section may be designed for use at
either the input or the output end of the line. Since only two
variables are necessary in order to achieve a match, it is always
possible to select arbitrarily one of the three reactances form-
ing the T. A match can be obtained with one series and one
shunt element. Matching sections of this type are useful at all

frequencies that are not so high that the reactance of a coil or of a
capacitor becomes difficult to predetermine. In such cases, sections
of transmission line are usually more convenient because their
input impedance can be calculated accurately in terms of their
length.

h, O&neval Resonant Line with Adjustable Taps.—A very general
form of network constructed of a short terminated section of trans-
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Plission line tliflit may be used as a matching network is sbown in
Fig. 28.1. The conditions for match are

Rmit (into matching network) = Re (28.1)

Xmif (into matching network) = 0 (28.2)

The impedance of the load at the terminals AB is Zab = Rab + JXab.
(In some instances, it may be more convenient for physical reasons
to have Zab the input impedance of a short section of line connected
to the load and treated as a part of it.) The characteristic imped-
ance of the long line is Zo = Re', that of the short matching section

Zw Zw

Zy

(c)

Zy

(6)

Km. 28 . 1 .—General matching network.

iw Ze = Jic'- The niat»ching section of line is terminated at one

end by and at the other end by Zy. Both Zw and Zy must be

high-(3 impedancoK; usually they are the impedances of open or

bridged ends.

The coiiditioiiH for providing the optimum load impedance

Z^G = ZoiA, for the arrangement of Fig. 28.1a are

Kjf(f (inl.o matching network) = Ro^t (28.3)

(into matching network) = Xopt (28.4)

The impedance Zkl iw the input impedance of the line. If the

lino is terminated in Rej then Zkl ^ Re-

Usually only two variables are necessary to fulfill the conditions

(28.1) and (28.2) or (28.3) and (28.4). There are available the three

lengths tOj x, ;//; the characteristic impedance Z,.; and the terminal

impedanc(\s Zw = Rxv + jXw and Zy = Ry + jXy. By arbitrarily
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assigning convenient values to all except two of these, but in such a

way that losses in the entire matching section arc kept very small,

a large variety of possible arrangements with somewhat different

properties can be devised. They include the X/4 transformer,

single- and, double-stub tuners, which are analyzed in Chap. 1.

An arrangement using a X/4 matching

transformer and a detuning sleeve with

a coaxial line driving an antenna is

shown in Fig. 28.2.

c. ‘^Ddta Match^^ for Antennas.

—

Instead of inserting a matching net-

work consisting of a resonant section

of transmission line between the input
Fig. 28.2.—Antenna center- terminals of an antenna and the long

driven by coaxial line with. - , ... ®
quarter-wave transformer and de- feeder, it IS possible to modify the
tuning sleeve. antenna itself in such a way that the

input impedance at its terminals is equal to the characteristic

impedance of the line. The usual arrangement, Fig. 28.3, is to

attach conductors at points CD along the antenna (which arc not

sufficiently close to be in the near zone) and then join these to the

new input terminals at AB. The accurate calculation of the input

impedance at A£ of the modified antenna as a function of the

distance CD and the lengths AC and BD
has not been accomplished. Methods that

treat the antenna as a highly attenuated

section of transmission line give only rough

approximations for small separations CD.
The delta circuit permits an approximate

match that is convenient experimentally.

It is to be noted that the matching section

is a part of the antenna, in that equal and
opposite currents are not so close together

that forces exerted at distant points are neg-

ligible compared with those exerted by the Doita-mntchod

currents and charges in the antenna proper.
nntoruiu.

Regardless of the particular structure of the mat(*hiug section
that is inserted between a transmission line (that is to bo made
nonresonant thereby) and an antenna or generator, the inat(*.hing

network is always a part of the resonant circuit and not a part of

the nonresonant line. Accordingly, power dissipated in a matching
network may be considerable unless the network is properly cUisigned.
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IV. THE RECEIVING ANTENNA AS A CIRCUIT ELEMENT

29. Distributioxi of Current and Charge along a Thin Unloaded

Receiving Antenna Parallel to an Electric Field.—^The distribution

of current in a single parasitic antenna loosely coupled to all other

conductors in the universe (including in particular a driven antenna)

is known for a cylindrical and symmetrical antenna of small radius.

This is the important case of a single receiving antenna in the far

zone of a transmitter. The distribution of current along a cylindri-

cal receiving antenna of moderately small radius is as intricate as

that along a similar driven antenna. Much valuable information

about receiving antennas as circuit elements can be derived, how-

ever, using only the relatively simple leading terms in the dis-

tribution function. These give a surprisingly good approximation

for many purposes involving moderately thin antennas.

As is explained in general terms in Sec. 1, the interaction of

electric charges in two separate conductors, such as a transmitting

and a receiving antenna, Ls analyzed in two steps. The first of

these is the definition of the electromagnetic field due to moving

charges in the transmitting antenna. Since it is assumed here that

the receiving antenna (and every other conductor) is in the far zone

of the transmitter, the distributions of charge and current in the

receiving antenna have a negligible effect on the current in the

transmitter. Accordingly, the electromagnetic field may be defined

directly in terms of the distribution of current already discussed for

the driven antenna, and this is done in Sec. 35.

The second step in the analysis consists in expressing the force

on the charges in the receiving antenna in terms of the electro-

magnetic field defined for the transmitter. Since there is no

significant reaction of the receiver on the transmitter, the dis-

tributions of current and charge in the receiver may be obtained

directly from the expression for tlic force on the charges subject

to the conditions imposed by the shape and material of the antenna.

Intricate simultaneous equations thus are avoided in this far-zone

case.

The electromagnetic vectors in the far zone of a transmitting

antenna may be taken to lie approximately in a plane insofar as a

relatively short receiving antenna is concerned. The distribution

of current in the receiving antenna can be expressed in terms of the

electric vector or the magnetic; vector. Eithei* one is sujfficiant.

For a straight receiving antenna, the electric vector is more con-
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venient; for a loop or frame antenna, the magnetic vector usually is

preferred. The distribution of current in the straight antenna

depends on the direction of the electric vector, not merely on the

component of the electric vector parallel to the antenna, as has

sometimes been assumed erroneously. For optimum performance

the receiving antenna is usually placed parallel to the electric field,

and for the present the discussion is limited to this more important

and simpler case.

The leading terms in the distributions of current

and charge along an extremely thin, highly conduct-

ing thread of half length hj Fig. 29.1, are con-

tained in the following expressions for the complex

amplitudes

:

r h

h2

ho

= cos Pz — cos jS/l

-|z|

1 — cos

6 — —'tl sin j3z~
^ Vc I — cos M

c _ jS 1 — cos ;8/l

= 0n

• l__h
Fig. 29.1.

—

Unloaded receiv-

ing antenna in a
uniform electric

field parallel to
the antenna.

30(00 cos /3A

/2h\

(29.1)

;
sin Pz (29.2)

(29.3)

(29.4)

(29.5)

§ is the electric field due to a distant transmitter so

oriented with respect to the receiver tliat the dcctric

vector is parallel to the axis of the receiving anieima.

Expressions for § are given in Sec. 37 for linear

radiators. It is interesting to (compare (2t).l) and

(29.2) with corresponding formulas for the center-driven antenna,

Sec. 8. These are written below.

^ ? sin ^{h - |g|)

® sin fih

, lo cos - |z|) _ A
'

Vc sin SA
“

loiA. cos

(2‘».())

s|) (20.7)

Note that, whereas the distributions along the receiving iuilienua

depend upon the distance
|
2!| from the center of the antenna, those

along the transmitting antenna depend upon the distance h — \z\

from the ends of the antenna. They have the same form only when
0h = (2n + l)ir/2 (n = 0, 1, 2,

• •
• ), when both distributions
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reduce to

Also

The distribution functions (29.1) and (29.2) are plotted in

Fig. 29.2 for several values of h. They should be compared with

\

Kkj. 29.U. DiHlributioihs of c.urrout ami charRO in a roooiviii« antenna without

load in an oloetrie field parallel to the antenna. Am])litudoH Hhown for Huecoasivo

antenntw are not to aealo.

the corresponding distributions along a transmitting antenna of

the same length, Fig. 8.2.

The fact that Iz becomes infinite when cos ph = 0 in the receiving

antenna or when sin ph = 0 in the driven antenna is a conse-

quence of retaining only the leading terms in the distribution func-

tion. In tfu’ins of the complete solution, the current may become

large but never infinite. This is discussed for the driven antenna in

Sec. 0. .\nalog()Us conditions exist in the receiving antenna but are

not desciribed here. However, it may be concluded that the current

f* = Iq cos Pz

f
Qz = — sin pz = Omax sin pz

Vf

(29.8)

(29.9)

^max — ^ 0 fliUCi Onu — (29.10)
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in the unloaded antenna is maximum (though not infinite) near

cos iSA = 0 or A = X/4. The condition for maximum current is

that desired when a coupled load receives negligible power. The
condition for maximum power to the load is not the same as for

maximum, current, as is shown in Sec. 32.

30. Distribution of Current along a Highly Conducting Sym-
metrical Loaded Antenna of Extremely Small Radius.—In normal

operation a receiving antenna is connected to a load impedance in

the form of a network of tuned circuits either directly or by means
of a transmission line. In some instances, it is necessary or desir-

able to design the load and the antenna so that maximum power is

ACTUAL EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT CIRCUIT

(a) (6)

Fig. 30.1.—Loaded receiving autoiiiia.

mission line loaded at the outr

transferred from the distant

transmitter to the load. In other

cases, the receiver itself is made
so sensitive that it need dissipate

only negligible energy as heat,

and practically all the power
received by the antenna is rei’a-

diated. This case then becomes
approximately that of an un-

loaded antenna.

Consider the general case. Fig.

30.1, of a receiving antenna
placed parallel to the electric fiedd

of a distant transmitter. A
load impedance Zl (which may
be the input impedance of a trans-

t end) is connected across two
terminals at the center of the antenna. These are assumed to Ix^

sufficiently close together to be in the near zone with respex^t to
each other. With the aid of the compensation theorem, the analysis
of this circuit can be reduced mathematically to that of an cxpiiv-
alent circuit consisting of an unloaded receiving antenna with
an impedanceless generator at its center. According to this
theorem, any impedance Zl that carries a current 7o may be
replaced by an impedanceless generator with an emf odual
to the potential drop across Zl, or

'^L - IoZl (30.1)

If the substitution (30.1) is made, the circuit of Fig. 30.1a is ociuiva-
lent to that of Fig. 30.16.
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Hy (liroct application of the principle of^superposition, the total

cnrnnit fo is thcj-esultant of the current Tor due to the generator

and tlu^ (uirrcnt duo f.o the action of the distant transmitter as

expressed in the electric field or

= /w. - for (30.2)

'Plu' currenl I or due to t he iiniK'danccloss generator is the same as

that, in a driven antenna, or

^ V z
/„r ^ (30.3)

whoro Zi) is tho solf-impo<la.nco of.a ccntcr-drivon antenna that has

th(‘ sanu^ dimK^nsions as t he rocoivinfj; antenna under consideration.

For an (‘xt-rennely thin antenna, the leading); term over most of the

ranjzie is (lO. l)

Zo -- i-Vo = -jmt eot fill (30.4)

With (30.1) and (30.3), (30.2) may he written

At any ])oint z aloiifi; t.li<‘ ant(‘tina, the etirnmt ig l)y tho principle of

s\ip(*rp()sition is also th<' a.l^(d)raic. sum of the separate currents due

to th(^ (»l(udric. held and the fi;(»n<u’ator, or

I - - T:v - KUz) - 7,yfy[z) (30.0)

when*/!:') and /, (;:) a.n‘ tlie distribution functions for an unloaded

nu'eivini!; ant(‘nna {Zj, 0) and a driven antenna. In an extremely

thin jintcmna^ th(» l(‘adin^ ternis are

fr.(z) --=

fy(z) =-.
" 1*'!^

{fill not Iicur tt) (30.8)

Th(\se an^ rouj^h approximations for thin antennas, provided that

tluur l(*nfj;t.hs are not such as to make the denominators in (30.7)

and (30.8) v(^ry small. With (30.3) and (30.5), (30.0) can be written

in thc! form

f. = fo
I

(l + |^/«(z) - |=/r(z)] (30.9)
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For thin antennas, the approximate distribution of current is

[0 + 1)
where

In general, this is a complicated function, since Z* may be complex.

Ve

Fig. 31.1a.—^Loaded receiving antenna
parallel to electric field.

]^a. 31. li.—Circuit equivalent to
(a) insofar as current in load is con-
pernod.

An important and simple special case is an antenna of half length
X/4, where (30.10) reduces to

l.^^hcoafiz (30.12)

for any load. If P* is infinite, lo is zero in (30.11).
31. The Equivalent Circuit for a Receiving Atitentm in the

Far Zone of a Transmitter.—The relation (30.5) for the coraponout.s
/os and Joy of the total current lo may be rewritten naing (30.3).

TdsZo = ^oiZz + Zo) (31.1)

This equation gives the correct amplitude of the current Jo entering
or leaving the load Zi connected at the center of a symmetrical
receiving antei^ placed parallel to the electric field S of a distanl.
trajumitter, Fig. 31.1a. Actually, however, (31.1) is the equation
of the same antenna with the same load at its center when driven
by an impedanceless generator. Mg. 31.16. The emf of the gen-
erator is

V-, = fosZo (31.2)
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Thus the forces acting on the charges distributed along the receiving

antenna in the actual circuit are replaced in the equivalent cir-

cuit by forces due to an impedanceless generator acting as a con-

centrated einf at the center of the antenna.

For the purpose of determining the current fo, the two circuits

are equivalent, but they are not equivalent for all purposes. For

example, the distribution of current along an extremely thin receiv-

ing antenna is given approximately by (30.9), whereas the dis-

tribution along the antenna in the equivalent circuit is given to the

same approximation by (29.6). The two distributions are not simi-

lar in general, and they lead to quite different electromagnetic

fields, i.e., the power that would be radiated from the equivalent

driven antenna would be transferred to different parts of the distant

universe from the power radiated from the actual antenna. ^Where-

as the fictitious emf (31.2) is chosen so that the current fo is the

same in the actual and ''equivalent'' circuit, the total power radiated

from the driven antenna in the "equivalent" circuit is not equal to

the power reradiated from the receiving antenna. From the point

of view of the power ahsorhed in the load this is immaterial, and

the two circuits are equivalent.

The emf in the equivalent circuit, Fig^ 31.15, is evaluated readily

for a sufficiently thin antenna where Tos is given approximately

by (29.3) and Zo approximately by (30.4). With H = and

substituting (29.3) and (30.4) in (31.2),

or

a-Il) (31.4)

The quantity

2/1,. = I tun a-H) = - t.an (i//) (31 .5)

P TT

is called the effective length or height of the “equivalent” antenna

of length 2/i. (For a receiving antenna of kuigth h erected vertically

over a perfectly conducting horizontal plane to which one end of Zi,

is attached, the effective length of the “ecpiivalent” antenna is /i«.)

Thus the emf at the center of the “eciuivalent” circuit of a receiving

antenna of length 2/i. is

K, = 2/i,S (31.6)
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This can be determined experimentally by measuring 8 with a

field-intensity meter at the location of the receiving antenna (with

antenna removed) if the effective length is known. It can be com-
puted approximately from (31.6) for very thin antennas that arc

AV^ell below h = X/2 in half length. If the antenna is not thin or

if it approaches or exceeds h = X/2 in half longtli, c.urvc^s of
Fig. 31.2 may be used to determine h,. They arc compiit,(‘(l from
the actual distribution of current for the indic.at(Hl thi<^kn(‘ss.

The curve marked = oo is comp\itod using (31.6). It. is inl.(‘r-

esting to note that the curve for infinitely thin anteiimis is a good
approximation even for thick antennas, provided that. t.hi\s<‘ an*
well below h = X/2 in half length.
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S

K'*

If the antenna is not parallel to the cloetrit* l>ul ni n

plane of constant phase of the electric field, i.i'-,
to thr

line joining the receiving antenna with the distant irainotuthr, I' in.

31.3 with h = 0, the analysis applies throxiKho”!

of the electric field parallel to the antenna, viz., i< ens 4, is writh'ti

for t in (31.3) and (31.C). The value of />. 'I'l"'".

for the receiving antenna in the plane of the clt'ctric lii'ltl, usi*

?, = 2hctooH4'

with he obtained from Fig. 31.2.

Fio. —llecoiviiiK aiitonna hi an cloctrh*. In tin* )Ur tn iM’

reproBontinp; tho field in shown at a distaiieo from l.lu' uiitmm i. I hr hi hi it i d in

calculation is that at tho center of tho antenna.

If the receiving antenna is neithor ]>an».ll<*l t«> nt»r in ll»i* \>\;\\\r

of the electric field but is oriented lus in Fig. ti mtf mmrf
merely to use in (31.3) and (31.0) tho (‘onipononi ut tlu* pl<*t*iiir

field parallel to the antenna, viz,, £ cos f7i cros Siuro witli n. II

one end of the antenna is inclined towa-nl ;uul tin* otlirr rml :n\;i\

from the transmitter, the phase of tho (‘h^ririo liohl i. un\ tbi* utwr

at the same instant at points along t.h(^ n^otuvino nutruna. Tin*

field experienced by the nearer end is diu^ t.o n. <Mirr *uit in tin- di tnnt

transmitter at a later time than the fi<‘l(l (^xpoi-irnrod ;»t tin* am**
instant by the more distant end. JVI(u*(dy pnijtMding ‘»n tin*

antenna does not take into account t.his dilV<u'onrn in tins* huf.

assumes that the electric field at all points nlntjg il»o

antenna is due to the current in tho distant, t ranfunilti'r a! mir ;nni
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the same mstant. Only if the aatenna is quite short, h < X/4,

and h does not exceed 10® is it a moderately good approximation

to write § cos ^ cos h for S in (31.3) and (31.6).

If the receiving antenna is inclined at an appreciable angle 6i

with the plane of the electric field, the effective length 2he for an

I'lG. 31.4.—The [Ael/X for an antenna ineliiied at difFeroiit uncles with respect to tlio

2h
eleotrio field; 12 = 2 In — =• 10.

a

infinitely thin antenna of full length 2h is

"

cos {11 sin 6i) — cos //"

sin JI cos $1
(31.8)

This reduces to (31.5) with = 0. For practical antennas, the
effective half length he may be obtained from Figs. 31.4 to 31.6.

These figures give he/\ as a function of h/\ for three different thick-

nesses of antenna (Q — 10, 20, 30) and for the angles corresponding
to sin^i = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, or = 11®.5, 23®.(), 30®.9, 63®.l.

For an arbitrary orientation of the receiving antenna, the value of

he obtained from these curves may be substituted in (31.G) with
S cos ^ written instead of f.e., Ve is given by (31.7) with //,. taken
from Figs. 31.4 to 31 .6 for the appropriate value of and il. Inter-

mediate values may be estimated.
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It Is important to note that the effective half lengths K in all

these figures are magnitudes of complex quantities. The phase
angles are of no significance if only a single field Ls involved. On
the other hand, if interest lies in the combined effect due to a distant

transmitter and a reflection from the ionosphere or due to any

arbitrarily oriented, elliptically polarized electric field, the current

in the load of the rc(‘.oiving antenna cannot be determined without

the phase angles, whi(‘.h are available in the literature.^

^CiiARLEa W. IIakkison, Jn., and IIonoi.d Kino, /Vor. Inst. Radio Engrs.^

Vol. 32, pp. 35-49, January, 1944.
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If a receiving antenna is in the presence of other antennas that

are not in the far zone, the current through its load Zl may be deter-

mined with Th4venin’s theorem applied at the terminals AB of

the antenna. Thus

9 _ V'ab (open)
° Zl + Zab

(31.9)

where V’ab (open) is the open-circuit voltage at the terminals of

the antenna and Zab is the input impedance of the receiving antenna

in the presence of the other antennas in which all gen(^rjU,()rs hav'c’s

been replaced by their internal impedances. In general, t.lu' com-
putation of (open) and of Zab has not been accomplislu^d. If

the receiving antenna is far from all other antennas, tlu^ compubi-
tion is precisely that just given, in which Zab reduees to Zo and Vah
(open) is the same as 'Ve of (31.6). If only two parallel antennas
are involved, see Sec. 43.

32. Maximum Power Transferred to the Load .—The power
transferred to the load Zlj Fig. 31.15, is a maximum when Zl is
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the conjugate of the input self-impedance of the antenna with Zo

obtained from (10.4) or from the curves computed therefrom.

The power transferred to the matched load {Rl = Ra] Xj, = — Zo)

of a thin antenna is one-half the total power supplied. The total

power is |t^,|®/412i,. The power to the load is

P = = 1^A4!
* 8Ri^ '8Rz ‘27?,

,

(32.1)

where is the emf of the generator in the “e<iuivalent” circuit.

t'la. 32.1.—Tho Cuactiou / for a I'oooiviiig aulcima with inulcUod load, placed

parallel to the oloolric field.

The effective length 2hc of a thin antenna of length 2/i is given in

(31.6). With it and using t = -\/2 S

p, = 0y (32 .2)

«

By introducinfi; tho radiation rcsistanoo rofori-c<l to niaximuin

current [as defined in (17.9) and plotted in Fif;. 17.1] in place of Ro
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1

according to

^ tan* im
xio

Rfa = Ro sin* H
/sin* H\ /l - cosi/V

V R‘^ }y sin f/ )

(I -^cos/f)*
(32.:o

(32.-0

Substituting (32.4) in (32.2), with j8 = 2ir/X

^ (SX)* (1 - cos HY ^ f(h\
(^r)* Ri 24(hr*'^VV

The function

, (h\ 60(1 - cos £f)* „ 2T/i

'W Si

(32.ro

(32.(0

is represented in Fig. 32.1 by the curve J2 = « . Correspoiulinp;

curves for Q = 30, 20, 10 are also shown.

Figure 32.1 shows that, for an infinitely thin antenna, (/•’/,)„„.

,

can be made a maximum with

Thus
^
= 0.637; (32.7 )

{Pl)max max = 1.65
(SX)*

240t*
= 0.7 • 10-»(8X)* watts (32.K >

This value is approximately double that for a matched load wi(li

an antenna of half length X/4. Similar results an’* obtained fen-

antennas with nonvanishing radius, the ma.ximizing Viilue of h S.

being only slightly less than 0.637.

If the electric field is not parallel to the receiving nnt-eiina, it

may be represented as in Fig. 31.3. With this orientation of (he-

electric field

(P/,)™. = cos* </-/ ^^ 1 ,

with

f (

a

r (JT sin fl,) — cos II

SS*,

For h/\ less than about 0.7, the maximum power Is always obtaiiu^t I

with the antenna parallel to the electric vector. I^^>r aritcnnnf-s

longer than 1.4X, this is not true; maximum power in the inatcluMi
load is obtained when the antenna is inclined even at largo angl<‘f-<

•with respect to the electric field.

(32,<»

(32.10 )
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33. Maximum Current through the Load—Maximum Potential

Difference across the Load.—The root mean square current through

the load is given by

r _~ Zo + Zx.
(33.1)

This is a maximum with respect to Xt if

0
1II (33.2)

SO that

7 —
® Bo + Rl

(33.3)

If the receiving antenna is parallel to the electric field, Ve can be

varied only by changing the length of the antenna. This also

changes 72o, and not according to any simple relation. For any

given value of the maximum value of /o and the maximizing

half length h may be determined easily by plotting /o in (33.3) as

a function of /i, using values of he and 72o obtained from the appro-

priate curves. In the special case in which

Zl = 0 (33.4)

Jo “ ijr “ ^oe (33.5)

This has its maximum value practically at resonance.

The voltage across the load Zx, is

- r+k/is
This has its largest value if Zx, is made very large compared with Zo,

IZol < < IZxl = Ve (33.7)

If the receiving antenna is parallel to the electric field, Ve is a

maximum with r<\spoct to the length of the antenna if this length

is adjusted for antircsonanccj with the half length h somewhat

less then X/2 by an amount depending on the thickness of the

antenna.

V. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF ANTENNAS AND ARRAYS

34. Vectors and Complex Numbers—General Definitions.

—

Before entering into a discussion of the electromagnetic fields that

can be calculated for different antennas or arrays of antennas, a

possible source of confusion must be clarified. It is the distinction
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l)etween npace vectors and complex numbers rei)resented l)y rotat-

ing vectors in the complex plane.

A space vector is a quantity that has both direction and magni-

tude. Three space coordinates, such as rectangular, cylindrical,

spherical, or ellipsoidal, are required to specify the three mutually

perpendicular components of a vector. A mathematical function

that assigns a vector to eveiy point in a given region is called a

vector-point function. The electric-field vector S and magnetic-

field vector 3C are vector-point functions in that a vector 8 and a

vector 3C are assigned to every point in space. Such a vector may
be constant in both magnitude and direction, as in electrostatics or

(a) (6) (c)

I'lG. 34,

1

. -Polarization of a vootor.

magnetostati(is; or it may vary in magnitude or in direction or in

both magnitude and direction, as time pavsses.

The direction of a vector is often referred to as its polarization.

If the electric vector, for example, varies periodically in magnitude

but is always directed along a fixed line such as the z axis, it is said

to be linearly 'polarized^ Y\g. 34.1a. If it is constant in magnitude

but rotates in a fixed plane in space, e.g,, in the xz plane with a

constant angular velocity w, it is circularly polarized^ Fig. 34.16.

If both magnitude and direction vary periodically in the xz plane,

it is elliptically polarized in that plane. Fig. 34.1c. Elliptical

polarization is the general form; linear and circular polarizations

are special cases. The distant field of a single straight antenna is

linearly polarized, as is that of two crossed antennas with currents

of equal amplitudes and in the same phase. If the currents in

two crossed antennas lying along the x and z axes arc eciual in

amplitude but differ in phase by a quarter period, the distant field

for points along the y axis is circularly polarized; if the currents
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have different amplitudes and arbitrary phase relations, the distant

field is elliptically polarized. If the electric vector is linearly

polarized along an axis perpendicular to the surface of the earth, it is

said to be vertically polarized; if it is parallel to the surface of the

earth, it is horizontally polarized.

A linearly polarized vector 8 that varies periodically in time

may be represented in the form

StaBt = fi cos <j)t = real part of (34.1)

where 8 is a vector fixed in space in the direction of the maximum
of tiBBt at i = 0, Fig. 34.2. As time passes, the length of the vector

is reduced until at cat = t/2 the

length vanishes. It then increases

in the reverse direction until at

wi = TT it is again at maximum
length. The instantaneous length

of the vector may be looked upon
as the projection on the axis of

polarization of Si,fictitious
^ ^

vector
’ ^

of constant magnitude \&\ rotating

with an angular velocity w. This

fictitious rotating vector is a

graphical representation of the

complex number of which only

the real part has a physical meaning in the present ciise. Great care

must be exorcised not to confuse a circularly polarized vector, i.e.j one

that actually rotates in a real plane in space, with the fictitious

“rotating vector'* used to obtain the magnitude of a linearly

polarized vector that varies periodically in time. This fictitious

rotating vector is defined in the complex plane so that it is not a

space vector. (The name phasor has been suggested.) In the

theory of alternating currents, complex numbers arc frequently

called vcctora, because they can be represented graphically by a

directed magnitude in the complex plane- This terminology is not

used in this chapter. It is important to note that a linearly polar-

ized complex space vector is not a rotating “vector," and a rotating

space vector is not complex. In the following discussion, only

space vectors arc called vectors.

36. Leading Term in the Instantaneous Electromagnetic Field

of a Thin Center-driven Antenna near Resonance.—The electro-

magnetic field of an anteima of finite radius is extremely intricate

AXIS OF
REALS

I

1 «>lnst
(t-0)

Fui. 34.2. Coiuplcx number
of which the retil part is the magiiitudo
of the inBtantftiieouB Bpaoo vector
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because of the complexity of the distributions of current and charge

from which it must be computed. On the other hand, if only the

leading term in the distribution of current is retained, the problem
is reduced to the idealized case of an infinitely thin conducting

thread with its sinusoidal distribution of current. This permits an
amazingly simple solution in terms of a highly instmctive electro-

magnetic field that adequately portrays for most qualitative and
many quantitative purposes the field due to the current in a thin

antenna near resonance.

Y PUNE
t=0; i=max. up;

q=0
Fig. 36.1.—Instantaneous dirociions and relative inaRnitiidcs i>f the eloetric

field of a center-driven antenna of vanishingly small radius and lialf length h * X/4.
Only the upper half of the antenna and the field in one quadrant are roproHontod.

An electromagnetic field may be described in terms of mathe-
matical surfaces of simple geometric shape on all points of which a
suitably chosen component of the electric or magnetic field has the
same phase. Such a surface is called an equiphase surface. When
it moves with a finite velocity, it is called a wave front. For a
conducting thread of length 2h = X/2, the equiphase surfaces are
all ellipsoids of revolution with the ends of the antenna as foci. On
each ellipsoid drawn around these two foci, the (‘.omplete electro-

magnetic field consists of three mutually perpendicular comi)oncnts,
two of the electric vector and one of the magnetic vector. The two
components of the electric vector are a component tangent to
an ellipse that when rotated about the antenna as axis forms an
equiphase ellipsoid of revolution, and a component perpendicular
to this ellipse (tangent to an orthogonal hyperlxda). The entire

magnetic field is represented by 3C$. It is tangent to circles around
the axis through the antenna, and thus tangent to the same ellip-

soids of revolution as but in a direction perpendicular to 8,:
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The components 8, and 3C* at any point are always in phase. The

component 8* always lags 8, at the same point in space by a quarter

period in time. All three components 8,, 8j, and 5C* may be

expressed in simple form in confocal (ellipsoidal-hyperboloidal)

coordinates. For the present qualitative discussion, it is sufficient

t=i: i IS WAX. DOWN; t=f ; i=0

qsiO fl IS-MAX. AT TOP

i^’iG. 36.2.—Inaiaiitaneous direction of the electric, field of ii center-driven antenna

of vanishinf^ly amnll radius and half length h = \/4. Only the upper half of the

antenna and the field in one quadrant are shown.

to represent them graphically, Fig. 35.1, where the instantaneous

directions and relative magnitudes of the two components of 8 are

shown by the arrows. (Their lengths are shown to decrease in cor-

rect sequence but not at all to scale.) The inst ant chosen is ^ = 0

with io = lo cos cot.

In Fig. 35.2, the instantaneous directions ol thc'. electric field

are shown by contours for < = 0, I ^ 774, t = 772, I = 3774,
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where T is the period. The magnitude of 8 is not constant along

the contours. Since the electric field at every point is composed

of two components 8* and 8;^, which are mutually perpendicular

and which differ in phase by a quarter period (8a lags 8<.), the result-

ant electric vector is elliptically polarized. The plane of polariza-

tion at any point is always the plane containing the point and the

quadrant aro roprosontod.

antenna. Since complete rotational symmetry exists, any sucli

plane is typical. The ellipses corresponding to the loci of the end
points of the vectors at different fixed points in space are drawn in

Fig. 35.3. They lie in a plane passing througli tlie antenna and are

perpendicular to the ellipsoidal surfaces of constant phase. The
dimensions of the ellipses are drawn to scale so that the relative

magnitudes of 8^ and 8/i at any point are given by the major and
minor semiaxes of the ellipse. 8a is larger than 8« near the z axis;

8« is larger than 8a near the mid-plane. A line of circular polariza-
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tion along which 8a and 8, have the same magnitude is shown dotted

in Fig. 35.3.

It is of primary importance that the electric field even very

close to an antenna cannot he described in terms of an instantaneous

electrostatic field. That this is not possible is seen perhaps most

easily by comparing the electric field near the upper end of an

antenna of length 2A = X/2 at an instant when this end is charged

positively and the lower end charged negatively with the electro-

static field of a dielectric rod which always has the same distribution

of charge as the antenna at the instant considered. Whereas

the electrostatic field near the upper end of the charged dielectric rod

is calculated in terms of positive charge at the top and negative

charge at the l^ottom, the electric field of the antenna must be cal-

culated in terms of the charge distributions along the antenna at

earlier times. Thus the field near the upper end (at the instant

when this has a maximum positive charge) due to the extreme lower

tip of the antenna (one-half w^avelength away) must be calculated

not in terms of the maximum negative charge that is actually there

at that instant, but in terms of the charge that was there one-half

period earlier. This was a maximum positive charge. For other

points, the charge at appropriately retarded times must be used.

Thus the electric field of the antenna is entirely different from the

electrostatic field of the charged dielectric rod even though, at the

instant in question, the charge distributions are exactly the same,

simply because the field of the antenna is nowhere determined

exclusively by the charge distribution at that instant. The charge

distribution at different points and different times along the antenna

is involved.

36. Phase and Group Velocities; Wavelength; Ellipsoidal,

Spherical, and Plane Waves.—If attention is focused on any one

of the ellipsoidal surfaces on which at a given instant the components

8* and of the electromagnetic field of a center-driven antenna of

negligil)lc radius are a maximum, while the component 8a is zero,

the following is observed: First it is noted that, at the given instant,

there exists an inliiiite family of confocal ellipsoidal surfac^es on

each of which 8* and 5C.i. simultaneously arc a maximum while 8a is

zero. Those ellipsoids differ in size in such a way that the distance

between successive ones as measured along the z axis is exactly one

wavelength X, where by definition

(3(5.1)
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The rodial distance between them as measured along the mid-plane

cannot be a constant. Very near the antenna, i.e., within several

wavelengths, the radial distances along the mid-plane between

successive ellipsoids are much greater than X. At greater and

greater distances from, the antenna, the intervals approach X

asymptotically.

After having noted the family of confocal ellipsoidal surfaces

on each and, all of which at a given instant 8* and are maximum
and 8a is zero, let the behavior of these surfaces be observed at

successive instants. As time passes, these surfaces expand in

such a way that their points of intersection with the z axis all travel

outward in the z direction with the constant velocity Vc = 3 • 10*

m/sec. Since the ellipsoidal surfaces in expanding become more

nearly spherical, the outward velocity (along a hyperboloid)

at any point other than that traveling along the z axis must exceed

Ve- The highest velocity is along any radial line in the mid-plane.

Since the velocity described in this way is the velocity of a par-

ticular phase in a continuous periodic phenomenon (the phjise

for the maximum of 8< and and the zero value of 8a have been
chosen for convenience), this is a phase velocity Vp.

The ellipsoidal surfaces associated with constant phases of the

components of the electromagnetic field are called expanding dec--

tromagnetic waves. They may be regarded as mathematical
envelopes traveling through space, carrying with them particular

phases and components of the electromagnetic vectors. N('ar the

antenna, the waves are ellipsoidal; at great dLstaiices (in (.h<^ far

zone), they become practically spherical. Over any sufflcuently

small part of an ellipsoidal or spherical surface, the clecitroinagnothj

waves may be treated as approximately plane. In the far zoiu^,

the length of a receiving antenna is the chord for a sufficient.ly small
arc to permit treating the passing spherical electromagncti(*. waves
at the antenna as plane waves.

In order to transmit a signal in the form of a change in current
observed in the loudspeaker of a distant receiver, it is neciessary

to vary the current induced in the receiving antenna. Siiuui this

current is proportional to the tangential electric field, and this in
turn depends on the current in the transmitting antcnn;i, a variat,iou
in the transmitter current is required, i.e., the steady carrier must
be modulated in some way.

The delayed time at which a modulation sequence (c.^., in the
form of a change in amplitude) is observed in the receiver afl»(u*
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being applied to the transmitter is not necessarily the same as the

delayed time computed for a given phase of the carrier. Much as a

particular crest in a train of circular wavelets set up by a stone

dropped into a smooth pool travels and dies out more rapidly than

the group of wavelets as a whole, so a given phase in the train of

carrier electromagnetic waves of an antenna may travel more

rapidly than the envelope of a modulation. The velocity of such

an envelope is called the group velocity and is denoted by Vg. Tor

the antenna of length 2h = X/2 in free space, the phase and group

velocities are equal along the z axis and are

so that

= (vg)t = t>o = 3 • 10® m/sec

oa the other hand,

(36.2)

^V„)r - (36.3)

(W,,)r = Vc ^1 + (36.4)

VjiVg = a® (36.6)

whore r is the radial distance out from the center of the antenna.

Note that h is written for Va/^f in (30.3) and (36.4). Thus (vp)r

approaches iv asymptotically from larger values, and {Vg^r approaches

Ve asymptotically from smaller values as {h/ry diminishes with

increasing distance. The term {h/ry may usually be neglected at

distances from the antenna exceeding a few wavelengths.

The electromagnetic field of a base-driven antenna erected

vertically over a highly conducting half-space, Sec. 12, is the same

in the upper half-space as the field of a symmetrical center-driven

antenna the upper half of which is identical with the base-driven

antenna. In Tig. 35.3, for example, the lower half of the antenna

(not shown) may bo disregarded and all space below the mid-plane

may l)c supposed filled with a good conductor. Along the surface

of this conductor, the electric field is perpendicular, the magnetic

field tangent to the surface. By applying appropriate boundary

conditions, Chap. Ill, (5.4) and (5.5), radially expanding concen-

trations of surface charge are found to exist where the perpendicular

electric field 6* and the tangential magnetic field 5C«i, arc nonvanish-

ing. Kach ring of charge concentration on the surface travels

outward with the same radial phase velocity as the field just above

the surface. Rings of outwardly moving concentrations of positives
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charge, constituting radially outward surface currents, alternate

with rings of outwardly moving concentrations of negative charge

constituting radially inward surface currents. Radially expanding

circles of constant phase for the surface current and charge are called

traveling waves of surface current and charge or surface waves. At
suflB.ciently great distances from the antenna and on a perfectly

conducting surface, their radial phase velocity is = 3 • 10® m/sec,

and the distance between successive circles of constant phase is X.

Fig. 37.1.—Coiaponents Sff and of tho far-zono field of a conter-drivon linoar
radiator; polar coordinates /i, 0

,
d».

Near the antenna, the phase velocity Vp exceeds ?;«, and a constant
waveleiigth cannot be defined.

37. Leading Term in the Distant Field of a Thin Center-driven
Antenna near Resonance.—The far zone with respect to a trans-
mitting antenna of half length h may be defined by

PR>>1-, ^<<1 (37.1)

where R is the distance from the center of t.hc antenna to a point
in the far zone. When these conditions are satisfied, tho ellipsoids

of revolution in Figs. 35.1 to 35.3 practically ]>ocoino spheres, and
the hyperboloids become radial linos. The confocal system of
coordinates approaches a spherical system /?, 6, Fig. 37.1 and
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8, and S* approach S« and Sjs. The formulas for the field with
h. = X/4 have the following simple structure for the time dependence:

id = 7o COR (tit

607,
(f'*e)nwt —

K

^|co8

(37.2)

- sin (wt - fiR) (37.3)

(8jf)toat = 607o/i
in

( I
cos e)

~8i^ - cos («< - ^fj) (37.4)

1 he numerical factor 60 is the approrimate value of

(Rc 376.7

2^ = 69.96 ohms (37.6)

Except for very small or vanishing values of 8, or those near v
(near the z axis) where S« becomes small or actually zero, the second
condition in (37.1) permits writing

P>H << te (37.0)

for most of the range of 8 from zero to v. The larger R becomes as
compared mth /;, the greater is the range of 8 over which (37.6) is
tnie. At very great distances (for which h/R < < 1), it is usually
justifiable to neglect S«. (When 89 becomes as small as Ss near
8 = 0, 8b likewise may ho neglected.) In this important and useful
case, the entire distant electromagnetic field is given by the siniplA

formula (37.3) . In verif.ying the magnitude of (37.3) experimentally
it is important to note that the form (37.3) for 89 is correct subject
only to << R’- instead of (37.1), but 8« is not negligible. If
a receiving antenna is oriented to respond only to 89, it is immaterial
whether 8« is negligible or not.

The function

is called the “vertical” characteristic or factor of the field, the
“vortical” direction always being taken along the axis of the
antenna however this ma.y be oriented in space. F{8) is plotted
in polar form in Kig. 37.2 for the range 8 = 0 to 8 = ir/2. The
lower half from 8 = ir/2 to = tt is not shown, because it is an
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image of the upper half. Since the antenna is rotationally sym-
metrical about its axis, this pattern is correct for all values of ^>,

and the “horizontal” field pattern is a circle.

If the antenna of height k is erected vertically over a perfectly

conducting half-space, the pattern of Fig. 37.2 applies directly.

CDH f COS 0
j

Fig. 37.2.—Polar plot of the “vortical*’ field faclor F(0) — —— ' jn
Hill 0

quadrant.

If the lower half-space is not perfectly conducting, the field pattern
is modified. Fig. 37.3.

The physical significance of the field patitu-ns of h'igs. 37.2 ami
37.3 is easily visualized. Consider a straight recciiving anl.cnna
placed at a great distance from the transinil.ter with its axis parallel

to the (list.ant elect,ric! field 8j of the
driven antenna, i.c., tangent to a
inoridian on a great splusre drawn
around tlie drivcm antenna. Ijot

the receiving antenna be moved
always tangemt to the meridian
beginning at a point dinnitly above

Pig. 37.3.- “Vertical" field uaUom ailtelUia (0 = 0) and eOIltillU-
o£ a Takingly thin antenna of longlli ing through an angle of {)()" tO the
earths: solid lino, perfect conductor; i llO CUrroilt iuclllCCtl
broken line, good eonduotor; doited in this iint,eniv!i when hold at anv
line, poor conductor.

, ^
'

anp;lo 6 will bo proportional to the
length of the radial line drawn from the origin in Fig. 37.2 or 37.3 to
the curve at the angle d. For Fig. 37.2, for example', f,he induced
current will increase from zero when the receiving antenna is (liro(^tly

above the driven antenna to a maximum when it is parallel t,() it in.
the mid-plane.
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In terms of the convenient complex notation in which

io = (37.8)

with the understanding that only the real part is physically sig-

nificant, the instantaneous electric field in the far zone is given by
the real part of

(Sfi)iaat == (37.9)
where

§» = j^ (37.10)

38. Directivity and Gain.—^The field patterns of Figs. 37.2 and
37.3 show that the degree of coupling between a very thin trans-

mitting antenna for which h = X/4 and a distant receiving antenna
placed parallel to the electric field of the driven antenna depends
upon the spherical coordinate 6 measured along any meridian.

The driven antenna has directional properties such that the induced

voltage in the receiving antenna is not the same when this is placed

successively so that 6 has different values, even though all other

possible variables are maintained unchanged. (In other types of

antenna which are not rotationally symmetrical, the degree of

(ioupling between transmitter and distant receiving antenna

depends upon the angle ^ as well as the angle 9.) This directional

(characteristic of an antenna is of great practical importance.

Indeed, the purpose of most antenna arrays is to modify and make
use of it so that receiving antennas in one or more directions receive

a strong signal, while those in all other directions are able to detect

no signal at all or merely an exti’emely weak one. A quantitative

measure of the directional properties of an antenna is given by its

absolute directivity D, This may be defined by

D = ^ (38.1)

where P is the power radiated from the antenna of directivity D
when it maintains an electric field of amplitude {&e)max at a great

distance It in that particular direction in which &o is a maximum.
(The direction is specified by the spherical coordinate dmy or more

generally by the two coordinates dm and <I>m. In Fig. 37.2, 6m = 90°;

in Fig. 37.3, 6^ is approximately 00° for the antenna over a poorly

conducting earth.) is the power that would be radiated froih

a physically fictitious omnidirectional antenna that maintained an

electric field of the same amplitude (So),ua, at the same distance It
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as the actual antenna but in all directions, i,e,, for all possible

values of both d and A simple method of calculating the absolute

directivity of an antenna m terms of its distant electromagnetic

field is described in Sec. 44. The directivity of the dipole for which

F(e) =
sin 6

is 1.64 for Sm = 90°. Neglecting power dissipated in heating the

antenna, this means that 1.64 times the power actually supplied

to the dipole would have to be delivered to a completely nondirec-

tional antenna in order to maintain the same field at ^ = 7r/2.

In comparing the directional properties of antennas and arrays,

it is often convenient to use the simple X/2 dipole (the thin center-

driven antenna with h = X/4) as a standard of comparison. This

is done by defining a relative directivity Dr by

Dr (38.2)

The gain in decibels of an antenna of absolute directivity D referred

to a half-wave dipole is

G(db) - 10 logio Dr (38.3)

39. Distant Field of Linear Radiators.—If the half Icngtli h of

a very thin center-driven antenna (or the full length h of a base-

driven anteima erected vertically over a peifectly conducting plane)

is not restricted to li = X/4, the leading term in the distant electro-

magnetic field differs from (37.3) only in the form of F(d). Thus

(6®)iiwt — ^(j(iKi^)in«t —

Foie)

-^0 jp

R Foid) sin (cat — I3R)

COS (H cos 6) — cos //

sin 6 sin H

(39.1)

(39.2)

and H ^ ph = %rh/\. The formula (39.2) reduces to (37.7) with

H == 7r/2. Since both To and sin H vanish for H = ut, an inde-

terminate form results. This is due to the fact that only the

leading term in the distribution of cuiTent has been retained. The
difficulty can be avoided by introducing the maximum amplitude

Im given by
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and writing

- (a,(x.)h„ »«(“<-W
f.(9 ) - r.(«) .in H - (39.6)

sm tf

The function Fm(.9) is plotted in Fig. 39.1 for four values of h includ-

ing X/4. As long as h does not exceed X/2, there is only a single

ear in the field pattern, with its maximum value occurring always

at ^ = 90°. The absolute directivity when h = X/2 for 9m = 90“

<‘<>H (N <*oa 9) — cos H ...

VUJ. 39.1. 1 ho ‘ vcM’ticiil fiohl factor Fmid) with

// — for the* f(»ll<)wiiiK values of h’ h ^ X/4, dotted curve; h =» \/2, curve in
A

hrokoii lino; h = 3X/4, curve in dot dash; A =» X, curve in dot dot dash. The solid

curve is a Hcniic.irclo of unit diameter for roforence,

is 2. n
;
th(^ relative directivity referred to the dipole with h = X/4

{US st.{in(lard is

Dr = =1.47 (39.9)

T\\o, gain in deeil)Gls referred to the dipole {h = X/4) is

a(db) - 10 logic Wr = 1.07 (39.7)

The absolute directivity when h = 3X/4 for dm = 42® Is 2.11; the

relativ(i direfd.iviiy is 1.20, and the gain in decibels over a dipole

is l.l.

If an antenna is very short compared with the wavelength,

(30.2) reduces to the form

Fo(e) = hll Hiu S] {jn < < 1) (39.8)

This api)lies to a short antenna of half length li with vanishing
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current at the ends. If the antenna is so end-loaded that the

current is sensibly uniform over the entire length 2h,

Foie) = H sin 6; {m < < 1) (39.9)

The absolute directivity in both cases is 1.5, and this value, instead

of the value 1.64, is sometimes used as the standard in defining

relative directivity.

An interesting case is that of an antenna with h = 0.581\.

Approximately this value for the half length was recommended
for use at broadcast frequencies to minimize the field at Rmii.11

angles 6 from the vertical and so to reduce ionospheric reflection.

Fig. 39.2.
—

“Vortical*’ fiold pattorim oomputod for au autoiiaa of r>alf loagth
h = 0.681X.

For ft = 0.58 IX, the principal car at ^ = 90® is a little flatter than

that for ft = X/2, and the secondary ear is still so small that its

contribution to the field is insignificant. The computed field

pattern is shown in solid line, Fig. 39.2. So long as the antenna
is sufficiently thin so that the leading term in the distribution of

current is sufficient, the pattern shown in solid line in Fig. 39.2 is

a fair approximation. For most practical antennas, the component
1b", Sec. 9, is not completely negligible compared with J*', as can
be seen from Fig. 9.3. Its effect on the field pattern is shown in

Fig. 39.2 for a moderately thick cylindrical antenna. The principal

effect of the nonvanishing radius is to increase the size of the
secondary ear while the sharp zero between the two ear’s is rounded
off. In a still thicker antenna or an equivalent tower antenna, the
field at high angles increases so that stronger ionospheric reflections

may be expected with thick than with thin antennas.
If a base-driven antenna of full length ft is erected over an

imperfectly conducting earth, the field patterns of Fig. 39.1 or
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39.2 bend in to zero near 6 = 90® much as in Fig. 37.3 for the special

case /i = X/4. In addition, the sharp zero values between ears

are very much rounded off in a way similar to Fig. 39.2. This

rounding off of zero values between ears is due to components of

current a quarter period out of phase with the principal component.

In a thick antenna, this component is in the antenna itself;

in a thin antenna over an imperfectly conducting earth, the out-of-

phase component is in the earth. If a thick anteima is erected

over an imperfectly conducting earth, out-of-phase components of

current are in both antenna and earth, and the components of

fields due to the two combine to round off still further the sharp zero

values between ears that exist in the idealized case of an infimtely

thin antenna over a perfectly conducting half-space.

Fig. 40.1.—Collincar antoniius Hoparatod at a distanco of 2d botwoon contora.

40. Distant Field of Collinear Arrangements of Antennas;

Vertical Antenna over the Earth; Collinear Array.—^The distant

field of two center-driven antennas erected one above the other,

Fig. 40.1, is readily obtained by direct combination of the individual

fields if it is assumed that to a first approximation the distribution

of current along each unit is the same as when it is far from the

other. Assume that the point P where the field is to be calculated

is so distant from both antennas that the vertical distance 2d

between centem is very small compared with R and R\ Under

this condition, no significant error is introduced by setting d'

equal to S and R' equal to R, except in the phase factors fiR and

Although {R' — R) may be negligible compared with R, ^(7e' - R)

may be an appreciable fraction of 27r and therefore significant.

Accordingly

in phases augl(\s.

PR' = p{R + (*.<)s 0) (40.1)
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If it is assumed that the currents in the two identical antennas

are equal in amplitude and phase, the resultant complex electric

field at a distant point is

g, = j^ F(e)il + ^ (40.2)

or

g, = j F(e) cos (/3d cos ->- *' (40.3)
K

Multiplying both sides of (40.3) by and retaining only the real

part, the instantaneous value of the distant field due to both

antennas is

(8fl)ii»Bt
= — F(6) cos (^d cos d) sin [(at — p{R + d cos ^)] (40.4)

Jti

Comparing (40.4) \’idth (37.3), using (37.7), it is seen that the

amplitude of the distant field due to both antennas differs from that

due to a single antenna by the factor

A{d) =2 cos (jSd cos d) (40.6)

A more restricted but often useful expression for A{B) may be

derived in terms of the height D (Fig. 40.1) of the point P (where

the field is calculated) above the mid-plane and the horizontal

distance 5 along the mid-plane between the points directly below

the antenna and below P. Instead of writing (72' — 72) = 2d cos d

as in (40.1), it is possible to write

R' ^ Ji ^/s^ + (Z) + dy - '+ (D '-dy (4().())

If the condition

s > (2) + d) (40.7)

is satisfied

B' -B =~
s

(40.8)

so that

A{,e) = 2 cos (40.9)

A{6) is called the array factor of the two-antonna array. The com-
bined vertical field pattern is given by the product F(d) A (6) of the

vertical characteristic F{6) of a single antenna and the array factor

A {6) of the two antennas. Depending upon the length of the anten-
nas, F(e) may be given by (37.7) or more generally by (39.5).
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An important application of the analysis of two coUinear anten-

nas is the approximate determination of the distant field of a vertical

linear radiator with its center at a height d (not 2d) above the

Kuj. 40.2.--“ \’ort.i cal” fiold pattern of vertical, center-driven antenna of half

length ^ = X/4 with il.H center at height d over oonducting earth. Solid lines,

perfectly conducting earth; broken lines, poorly conducting earth.

2h=-|-

surfac-c t)f the eai*th. If the frequency is not too high and the

conductivity of the earth is large, a rough estimate is obtained by
treating the earth as a perfectly conducting half-space, in which

case the field at points above the earth is given exactly

by (40.4). This is true because a perfectly conducting

half-space can always be replaced by an image antenna

which has its current reversed with respect to corres-

ponding imago points. For a vortical antenna, this

means that currents are in the same direction in the

imago and the antenna, since the image point corres-

ponding to the upper tip of the antenna is at the extreme

bottom of the image, and that corresponding to the

bottom of the antenna is at the top of the image.

Vertical field patterns for the antenna at a height d

over a perfectly conducting half-space, or for two

isolated antennas separated a distance 2d between

contci*s are shown in solid lines for two values of d, Fig.

40.2. The corresponding patterns for the same

antenna over a poorly conducting earth are shown in

broken linos.

If more than two antennas are arranged along a

common axis, their resulting field is determined as with

two antennas, by direct combination. Especially

sinijilc expressions are obtained for a collincar array of

Fig. 40.3.

Center-driven
collinear array
with sinus-
oidal current
in broken
lines. Phaso-
rovorsing soc-

t i o n s arc
shown as
closed-end
open-wir e

stul^B of length

X/4.

N identical end-to-ond units each of half length h = X/4, Fig. 40.3,

for jV = 3. The construction of such an array is discussed in detail

in Sees. 22 and 23. If the array is perfectly adjusted so that each

unit carries the same current in both magnitude and phase, the array
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A{e) =
sin [N{ir/2) cos 9]

sin [(t/2) cos e]
(40.10)

Along the mid-plane, 6 = 7r/2
,
the pattern F(e) of a single unit is

multiplied by the number of units Ny in other directions, it is not

magnified in proportion to Nj although small sharp ears do appear.

The resxilt is a considerable flattening of the vertical field pattern

with a coiresponding increase in the directivity for = r/2.

Typical vertical characteristics are shown in Fig. 40.4 for iV = 1,

4, 8, assuming the same cun*ent amplitude maintained in each

Pig. 40.4.—Polar plots of F(d)A {$) for collinear arrays of AT units each of half length

h = X/4. All units have oqual currents in phase.

extremely thin unit irrespective of the number of units. This

does not mean the same power for each unit. Since the input

resistance at the terminals AB, Fig. 40.3, of an array of N units is

greater than N times the input resistance of a single unit, more

than N times as much power must be supplied to an array of AT

units in order to obtain the same current in each unit and N times

the magnitude of the electromagnetic field for 9 = 7r/2. The
relative directivity of N units as referred to a single unit is not JV

but roughly only about N/2. A great increase in *'vcrticar’

directivity for dm = 90° may be achieved with the collinear array.

Note that ^Wertical^' refers to the axis of the array regardless of its

orientation in space.

41- Distant Field of Parallel Arrays—^All Units Driven.—If two
identical driven antennas are parallel to each other, Fig. 41.1, both

the ^WerticaF^ and “horizontar' field patterns in general differ

from those of a single unit. This is primarily a result of the super-

position of the fields due to the currents in the two units; it is also

partly due to a changed distribution of current along each antenna
when each is near and hence quite closely coupled to the other. The
leading term in the distribution of current in each of the two
antennas when these are in proximity is the sinusoidal distribution

of an infinitely thin isolated antenna. For calculating the far-
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zone field, this simple approximation is adequate for most purposes

and will be used.

The array, Fig. 41.1, is not rotationally symmetrical (as was

the stacked or collinear arrangement), and the distant electro-

magnetic field must depend therefore on both spherical coordinates,

6 and The angle 6 is measured from the “vertical” axis along

any meridian; the angle ^ is measured in the mid-plane from a line

drawn through the array. At very distant points such as P where

the electromagnetic field is to be determined, it is possible to write

6 for and P for P' (except in

phase angles), provided that P and

P' are large compared with both

the “horizontal” separation 6 and

the half length h of the antennas.

In phase angles, it is necessary to

write

/SP' = iS(P — b sin 0 cos

(41.1)

If the complex current at the cen-

ter of antenna 2, Fig. 41.1, is

related to that at the center of

antenna 1 by T02 = where

k is an arbitrary amplitude factor

and d is an arbitrary phase angle.

the complex amplitude of the distant field of both

obtained using (37. 10) and is

antennas is

(41.2)

If the currents in the two antennas have the same amplitude so

that ft = 1, (41.2) may be written

) (41.3)

with the array factor defined by

= 2 cos [^(5 — fib sin d cos $)] (41.4)

Thus the “vertical” characteristic F{d) ol’ a single antenna is

multiplied by A to give the general field characteristic of the

array of two antennas. Interest is usually in the “horizontal”

field factor, which is obtained from the general relation P(0) A (6A*)

Fia. 41.1.—Two parallel antennas.

The left-hand unit (No. 1) has its

center at the origin. (R and R'
should be very much greater relative

to h and h for correct proportions with
P in the far zone.)
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with d = 7r/2. Thus the ‘‘horizontar^ field factor of the two

antennas is given by F(7r/2) A(ir/2, 4>). For h = X/4, F{ir/2) = 1,

and the ^'horizontar^ factor is

= 2 cos [i(5 — pb cos #)] (41.5)

The '' vertical” field factor for the particular value of ^ for

which the horizontal factor is a maximum is important and is given

by>(0)
The meaning of these rather general formulas may be illus-

trated by special cases.

Case 1; Broadside arrangement: 5 = 0; = tt. In the

so-called ''broadside array” the currents in the two antennas are

equal in phase and amplitude. Choosing b = \/2 and 5 = 0, the

general field function for an array of dipoles (extremely thin resonant

antennas of half length li = X/4) is

cos

Fid) A (6,^) = (5
sin 6

2 cos ( K sin 5 cos
j

(41.0)
)

The "horizontal” factor with 6 = r/2 is

F
(i) ^ (l'

= 2 COR COR (41.7)

and is plotted in Fig. 41.2. It has maxima at = ±t/2 given by

The “vertical” factor in the direction for maximum horizontal field is

F{e) A
(«'i)

/t a
cos I K COR 0 1

1
/ = 2/<’

sin 0
2F{0)

Thus, in the broadfiido array, the “vertical” field factor in the.

direction is the same in form as that for a single antenna.

Case 2: Double-end-fire arrangement: 5 = ir; j86 = x. If the

conditions of the broadside array are all maintained except that

the currents in the two antennas are opposite in pluise, 5 = x
instead of 8 = 0, the general characteristic of the array i.s

F{0) A(0,^) =
cos

( ^
cos ^) / \

^i'n"e
^
^ (I

^ (41.10)
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The horizontal” field factor with B - t/2 is

F A
(^)

= 2 sin cos (41.11)

and is plotted in Fig. •41.3. It differs from the broadside factor

plotted in Fig. 41.2 in having its maxima rotated an angle ^ of

90® in space, reversing the phases in the two antennas and shifting

the maxima from the double-broadside positions at # = ±7r/2 to

the double-end-fire positions at $ = 0, tt. The vertical field factor

Fig. 41.2,
—“Horizontal” field pattern of a two-element “broadside array"

with half-wavoloiiKth Hpacing. The circle in broken line is the “horizontal” pattern

of a sinftlo unit.

in the direction of the maximum horizontal field is the same in form

as for a single unit.

Cask 3: lOnd-firc arrangement: 8 = 7r/2; pb = ir/2. If the

two antennas arc separated horizontally by 5 = X/4 and the phases

are adjusted so that current 7o2 in antenna 2 lags current 7oi in

antenna I at the origin by a cpiarter period, the general field func-

tion is

F{e) A(d,^) = 2 cos T (i — sin e cos ^>)

]1
(41.12)

The “liorizontal” pattern with 9 = t/2 is plotted in Fig. 41.4 from

F A = 2 cos (1 — cos $)
j

(41.13)
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It is seen to be broadly unidirectional in the sense that there is only

a single maximum in the direction = 0 (in the direction from the

antenna with leading current toward the antenna with lagging

current) with a zero value in the opposite direction, # = tt.

Fig. 41.3.—“Hori2ontal” field pattern of a two-element, double-end-firo array

with half-wavelength spacing. The circle in broken line is the horizontal pattern

of a single unit at the center.

The “vertical” pattern in the direction #=4 0, in which the

“horizontal” factor has its maximum, is plotted in Tig. 41.6 from

F{e) Aie,ir) =
cos

(l
sin 0

It differs only slightly from the “

2 cos (I — sin 6)
j

(41.14)

vertical” pattern of a single

Fig. 41.4.
—

“ Horizon tal” field pat-

tern of two-csloment cnd-firo array with

quarter-wavelength Kpnciiig. The cur-

rent in the right-hand iiiiiL lagH by a

quarter period.

Fio. 41.5.—Upper half of the “vor-
ticar’ field pattern of the array of Fig.

41.4 along the lino of tho array. ^ = 0
to tho riglit; ^ «= w to the loft.

antenna but is entirely different and of negligible magnitude in the

opposite direction, = tt.

The analytically derived facts regarding the horizontal field

patterns of the three special cases may be illustrated graphically

if it is recalled that at distant points surfaces of constant phase for
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either the electric or the magnetic field are spheres that differ in
radius by X. (This is not true near the antenna.) Thus, in two
antennas driven with currents in phase and with the same ampli-
tude, two great circles of the same radius, one drawn around each
antenna, represent contours along which the electric field is every-

where in the same phase. Points of intersection therefore are

points at which the fields due to the two antennas add directly

and give a maximum. Circles drawn around the same antennas

with radii that differ from that of the first pair of circles by t/2
represent contoui-s along which the electric field is opposite in

direction to that of the fii*st pair

and nearly equal in magnitude as

in the first pair of circles. Hence,

intersections of a circle of the

first pair with a circle of the

second pair locate .points of

almost complete cancellation of

the field. In Fig. 41.6, the first

pair of circles is drawn in solid

lines and their intersections give

the directions M of maxima;

intersections of solid lines with

broken lines give zeros at 0.

If the two antennas are sepa-

rated by a half wavelength,

b = X/2, and arc driven with currents of the same amplitude and

opposite phase, two circles of the same radius drawn around the two

antennas must l)e drawn, one with a solid line and the other with a

broken line. The same rules apply as before for locating maxima and

zeros in Fig. 41.7.

If the two antennas arc separated by a quarter wavelength,

b = X/*l, and arc driven so that the two units carry currents of the

same amplitude l)iit with that in the right-hand unit in Fig. 41.7

lagging that in the left-hand unit by a quarter period, the phases

of the electric licjld duo to each current on two circles of the same

radius It drawn around the two antenmus differ by a ([uarter period.

On the other hand, the phase of the field on a circle of radius

R -1- X/4 drawn around the left-hand unit is the same as that on a

circle of radius R drawn around the right-hand unit, and points of

intersection of these two circles indicate directions for a maximum

of the horizontal” field pattern, M in Fig. 41.8. If circles arc

Fiu. 41.0.—Circles of cousLaiil phase
for broadside array. The field at the
circloH ill broken line is 180® out of phase
with the field at the soUd circles.
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drawn with broken lines to represent loci of fields that differ by
180® from those represented by the circles with solid lines, then

points of intersection 0 of a circle in solid line with one in broken

line indicate cancellation of the field due to the two units.

The directional properties of the broadside and of the end-iire

arrangements can be increased greatly by using more than two
antennas. It is assumed for simplicity that the distribution of

current along each unit is to a

Fig. 41.7.'—Circles of constant phase for

do\ible-end-fire array.

first approximation the same as

Fig. 41.8.—*CirclcH of constant phaHO
for an eud-firo array with cur-
rent on the riRlit.

when it is isolated. This assumption certainly is justified for units

of half length h near X/4.

The an’ay characteristic of N parallel identical ant.eiinas with

all currents the same in amplitude but differing progressively in

phase by 5 is

A(6^^ = sin [jNjd - fib siii 6 (kw <1>)J

’ sin [-J (5 — pb sin B cos 4>)]
(41.15)

Principal maxima of magnitude N occur in directions for whitili

both numerator and denominator in (41.15) vanish. Zeros occ.ur

in directions for which the numerator in (41.15) vanishes hut the
denominator does not. Minor maxima in the “horizontal” plane
(B = 7r/2) occur for values of approximately midway between the
angles giving zeros, except when a principal maxinuun (sicui’s

there. The general formula (41.15) is of the form with
jV sm X

X = i(6 - 0b sin B cos $), and is tabulated in I’ahlo 11.1 for a
range of values of x- It is specialized for a broadside array, in

which all currents are in the same phase and have the saim* ampli-
tude, by writing 8 = 0.
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ni . , .
sin JV X

Tabl.41.1.
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A — sia iiNfib sin 9 cos
^ ~

sin (ipb sin 6 cos
(41.16)

A typical
**horizontal" field pattern for 6 = t/2 and with ph < 2t

is shown in Fig. 41.9. (If $b approaches or exceeds 27r, some of the

minor lobes become large, and the array ceases to be bidirectional.)

-The maximum value for 6 = ^r/2, ^ = ±7r/2, is N, Since the

input resistance of each antenna in the presence of the others when

all are driven in phase with the same input current is somewhat

less than the input resistance when isolated, the power required to

^ 2

Fig. 41.9.
—“Horizontal” field pattern of a l)roadaide array of five units spaced

one-half wavelength. The circle in broken lino is the ” horizontal’* pattern of the
central unit alone with the same ourreiit.

maintain N times the field of one antenna in the directions 6 = 7r/2,

^ = ±’r/2, is not N times as great as that required for the single

unit alone. The optimum spacing of units is not critical but lies

between X/2 and 3X/4.

The general characteristic of the end-fire array of N units

driven so that all units have currents of the same amplitude but

with phases such that each lags its neighbor on the left by 3 and
leads its neighbor on the right by 8, with 8 ~ jSb, is

Hin [-i/86(l — Kin. 6 com iI*)]
(41 . 17)
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A typical horizontal pattern for 9 = ir/2 and with fib < 2ir is

shown in Fig. 41.10. The vertical pattern in the direction # = 0

is given in Fig. 41.11. The tme end-fire characteristic with only

a single direction in which the field attains a maximum com-
parable with N is achieved only with spacings that are in any case

Fig. 41.10.
—“Horizontal” field pattern of an end-fire array of five units spaced one-

quarter wavelength with lagging currents on the right.

less than X/2. The optimum spacing is between X/4 and 3X/8.

If b becomes as large as a half wavelength, the pattern is that of a

double end fire. The relative directivity of an end-fire array of N
units with optimum spacing of elements is somewhat less than N.

The vertical^' field pattern of the end-fire array in the direction

in which the horizontal pattern

has its maximum, resembles the

^'horizontar' pattern if iST is large.

For small values of N, the verti-

cal” pattern is more sharply direc-

tive than the “horizontal” pattern,

as can be seen for two units by com-

paring Figs. 41.4 and 41.5 or for

five unite by comparing Figs. 41.10

and 41.11.

Fio. 41.11.—Upper half of the

“vortical” field pattern of the array

of Fig. 41.10 in the vortical plane

containing the array.

The distant field of an antenna placed horizontally at a distance

6/2 over a highly conducting half-space is closely approximated by

the distant field of the same antenna with the entire conducting

half-space replaced by an image antenna carrying a current opposite

to that in the actual antenna. The image antenna is at a distance

6 below the actual antenna. The distant field of the antenna with
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its image is simply that of two parallel antennas driven 180® out

of phase except that the antennas are horizontal instead of vertical

With this change in orientation, the field of a horizoAtal antenna

over a conducting plane may be derived directly from that of two
parallel antennas. With b = X/2, i,e,, an an enna placed hori-

zontally over the conducting earth at a height X/4, the entire field

pattern is roughly that of a sphere in contact with the earth directly

below the center of the antenna. The shape of the pattern changes

greatly as the antenna height is increased with several ears appear-

ing at heights of a half wavelength or more. But, for all heights,

the value of the field at the surface of the earth is vanishingly small.

T" I

°E *"0^ BROADSIDE ARRAY

Fig. 41.12.—Array of arrays consiating of five broudside roww of collinour antonniuj in
end fire. Horizontal plane and principal oar of horizontal field pattern are shown.

Highly directional arrays of arrays of antennas that have almost
cigar-shaped, xmidirectional field patterns in both horizontal and
vertical planes may be constructed by combining the propcirl.ies of

broadside, end-fire, and collinear aiTays, as shown in the horizontal

plane in Fig. 41.ik Each dot is a collinear array of sovoral X/2
dipoles arranged mth suitable phase-reveising scotionH. Each
widely spaced row (spacing 6b) consists of antennjis in broadHido;
each more closely spaced row (spacing bj,) at right angles to the

broadside rows consists of antennas in end fire Avith lagging curi-onts

at the right. Appropriate spacings are 6* = X/2, 6* = X/4. The
characteristic of the array of arrays is obtained hy multiplying
together the characteristics of the broadside, end-fire, and eollinejir

arrays. Since the angle 4 in all parallel arrays has been inojisured

from the line of antennas, the angle for the broadside rows in

Fig. 41.12 differs from for the end-fire rows by r/2 or 90°.

Accordingly, if only one angle, that for the end-fire array, is to
be used, $ in (41.16) for the broadside airay must l)c replaced by

— t/2. The characteristic of the array of arniys is

Ax(e,4) = Ao{e) A„(e, «>* - .i«(0,<!>,,) (i i. is)

Since cos = cos ($a — t/2) = siu it is inoroly uoc*.ossary
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to write sin for cos <l> in (41.16) in order to use it as a factor in a

general formula using the angle

For identical units of length h = X/4, (41.18) becomes

sin Ne 5 cos Q

,

sin ^ cos dj sin (i/SbjB sin $ sin 4>a.)

sin [iNjuPbujl — sin d cos ^e)]
^^9)

sin [iiSbuil ~ sin $ cos ^e)]

The subscripts C, B, E refer to collinear, broadside, end-fire arrays;

the subscript A stands for the complete array of arrays. The

magnitude of the distant field of the array of arrays is obtained by

multiplying the magnitude of (37. io) for one unit by AAiO,^)-

The problem of driving all the antennas in an array so that the

relative amplitudes and phases of tlie currents are as desired is

usually not a simple one if practical difficulties are considered.

Theoretically, it is certainly possible to drive all units from the

same generator if individual transmission lines and amplifiers are

provided. If a matching section is arranged for each antenna so

that all lines are nonresonant, the relative phases can bo fixed in

terms of the relative lengths of the feeders, and the amplitudes can

be adjusted with the amplifiers. Since most arrays require the

currents in the several units to have the same amplitude, the

amplifiers are not necessary if the lines do not differ greatly in

length. At very high frequencies, amplifiers are difficult to provide.

For a broadside array, all nonresonant feedem must have the same

length; for an end-fire array, they must differ in length by the same

fraction of a wavelength as the fraction of a period that the currents

differ in phase, the shortened lines going to the units with leading

currents. If coaxial foedoivs are used, these are easily coiled if their

correct length for phasing exceeds that required physically. Two-
and four-wire open 1 nes can be zigzagged. Practical difficulties

are encountered because of the presence of insulators, which always

reduce the actual length of a line below its electrical length by an

amount that is difficult to compute accurately and may vary owing

to moisture. In addition, there may be appreciable antenna cur-

rents on the outer surface of a coaxial line or superimposed on the

line current on an open-wire line. Detuning sleeves or stubs are

usually necessary, therefore, if the entire system of transmission

lines is not to act’ as part of the antenna array.
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Instead of providing individual nonresonant Imes for the several

antennas, it is possible to arrange the antennas as loads along a

resonant line. This is most easily accomplished for a half-wave-

Fig. 41.13.—Center-driven resonant antennas in doublo-ond-firo array. Approxi-
mate distribution of current is in broken lines. AB are high-impodanco terminals.

length spacing of antennas with phase differences of a half period

between units, Fig. 41.13, or (by transposing the line) with all

units in phase, Fig. 41.14. By bending, coiling, or zigzagging the

Fig. 41.14.—Coiitor-drivon resonant antennas in brondsido array. Approximate
distribution of current is in broken lines. AB arc high-impedance terminals.

half-wavelength sections of line between antennas, the spacing

may be reduced. The input terminals should be at the center and

should be provided with a matching network for properly terminat-

B

Fig. 41.15.—Broadside array of end-driven units.

ing the long line. Single end-driven units (like the two vertical

units in Fig. 22.56) may be used wjth open-wire and coaxial linos,

Figs. 41.15 and 41.16. Note that a resonant line coupled to reso-
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nant anteonas constitutes a complicated network of closely coupled

circuits. The antennas are all coupled; they are low Q circuits

because of the radiation load. The sections of line are high Q.

Arrays may be constructed also by appropriately bending or zig-

zagging a long antenna; one possible broadside arrangement is

shown in Fig. 41.17. This is known as a Bruce array. The dis-

tribution of current is not the same as along the same wire when

A_ / \

'1
\ /

/
i:

Btzd
f

1
' ' S

Fig. 41.16.—Double-ond-firo array end-driven from a coaxial lino. (A broadaide
array is obtained by omitting every second unit and folding the lino so that the
remaining units are spaced X/2.)

straight, because the forces acting on the charges in the several

parts of the conductor are changed. A very rough approximation

for sufficiently thin wires is given by (8.3) with z and h measured
along the conductor. If the array is long, a very large component
of current corresponding to Is" in (9:1) exists even for the thinnest

useful wire. Accordingly, the distant field as calculated under

the assumption of a sinusoidal current is only a rough approxima-

tion. The principal contribution to the field is made by thc^ (uirronts

Fid. 41.17.— Broadside (Bruco) array of five vertical units each of longtli X/4.
Maximum currents are at the coiitors of the vortical olomonts. Location of maxima
of charge, a quarter period after maximum upward current, is indicated with -|-

and — . AB are low-impedance terminals.

in the vortical elements of Fig. 41.17. The currents in the hori-

zontal elements are small and are in opposite directions in the

halves of each element.

42. Distant Field of Parallel Arrays with Parasitic Elements;

Reflectors.—The parallel arrays described in the preceding sections

consist entirely of driven antennas in that each is connected to a
generator either directly or by a transmission line. In such an
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array of driven elements, both the amplitude and the phase of the

input current in each unit are individually adjustable to any desired

values. It is by suitably fixing the relative amplitudes and phases

of the units as well as their spacing that various directional field

patterns are obtained.

In a parasitic array, only one antenna is driven directly by a

generator, and all the power is supplied to it. All other anUmnas

have no generator and have minimum load. They ar(^ placed

sufficiently close to the driven unit and to each other foi- large forces

to act to induce currents in them. The distant field is that due to

all the currents in both driven and parasitic units. Since the

spacing of the antennas in the array is neither so small that the

condition for the near zone is satisfied nor so groat that they are in

the far zone with respect to one another, geiKu^al ek^ctromagnetic

coupling exists. Because the relative ain])litudes and phases of the

currrents in the parasitic elements arc not individually variable

by controllable driving voltages, as are the c\in*etit.s in tlu^ units of

a driven array, the variety of available distant (ield pat ierns is

much more restricted unless other means for adjust,merit are

provided.

If all antennas in the array have the same length and if the

parasitic elements consist merely of straight con<luc.tors, tlu^ only

variable is the spacing of the elements. The amplit.udes aiul pluises

of the currents are determined completely by tlu^ spacing ami th(^

relative location of. the elements. If, on the otlnu- liand, tlu» para-

sitic elements are adjustable in length or if th(\y nvo. j>r()vi(l(Ml with

variable reactances at their centers, an additional parani(d,(‘r is

available for controlling the relative phas(\s of tlu^ (uirn^nts. Hy
adjusting the spacing and cither the lengtli or Uu^ (.lining r(‘actance

(which at very high frcciuencics may consist of a short scudion of

transmission line of variable length), a variety of diriMdional Held

patterns can be obtained.

A single parasitic antenna placed parallel to a driven anfimna,

Fig. 42.1, may be analyzed in terms of (18.5) and (IH.fi) for two

coupled antennas.

7i - loiZn + (42.1)

0 = IA + (42.2)

where Zu = + Z»{] Z22 = Z2 + Zn\ and Z^2 are the input

self-impedances of the driven antenna and i\\(\ parasitii*. ant,enua

for the actual distributions of current; and Zu and Z^x are the
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corresponding mutual impedances and are equal if the two antennas

are immersed in a medium for which pt and « are constant, as is

usual. If it is assumed that both antennas are the same in length

and radius,

-Zal = (42.3)

and Zai and Zia are given in Figs. 19.2 to 19.5; for indefinitely thin

antennas Z, = Zo, and Zu ia given by the curves of Fig. 19.1 for

h = X/4. On solving (42,2) for the current at the center of the

FORWARD
DIRECTION

Vi

Ki(i. 42.1.- --CoiiUir-<lnvon iiutoima (1) with purallul purasitic: ant.euiui (2).

l)arasitic antenna,

/«2 = (42.4)
^•:2 |" 22

|

where 022 = tan“' and 02i = taii”^ -V 2 i// 2̂ i. (42.5)

Using the notation of (41.2),

A; = — 3 = 022 “* 02 1
(42.())

1^221

The distant field of the two parallel antennas is given by (41.2),

using (42.5) and with F{0) given by (87.7). It is

t, = j F{dy-i»“

This is an approximate general expression for the distant field of a

center-driven antenna at a distance h from a parallel parasitic*,

antenna. It is ap])r()ximate because F{d) applies rigorously only

to the infinitely thin antenna. The “ horizoniaU’ field factor is

1 - ^I2| .

i?2;i

'

/( Oaa -Ou —&b win 0 «*om i1»
)

(42.7)
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defined by setting B = 7r/2. Three typical theoretically det.ermined

patterns for infinitely thin antennas wi h ft. = \/4 are shown in

90
**

—Theoretical horizontal pattern for antenna 1

driven and antenna 2 parasitic

Parasitic antenna 2 used as director

Parasitic antenna 2 used as reflector

Fig. 42.2.—Possible horizontal* ’ field pattorim of a driviMi aiiteiiim wiili huikU^

parasitic antenna. Both antennas are nHHiuncd to infinitely thin.

=-90
®

Fig. 42.3.—Experimontal “horizontal” field patterna of a <lriven antenna (1) with
a single parallel parasitic antenna (2). For both anteiiiiaH k — X/4.

Fig. 42.2. Many other types are possible. Two cxpt’iriinentally

determined horizontal patterns for thick ant.(^nnaK wit.h ft. = X/-1

are shown in Fig. 42.3. The “verticar* field pattern in the 'Tor-
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ward’’ direction (i.e., from the parasitic toward the driven antenna)

is obtained by setting $ = x or 180®. The “vertical” field pattern

in the “backward” direction (t.e., from the driven toward the

parasitic antenna) is obtained with $ = 0. In practice, it is usually

important to maximize the ratio of forward to backward field or

the ratio of backward to forward field. If the ratio of forward to

backward field is maximized, the parasite is called a reflector; if the

ratio of backward to forward field is maximized, the parasite is

called a director. The field in the forward direction ($ = x,

6 = x/2) is

ho = i
j

(42.8)

The field in the backward direction (<& = 0, ^ = 7r/2) is

§(? = i €-^(922-521-/56)

j
(42.9)

Since there are several parameters and variables involved, these

expressions may be maximized in a number of different ways by
holding one or more parameters constant. The most common
variable is the spacing 5. Since the input impedance of the driven

antenna varies with the spacing, the input current foi is itself a

function of the spacing for constant power Pi supplied to the driven

antenna^ and hence to the array. Thus,

- ^/s
where Pad is the input resistance of the driven antenna in the

presence of the parasite, as given by (18.12). If (42.10) is sub-

stituted in the magnitude of (42.7),

mF{e)
,

|Z:2^

It 1/^.l/fL 1^22

— 2 cos (022 — 021 — Pb sin 0 cos <l>)
[ (42.11)

I*" 221 JJ

The corresponding exiirossion for the magnitude of the field due

to the driven unit when isolated and supplied the same power is

mF{e) j2I\

H V Jio
(42.12)

where /io is the self-resistance of the isolated antenna. The ratio
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[(iiiAp. II

.4 .3 ,2 .1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4

bA
ViQ. 42.4a.—Calculated ratio of the magnitude of Lhc far-aouo field of pariwitic

array of two antennas to the field of a ninglo aiitcima with constant current in the

driven unit. For each unit h = \/4, il = 20.

4 .3 .2 .1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4

Fio. 42.4fo,—Like Fig. 42.4a hut with cotuilant power to the ilriveu unit.

of (42.11) to (42.12) is

(array)
1-/-.?.. 1 _L.

8« (1 unit) \

— 2 cos (dtt — dn — ph sin 0 cos '^)
j|

M2. 13)
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In the mid-plane, 6 — r/2; in the forward direction, <E> = ir; in

the backward direction, $ = 0. The front-to-back ratio is

8«('S = x)

= 0)

1 -b — 2 =1^ cos {Bit — 031 -j-
/
56)£as £m

1 H” — 2 cos (022 — 021 — pb)
jOii Z22

(42.14)

This ratio is independent of the power supplied to or the current

in the driven element. For thin

anteimas with /i =
forward field with constant power

to the driven antenna is obtained

with b near 0.16X and with Z22

near H-10 ohms. Maximum for-

ward field with constant current

in the driven antenna is obtained

with h between 0.25X and 0.3X with

IX22
I

small. Maximum backward
field with constant power is ob-

tained with b between 0.05X and

O.IX and with X22 between zero

and 10 ohms negative. There is

no maximum in the backward field

with constan t current in the driven

antenna for small spacings. The

forward and backward fields for

constant current and for constant

power in the driven antenna, as
Fig. 42.6.—Ratio of forward to

CfllcXll,Sited for two anteniiaiS each backward field for a driven antenna

of half length h = X/4 with

Q = 20, are shown in Fig, 42.4a

and h. Curves for the front-to-back ratio of the field are shown in

Fig. 42.5.

Since the circuit reactance X22 = Xs2 + -3l 2 of the parasitic

antenna with ihs tuning reactance differs little from zero for either

maximum ratio of forward to backward or backward to forward

field, the reciuired values actually are obtained easily without an

external tuning reactance, i.e., with X 2 = 0, by adjusting the length

of th(^ parasitic antenna. Although the mutual impedance is con-

siderably (fhanged from that for h - X/4, even for small adjust-

ments in length, so that Figs. 19.1 to 19.6 do not apply, the following
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conclusions are certainly qualitatively justified: A parasitic antenna
that is to be used as a reflector to maximize the forward field by
varying length and spacing of the antenna (employing no auxiliary

tuning reactance) should have a half length h that

is somewhat longer than the self-resonant half length

obtained from Fig. 10.14 but is usually less than X/4.

A parasitic antenna that is to be used in the same
manner as a director to maximize the backward
radiation should have a half length h that is some-
what shorter than the self-resonant half length and
hence considerably shorter than X/4 in all practical

cases involving antennas of reasonable thickness.

A single row of parasitic reflectors is often used
with a broadside array of driven antennas (a reflector

behind each driven antenna) in order to make the

array unidirectional.

The horizontal” directivity of a driven antenna
with a single parasitic director or reflector may be

increased considerably by using both director and
reflector, or several of each. They may be arranged in a single line

as in Fig. 42.6; the reflectors may be arranged in the shape of a

slightly flattened cylindrical parabola with the driven antenna near

the focus, Fig. 42.7a; and parabolic metal

sheet also may be used instead of the

parallel parasitic antennas, Fig. 42.7h.

Such an arrangement corresponds roughly

to a unidirectional broadside array of

length equal to the width of the opening

of the parabola.

The parabola must be slightly flat-

tened in order to obtain a plane surface

of constant phase for the electromagnetic

field a short distance in front of the array,

because the driven antenna is not suffi-

ciently far from all parts of the con-

ductors forming the parabola for the

expanding ellipsoid of constant phase to

have become sensibly spherical with a

phase velocity equal to Vc, This is illustrated in Fig. 35.3.

If the parabola is made so ..large that ilie distance from the

focus to the nearest part of the reflecting array is so great that

Fig. 42.7.—Sectionthrough
an array consisting of a
driven antenna (a) with para-
sitic antennas arranged in a
slightly flattened parabola;
(h) with a flattened parabolic
cylinder of sheet metal.

2 13 4

Fig. 42.6.—
Side view of a

driven antenna

(1) with one re-

flector (2) and
two directors (3,

4) for maximum
field to the right.

If no tuning re-

aotanoes are
available, (2)

should be longer,

(3, 4) shorter

than (1).
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surfaces of constant phase expanding from the driven element
are practically spherical, the reflecting parabola need not be flat-

tened, and the driven unit should be placed at the focus. It is

clear from Fig. 35.3 that an approximately spherical equiphase
surface obtains even as short a distance as X/2 from the center of a
half-wave dipole, a distance not approaching the far zone. For
wavelengths exceeding a few meters, such large cylindrical parabolas

are inconvenient, and relatively smaller ones must be used. These
may either be flattened, or, in the array of Fig. 42.7a, the phases

of the currents in the outer units may be adjusted by changing

their lengths or by using tuning reactances. For some purposes,

much flatter or deeper arrangements, which do not produce plane

surfaces of constant phase in front of the array, are advantageous.

The vertical directivity of any parasitic array of parallel ele-

ments can be increased by stacking several identical arrays to form

a collinear array.

It is possible to obtain great directivity in both horizontal and

vertical planes if a metal paraboloidal reflector (parabola of revolu-

tion) is used instead of the cylindrical parabola. For effective

operation, the diameter of the paraboloid should approximate 10

wavelengths, and it is therefore not practically useful except at very

high frequencies. (The cylindrical parabola needs to be only a

half wavelength long.) The driven antenna is placed at the opti-

mum point in the paraboloid; this differs only slightly from the

optical focus if the focal distance of the paraboloid is considerably

greater than a half wavelength. Experimentally determined field

|)atterns are shown in Fig. 42.8. An additional parasitic reflector

in front of the driven antenna, so spaced that it minimizes the for-

ward direct field due to the driven antenna, increases the directivity

still further. Such a reflector may consist of a straight conductor

l.hat is longer than the self-resonant length and is placed parallel

to the driven antenna at a distance near 0.15X, Fig. 42.9, or it may

c.onsist of a smaller paraboloid with opening toward the larger one.

The distant field of an arrangement like that in Fig. 42.9 is

due almost entirely to the sheet of surface current maintained on

iiic inside of the paraboloid. If the paraboloid extends out so far

t.hat an axis through the antenna intersects it in two points, the

current at these points due to the field of the antenna is zero,

because the magnetic field due to the antenna vanishes there.

If it is assumed that those points are centers of maximum charge

dimsity, of opposite sign, the surface c-urrent may be visualized as
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in the direction from one of these points toward the other with

maximum amplitude crossing a line equidistant from both. This

sheet of current is primarily up and down (if the antenna is vertical

as in Fig. 42.9a), and its effect at distant points resembles that of

a parallel row of vortical antennas. If the reflector were per-

fectly parabolic and sufficiently large compared with the wave-

length, the currents in the ociuivalont array of antennas would be

^1 in phase, and the surfaces of constant phase of the electro-

magnetic field just outside the roflcctor would be plane. If, on

the other hand, the reflector were flattened, the currents in the

(b) (a) (b)

Kxa. 42 .8 . (a) “Vortidiil,” (/>) “hor- Kio. 42 .0 . («) Hootion, with ati-

iaoiital*’ field pattern of a driven antenna tonnas vcM’tical, of paraboloidal raflootor

with a para]>oloidnl roflocior. of Blioot metal with the driven anion iia

near the foeuK and one partLsitio anionna
as rofloctor; (/>) Hoetion with antcnnaH
horizont.al.

middle units of an equivalent array would have to load tlu^ current

in the outer unitH in phase, because the Hurfa(*.o of (‘.onstant pluhso

just outside the reflector would he convex out.ward. If thc^ rofioetor

were made more concave than a ])aral)ola, an etpiivalent. row of

antennas would have to have lapij^inp; currents in the central units,

becauHC a surface of (constant phase must he c.oucave outward. By
adjusting the curvature of the refl(H‘.tor, the shape of the pattoim

and the relative magnitudes of minor l()l>(\s can 1)0 varied.

Metal reflectors may have shapes other than those of eylinclricsal

parabolas and ])araboloi(ls, and sheets of curremt or layers of charge

separated an apprcclabl(‘. fraction of a wav(dengt-h may bo ])roduco<l

in other ways than by an antenna placed in front of the rcfloct.or.

The antenna may be arranged, for oxami)le, inside an extension of

a conical or horn-shaped reflector, a so-called ‘‘electroinagnctie

horn,” Fig. 42.10a, provided that the diameter of this extension is

not too small. (This is discnissed in detail in CJha]). TII.) By
suitably adjusting the position of the antenna and of the piston
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h(»hin(l ‘U., larso rosonant cnn-onta can be set up on the inside walls
of tilt' horn-shnpod ndlootor and its extension. These currents
Iiavc lar{!:(( (•<»inpon<u>t.s parallel to the antenna in the side walls of

flu* horn and (*stal)lish concentrations of alternately positive and

FEEDER
LINE

(a) (6)

Ful. 42. lO. "* Klo('.t.r<>tiuiKueti<^ lioiiiH.

cluir^css alous tho upper aiid lower edges of the horn,

l<'ig. 12.10a, Il“ tlu\s(^ are Hcparatod an appreciable fraction of a

vvav<»l(‘ng(h, a uiiidiriH’tional distant field is set up resembling that

of a row of aiit(uinas all driven in phase. An alternative method
of driving tho antonna is shown in Fig. 42.10?; with reflector and

lioru of nu’tangular rather than circular

(M’oss s(M*tion. Whutx'vor the shape of tho

horn and its (extension, the distant field

always is dm' priina-rily t.o Uio distributions

of <*urr<*nt and charge on tlic horn. There

may lx* sonu' curn'nt on the outer surface

boirmd thi‘ mouth of the horn. Unless a

condition of r(\sona<nc(^ (exists on the out-

sid(', owing to an unfortunate choice of

dinu'iisions, tins curnuit. will not l)e larger

An ant<*nmi tluiL is useful because

of its l>roa<l“l»a.nd charct.cu'isties nuiy be

<M)nst ruct(*d liy llarin.i; !in<l folding back the

outer coiiduct.or of a <x)axial line and

(Uilargiiig tin* inmu* (a)ndiict.or to a cone

that musl. Ix' an appnxdable fraction of a wavelength long, Fig. 42.11.

This arrangennmt, is call(‘<l a biconical horn. If the flare angle is

la-rge, its <^ha.ra<d('rist.ic.s somewhat resemble those of a thick center-

dri V(‘n antenna.. For small flare angles, the field patterns arc similar

to those of a (^inrnlar ring of antennas all driven in phase.
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43. Rayleigh-Carson Reciprocal Theorem.—^The distant field

of an array consisting of a single driven antenna and any number
of parallel parasitic antennas may be determined experimentally

liy moving a receiver in such a way that the receiving antenna
(which is assumed to be center-loaded and symmetrical) is always
tangent to a meridian on a great sphere around the transmitting

aiTay as center. The “vertical” axis of the array coincides with
the radius 9 = 0. The current h" through the load in the receiver

is proportional to and hence a measure of the electric field due
to the transmitter when driven by an emf Fj” for any point

on the sphere and may be used to determine the directional

properties of the array.

Let the load in the receiver be replaced by a generator of emf
Fs' with the same impedance as the load; also let the generator in

the single driven antenna of the transmitting array be rephiced by
a load with the same impedance as the generator. The current in

the load is It'. In this way, the fixed transmitting array has been
transformed into an identical receiving array, whcrea.s the movable
receiver has become a similarly movable transmitter. The llay-

leigh-Carson reciprocal theorem states that, if an emf Fj' in array I

produces a current It in array 2, and if an emf Vt" in array 2

produces a current Ii" in array 1, the following relation is true;

^ =^ or I,"V/

=

WVt" (43.1)

In particular, if the Hame emf in applied to tlu^ transinittorK in (lu^

two caflcs RO that y/ = Fa", the oiirrcni.s in the loads arc lik<nvis(^

the same, Ii' — provided that the inovablo antenna is in the

same position X'clative to the fixed array. Thus the directional

properties of the fixed array are the same when used as a receiver*

as when used as a transmitter. Accordingly, iho dirc(*,ti()nal prop-

erties, including the magnitude of the current in the load, of a

receiving an*ay may be obtained convonicTitly from the direct.ional

properties (measured or calculated) of the same array used iis a

transmitter with the load replaced by a generator having; the

same impedance as the load. It may bo concluded that, parallel

directors and reflectors, cylindrical parabolic, reflectors, paraboloids,

and electromagnetic horns, Sec. 42, arc etiually \iseful and in the

same way to obtain sharply directive receivers.

Used as a receiver, a unidirectional array responds stx’ongly

only to a signal from a given direction; used as a transmitter,
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the same array maintains a strong electric field only in that same
direction.

As a specific example of the use of the reciprocal theorem,

consider the directional properties as transmitter and as receiver

of an array, designated by the number 2, consisting of a sym-
metrical center-driven or center-loaded antenna with one parallel

parasitic antenna. Let antenna 1 be a single center-loaded or

center-driven antenna. When used as a transmitter, the parasitic

array 2 is driven by a generator of emf Fa"; the resulting current

in the load Zli of antenna 1 used as receiver in the far zone is Ji".

When the generator and load are interchanged, an emf Y\ in the

single antenna produces a cun-ent Ja' in the load Zl2 of antenna 2

used as receiver. Since each array is to have the same impedance

in the circuit when transmitting or receiving, it is assumed that the

impedance of the generator Za is the same as the impedance of the

load so that

Za\ = Zq^ = Z/,i = 2x2 = (43.2)

If 2hcA is the effective length of antenna 1 when used as receiver

parallel to the far-zone electric field §2
" of array 2, the current in

the load with Fa" applied to array 2 is

f N _ 2Arl§2 r iO 0\

where Zo is the self-impedance of the single isolated antenna. [Use

(31.2) and (31.0) in (31.1) to obtain (43.3).] The far-zone electric

field § 2
" due to array 2 is given by (42.7) . The subscript 6 is omitted.

I
_ ffooHclo

Z^n + Zr/^^^^ R L X? (43.4)

Zau is the input impedance of the driven antenna in array 2 in the

presence of the parasite as defined in Sec. 18. The substitution

7 n _ 1^2"

^Zah^-'Z,
(43.5)

is made in obtaining (43.4) from (42.7). With (43.4) in (43.3),

A" = Fa
;/12()/|^h/^(_^ __

{Z,^Zl)(Zab+Z,) nr
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If the same voltage is applied to the two antennas when driven,

so that

fi' = ft" (43.7)

the reciprocal theorem (43.1) permits writing

h' = h" (43.8)

where Ti" is given by (43.6).

If the same power P is supplied to the driven antenna in each

case and for all orientations and spacings, the applied voltage is

not the same, and it is therefore necessary to use the reciprocal

theorem in the more general form (43.1). The applied voltages

Vi" and Vi may be expressed in terms of the constant power and

the impedance of the cheuit. Since

P =
ZaB + Zl

2 1
Bab = ^

1^,'

Zti + Z[,\
Ba

\ft'\ = \Zab^ Zi\

\fA = \Zt + Z.l

(43.9)

(43.10)

(43.11)

[If (43.10) is substituted in (43.4), this becomes (42.11).]

Upon substituting (43.10) and (43.11) in (43.1) wi-itteii for

magnitudes, i.e., in

= l^»'l \f^"\

and solving for |f2'l,

= 1^1
Za + Zl

IZab Z I,

\Rab

\ Ko

(43.12)

(43.13)

If (43.6) and (43.10) are used in (43.13),

\y\
P\Zab + Zi\

J12

22

cos (022 — 012 — fih sin 0 cos (43, m;

The power in the load Z^ of the parasitic array 2 uh<h1 as rc^ccuver

if this is always kept conjugate matched so that

Zl = Zj^f^ 01* Pl — Pab and Xj, — — I^ab (43.15
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is given by

Pl

['

\U'\mx.

Z22

Mi/60^Y/Po\
-Bo \ B / \BiLB/

cos (022 — 021 — iS6 sin 0 cos (43.16)

lliis differs only by the constant factor hh/Ro from the expression

1
8^1^ obtained from (42.11). .This verifies, under the special con-
ditions of (43.14), the general reciprocal relation that the directional
pattern \Se\^ for the driven array 2 for’ constant power is the same
as the directional pattern of the same array used as receiver in

terms of the power transferred to the load. In particular, the
curves of Fig. 42.46 giving Se for constant power give the correct

variation for \/1Pl if the same array is used for reception with the
load conjugate matched for each spacing.

44. Poynting Vector and Effective Cross Section.—It is pointed

out in general terms in Sec. 1 that, because of the complexity of

the general law of force between moving charges in widely separated

conductors, it is convenient to define an electromagnetic field as a

mathematically useful intermediate step in calculating such forces.

Specific use is made of this fact in determining the current (or

more specifically the forces producing a deflection of an ammeter
calibrated in terms of current) in a receiver in terms of the electric

field parallel to the receiving antenna. Since the electromagnetic

field is defined at all points in space directly in terms of distributions

of moving esharge in transmitting and receiving antennas, it is

mathemai-ically possible to express the transfer of power from a

transmitting antenna to a receiving antenna, or to the distant uni-

verse iis a whole, directly in terms of the electromagnetic fields

due to the currents in the transmitting and receiving antennas. In

fact, it is possible to define energy functions in terms of the electro-

magnetic vectors from which the entire transfer of power can be

calculated. It can be shown that the real part of the integral over

any mrface completely enclosing an antenna of the component per-

pendicular to the surface of a complex vector point function g is a

measure of the time-average power transferred from a driven

antenna within the surface t’o antennas and to the universe outside,

or from antennas and from the universe outside the surface to the

antenna within the surface if this is a receiving antenna. The

vector g is c.alled- the complex Poynting vector. It is always

directed perpendicular to the plane containing the electric and
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magnetic vectors, and in the direction of advance of a right-hand

screw when 8 is turned into 3C through the shortest arc. Its com-

plex magnitude is

§ (watts/m®) = i83C* sin <^> (44.1)

where 36* is the complex conjugate of 36, and <t> is the angle in space

between the vectors 8 and 36. If the closed surface is a great

sphere in the far jsone around a driven antenna where 8 and 36 have

only the components 8» and 36* that are mutually perpendicular

and in phase, and that differ in magnitude only by the factor (R*,

S is real and directed radially outward. Its magnitude S* is given

by ‘

s 2

§* (watts/m®) = i§»3e* = ^ (44.2)

The average power radiated (transferred from the moving charges

within the sphere to those outside) is

P (watts) = do" (4.4.3)

sphoro

where da is an element of the spherical surface, and §« is the value

of the radial Poynting vector at that element. Note that, whereas

the real part of the integral of the normal component of the com-

plex Poynting vector g over the surface of a great sphere (or any

other completely closed surface) coiTCctly and uniquely gives

the average power lost by the moving charges on one side and

gained by the moving charges on the other side of the surface, the

conclusion cannot be drawn that the real part of the complex

Poynting vector at some point on the surface is itself a measure of

the fraction of the total power that is transferred across a unit area

at that point. There is nothing in the mathematical analysis to

justify such a conclusion, and experimental verification is available

only for the total power as measured by the complete integral. In

fact, it is analytically possible with equal correctness to define a

variety of energy-flow functions that aie entirely dilTercnt from

the Poynting vector. Each of these functions gives a diff(rml

value to the power transferred across a particular unit area, but

they all give exactly the same total power when intogi-ated over

the same closed surface. It is the integral of the normal com-

ponent of the Poynting vector over a closed surface that is impor-

tant, not the Poynting vector itself. Thus, with the aid of this

integral, it is possible to estimate the total power radiated from
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an intricate array of antennas if an approximate (sinusoidal) dis-

tribution of current is assumed along each conductor. By deter-

mining the far-zone electric field 89 for this distribution of current,

the total power radiated is given by

P (watts) = ^ fel do- (44.4)
® J spherical

surface

By dividing this power by the radiation resistance referred

to maocimiun sinusoidal current is obtained (17.9). This calcu-

lation is \isually simpler than the accurate analysis of the dis-

tribution of current and the determination from it of the input

impedance. The result obtained is, however, only approximate,

because an assumed and only roughly correct distribution of cur-

rent is involved. If the accurate distribution of current is known,

the cuiTcnt at the input terminals is also known and hence the

input impedance, and there is no point in evaluating the integral

of the noi-mal component of the Poynting vector.

It is frequently assumed in practice (without analytical or

experimental justification) that the Poynting vector is unique

among all the possible power-fiow functions that could be defined, in

that it gives the actual direction and magnitude of the flow of

energy through space, rather than being merely a mathematically

convenient intermediate step in calculating the total power lost

from one antenna or gained by another. Some consequences of

such an assumption are considered in the following examples.

Ct)nsidcr first a transmitting antenna containing a generator

at its center. If the Poynting vector is assumed to specify cor-

rectly the direction of flow of energy, the following conclusions

arc unavoidable. First, no power leaves the antenna. On the

contrary, the small amount of power that is dissipated in heating

the antenna enters it radially from space. Second, all the power

that is radiated plus that which is dissipated in heat in the antenna

is trsiusferrcd directly from the generator to space. However, if

the same potential difference were maintained across the same

terminals of the generator without the antenna attached, no power

would b(f t.ransfcrred to space. It seems difficult to coordinate the

. conclusion that the antenna has no direct part in the radiation with

the original postulate that it is the moving charges in the antenna

that exert, uncanceled forces and hence presumably do work on

(‘Isowboro in the nniverwe.
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As a second example, consider a receiving antenna parallel to

the far-zone electric field of a transmitting antenna. The antenna

is itself tangent to the surface of a great sphere on which the Poyn-

ting vector due to the field of the transmitting antenna is outwardly

directed. If the Poynting vector were a measure of the total power

transferred across unit area perpendicular to the vector, it would be

reasonable to suppose that the noi-mal component of the Poynting

vector integrated over the area cut from the sphere by the receiving

antenna, viz.^ its length times its diameter, would be a measure of

the maximum total power that could be transferred to the load of

the receiving antenna. Actually, this area has nothing to do with

this power. It follows from (37.3) that the distant field of a veiy

thin center-driven antenna 1 of half length h near X/4 has an ampli-

tude in the mid-plane, 6 = 7r/2, of

where R is the distance between transmitter and receiver, (Rc = 376.7

ohms, and 7o is the input current of the driven antenna. If a thin

receiving antenna 2 of half length h = X/4 and with a load Rl at

its center is placed parallel to the far-zone electric field as given by
. (44.6), the power delivered to the load may be calcTilated by treating

the receiving, antenna as a driven antenna with a generator of emf

fs = 2/i,.9g, (44.())

in series with the load and the antenna. If the antenna is adjusted

in length to be self-resonant as a center-driven antenna and the

load 72 l is made equal to the input resistance of the antenna, the

total power transferred to the load is

Pl (watts) ^ (K&oiy

2Rl 2Ru
(44.7)

The magnitude of the Poynting vector at the receiving antenna, as

given by (44.2), is

gs (watts/m*) = (44.8)

The ratio Pl/%r in square meters is
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For an antenna of half length h near X/4,

223

(44.10)

Hence- the area C, in square meters defined by (44.8) is

Ce = (44.11)

This is e-vidently not the area of cross section of the antenna, nor

is it related to it. In fact, if the antenna is taken to be indefinitely

thin so that its cross section vanishes,

and

Ho = = 73.13 ohms (44.12)

This is given roughly by \^/S. For a practical antenna for which,

0 = 12, it follows using Figs. 10.10, 10.13, and (31.5) that

Jio = Rl = 60; m = 1.60; fih, = 0.93 (44.14)

C, = 0.15X* (44.15)

Although the power received by an antenna clearly has nothing

to do with itfl actual cross section, it is still possible to insist on

retaining the arbitrary assumption that the Poynting vector does

measure the actual How of power per unit area by introducing a

fictitious “elTectivc cross section” for the receiving antenna. Such

an “cfTective cross section” for a matched load in the “equivalent”

circuit for the receiver is defined, if it must bo defined, by (44.9).

A physically cnide “equivalent” for a center-driven antenna of

half length h = X/4 is often used. This is base<l on the incorrect

assumption that such an antenna is equivalent to a physically

impossible antenna of half length h/2w with a uniform distribution

of current along its entire length. The radiation resistance of such

a fictitious antenna is 80 ohms
;
the corresponding area C„ is

While somewhat in error eomparod with (44.13) and (44.15), this

value is freciuently adociuatc for onginoering purposes.

A (lilTeront load with sanu^ antenna reciuires tho definition of

a different ^'offoctivo cross section’’ for the identical antenna.
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The assumption that the Poyntiag vector itself specifies the

direction and magnitude of the rate of flow of energy, which is

then concluded to be spatially distributed, is an interesting illus-

tration of the fact that, in physical theory, it is always possible to

introduce arbitrarily defined parameters or vaiiablcs together with

theories to make them plausible, provided that equally arbitrary

correction factors are also defined wherever necessary to obtain

correct results.

VI. CLOSED CIRCUITS AS ANTENNAS

45. Frame or Loop Antenna for Transmission.—^An antenna oi

array need not be constructed of straight and parallel eonductorf

I'lo. 46,1.—^li'oldod dipolo driven from a

two-wire line.

(a) ib)

l^Q, 46.2.—Circuits which, who:

combinod, aro oquivalont to the foldo<

dipolo of Fig. 46.1.

each of which is an open circuit. Any closed loop of wire that i

not confined to the near zone and that docs not carry ociual an<

opposite currents veiy close together radiates at least a fractio:

of the power supplied at its terminals. The distribution of cuiTcn

around the conductor and hence also the input iin])edancc at th

driving terminals vary greatly with the size of the loop and it

shape and with the thickncRS of the conductor. A rigorous analysi

for the distribution of current and the impedance of a loop unre

stricted in size and shape is not available. Kven an approximat

analysis that assumes a sinusoidal distribution of current an

employs the Poynting-vector method docs not lead to a simp]

integrated formula for the radiation resistance referred to maximui

current. In practice, two special forms of the loop arc importan

both of which can be analyzed approximately by relatively simp:

methods. The first form is a narrow rectangle called the folde
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dipole; the second is a loop of any shape that is small compared with

the wavelength. They will be considered in turn.

The folded dipole is shown in Fig. 45.1. It consists of a resonant

section of two-conductor transmission line that is driven at the

center of one of the long sides instead of at one end. Its length is

X/2 — fc,‘ and the two conductors are separated a distance b between

centers that is so small that it is possible to write, as for a trans-

mission line,

h<<<\ • (45.1)

It may be analyzed in two steps, as follows : Consider first the circuit

of Fig. 46.2c, in which identical impedaTiceless generators with

emf iF, driven in phase, are connected at the centers of the long

sides. Except near the ends, these sides are like parallel identical

antennas driven in phase with equal antenna currents in the same

direction.

With identical sides, Z,i ~ Zia = Z2iandZo2

(18.2) reduces to

iF = loiiZn + Z^,)

V
/oi -

2(Z.i -t“ Zn)

Joi. Hence,

(46.2)

(45.3)

where Z,i and Zn are given in Fig. 19.2.

Consider next the circuit of Fig. 45.26, which differs from Fig.

45.2a only in having one of the generators reversed so that the two

sides have equal and opposite transmission-line currents. In this

case, the circuit is equivalent to two generators in series with two

extremely high impedances—several hundred thousand ohms.

Accordingly, the transmission-line currents are small compared

with the antenna current^ in Fig. 45.2a. Let the two circuits.

Fig. 45.2a and 6, be combined so that on the left side there are two

generatom in series, in the same phase, and equivalent to a single

generator of emf F, while on the right equal generators in series

and in phase opposition are equivalent to a conductor. By the

principle of superposition, each pair of generators continues to

maintain the same current, so that the resultant current at the

center of each side consists of the antenna current Zoi in (45.3) and

very small equal and opposite line currents. The latter are so

small that they may be neglected, and the entire current at the

center of each side and hence the input current on the left side is

given therefore by (45.3) . It is to be noted that the fact that the

transmission-line currents at the centers of the long sides are
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extremely small does not mean that they are small in the shor

sides. 'Pereas the .antenna currents have thoir maxima at th

centers of the long sides and vanish at the centers of the short sideti

the line currents are smallest at the centers of the long sides an(

maximum at the centers of the short sides. The radiation due t'

the line currents is small, as discussed in Sec. 48. The impedanc

seen by the single generator of emf V at the center of the left sid

is

Z]xx == = 2(Zai + Z 12) (45.4
iOl

Although Fig. 19.2 does not give values of Zu and Zx^ for as nmal

values of b/X as are involved in the folded dipole except for infinitel:

thin conductors, it is clear nevertheless that, for thin conductors

Zit and Zi2 do not diflfer greatly from each other or from Zo, thi

value for an isolated center-driven dipole. As a rough estimate

therefore,

- 4^0 (45.6

Thus the folded dipole has an input impedance approximately fou

times the simple dipole, so that a two-wirc-lino feeder recj[uirinj

no matching section may be constructed. By coniKH'.ting two o
more rectangles in parallel, the input impedance can bo nuiltiplioc

by factors greater than 4. The distant field of the folded dipole i

the same as that of the simple dipole, since the two parallel anteniu
currents are equivalent to a single current ccpial to thoir sum ii

determining the distant field.

The loop antenna of small size compared with tlui wav(d(Uigtl

is of importance particularly at low freciueiuioH. '['‘lu^ (listan(^^

around a loop of this type is usually only a very small frac^tioi

of a wavelength, so that near-zone circuit analysis and experi
mental techniques (which assume a current of uniform amplitude
at all I points around the loop) give good approximations for tin

input impedance, which is equivalent to an inductive rcactanc.<

in series with a resistance. Formulas for the inductance of singles

turn or several-turn loops of different shapes are given, for example
in Bulletin 74 of the Bureau of Standards. Although the inpu
impedance computed from near-zone formulas is ^ good approxi
mation for sufficiently small loops, the value so obtained does no*
and cannot take into account radiated power. Wlicn, as in th<

present case, the effect of radiation on the distribution of curren*
is negligible, the small radiation resistance /i® may be computec
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independently by general electromagnetic methods and simply

added to the ohmic resistance. Thus the contribution to the input

resistance of a single-turn loop which carries a current of sensibly

uniform amplitude at all 'points of the loop has the simple form

(45.6)

where A is the area enclosed by the loop and ^ = 27r/X.

Formula (45.6) is a good approximation for a loop of any shape

(which encloses a singly connected area) that satisfies the inequality

iSs g 1 (45.7)

If the loop is driven at one pair of terminals, s is the distance around

the loop; if it is driven at several points around its periphery, s

may be taken to be the longest distance measured along the wire

between any pair of terminals. If the loop has N turns and one

pair of terminals, s is roughly the total length of wire. In the

specific case of the single-turn loop commonly used as aircraft

beacons in the frequency range 200 to 400 kcps, s may be of the

order of magnitude of 150 m, and jSs is therefore approximately 0.6.

The radiation resistance of such loops may be below 0.01 ohm, and

very large currents must be used to radiate appreciable power.

Usually more energy is dissipated in heat than is radiated, and it

is obvious that loop antennas of this type are selected not because

they are efficient radiators—^which they are not—but because of

other properties, in particular their directional characteristics and

constructional features.

For use at ultra-high frequencies, transmitting loops with much
larger radiation resistance may be constructed by means of suitably

placed phase-reversing stubs, or by using the loop both as antenna

and tank circuit of a triode oscillator that has several tubes appro-

priately spaced around its periphery (c.g., at the corners of a square).

The distant field of a rectangular loop is computed readily by

combining four terms of the form (37.10) to determine the charac-

teristic of the array consisting of four straight antennas. If the

length of each side of the rectangle is a small fraction of a wave-

length, Fo(^) for each has the form (30.5) multiplied by 2. The
factor 2 appears because in the sides of the rectangle the current

docs not vanish at the ends [as assumed for (30.5)] but has approxi-

mately the same value as at the center. The average anii)litiidc

thus is doubled. If the systems of polar coordinates usetl for the

several sides are all referred to a single system R, 0a*, Fig. 45.3,
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witli origin at the center of the frame and vertical axis perpendicular

to its plane, the far-zone electromagnetic field has the following

complex form, also valid for loops of other shapes,

g*, = sin 6/, (45.8)

The subscript F will be used where convenient to distinguish quan-
tities and coordinates for the frame or loop antenna.

Formula (45.8) may be compared with the corresponding expres-

sion for a short vertical antenna of half length h <<\, given by
(37.10) using (39.6). An antenna of this type is also shown in

Fig. 45.3a. Its distant held is

g, = = j sin e (46.9)

Clearly, the electromagnetic fields in the far zone of a small horizontal

loop and of a short vertical antenna differ essentially only in having
electric and magnetic fields interchanged. Thus, in the loop, the
radiation-zone electric field is directed along great circles in vertical

planes. If Fig. 37.1 were to be changed to apply to a horizontal-

frame antenna instead of to a vertical antenna along the z axis, it

w:ould be necessary merely to write for X and —3Cf for 8. On
the other hand, since electric and magnetic fields in the radiation
zone differ in magnitude only by a constant factor, the shapes of
the vertical and horizontal field patterns for a small horizontal loop
and for a short vertical antenna arc identical, Fig. 45.3c*. Both
types of antennas have sharp nulls along their axes.

Several loop antennas may be combined into directional arrays
in the same way as straight antennas are combined if the axes
perpendicular to the planes of the loops arc oriented just as are the
axes of the straight antennas in the arrays already desesribed, and
phase and amplitude relations in the several loops arc adjusted
appropriately. In each case, corresponding field patterns result
but with electric and magnetic fields interchange^!. Tim field of a
loop antenna oriented in any way over a perfectly conducting plane
may be obtained by constructing an exact geometrical image of
the loop below the plane, reversing the currents in all conductors
of the image, and computing the field due to the loop and the image.

Loop antennas may be combined also into arrays with straight
antennas. An interesting array often used in direction finders is
that of a loop antenna with its axis horizontal and a straight antenna
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with its axis vertical, Fig. 45.4. The electric fields due to both
antennas are perpendicular to the xy or ypZr plane. In this plane,

ZpZ

(a)

0 _ and «I> = tt ± Bf. If a unidirectional horizontal pattern

is (hwired, it is necessary merely to requii’e that

Ik = j7o ff = ^^*-4 (45.10)
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By combining (45.8) with (46.9) subject to (45.10), the resultant

electric field in the xy plane is

§» = j <^^*(1 + sin #) (45.11)

The electric vectors due to the loop and the straight antenna are

shown in Fig. 45.4. The horizontal characteristic of the array is

4(#) = l+sin4> (45.12)

This gives a cardioid like Fig. 41.4 but with the zero lino of <t> shifted

backward 90°.

Wf

Fig. 45.4. Coordinates and directions of etectric Held for a loop or frnnn^ aiitoimu
(subtacript F) and a atraight antouna.

46* Loop or Frame Anteima for Reception.—The loop antenna
may be used for receiving as well as for transmitting., Tlu) funda-
mental equation for the loaded loop antenna iinmersod in an (de(ttro-

magnetic field is the same in form as for the straight rcu^eiving

anteima, (31.1) with (31.2),

Ii}{Z(i + Zi) = Vc
(40 . 1 )

where lo is the current entering and leaving the load Zi,; Zq is the
self-impedance of the loop; Va is the opcn-cireuit voltage at tln^

load terminals of the antenna. For a loop iinrcst.ri(di(ul iii size**

Zo and Ve have been determined analytically for only tbe single-
turn circular loop, in a linearly polarized elee.tric field, but the
results have not been translated into a pi-actieally useful form.
For the ‘'small loop,'’ which satisfies the (condition (45.7), is

readily evaluated by direct analysis or by appli(jation of the recii)-
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rocal theorem. Referring to Fig. 46.1, V, may be written

Ve = cos ^ = M COR ^ (46.2)

with

K = cos 5i (46.3)

wlicre 3C cos ^ is the component of the magnetic field in the plane

containing the axis of the loop and a line drawn from the center

of the loop to the transmitter (or a line perpendicular to the planes

Fki. 4(i.l.—Ilorizoiital looj) unlouiia in on arbitrarily oriented, linearly polarized

magnotio field 5C.

containing the S and 3C vectors), and h is the effective length of

the loop iind has exactly the same form as the effective length of a

sliori. straight antenna insofar as the trigonometric factor is con-

crnird. If the axis of the loop is in the plane of constant phase

for both r. and 3C, fli = 0, and

h, = (46.4)

If tlic loop consists of N turns instead of one turn, Zo is changed.

In addii.ion, and honco h„ are multiplied hy N.

'riu'. loop antenna has the same directional characteristics^ for

re(!(uving as for transmitting. They bear the same space relation

i.o the magnetic component as those of a short straight antema do

(.0 ilui electric cornponont of a plane-polarized electromagnetic field.

47. Unbalanced Loop Antenna—Shielding.—Tn describing the

propei-ties of the loop or frame antenna for both transmission and
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reception, all consideration of the construction and the location of

the generator or load as well as of the transmission line that may-

lead to one or the other was omitted in order to simplify the dis-

cussion. Accordingly, the transmitting and receiving propoiiiies

of the frame antenna as described are correct only if the presence

of the generator or load or of the connecting transmission line does

not produce a condition of unbalance in the loop. This presup-

poses that tlie loop itself as well as an attached transmission line

and the load or generator are symmetrical with rcspec*.t to a plane

perpendicular to the plane of the loop and passing midway between

its symmetrically located terminals. Furthermore, if the trans-

mitting or receiving loop is near a conducting surface siu^h as the

earth, this surface must be perpendicular to the plane of symmetry

across the loop. When all these requirements arc fulfilled, the

forces acting on the charges in the loop are distributed symmetrically

with respect to the input or load terminals, and the ideal conditions

and characteristics described in the preceding sections obtain.

Symmetrical systems of this type are not always easy to design,

because all unbalanced elements such as coaxial lines, and loads

or generators not symmetrical with respect to a center tap (which

may be grounded) must not be used. If a system is unsymmetrical,

the same difficulties arise that are encountered in an unl)alanced

transmission line.. For example, in a driven loop with horizontal

axis, supported at some distance above the earth and using a con-

necting coaxial transmission line, the entire outer surface of the

system may be excited as a single vertical antenna with tlu^ loop

serving as a top load. The resulting field pattern is a superposition

of that of a loop and that of a vertical antenna. Obviously iJie

sharp nulls in the distant field of the loop will not be oI)S(M*ved.

If a receiving loop is placed well above the surface of iho earth

(with its axis horizontal), and a two-wire line runs vertically down
from it to a receiver. Fig. 47.1, an electromagnetic field with hori-

zontal magnetic and vertical electric component indiuu^s currents

in the loop and in the line that can be resolved into t.wo parts.

There is a circulating current around the loop as a consecpicnce of

the small difference, Sin.t (right) ~ 8inat (left), in the valiujs of the
electric field along the two vertical sides of the loop due to the
phase difference resulting from their separation in spa(u^. Half
of this difference in field is considered conveniently to bo acting
downward on the left and half upward on the right. The remaining
components of the electric field on the two sides an^ both o(nial to
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ir[8tn.t (right) + Shat (left)] and are directed upward. They induce
equal and codirectional up-and-down currents in both sides of the
loop. If the spacing of the transmission line is assumed to be
practically zero, the same field ^[6^.1 (right) + (left)] acts on
both conductors simultaneously and induces equal and codixec-

tional currents in the two wires, i.e., the line acts as a single con-
ductor with the loop as a top load. If the spacing of the wires is

Sinst (right) 8, (right)

(a) (6)

Kill. 47.1.- (a) Syimnetrioal loop receiver. The vertical-antenna current Iv

iniiiiitainH no potential difference across the receiver R. (&) XJnsymmetrical loop

receiver. The vcrtical-antcnna currents maintain a potential difference across

the rocoivcM* R because a part of /« continues through the coupling coil. (The

tlimensions of the loop are assumed to be small compared with the wavelength.)

not HO Hiutill compared with the wavelength that it may be taken

to bo zero, the line acts as an extension of the loop.

The circulating current around the loop is the desired one. It

pi*oduces a true transmission-line current in the connecting line,

iiiid this maintains the required potential difference across the load.

The cfidirectional currents, on the other hand, contribute nothing

useful but cannot 1x5 avoided entirely. If, however, as considered

here, they arc equal currents in the same direction in the two sides

of a symmetrical loop and line, they can alternately charge and

discharge the ends of the line, but they cannot maintain a potential

differcTK^e aci'oss the load, provided that this is symmetrical with

respect to its terminals. If the load or the line or the loop is
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^GAP IN THE SHIELD

unsymmetiical, or if the line is attached to the side of the loop

instead of at the bottom, currents of this second type in general can

maintain a very significant potential difference across the load.

If this is tme, the sharp nulls of current in the loop when turned

parallel to the magnetic field are obscured by a unifonn signal that

does not depend upon the purely circulating currents in the loop.

Consequently, unless a loop or frame antenna with aU its accessory

circuits is symmetrical with respect to a plane perpendicular to the

loop passing midway between its ter-

minals, the characteristics obtained

are a combination of the characteris-

tics of a loop and a vertical antenna.

It is possible to achieve complete

sti-uctural symmetry for a transmit-

ting or receiving system using a loop

by enclosing it entirely in a metal

shield that has a gap at the top. Fig.

47.2, (or in some instances at the

bottom). In the transmitting loop,

essentially only currents that are on

the outside of the metal shield are

effective in setting up a significant

distant field. But this outside surface

is excited uniquely by the field main-

tained in the immediate vicinity of the

gap by a potential difference estab-

lished across it by a largo currcMit on

the inner surface of the shield. Con-

sequently, complete driving symmetry
obtains, and only a circulating current around the outer surface

of the circular shield can be excited; there is no codirecdional up-and-

down current, and a true loop field is set up. Beginning with the

generator end, the transmission system consists of a length of shielded

pair which connects to two coaxial lines. The load, consisting of the

radiating loop, is connected in series with the two coaxial linos. It

is interesting to note that the current on the shield is in effect a cur-

rent on the outside surface of a coaxial line, a current that is most
undesirable in coaxial feeders for linear radiators because it makes
the line a part of the radiating system, but is precisely the desired

current in the shielded loop. In the one case, the coaxial lino must
not radiate; in the present case, it must be the entire radiator.

LOOP

-SHIELD

-TRANSMISSION
LINE

^GENERATOR OR
LOAD

Fiu. 47.2.—Shioldcd-loux) aiitouiia.
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In £i recGiving sditcnnai, a. loa«d is coniiGcted to th© feeder line,
lig. 47.2. A potential difference is maintained across the gap,
almost wholly as a result of currents around the outside of the
Hhield. In general, codirectional up-and-down currents also are
('xcited, but they contribute nothing to the potential difference
across the gap because they charge the edges equally with charges
of the scLTHC sign. Under these conditions, currents on the inside
of the coaxial line, excited by the electric field across the gap, are
due only to true circulating currents on the outside of the shield.

Therefore, the voltage maintained across the load is due only to

those currents, and the ideal loop characteristics obtain. ^

48. Radiation from Transmission Lines.—In discussing electric

currents and the electromagnetic field in Sec. 1 transmission lines

W(u-c used to illustrate how equal and opposite currents that are

ptirallel and very close together (in comparison with the wave-
l<uip;th) set up electromagnetic fields in the far zone that practically

(Uitioel. Actually, complete cancellation is achieved for lines with

t‘(iiuil iuid opposite currents only when the conductors are virtually

(coincident., or for a coaxial line when both ends are completely

(closed by metal disks.^ When this is not the case, the field at

dist ant points does not vanish. In the open-wire line, the field is

only partly canceled because the equal and opposite currents in

t he. wires are never infinitely close together, and because there are no

(C(iual and o])positc currents to cancel the fields due to the often widely

s(q)iirated currents in the load and generator.

The small nonvanishing field when the ends of a coaxial line,

ai'o not closed by metal dislcs is due primarily to the absence of the

radial currents in these disks. With the disks removed and the

line left open or connected to a short straight wire, the currents

along the interior of the line readjust themselves in magnitude and

phase m that the field due to them again vanishes in the metal of

the conducting walls. This distribution involves a slight unbalance

which is compensated by a small but significant current on the

oiUmdc mifacG of the outer conductor. The line currents inside

hilt near the open or bridged end together with the currents on the

1 ''Fbc operation of the sliioldecl loop is explained popularly by first stating

that th<^ (l(^Kir(Hl loop e.urrcmi is due to the magnetic field, the undesired up-and-

<h)Wii curr(Mit to the electric fiedd, and then maintaining that the metal shield

ctaiinot be penetrated by the electric field but can be penetrated by the mag-

n<rl.ic firid. All tluwe Hlateinonts are incorrect in the light of fundamental

(docirom agneiic principles.

* Strictly, all conductors would have to he perfect.
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outside surface and in the terminating wire (if there is one) main-

tain a small uncanceled field at distant points. The contribution

to the distant field due to the currents in a line driving an antenna

may be obtained quite accurately if the line is assumed to be

terminated in a straight wire with a concentrated load equal to the

impedance of the antenna at the center of the wire. Since the

amplitude and phase relations of the currents on the line depend on

this impedance, the contributions to the distant field are not the

same with different loads. If a coaxial line is used to center-drive

a symmetrical antenna, the actual load includes not only the

antenna proper but also the outside surface of the coaxial line, as

discussed in Sec. 27.

The power radiated from a closed circuit depends on the dis-

tribution of curreiit and charge around the entire circuit configura-

tion. It is usually not possible to .allot portions of the radiated

power to specific parts of a circuit, because of the intricate inter-

cancellation of the distant fields due to currents in different parts

of a circuit. For example, the radiation resistance referred to

maximum current for a resonant section of two-wire line of length

X/2 with both ends open is 30)8^6^ ohms assuming a sinusoidal

distribution of current. The radiation resistance of a resonant

two-wire line with open ends and of length two, three, or four half

wavelengths is not two, three, or four times It is precisely

30
i

82&2 so long as a sinusoidal distribution of current is a reasonable

approximation. Clearly, it is not possible to state what fraction of

is radiated from each half wavelength of the line. If the

same two-wii’e line is bridged at each end by straight wires and is

adjusted in length to resonance (which occurs approximately at

lengths that are an integral multiple of X/2 minus the spacing b),

the radiation resistance of line and terminating bridges referred to

maximum current is also 30B^b^ if the line is adjusted in length to

be resonant near an even integral multiple of X/2. On the other

hand, if it is resonant near a length that is an odd multiple of X/2,

more complete cancellation of the distant field due to currents in

line and terminating bridges occurs, so that the radiation resistance

is proportional to the very much smaller quantity instead of

to The radiation resistance of a coaxial line with two open

ends and a sinusoidally distributed current is proportional to

i0^(b^ — a^y with b the inner radius of the outer conductor and a

the radius of the inner conductor. If the coaxial line is bridged at

each end by straight pieces of wire of length 6 — a, the rotational
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symmetry of the system is destroyed at the ends, and the radiation

due to the entire circuit becomes comparable with that of a two-
wire line with spacing equal to 6 — a.

The radiation resistance of a four-wire line with open ends or

with symmetrically bridged ends, Fig. 48.1, is proportional to

An exact analysis has not been carried out for a completely
symmetrical circuit consisting of a transmission line of small but
nonvanishing spacing, driven at one end by a generator and termi-

nated at the other end by a center-driven antenna of arbitrary length

and radius. However, it seems reasonable to conclude that the

difference between the power radiated from such a complete system
and that radiated from the antenna with generator connected to it

directly without transmission line do'es not exceed in order of

INPUT TERMINALS
l^Q, 48 . 1 .—licHonant four-wire lino with symmotrically brldfcod ends.

magnitude for the two-wire line and for the

four-wire line with symmetrically connected generator and load.

(The iC’s are numerical factors that may be assumed less than 50.)

These differences are in almost all cases so small compared with the

total power radiated from the antenna as to be negligible. Possible

exceptions are loops and shoi*t straight antennas of such small

dimensions compared with the wavelength that the radiation

resistance is so minute as to be comparable with that of a two-wire

line.

The radiation from a coaxial line used to drive an antenna is

not estimated easily, because the outside surface of the line almost

inevitably forms part of the antenna system, unless the line is

actually buried so that the surface of the earth takes its place as

part of the antenna. The contribution to the resultant electric

field and to the total radiated power by currents on the outer surface

varies with the magnitude of the current, and this in turn depends

on many factors, including especially the symmetry of structure

of the system and the dimensions of the outer surface and of all

conductors attached to it. If the current on the outer surface can

be kept sufficiently small, its contribution to the far-zone field and

to the radiated power can be made negligible, but not otherwise.
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>/ . .

If trapiusmissioii lines are used to connect a receiving iuti<etinii t<t

its load, somewhat different considerations are involved. Although

it follows directly from the reciprocal theorem that the reiu'iving.

qualities of a line are like its transmitting qualities, so that a liiu*

that sets up a small field when driven will pick up or r(‘(H!i\'(‘ only

a small signal when connected to a receiver, it may not be eonchuU'd

therefrom that a negligible contribution to radiated powiM- in (he

driven case automatically means a negligible pick-uj) in reception.

This would be true if only the electric field due to a single <lis(anf

transmitter were involved. But this is Seldom if ever the cnsi'.

There are always electric fields maintained at a receiving system
due not only to the distant transmitter the signal from whii^h is to
be received, but to countless other moving charges in other ant (*nnus,

in the atmosphere, or elsewhere both near and far. The ree(*i\'ing

qualities of the line for such interfering fields may be sufficient to
maintain across the load voltage differences that are undi'sin'il.

This may be true even though all conditions of dissymnud.ry (as
discussed in conjunction ivith the shielded loop antenna) are
avoided. It follows that a line that has as small a radiation resist-
ance (hence effective length) as possible and that lends it.s<«lf t,o

complete symmetry of installation is a prime recpiisite to goo<l
reception. The four-wire line fills these specifiiuitions better, (ban
either the two-wire or the coaxial line except in those cases involving
base-loaded antennas erected on a conducting earth in which an
entire coaxial line may be buried.

49. Rhombic Antenna.—^The input impodancii of a sect.iou of
transmission line terminated in its charaiiteristic impedance is
equal to this characteristic impedance, and the amplitudi' of (In*
Client decreases exponentially. Since the terminating imp.«danc.>
IS tor practic^ purposes a pure resistance that can be cons(.rue((‘d
to be approximately independent of frequency oviw a fairly wide
range, the mput impedance of the line is correspondingly ind(‘-
pendent of frequency. If a section of line about 12 wavehmglhs
ong IS pi^ed apart at the center to form a rhombus, Fig. 40. 1 wil h
e ^0^ (hagonal approximately equal to the leg length (sixavden^ in this cas6) the fundamental property of the (,rans-

oummt. m the thomlnik exertlarge forc^ on charges m distant conductors, i.e., by chamtine the

e“
^onn spacing into a rhomlnm will,'P g the center of the order of wavelengths, the two-wirft
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Iranmiission line is transformed into a rhombic antenna. The dis-

tribution of current and the input impedance of the rhombic antenna
are not the same as those of the two-wire line, because the configura-

t.ii)n of oonductoi-s is different and the load due to the coupled

distant universe has been added. However, although no longer

independent of frequency, the input impedance varies only relatively

little with frequency. Indeed, by readjusting the terminating

resistance to an optimum value, it is possible to obtain an input

impedance that fluctuates as the frequency is varied but that in a

typical case has resistive and reactive components neither of which

deviates by more than 20 per cent from a mean value of 800-^2,650

ohms for a frequency range from 4 to 20 meps. It is clear, there-

fore, that, for a broad-band operation in this frequency range, the

rhombic antenna has extremely good characteristics when compared

I

with the open-circuit type of antenna. On the other hand, in

addition t-o a relatively small amount of power dissipated in heating

t.h(^ wiiT, 50 cent of the power supplied to the rhombic antenna

is (lissipat(Hl in the terminating resistance. (It will be recalled

(.hat, for cylindrical antennas made of copper, a negligible fraction

of power is dissipated in heat.) To offset this disadvantage, the

directivity of the rhombic antenna is high. With optimum design

and a Ic^g leiigdi of ()X, a gain of about 16 db referred to a X/2 dipole

is possible:. Furthermore, although the direction of maximum field

(•hang(\s and the directivity decreases as the frequency is lowered,

(.he variat.ioiis arc not rapid. As a result, while optimum per-

fornumco is ac-hiewed at one frequency only, reasonably good per-

formaiicci is possible with no change in the array over a wide range

of frc(iu(uici(\s. Typical computed field characteristics of a rhombic

jiTit.enna plac*.cd horizontally over a perfectly conducting plane are

shown in Fig. 40.2. A large number of minor lobes or ears occur in

the horizontal pattern.

Ilhoinbic antennas arc particularly useful in continuous long-

distance point-to-point transmission because they permit the use
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2^Q /LiV Jt

rf aKF CBe of a range of freqnenoiea a« rajuired by ionoephoric oo.

Sr^e^nfttae. of day. Furthermore 7" " “

vertical angle with frequency, Fig. 49.2, is such that -

well ivith the mean vertical angle of arrival or departure ot Ion

transmission paths such as are encountered, for example, in ti

atlantic transmission.

(b)

Fig, 49.2,—Typical far-2one field of a horizontal rhombic antenna <jvor a per-

fectly conducting plane. (a) “Horizontal” pattern with 6 =80®. (/>) “VcM’ticar'

patterns with ^ = 0®,

No acciirate analyses of the distribution of current or of t,h<^

input impedance of a driven rhombic antenna or of the opcn-circniit

voltage of the load terminals of a receiving rhombic antenna an^

available. In effect, the rhombic antenna is a special case of a.n

unrestricted loop. Computations of the distant clcctromagiu^ti(J

field that have been made are based on the assumption that thc^

current is the same around the rhombus as along a nonrosonant
line. It is to be expected that this distribution is about as good
an approximation for the rhombic antenna as the sinusoidal dis-
tribution is for the center-driven cylindrical antenna, i.e., it may
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be assumed to be adequate for computing distant fields but not

satisfactory in determining input impedance. An expression for

tbe radiation resistance computed using a distribution of cun‘ent

like that in a dissipationless nonresonant line is

Rt — 240[ln (fib sin a) + 0.577] ohms (49,1)

where b is the short diagonal, Fig. 49.1.
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CHAPTER III

ULTRA-HIGH-FREQUENCY CIRCUITS

The general laws governing electric circuits of dimensions com-
parable with or greater than a wavelength were formulated quali-

tatively in Chap. II and applied to determine the properties of a

variety of circuits called antennas. This chapter deals with no

new subject. It is, rather, a sequel to the study of antennas and is

concerned with the application of the same general principles to

circuits of a different type.

I. CLASSIFICATION OF CIRCUITS

1. Circuits Not Confined to Near Zone.—^The designation ultra-

high-frequency circuits strictly means circuits to be used within a

limited range of the frequency spectrum. However, the funda-

mental characteristics of circuits used in the ultra-high-frequency

band are associated \vith the fact thaf their dimensions are of the

same order of magnitude as the wavelength. The term ultra-high-

frequency circuits will be used in this broader sense to inc-lude all

circuits not confined to the near zone, in at least one dimeasion,

regardless of the frequency involved. Such circuits may bo open,

(luasi-closed, or closed, as described in Chap. II, Sec. 0.

2. Radiating and Nonradiating Circuits.—Ultra-high-freciucncy

circuits may be divided into two groups: those which fun(*.ti()ii as

antennas owing to their radiating property and those which do not

radiate or radiate to a negligible degree. Circuits of the first type

are studied in Chap. II; those of the second type are the subject (ft

this chai)ter- Border-line cases, such as open-wire lines, o])en-cnd

coaxial linos, and small loop antennas were discussed in Chap. 1 1 from

the point of view of radiation. It will be recalled that the coupling

of a circuit to the distant universe, and hence its radiation, can

be kept small either by arranging equal and opposite c\irrcnts close

together, as in open-wire lines, or by enclosing the entire circuit in

a metal shield, as discussed in Chap. II, Sec. 1. In the latter case,

currents disti-ibute thomsolvos automatically in such a way that the

electromagnetic field reduces essentially to zoi-o in i.he interior of

the metal and everywhere in space outside the closed shield. Non-
243
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radiating or only Blightly radiating circxiits of the closely spaced c

metallically enclosed transmission-line types are important at th

highest frequencies for the transmission of power, as circuit clc

ments in networks, and as complete tank circuits in oscillators.

3. Nonresonant and Resonant Circuits.—Circuits that are no
confined to the near zone in one or more dimensions are extremel;

complicated except in the special cases of nonresonant and reHonan
circuits, which can be described approximately in terms of relatively

simple distributions of current and charge. They arc of greai

practical importance.

If the circioitis constructed so that electric charge oscillates alonj
the conductors in such a way that maximum concentrations oi

chMge do not occur at fixed locations as measured parallel to the
axis of the conductor but travel continuously in one direction along
Ike conductor, the circuit is nonresonant. The configurations of
chaige move in an axial direction and constitute the axial current j
and, to a close approximation, maximum values of charge and of
axial current occur simultaneously at the same cross section. Travel-
ing wooes are said to obtain.

If electric charge oscillates back and forth along the conductors
formmg a circuit that is adjusted so that maximum concentrations

j ^
8.rge of the largest possible amplitude occur pcriodic-ally at

detimte and fixed locations, the circuit is resonant. In this case,
toe maxima of ewent density occur at instants differin-g in time,
y a quaii^ period and at locations differing in position hi/ the

ofaqua^ wavelengthbom those of the maximum density
ot charge.

_

Standing waves are said to obtain.

pattern"' ."f
a fixed standing-wave

^ ^ stnctly not resonant. However, all circuits

The
sometimes are said loosely to be resonant

CIRCUITS

tlmt

load may ba aaUed IraMMm
ment, attention is focused primarilvTn
while the electromagnetic

^

mediate step in a matheniflfi*oo 7 a
^ ^ ^ convenient inter-P n a mathematical development.

. The circuits may
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be called wave guides if tbe emphasis is on the field. They
include conventional open-wire and coaxial hnes with cross-sectional

dimensions that satisfy the condition for the near zone; they also

include more general types with cross sections not so restricted.

Important properties of transmission circuits (wave guides) of all

types include the following:

1. Low power loss (a) due to heating of the conductors and

dielectrics of the circuit itself, and (b) due to radiation.

2. Sufficient power capacity. This implies sufficient spacing of

conductors and adequate dielectric strength of insulating media to

prevent spark discharges; it presupposes conductors with enough

surface to carry large high-frequency currents.

3. An adequate frequency range and a useful frequency response.

4. Physical availability.

5. Special features such as rotational symmetry for swivel

joints, invariance in polarization, and availability of flexible

construction.

5. Qualitative Survey of the Analytical Problem of Transxnission

Circuits.—The fundamental problem of transmission is to provide a

circuit that is designed so that if power is supphed to it from a

generator at one end, a power as nearly equal as possible is trans-

ferred to a load at the other end. This is always a three-dimen-

sional problem. It involves one variable in the direction of trans-

mission, called the axial coordinate, which in the simplest case of a

straight circuit may be taken as the z axis of a coordinate system;

it involves also two transverse variables that are chosen according

to the shape of the cross section of the circuit.

The problem to be solved is to represent the propagation in the

axial direction of configurations of charge density when each con-

figuration is characteristic of a particular cross section. In general,

this is done in terms of the surface density of charge ?7 in coulombs

per square meter and the volume density of current i in amperes

per square meter.'" At sufficiently high frequencies and in good

conductors, practically all the current is in a very thin skin along

the surface of the conductors so that it is possible to make use of a

quasi-surface current I in amperes per meter. This is the current

below a unit width of surface at right angles to the direction of

flow, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 for a section of any conducting surface

that is both large and thick compared with the skin depth 5 defined

1 Note that tho volume density of current i is the charge times its mean

nonrandom velocity ver unit volume.
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by

S (meters) = A—-— (5. 1]

\ W/JrMOff

where /t, is the relative permeability, o- the conductivit.y of (.he met iii

in mhos/meter, and j«o = 4ir • 10~^ hemy.s/ni.

If the surface current is directed only parallel to (.lie a.\i.s ol

transmission, it is possible to define a tolul. current in ami)er<*>^

Iz = and a total charge per unit length of each eoiiduetor in

coulombs per meter q = /tj ds, where ds i.s an eleiiunit of lengtli

around the periphery of each cross section drawn perpeiuliculnr In

^et^ZT f
the important case of a circular e.>n.

at2 symmetry in which , and I are each (.ho same

totdeSS^r^n (as in a coaxial line), (Jm

if ttip K • +
per unit length ai-e obtained easily. Thus

1 '-a™ “ o' ‘ho inner cJL.i .2
^ «'» outer „„„h,

g. (coulombs/m) = g, =
la (amp) = 27rala It = 2irbZi

(5.2)

(r)..‘0
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and current only if the surface current is wholly axial. This

is true of all conventional circuits and also of cylindrical antennas.

It is not true in more general types of transmission circuit to be
considered Inter.

In order to determine the surface densities rj and I it is in general

necessary to determine the components of the electromagnetic field

in the dielectric bounding the conducting surfaces, and then to

Fia. 6.2.—OroHH Hoctioii of a conventional coaxial line (6 < < < X). (1) Inner

conductor (radius a). (2) Outer conductor (inner radius b). (3) Dielectric med-

ium. (4 ) JOloinoiit of inner conductor with unit width at r = a. (6) Element of

outer conductor with unit width at r = 6 . (6) Surface layer of upward current (or

positive charge) which includes all but a negligible fraction of the entire current (or

chtirge per unit length) in the inner conductor. la ” ^iralat (So ™ 2x0170). (7)

Surface laycn* of downward current (or negative charge) which includes all but a

ncKligihle fraction of the entire current (or charge per unit length) in the outer

(conductor h = 2x6//,; (<//, = 2x07?/.). (8) Surface current /« (or charge ijo) in an

clcinont of unit width perpendicular to the direction of current. (9) Surface current

h, (or charge ij/,) in an olonuMit of unit width perpendicular to the direction of current.

compute the densities from the field. Once the electromagnetic

field is known, it is easy to obtain ij and I from the following simple

boundary conditions, valid for good conductors bounded by good

dielectrics:

ij (co\dombs/m“) = «o (farads/m) Sb (volts/m) (5-4)

/ (amp/m) = K, (amp/m) (5-5)

whore j? and I are the surface density of charge and the quasi-

Rurfacc current, 8 b is the component of the electric field perpendicu-

lar to the clement of surface bearing the charge u per unit area,

n.nd 3e< is the component of the magnetic field tangent to the surface

element in which I flows and perpendicular to its direction of flow.
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This is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The quantities I, n, 3Ci form a right-

hand system if n is a normal pointing from the surface of the con-

ductor (below which is the surface current 1) into the dielectric

where 3C,t is defined.

In transmission circuits of uniform cross section, it is possible

to separate the problem of determining S and 3C into two parts, out-

longitudinal in terms of the axial coordinate only, the other cross-

sectional involving only the two transverse cocjrdinates. This is

possible because, in nonradiating circuits constructed of good con-
ductors and good dielectrics, the longitudinal variation of the
electromagnetic field depends upon a one-dimensional wave equation
that is the same for all t3q)es of cross section

;
the transv(U’se solution

depends on a two-dimensional equation with difforeut form for
each shape and size of cross section. Every cross section is a piano
characterized by a definite pattern or distribution of amplitude
and phase for each component of the electromagnetic field ami for
the associated charge and current densities on the surfaces of tho
conductors. The distribution obtaining at a given instant travels
axially with a characteristic phase velocity in nonresonant circuite.

6. Longitudu^ Problem for Infinitely Long Transmission Cir-
cuit (or Its Equivalent). ^If a transmission circuit of unspecified

section is infinitely long or is terminated in such a wav that
the tenmmtion is equivalent to infinite length, tho longit^idinul
so u ion as t e simple form associated with traveling wav<*.s

nonresonant transmission Unes. Each <tom-w .
d^tron^etic field and its associated surfiuu^ cur-

rent and charge have the complex form, written for 8*, to illustrate,

ybut noroTthTf^ f
function of the transverse coordinates j- ami

LSm per Ltr^W attenuation constant in

th^paS (S T indepomlenl, addi-

wbtf n
°°^ductors and good dielectrics arc assumed) of

ree proDiem. 0, always can be written in the form

= Ji ==
2*-

r^O — T—
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where Vpg is the axial phase velocity of propagation of each surface

of constant (but not necessarily the same) phase for the com-
ponents of the field in the dielectric medium or for the densities of

charge or of surface current on the conductors, and is the wave-
length or distance along the circuit between two consecutive sur-

faces that have the same transverse distribution of phase at the

same instant. The subscript g stands for guide. It is used to

designate quantities along a transmission circuit, because, from the

point of view of traveling surfaces of constant phase, the so-called

'^waves’' of the electromagnetic field, such a circuit may be called

a wave guide. \

7. Cross-sectional Problem for Transmission Circuit.—^The

solution of the longitudinal problem is the same for all components

of the field vectors and for the densities of current and charge in all

transmission circuits. The solution of the transverse problem

differs greatly with the size, shape, and nature of the cross section.

Two major classes of cross section are conveniently treated sepa-

rately. These are cross sections that satisfy the condition for the

near zone and those which are unrestricted. They will be discussed

in turn. Before proceeding to do so, it is well to recall that one

fundamental characteristic of all transmission circuits, in both

classes, is negligible loss of power by radiation.

8. Transverse Solution—^Near-zone Cross Section.—^Transmis-

sion circuits with cross sections that satisfy the condition for the

near zone include primarily conventional open-wire and coaxial

transmission lines. Because the transverse separation of the con-

ductors is small and because not less than two conductoi*s with

exclusively axial surface currents are involved, it is always possible

to define total current for each conductor, also potential difference

between conductors and between the necessarily closely spaced input

and output terminals. It is possible, therefore, to define both input

impedance and load impedance for a line in terms of the complex

ratio of potential difference across the terminals to total current

entering (or leaving) the terminals just as in near-zone circuit

analysis. In fact, if the very small radiation is ignored, con-

ventional lines can be treated in terms of near-zone theory insofar

as the electromagnetic field outside the conductor and the longi--

tvdinal distribution of surface current and charge in the conductor

are concerned. (The transverse distribution in the interior of the

conductors is not a near-zone problem, as is pointed out in Sec. 3

of Chap. II. Its solution includes the determination of the skin-
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^ect impedance per umt length of conductor.) In conventiox**^*

w “ r. *0 determine the electromagnetic field

^ mtermediate step in solving for distribution of current arid

sltio^S relationship to
solution of more general circuits, the electromagnetic field

> 6 (Electric Field)

X (Magnetic Field)

I (Surface Current)
TEM mode “

>.V

bution in a conventional coaxial line that is infinitely long f«»i-
is shown in Fig. 8.1 under the assuixiT»-St raS!r?>, The electr i<,

rwhipl!
magnetic field circular. This field distributit >n(w^ch is the only one possible subject to the condition for net*.i--one spacing, but one of many for larger spacings) is called transv&r^t-

.bb«yia^ TEM. Tbs correspondmg waveleagt 1

.

^tbm - (v;)TT,M/f. For highly conducting, air-filled, .coa-^iitl
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lines, Mtbm is practically = 3 • 10* m/sec; if filled with a good

dielectric of relative permeability m, and relative dielectric constant

*r,
~ Vc/y/pr^-

9. Transverse Solution for Circuit with Unrestricted Cross

Section—Open-wire and Coaxial Line.—^If the cross-sectional

dimensions of a circuit become so large that they approach or exceed

the wavelength, while the circuit as a whole is required to have

negligible radiating properties, open-wire lines caimot be used.

Although two or more paral el wires spaced an appreciable fraction

of a wavelength, or a long single we (either near or completely

removed from the earth) may transmit power from one point to

another, they do not satisfy the condition for low power loss; they

are elTective antennas and hence good radiators. This is merely

stating the obvious, viz., that it is not possible to have equal and

opposite currents clese together if the conductors carrying them

are far apart. Consequently, there remains only the second type

of nonradiating circuit, viz., a circuit completely enclosed in metal.

A coaxial line is a circuit of this type even if not restricted in size of

cross section. It remains to examine what new distributions of

surface current and charge are possible in a coaxial line when the

(u-oss section is increased in size. Two distinct groups of dis-

tril)utions or modes may be distinguished, of which the first, called

the transverse-magnetic or TM type, is the simpler. It is charac-

terized by surface currents that are pOiToMcl to the axis so that the

magnetic field is always transverse. The second type, called trans-

voi-sc-(dectric or TE, involves more complicated distributions of

surface current and charge.
, „ n

10. The TM Type of Distribution in Coaxial and HoUow

Cylindrical Conductors.—^I’he cross section of a coaodal line may

bo iueroas(Hl in two somewhat different ways. While increasing

the innm- radius h of the outer conductor, it is possible to increase

(he riwlius a of the inner conductor so as to maintain the thickness

of the dielectric b - aao small that

(10 . 1)

vnlh no rcMricMon on h. If precautions are taken to exclude the

TE type, iUw.rWml in the next section, there is no cha^e in the

configurations of surfao.c current and 1
t,romagnet,i(‘, field as h and a are increased indefinitely while (b )
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is kept very small compared with the wavelength, as required in

(10.1). The TEM mode alone continues to prevail, Fig. 101a.

If 6 — a is increased with \ fixed, or X is decreased with 6 — a

fixed, so that (10.1) is not satisfied, in particular if & — a approaches

\/2 in magnitude, a new and entirely different distribution of

9^ Electric Reid S —^ Positive Surface Current I

Pig. 10.1.—Distributions of surface charge, surface current, and electric field

for (a) TEM mode in a coaxial pipe; 6 unrestricted; (6 — a) < < X/2ir (&)

mode in coaxial pipe with h > XrjSAf/2.61 ; a < < &; (c) TAfo,! mode in hollow cylin-

der with b > X7’£iir/2-61. All pipes are infinitely long or the equivalent.

surface current and charge and hence of the electromagnetic field

in the dielectric is possible. Fig. 10.1b, in addition to the TEM mode.

(This figure and those that follow have been estimated, not com-

puted.) It is called the TMq^i mode. Instead of being character-

ized, as is the TEM type, by egual and opposite total currents and

charges per unit length at opposite points of the two conductors,
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the TMo,i distributioa consists of currents in the same direction

and charges of the same sign on opposite surfaces of the Conductors.
Moreover, the total current and charge per unit length on the outer
conductor are greater than on the inner conductor. The TMo,i

distribution is possible because (b — a) is so large that timft delays

comparable with the half period are involved in determining the
forces acting on the charges in one conductor due to charges in the

other. As a result, the positive charge at a given cross section of

one conductor at a particular instant does not experience the effects

of the positive charge on the opposite surface of the other conductor

at the same instant; instead, it experiences,the effect of the negative

charge that was there at the appropriate earlier instant. In order

that the currents and electromagnetic field may reduce to vanish-

ingly small values in the interior of botlj. conductors, the axial

distances between cross sections traversed by currents in the same

phase is increased in the mode as compared with the cor-

responding distance in the TEM type. In other words, the TM0.1

mode involves a smaller phase constant p, and hence a greater

wavelength than the TEM ts^pe. This means that the phase

velocity Vpg is greater in the TM(,,i mode than in the TEM tsnpe and,

therefore, greater than We = 3 • 10® m/sec.

The current and charge on the inner conductor in the TM0.1

mode not only are smaller than those on the outer conductor, but

they also decrease continuously as the radius a is reduced. The

inner conductor thus plays a less and less sigmficant part in the

transmission as the inner conductor is made smaller, and there is

no reason why it should not be reduced indefinitely or completely

removed. If this is done, a hollow conductor or pipe remains

with a distribution of surface current and charge that is essentially

the same as when the inner conductor is present. The phase con-

stant Pa increases and the wavelength 'Kg decreases as a is reduced,

but Xj is always greater than Xtsm. The distiibution of surface

current and charge and the tussociated electric-field characteristic

of the TMo,x mode in tx pipe are shown in Fig. 10.1c. This mode

is possible specifically only when

b > Ktbm

2.61
(10 .2 )

If the inner conductor is present, b must be still larger than is

required by (10.2). Specific values are given in Fig. 13.1.
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If the radius b is increased so that b > Xrsjif/1.63, another and

quite different TM distribution in the transverse plane is possible.

It is denoted by TMi,i, and its charge and field distributions are

shown in Fig. 10.2. With b > X!raj//1.2, yet another distribution

Fxq. 10.2.—Surface charge and electric-field distributions for (a) TMi.i moao
in a coaxial line with b > XrjAf/1.63; a << b, (b) TMi,i mode in a hollow cylinder

with h > Xrj3f/1.63, All surface currents are parallel to the axis; the lino and the

pipe are assumed to be infinitely long (or equivalent) so that cross-sectional sui’-

faces of constant phase travel along the pipe with the appropriate phase velocity Dpo*

Lines which appear to end in space actually go vertically down into or oomo up from

the paper.

may be excited. By increasing b more and more, innumerable

distributions or modes are possible of which a few are shown in

Fig. 10.3.1

1 A large variety of TM modes is possible in sufficiently large pipes. In tho

axially nonresonant case, these modes can be distinguished with the aid of two

subscripts n and m, as Tn.m- (In axially resonant systems, described later, a

third subscript p must be used as TMn,m,p-)

The subscript n gives the order of the Bessel function JnQob), where is a

constant which occurs in the mathematical solution. It characterizes the

symmetry of the distribution of surface charge and current or of the electro-

magnetic field with respect to 6. Thus n = 1, Fig. 10.2, means a single cycle

in the distribution around the circumference; = 2, Fig. 10.3a, 6, means tw'o

cycles in the distribution around the circumference; etc.

The subscript m is numerically equal to the number of the root of the

equation Jn(ld>) = 0, beginning with 1, i.e., the first value of kb that satisfies

the equation is root number 1 with w = 1. It characterizes the radial periodic-
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All the modes of the TM type of distribution of oscillating

surface charge on both coaxial and cylindrical transmission circuits

(c)

Kki U) fliHiribution of olcotric. c.harKC anti olootric field for

(«) coaxial TM 2 ,x with /> > XrAw/l.^i; (J>) cylinder TAf 2.1 witli ^ > XrWl-;
(c) (M>axial TM,., with b > Xrww/l.U; (d) cylinder TMo,, with > XrKA//l.i4.

No(.e that the TM,., inodeH are rotationally Hynmiotrical—all TA/o.w niodeH are.

IClec.tric liiuw which appear to end in Hpaco actually bond down into or up from

the iiapcr.

of iiifiiiil.o loiifjjth (or ocfuiviilcnt) iiro cliuracitcrizcd by cuiiGnts

parallel to the axis. ''I’ho modes of typo TM with m any integer,

ity in liic <'lcclroiniiRiu‘).i(' ('i(‘l<l piiltom. If only a single pattern exists in the

nidiiil direct ion from tlus eentcr out., »» = 1, however complicated the pattern

may Int in the ff-direetion. If a c.oinplelc pattern of any one of the many

belonging to the type m = 1 is conUined within a circle smaller than the

enclosing pipe and a second coinpleh^ pattern exists between this eii<de and the

metal wall, m = 2. This is illnstraled in Fig. 10.3c, d, where the patterns of

Fig. lO.Ih, c are contained within a small eirole, and essc-iitinlly the same radial

l)attc(rn is r(>p(!at<‘d outside it with <lireeti(ms rev('rsed.
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are rotationally symmetrical, with the density of surface current
uniform and in the same axial direction at all points around a given
circunaference. The other modes are not rotationally symmetrical,
since the direction and magmtude of the density of surface current
and of surface charge while fixed in a definite phase sequence yet

Fig. 11.1 —TBi ^mod
^ Positive Surface Current I

neiow. > Xrjfjir; v^g > Vc.
sections m the pipe directly aliovo or

« given "“'“‘i

thfft''®'''”
if CylinMe^ Con-

of - eoexinl line ^
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Sbo. 11]

radius, a TE mode is possible if

(11 . 1)

i.e., as soon as the circumference 2x6 exceeds the waveleng^. This

is the TEi.i mode. If the inner conductor is reduced in radius,

b must have progressively larger values if this mode is to remain

Electric Field £ Positive Surface Current I

Fig. 11.2.

—

TEi.i mode in a coaxial pipe subjoct to a << h; b >
\o > Vpo >

possible. However, it is always possible for any radius of inner

conductor including zero, i.e., for a hollow cylinder, if the radius h

satisfies

b >
X

3.41
( 11 .2)

In a pipe the TEui mode is possible at a lower wavelength than
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RJJM OP any o^ep TE mod,. 16 i. oaUed th,

ioj^or°^^tf ™ ‘yf® “ ““
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lent) pipe is shown with surface distribution of charge, surface

current, and electric field for a half wavelength assuming perfectly-

conducting walls. The magnetic field is not represented because

of its intricate form. Cross sections through the pipe are shown

with centers opposite the corresponding part of the axial section.

Thus, the circular section on the upper right gives the surface

charge, surface current, and electric-field distribution in the par-

ticular transverse plane where at a given instant the charge density,

the axial component Iz of the surface current, and the transverse

electric field are all maximum with negative charge at the top.

The axial current (in this longitudinally nonresonant case) is

simply the concentration of positive charge m(jving to the right

Avith tho phase velocity Vpg. (A concentration of negative charge

moving to tho right is equivalent to an equal concentration of

positive (‘.hargo moving to the left.)

In an infinitely long, perfectly conducting pipe (or its equiva-

lent.) the distril)ut.ion of surface current and surface charge at any

one cross sc^ction at a particular instant is propagated without change

along the pipe with a definite phase velocity characiteristic of the

distribution. Accordingly, the cross-sectional dist.ributions that

pass a (ixcnl cross section of the pipe have exactly the same sequence

in time as the distribution back along the pipe at a fixed instant.

In Fig. 11.3, for example, the concurrent cross-sectional dis-

tributions at intervals of one-eighth wavelength l)ack along the

pipe beginning on the right side of the half wavelength shown must
pass this cross section on t.ho right at intervals of one-eighth period.

From tho i)oint of vicuv of a fixed observer at this cross section, tho

sequence is as follows; at t = 0, maximum conc^entration of nega-

tive charge is at the top; maximum concentration of positive charge

is at the bottom; and l)oth move to the right with the velocity Vyi,.

Accordingly, a positive surface current parallel to the axis and

directed to the left at the top and to the right at the bottom is

observed.

At i = i- period later than t = 0 and at the same location in the

pipe, the c.oucentrations of negative charge at the top and ])()sitivo

charge at the bottom have dccreavscd in density for two reasons.

First, maximum coiuiCiiii.rations of negative charge have moved to

the riglit in the form of a negative axial current to the right (equiva-

lent to a positive current to the left) along tho top surface and a

positive axial curremt to th(5 right along the bottom surface. Sec-

ond, th(^ negativci charge at the top has started downward around
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the circumference; the positive charge has started upward around the

circumference, i.e., there is a positive current upward around both
sides of the circumference.

At ^ = -J period later than i = 0, again at the same cross section

in the pipe, there is no concentration of charge anywhere. There
is no charge passing in the axial direction, and hence there is no
axially directed surface current. On the other hand, the currents
that started upward around each side of the circumference have
reached their maxinium values in a standing-wave sequence.

At f f period later than i = 0 (at the same cross section),

the upward currents around the sides have diminished; positive

charge has accumulated at the top, negative charge at the bottom.
This charge concentration is moving to the right with phase velocity
Vpg SO that there is a positive current to the right along the top
and to the left along the bottom.

At i =
-J- period later than ^ = 0, and at the same cross section,

the currents around the circumference are everywhere zero

;

maximum concentrations of positive charge at the top and nega-
tive charge at the bottom obtain, so that oxicH cuvrents are at a
maximum.

The cycle continues in a similar way. It is seen to be made up
of a standing-wave distribution around the circumference (in a
standing-wave sequence that has maximum charge concentration
at top and bottom, and maximum current at the sides a quarter
period earlier and later) superimposed on a traveling-wave dis-
tribution axially. The successive time phases of the standing-
wave distribution are spread out along the pipe, all traveling to the
right with velocity Vpg. The distribution of current on the inside
of the pipe of Fig. 11.3 is shown in Fig. 11.4 with the pipe repre-
sented as though cut lengthwise along the ‘‘top of cylinder” and
rolled out flat. The locations of maximum current at the instant
represented occur near the arrowheads. The current is instan-
taneously zero at the points from which or toward which the lines
of flow are directed.

It is important to note that, if it is desired to insert a probe
(small antenna) in the pipe or move one along it in a slit to deter-
mine the standing-wave ratio of the axial current, this can be done
with a minimum effect on the distribution-of' current if the ^lit is
cut along the lines of flow, not across them. For the distribution
of Figs. 11.1 to 11.3, the slit should be along the center of the top
or bottom.
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The distribution of current on the inner surface of a coaxial

conductor is similar to that in a hollow conductor if the same mode

obtains. The distribution along the outer surface of the inner

conductor in the coaxial pipe resembles that on the outer conductor

with directions reversed. If (6 — a) < < the currents

Kio. 11.4.- -Surface current of the TEi,i mode on the inside of the metal cylinder of

Fig. 11.3. The cylinder is ropresontod as cut along the top center and laid flat.

crossing the same transverse plane in the two conductors arc equal

and opposite. If the radius a is appreciably smaller than the radius

6, the current on the inner conductor is smaller; it approaches zero

as a vanishes.

Distributions of charge density and electric field in a transverse

plane of a nonresonant, hollow, circular cylinder are shown in Fig.

11.5a, c, d for three of the possible higher modes. A fourth, the
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circular electric mode, is shown in Fifj;. 1 1.56 and diflVrs (*.onsid(M\*il)Iy

from the other modeR in that the surface density of Ciluirfrc^ is always
zero everjrwhere. There is no axial current, only (Mnuilalin^j; (nir-

rents in the transvei’se plane which periodically i-ev('rs(» tlu'ir dii'e(»-

Fia 11 .
^ Surface Current I

(6 > '''' noiircHOiijini c.ylindiT. (a) 7’ A'.. ,*

S.e
amplitude tmveh unchanged axially along (,hn

Ldte^ut hl^ •
This mode is very difli.udt, to

llioHt! for the TM
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Except for the TEM mode in the coaxial line, no mention has

boon made of the magnetic field. This does not mean that there

is no magnetic field or lhat it is less important than the electric

field that has been represented. As is pointed out in Sec. 1 of

Clhap. II, the electromagnetic field in the present treatment is

(considered to be merely a mathematically useful intermediate step

in calculating distributions of current and charge and the circuit

IJi-operties associated with them. In general transmission circuits,

all distributions of oscillating sm-face charge and current are deter-

iniiKHl from a previously dctei-mined electromagnetic field, using

(5.4) and (5.5). SiiKce a representation of the electric and magnetic

field distriI)utions is primarily useful in determining the distribution

of (current and charge, this representation in terms of the field is

not nc(c(cssary if the problem has been carried to its conclusion and

the current and charge are represented. It is a simple matter to

obt.ain the field distiibutions from surface current and charge dis-

t,ribuUons, using (5.4) and (5.6) and the fact that electric and

inagiMctic lines cross at right angles, that electric lines become per-

pendic.idar and magnetic lines parallel to a perfectly conducting

boundary surface as this is approached more and more closely.

In order to show this, the electric lines have been drawn in the

several paftcnis for the current and charge distributions. It is

left as a simple exorcise in the I'M type and as a more complicated

one in the TE type to sketch sectional patterns of the magnetic

li(dd.
,

12. Hollow Conductors of Rectangular Cross Section.—^The use

of pip(is as transmission circuits or wave guides is not restricted to

tbosc of ciivular cross section. Both TM and TE types, each with a

larg(' niimbor of different modes, are possible in pipes of any cross-

s('(*.tional shape, including rectangular, triangular, elHptical, and

ol,h(u-s. 'I’lie (lisl.ributions of surface cuirent and charge correspond

in ways appropriaf.0 for the particular shape to analogous ones in

l,he pipe of circular section. The longest wavelength or doi^nt

mode in a nu-.tangular pipe of sides a and i> m the JJSi.o (which

(•orresponds to tlie 7’Ab., in a circular pipe). The TEi.o and TEo,i

inodos ciui bo (excited if

a > for the VA’i.o mode ;
b > for the TEo.i mode (12.1)

'rh(^s(. f.wo modes differ only in having the transverse (x and y) axes

inferdianged. T\w distributions of surface current and charge
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Electric Field 6 >- Surface Current 1.

Fig. 12.1.— mode in a rectangular pipe; a > \ b < ArrowH
indicate the direction of positive surface current; nil charge ooncontratioiis move
to the right.
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and of the electric field for the TEi,o mode are shown in Fig. 12.1.

As in aU TE modes, there is a standing-wave pattern around the

periphery of each cross section. The direction of fiow of surface

current on the inner surfaces is shown in Fig. 12.2 with the pipe

represented as though cut lengthwise along the center of the top

and folded out flat. The magnitude of the current is greatest near

(c)

Fig. 12.3.—Hij^hor modoR in u roctanfculnr pipe, (a) TE2,0 mode; b > \tkm.

^aJh 2cLb
(6) TEi,i mode; — > Xr/fAf. (c) TM\,i ipodo; : - > XruM-

Va* + 6* Va* +

or at the arrows, and reduces to zero at the points toward which the

lines of fiow converge or from which they diverge. The distribution

is similar to that of Fig. 11.4 for a pipe of circular cross section.

Note that on the side surfaces the current is transverse only. If

a single mode is to obtain, it is neccssaiy that the longer side a

satisfy the inequality

^•rwAi* > a > iJ-XiTiTAr (12.2)

with the shorter side b such that

b K. (12.3)

It is interesting that there is no lower limit for b. It can be made
as small as desired Cat the expense of increasing attenuation).
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Cross sections showing distributions of churgc nud ole<5t>ri(*» ticld

in several higher modes^ are given in Fig. 12.3.

13. Parameters of Transmission Circuits —Nonrosonant trans-

mission circuits of all the types described are characterized l)y two

fundamental parameters, the phase constant and the ai/tonuation

constant ag. These appear in the solutions of the general form

(6.1), which characterize the axial behavior of a traveling surface

of constant phase for density of charge, for each (ioinpoiient of

surface current, and for individual components of the electro-

magnetic field. The attenuation constant must be small in every

Fig. 13.1.—Cutoff wavelengths for two mocloH in a ooaxinl pipt*.

practically important transmission circuit, at letist ovcu* a usc^ful

range of frequencies. The band of frequencies for which the at.tenu-
ation constant is small is called the low-attenuation band or pass
band; the band of frequencies for which the attenuation (^onstaut
is vety large is called the high-attenuation band or stop band. In
the ideal case of perfect conductors and perfect diolectric.s, the
attenuation constant is zero in the pass band and rises abruptly
and steeply at the beginning of the stop band. The frequency at
which this happens is called the cutoff frequency, /o»toff. Th(^

1 The several modes in a rectangular pipe may bo dwtinguiHhod by the
gra subsenpts m and n in the axially nonresoiiant case (a Uiird HubstTipt is
required m the axially resonant case). Those specify tlic miinbor of half-

surface charge or current along the x (widtli a) or y(width b) Sections. The transverse distribution of charge is always sinusoidal
with zero density at the corners.
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corresponding wavelength as measured using the TEM mode is

called the cutoff wavelength. It should be denoted by (XrBjif)cutoff.

Since cutoff wavelengths will always be expressed in terms of the
TEM wavelength, the subscript TEM will usually be omitted and
XiMuoff written. Where convenient, the number subscripts m and n
may l)e used to distinguish between cutoff values for different modes.

Ail coaxial-line and hollow-conductor transmission circuits are

high-pass filters in that the pass band lies above a certain cutoff

frociuency (or l)cl()w a certain cutoff wavelength). The cutoff

Table 13.1.—Wave-guide Parameters and Constants

' NIode TEM: couxial

PttmiuotorV^

/, Inner rudiim of outer
coiuluctor

rt UadiuH of inner con-
ductor

jTAro.i: circular I r£i,i: circular TEi.o: reotang.

Inner radius of cylinder

Not defined

Shorter side

Longer side

Wavolength < X < «

;

rango for //, _ ^ A
Hinglonuxlo < 2^
(X « Xrjr,u)

2.006 < X < 2.016 2.016 < X < 3.416
(2rMo,i also

Xtji«/2.016

possible)

Xrjfi//3.416

a < X < 2a;
6 <X/2

XrjMr/2a

K* (1^6 B- r 0.436 + I

* 1
U L vT^»' J LvT^T^J

It, g VI -

N, x/vnryi

I.,,, ../vr^«
'

SHrfiu't* iMiHiHiunod, Ii‘ '\f 3** \/Mr/p’ 0) * oluiis

(<r in ci.iiiliii.liviiy in nilio»/in;“p 1A is rwmtivity in ohni-iii; for eoinwr.

(MuirncleriHl

in free Hpiiec: (

lie reniHljin(’e -

in :i dielectric:

(Sie = 376.7 ohuiB

in free Hpiiee: i»r
- = 0 10* in/sec

('Inu JudcriHlie phaMC v(‘l<iei1.v

in a dielectric: rp =

1
in space: /3 co/re

I buH(' cnuHtuiil
I jjj (li(«i(*ct.rie.: j8 - wAi»

,,, ,
rill free.s[)nce: X « W/ * 2t/^

Wiivr* length
j <liei(*ct-ric: X ”> U;i//

5.8 • 10^ mhos/in
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wavelength in a coaxial line depends upon both the inner radius 6

of the outer conductor and the radius a of the inner conductor.

Moreover, the formula is intricate. Curves showing the ratio

(X/l>)outoff as a function of h/a are given in Fig. 13.1 for the two most
important modes, the TMo.i and the TEi,i. It follows from
this figure that, for the IPMo,i mode, (}^/b)eaton decreases to zero as

(6 — a) — 0. On the other hand, (X/6)outoff increases to 2.61 as'

a —> 0. This is the value for the circular pipe without inner con-

ductor. (X/6)cutoff for the TEi^x mode behaves differently. It

approaches 27r (circumference equal to one wavelength) as

(6 — a)—>0; it diminishes to (X/6)ctttoff = 3.41 (circumference
. only slightly more than one-half wavelength) for the pipe (a = 0).

Cutoff wavelengths for several pipes are summarized in Table 13.1,

where formulas are given for phase and attenuation constants for

the wavelength X^, for the phase velocity Vpgy and the group velocity
Vyg. As in the electromagnetic field near an antenna. Chap. II,

Sec. 36, the phase velocity exceeds the group velocity, the relation-
ship being

VpgVgg == V\ (13.1)

if air is the dielectric. If any other dielectric is used, v = Vety/ix^r
must be written for Vc, as explained in Chap. II, Sec. 2.

*. 14, Comparison and Summary of the Properties of Transmission
Circuits. Since it is possible to select from a variety of transmission
circuits, it is well to summarize the properties of each type in the
light of the basic criteria listed in Sec. 4.

1. d. Power loss in heoting conductors and dielectrics thot dre ’port

of the line. For pipes of comparable surface area, the attenu-
ation due to imperfect conductors does not differ greatly for any
of the four modes for which formulas are given in Table 13.1. Since
coaxial lines may be and usually are much smaller than correspond-
ing pipes, the losses in heating are usually greater in the coaxial
lines. Because insulating supports are not required in the pipe,
the attenuation due to them is eliminated. Losses in all types of
transmission circuits are increased if more modes than the one mode
actually used for power transmission are excited.

b. Power loss by Radiation from metal pipes of all
types including the coaxial is practically nonexistent if the ends
are closed. If the ends are open, significant radiation occurs
because of the uncanceled forces exerted by moving charges inside
but near the open ends and because of currents that may be on
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the outside surface of a coaxial or other pipe if it has an open end
or slits or apertures of any kind anywhere along its length. An
open end on a sufl&ciently large pipe is essentially equivalent to an
electromagnetic horn, as discussed in Chap. II.

2. Power Capacity: a. Dielectric breakdown,—Hollow conductors

are superior to coaxial lines in their ability to handle larger con-

centrations of charge, because these concentrations can be kept

farther apart than in a conventional coaxial line so that the electric

field is less intense.

5. Current capacity,—In practice, a pipe is likely to have a much
greater conducting surface than a coaxial line, and therefore its

current-carrying capacity is greater.

3. Frequency Range and Frequency Response,—Ej0B.cient operation

of any transmission circuit requires that only a single mode be

excited, viz., the one actually used. Although it is possible and

necessary for some purposes to eliminate undesired higher or lower

modes by appropriate methods of driving, discussed at a later point,

the simplest and best method wherever possible is to make use of

the longest wavelength and the lowest frequency mode, the so-called

** dominant mode,'' and to design the size of the pipe so that the

operating frequency is in the pass band of this mode and in the

stop band of all higher frequency modes. In effect, this means

that the useful operating range of a given transmission circuit lies

between a lower frequency limit defined by the cutoff of the domi-

nant mode and an upper frequency limit defined by the cutoff of

the next higher mode. These ranges are given in Table 13.1.

Because the lower cutoff of the TEM mode in a coaxial line is

at zero frequency, the frequency range of this dominant mode in

the coaxial line exceeds the range of any other mode. The upper-

frequency limit of the TMo.i mode from the point of view of single-

mode operation is the cutoff for the TE2,1 mode. The wavelength

ranges for single-mode operation are also specified in Table

13.1.

4. Physical Availability,—The practical and economical possi-

bility of constructing coaxial and hollow conductors for use as

transmission systems depends on the dimensions required to assure

single-mode operation at a specified frequency. Since the TEM
mode in a coaxial line has no lower cutoff frequency, coaxial lines

(and open-wire lines) may be used at frequencies as low as desired

and may be constructed of any convenient size permitted by con-

siderations of power capacity. On the other hand, at higher and
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higher frequencies, the coaxial line must be made smador and smallei'

if single-mode operation is to be assured. Ultimately a point is

reached at which adequate power capacity is impossible. This

usually occurs at wavelengths in the centimeter range. Pipe

transmission is not available at longer wavelengths because of the

large size of pipe required. Where possible, pipes using only the

dominant TjBi,i mode in a circular pipe, or the ITSi.o mode in a

rectangular pipe, are preferred.

5. Special Features .—For connecting to rotating directional

antennas, a transmission circuit that permits the use of a swdvel

joint is often convenient. Requirements for this purpose include

not only a circular pipe but also complete rotational symmetry

of the distributions of oscillating charge and current. Both these

conditions obtain in the TEM and TMo,i modes in a coaxial system

and in the TMq^i mode in circular pipes. Since the TEM mode is

dominant, it is normally used vdth a coaxial line. On the other

hand, with the pipe the TEi,’i mode has a lower (longer wavelength)

cutoff frequency than the rotationally symmetrical mode.

If a pipe with a swivel joint is designed for the pass band of the

TMq,i mode, it is also large enough for the pass band of the TEi,i

mode. The TEi,i mode must be avoided either by using a driving

device that does not excite it, or it must be suppressed by suitably

designed wire grids, for example.

In any transmission system, it is essential that the cross-scctional

distribution of current and charge at the load end be known. In

rotationally .symmetrical systems, there is no difficulty. On the

other hand, in the TEi^i mode in a coaxial or in a circular pipe,

the transverse standing-wave pattern may spiral down a pipe

that is not absolutely uniform. This makes it difficult to operate

a load efficiently, since it must be designed for a particular orienta-

tion of the transverse standing-wave pattern or of the polarization

of the associated electric field. The rectangular pipe using the

TjBi.o mode has the great advantage of a fixed transverse standing-

wave pattern, with charge concentrations always on the wider side

and an electric field parallel to the narrower side.

For some purposes, flexible transmission cable is required.

Such cable can be constructed for both coaxial and hollow trans-

mission circuits. Attenuation is usually greater than in rigid

circuits, and difficulties may be encountered because of small

changes in the cross-sectional shape or size as the cable is

bent.
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rrr transmitting and receiving systems using nonreso-
HANT circuits

16. Methods of Driving.

—

A. variety of possible distributions of

oH.cillating charge on the interior conducting surfaces of axially

nonrcHonant coaxial and hollow transmission circuits have been

described. But nothing has been said as to the connections to the

device driving the circuit, i.e., to a generator or a receiving antenna,

or to the load terminating the circuit. These are described in this

and the following sections.

In conventional coaxial (and open-wire) lines, the two terminals

of n symmetrical generator always can be connected or coupled

directly to the two conductors (or groups of conductors) of the line

because these carry equal and opposite currents and charges. Most

nltra-high-fre(iucncy generator designed for use with coaxial or

with single pipers have a coaxial-line output, although the dimen-

sions of the line may bo such that the Tilfo.i rather than the TEM
mode is excited. In either case, the currents on the inner surface

of the outer conductor and the outer surface of the inner conductor

ar<r axially directed and rotationally symmetrical so that total

(Uirrenl.s can be defined easily for both the TEM mode (in which

t,hey are opposilu and ccpial) and the 2’il/o.i mode (in which they

are* codircrctional, with the inner current smaller). The transfer

from omr coaxial line to another is made easily if both lines use the

TEM mode or the mode, or if one uses the TEM and the

otlu'i- the 7'Jl/oi mode. The simplest connection for the TEM

mode is illustrated in Fig. I5.1a. In the arrangement shown, the

small coaxial lino from the generator is terminated in its characto-

isti<! impedance by means of a double-stub matching section. The

movable single-stub section of Fig. 15.1i> may be used i^tead of

the double-stub tuner. Instead of changing abruptly from the

lino of smaller to that of larger size, as shown in the figure, it is

.losirable to insert a tapered section between the two fines or pip^.

If this is made a wavelength or more long, the matching stubs

are usually not necossaiy. In practice, such a tapered length may

be less convenient than a matching section.

It is a simple matter to transfer from a coaxial-pipe ^^^^or

TMa 1
motlo to a single-pipe mode such as the cylrndncal TMo,i

or the reel,angular TM,,. These are ^^laractenzed by e^usivdy

axial surface currents that obviously may be

arrangement of Fig. 15.16, where the inner conductor of the coaxial
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line is extended a short, distance into the pipe. The arrangement
IS now similar to that of an antenna erected perpendicular to a
conducting plane of infinite extent. In this case, the infinite plane
IS folded over into an infinitely long (or equivaJent) pipe. A stand-
ing-wave distribution of oscillating current and charge is Tnn.int.niTiofl

on the projecting inner conductor or antenna, and a rotationaily

(a)

uiirestrioted^kn^®*'-'^) in a coaxial pipe with h

with h \m-Btr /o M ^ TBM/2irt (6) the TMo,i mode in a hollow cylinder

symmetnc^ traveling-wave distribution is maintained on the inner
surface of the pipe. Because the electromagnetic field of an antenna
decreases rapidly outward along the axis, Chap. II, Fig. 35.1, the
held and hence the current and charge distributions on the pipe
even a short distance beyond the end of the antenna are not affected*rec% by the fienodically varying charge in the antenna. The
distribution of current and charge is that of the cylindrical TMo imode or rectangular TM i,i mode.
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In order to excite the TE modes, in particular the dominant

TE 1,1 in a circular pipe or the TEi,q in a rectangular pipe, a stand-

ing-wave pattern must be excited in the transverse plane. This

may be accomplished by the arrangement in Fig. 16.2. The inner

\\\\»

Kkj. 15.12. MoMiod of <lriviiiK (a) and (b) TE\,x mode in a hollow (‘.yliiulcr; and

(c) and (5) 77i’i.(» inod(‘ in a roclaiiKular pipe. Arrows donoUi niaxiinuni ourront.

(‘.onductor of th(^ rosoiiaiit cud ol a coaxial lino is arraugocl as an

antenna l.o ext.eud across the center ol' and i)erpendi(uilar to the

axis ol the pipc^ By means of the adjustable stid). at the top, the

maxiniuni current may Ix^ fixed at the center of the antenna. A

standiug-wav(^ distribution is excited h\ the transverse plane, Kig.
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15.2a. By suitably adjusting the large movable piston in the pipe,

the electromagnetic field due to currents up and down on the inner

face of the piston and the field due to currents in the antenna itself

may be adjusted to be essentially in phase at points to the right

of the antenna much as in an antenna with parabolic reflector.

The resulting distributions of oscillating charge and of the electro-

magnetic field at a distance of a wavelength or more from the

Fia. 15.3.—Methods of exciting the TE modes, (a) Vacuum tui>e ami part of

two-wire line tank circuit of UHK generator built into hollow pipe. Chirreiits iu

the lino exert forces oii top and bottom to sot currents in motion there as required
for TE mode. (6) Two-wire feeder and nntciiim placed at optimum distance from
the closed end to excite TE mode.

antenna are characteristic of the TEi,i mode alone if the size of the

pipe is appropriately chosen. Near the antenna a complicated

superposition of many modes is to be expected. The corresponding

arrangement for a rectangular pipe is sho\vn in Fig. 15.2c. A
double-stub tuner (or a movable single-stub tuner) must be pro-

vided at the end of the coaxial line if this is to be nom*esonant. If

the line is shoi*t and resonant, a telescoping section of coaxial line

may be used instead of the tuner. If the ultra-high-frequency

generator has a tank circuit consisting of a section of two-wire

line, or if a two-wire line is to be used as a feeder, the arrangements

of Fig. 15.3 may be used.
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16. Matching Circuits for Pipes.— In describing the distributions

of cun’ont and of charge in the conducting surfaces of a pipe (or

the distribution of the electromagnetic*, field in its interior) it has

been assumed that the circuit is axially nonresonant. The mathe-

matical form for a traveling-wave distribution can always bo

Fig. Uou^Iily (jomimnil)lc (umiit cloimMitH.

obtained by allowing the circuit to become infinit.oly long. In

practice, nonresonant transmission circuits may l)c approximated

closely by utilizing suitably designed terminating devices.

In conventional line theory, in which impedance may b(*.

defined by the ratio of potential difference to total current, a formida

for the input impedance of an infinitely long line is derived readily.
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By definition it is the characteristic impedance Zc and is largely

resistive. Obviously any termination for a line that equals Zc is the

equivalent of an infinitely long line. In pipes (or coaxials operated

in other than the TEM mode), it is not possible to define in the

conventional way an input impedance for an infinitely long pipe.

A generalized impedance concept, nevertheless, is useful in a
similar but more restricted sense in pipes as discussed in Sec. 26.

For present purposes, it is sufficient to state that, for a given mode
in a pipe, it is possible to construct circuit elements (in a generalized

meaning) that are equivalent in their effect to shunt and series

coils, capacitors, and stub sections in conventional lines. A few
roughly equivalent circuit elements for a two-wire open line and the
dominant modes in circular and rectangular pipes are shown in

Fig. 16.1. A combination of two suitably chosen circuit elements
may be arranged in a matching section that can be inserted between
the long pipe and the load in ways that are comparable to the
various special cases obtained in more conventional circuits using
a T section of reactive elements or the general section of a resonant
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line with adjustable taps, Chap. II, Sec. 28. Several of many
possible combinations are shown in Fig. 16.2. They include an
arrangement of inductor and capacitor, a movable single-stub tuner

and a fixed double-stub tuner.

17. Load Circtiits for Pipes.—In general terms, two types of

load may be described for pipe transmission circuits. The first

type consists of loads that are designed especially for a particular

mode in a given pipe and therefore have no input terminals in the

sense used in ordinary networks confined to the near zone. Loads

of the second type are conventional. They have two closely spaced

input terminals for which an input impedance can be defined in

terms of potential difference and total current.

Khj. 17.1. (a) Horn for TJU.i mode in a circular pipe. (6) Horn for TEi,o mode
in a rectangular pipe.

Loads that, arc designed especially for a single mode in a par-

ticuilar pipe may be connected directly to the output end of the pipe

following the matching section. Important examples are antennas

of the electromagnetic hora type, Fig. 17.1. If the shape of the

cross scctiioii of a horn designed for the 2'E modes is the same as

t.liat of the pipe, but flared gradually, each cross-sectional plane

continues to have essentially the same standing-wave distribution

of (uirrent. and charge as along the axially nonresonant pipe. How-

(wor, there is no traveling-wave distribution in the axial direction

along the horn and along a part of the matching section. These

an*, resonant in the axial direction as well as in the transverse plane.

A (l(d.ailcd disc.ussion of axially resonant sections of pipe is rested

for Secs. 19 to 27. The lines of flow of sheets of current on the inner

surfaces of a horn of rectangular cross section driven in the TEi,o

inode arc sketched in Fig. 17.2 at an instant when the current is a

inaxinnun and the charge density is everywhere zero in the stand-

ing-wave (listrilmtion. The electromagnetic field at distant points

is due primarily to these sheets of current, as discussed in Chap. II,

Sec. 12. Fi(dd jiatti'i-ns are not the same if the pipe is excited m
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different inodes, so that a variety of directional properties is

available.

Fig. 17.2.—^Lines of flow of surface curronl iti an oloctromagnotic horn.

PISTON

Fig. 17.3.—Cross section showing the transfer from the 7'jKi,o mode in a hm'-

tangular pipe to the rotationally syniraotrical Tilfo.i mode in a circular cyliiKltM*

and back to a rectangular pipe. Pistons for matching are also shown. I)otto<l

lines show the approximate distribution of electric field for a short distance* in eiwdi

pipe at a particular instant.

In addition to electromagnetic horns of various types, the load
for a particular mode in a pipe may be another pipe of diiTorciit

size or of different cross-sectional shape. For example, if it is

desired to make use of a swivel joint in a pipe transmission syst.(uri
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using; the dominant TJSi.o mode in a pipe of rectangular section,

it is necessary to transfer to a rotationally symmetrical mode,
such as the TMo,! in a circular cylinder. A simple arrangement for

accomplishing this is shown in Fig. 17.3. Since the TEi,q mode
in the lower rectangular pipe has exclusively an up-and-down
electric field, the TE\,i mode should not be excited in the vertical

circular pipe, even though the radius is necessarily well above the

cutoff for this mode. By appropriate adjustment of the two pains

of pistons, the rectangular as well as the circular pipe may be made

LONG PIPE
. AND
MATCHING
SECTION

ANTENNA
LOAD

TUNER
Kui. 17.4.—TriinHfor aootion for connocting a TE pipo .mode to a convouUontil

coaxial lino with a twotormiual load.

nonresonant. As a second example, a rectangular pipe of long side

a may be connected to a pipe with long side 2a, 3a, or na, where

n is any integer, preferably odd, so that a symmetrical connection

is possible. The wider pipe is then excited in the TEn,o mode,

although lower modes also may be excited simultaneously.

In order to drive conventional two-terminal antennas or other

loads from a pipe transmission circuit, it is usually necessary to make
use of a closely spaced coaxial line or a two-wire line to connect

directly to the load. The problem then is reduced to driving a

coaxial line or a two-wire line from a pipe. This is accomplished

readily if it is recalled that, according to the reciprocal theorem

(Sec. 43), the relative directional properties of a transmitting array

with one driven antenna are the same as the directional properties
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of the same array used as a recover. Accordingly, the effective

and simple arrangements of Fig. 15.16 for driving a pipe from a

coaxial line using an antenna may be inverted for use with a receiver,

Fig. 17.4. It is necessary to change the position of the matching

section, since it is now the long pipe that is loaded and the coaxial

line that is driven. This means that a section of the type shown in

Fig. 16.2 should be inserted between the long pipe and the receiving

antenna. Since the properties of the receiving array (including

the antenna and the piston beyond it) as a load can be modified by

Fig. 17.5.—Plane view of an axial section of a resonant load for a pipe driven
in a dominant TJE mode. The array of four antennas is driven with progressive

phase differences of a quarter period. The loops are at points of maximum surface
current and maximum magnetic field perpendicular to the loops; the straight

antennas at points of maximum surface charge and maximum vortical oleetrio field

in the standing-wave pattern.

moving the piston in the pipe as well as the piston in the coaxial

stub above the antenna, it is often possible to obtain a satisfactory

match by adjusting these alone without using a matching section

between the receiving antenna and the long pipe. If an antenna
is to be driven from a two-wire line rather than from a coaxial line,

an arrangement like Fig. 15.36 may be used at the load end and
provided with a suitable matching section in the pipe.

A single antenna or the several units of an entire array may be
driven directly from a pipe in a way resembling Fig. 41.15 of Chap.
II for a coaxial line. Since as much as a quarter wavelength of an
antenna can he inserted, a greater variety of connections is possible.

Two methods of coupling are shown in Fig. 17.5 for a TE mode.
Each unit is erected vertically on the pipe with a part extending

through a hole into the pipe. If it merely projects into the pipe,

it must he located at a point of maximum charge concentration or

maximum transverse electric field in the axial standing-wavu
pattern. If it is bent into a loop and connected to the inner sur-
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tac6 of the pipe, it must be placed at a point of maximum axial

current or maximum transverse magnetic field. Note that dis-

tances between maxima of current or between Tnayima. of charge
are spaced in terms of Xj, the wavelength in the pipe, not in terms
of Xrsjtf.

Since \ is always greater than the wavelength in space,

arrays may not have the desired spacing in terms of \Tsit- It is

possible, however, to reduce Xg by increasing the diameter of the

pipe, by inserting dielectric disks, or by inserting an inner con-

ductor of such size that the TEM mode is alone possible. In

this case, X, = "Ktsm, and the problem is essentially the same as

that discussed under end-driven arrays in Chap. II, Sec. 42. In

the present case, however, the coaxial line may have as large an

twtsidc diameter as the pipe, if the inner conductor is correspond-

ingly enlarged so that (& — a) is sufficiently small.

In all cases in which antennas project into a pipe or into a coaxial

conductor through holes or slits, surface currents pass aroimd the

edges of the hole to the outside surface of the pipe, where they are

distributed in more or less complicated patterns. Their amplitudes

depend on the size and number of the holes and whether all or a

part of the outside surface of the entire pipe is resonant in one of

many possible modes. CuiTents on the outside surface necessarily

contribute directly to the distant electromagnetic field, and the

array therefore consists of the projecting antennas and the outer

surface of the pipe. Even if there are no projecting antennas, the

l)rosencc of holes in a pipe involves currents on the outside surface,

and a nonvanishing field due to them as well as partly uncanceled

(ields due to currents on the inside. The magnitudes and directions

of such fields depend on the size, the number, and the location

of the holes, as well as on the dimensions of the pipe and the mode

that is excited. A section of an imperfectly enclosed pipe (some-

times called a leaky wave guide) thus is seen to be an antenna.

18. Receiving Systems.—A receiving system differs from a

t,ransmittor only in the nature of the load and the method of driving.

The load may consist of a detector or mixer specially designed for

a i)art.icular mode in a pipe. It may be built into a section of the

pipe and connected to it directly after a suitable matching section.

I f the load is of a more conventional two-terminal type with coaml

or two-wire line connections, a suitable transfer section for passing

from the pipe to a coaxial or a two-wire line inust be used with

appropriately designed and placed matching sections.
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The reciprocal theorem indicates that any of the transmitting

arrays appropriate for use with pipes may be inserted and used as

receiving arrays with comparable directional properties. The

electromagnetic horn is an example. For maximum transfer of

power to a pipe transmission circuit or wave guide from a receiving

array, a suitably designed matching section between the array

and the long pipe is required. A second matching section between

pipe and load permits adjustment to make the pipe nonresonant,

as described for conventional lines in Chap. II, Sec. 28. If the

pipe is short, it may be used as a resonant section with one of the

matching sections omitted.

IV. RESONANT CIRCTHTS

19. Introduction and Notation.—In the analysis of conventional

lines, Chap. I, emphasis was placed primarily on the transmission of

power from a generator attached to one end of the line, called the

sending end, to a load at the other end, called the receiving end.

The symbols Za and Zr were introduced, with subscripts S and 72,

to designate the sending- and receiving-end impedances.

At ultra-high-frequencies, conventional lines as well as more
general transmission circuits are used for many purposes besides

the transmission of power. A transmission circuit may be used

for making measurements such as the determination of wavelength,

impedance, and phase; or a resonant section may form part of a

tank circuit in an ultra-high-frequency generator. In some of

these applications, it is convenient to couple the generator and the

load to the circuit at other points than at the ends. In such cases,

the names sending end and receiving end no longer apply
;
it becomes

necessary to designate points along a transmission circuit in terms

of an axis
,

of coordinates. For example, the z coordinate may be

measured along the axis of the circuit with origin at one end. Then
2=0 locates one end, z — s the other end. The terminating

impedance at 2 = 0 of a conventional line is then conveniently

denoted by Zo, that at 2 = 5 by Za. The subscripts 0 and s merely

locate the impedance on the 2 axis.

In more general types of transmission circuit for which it is

not possible to define terminating impedances in the conventional

sense because the circuit does not end in a pair of terminals that arc

in the near zone 'with respect to each other, factors that measure

the over-all attenuation and phase shift at a termination are intro-

duced to characterize the properties of the termination. They are
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dofined in such general terms that they are as useful for conventional

lines as for general transmission circuits. Factors characterizing

the termination at z = 0 have the subscript 0 ;
those for the terinina-

tion at 2 = s have the subscript s.

)20. Resonant Sections of Transmission Circuits.—If a trans-

mission circuit of the coaxial or the hollow type is closed at both

ends by a metal piston, axially resonant distributions of oscillating

current and charge may be excited. Depending upon the method

of driving and the size of the pipe, these distributions may be of the

TM or the TE type. If the matching section at the end *of a

I'kj. 20.1.—OharKC and olc<^tric-ficlfl distribution at the instant when these are

lunxiinum in the Htaudinjs-wavo mode in a closed circular cylinder of inner

radiuH b and IciiRth s. llotational syramotry about the axis obtains. A quarter

period later, charRO and oloctric hold are everywhere zero; sheets of maximum current

aro from + to — alouR iho walls; n circular magnetic field obtains with oppositely

directed maxima at the two circular end walls and zero at the center.

2

nonresonant transmission circuit excited in one 'particular 'mode is

removed and replaced by a metal piston, the circuit may be tuned

to resonance by moving the piston until the amplitudes of the cur-

rent and charge (a« well a.s of the electric and magnetic fields) are

maximized. The resulting axial standing-wave distributions differ

from the traveling-wave case, as is discussed, in general ter^ m
Sec. 3. Th(j i.ransversc distribution characteristic of the particular

inodes is essentially the same as when the circuit is nonresonant, but

it is now the transverse pattern of a standing-wave instead of a

traveling-wave distribution in the axial direction. Distributio^

of maximum charge (and of maximum transverse electnc field)

are axially fixed at intervals of X,/2 instead of travehng with a

(‘haracteristic phase velocity. Extreme ampUtudes of axially

directed current (and of maximum transverse magnetic field) occur

a quarter period after the maxima of charge and midway between
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them. This is illustrated in Fig. 20.1 for the TMo,u\ mode and in

Fig. 20.2 for the TEi,ui mode in a circular pipe.

{a)

Fig. 20.2.—(a) Distiibutioii of charge and electric field at tho instant of maxi-
mum in the standing-wave mode in a closed circular cylinder of inner radins b
and length a. The distribution is the same for each crosa section, hut tho density
of the charge and the intensity of the electric field are largest at tho (jentor and
diminish cosinusoidally to zero at the end walls; (b) distribution of surface current
a quarter period after (a). There is a standing-wave pattern in tho transverse
and in the axial planes. Current is from top center to bottom center around sido
and end walls. The distributions are not rotationally symmetrical.

TjEfXi.i.i
2

An additional resonant mode in a circular cylinder, the '/'M’o.i.o,

has no nonresonant counterpart, Fig. 20.3. This mode is inde-
pendent of the length of the cylinder. The TMo.i.p mode is liko
Fig. 20.1, the TB] mode like Fig. 20.2 but with p half wavelengths
contained between the end surfaces. Similar resonant modes can
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be excited in hollow metal parallelepipeds of length s, longer side a,

and shorter side b. The TJSi.o.i mode has a resonant wavelength^

If a transmission circuit of the hollow or the coaxial type is

closed at both ends by metal pistons, the condition for resonance

I'ui. Distribution of charge and electric field at the instant of maximum
in the standiiig-wnvo TA/o.i.o mode in a closed circular cylinder of inner radius h.

A quarter period later radial currents arc on the inner surface of each end face and
uniform currents parallel to the axis arc on the cylindrical surface. The magnetic
field is circular and the same in magnitude and direction in every cross section.

TMXo.i.o » 2 .61 ?>

for any particular mode is

= Ptt p = 1, 2,
• •

• (20.1)

where is the. phase constant for the particular mode; and Sp is

the pth resonant length of the circuit, or distance between the

inner surfaces of the pistons for an integral value of p. The shortest

1 Cicucnil formulas for resonant wavelengths for cloBcd cylinders of circular

and rectangular cross section are given below. Rectangular cylinder of sides

a, h, a ill the a, y, z directions,

X = 1 -
m.n.p

_j, (n/5)» + (p/»)*

CUrcular cylinder of inner radius h and length s,

2
TE\nt m, p —

2

VCp/s)* V(pA)* + (kn.m'/irby

where kn,m is the rwth root of Jn(,x) = 0, and kn,m' is the wth root of •/»(»)' =
A few values are

/co»i ” 2 . 40 Ajo,2 ““ 5.52 hy « 3.83 ko.i' =7.02
fci.i “ 3.83 A;i.2 = 7.02 fc,.,' = 1.84 ibi.a' = 5.33

kiA « 5.14 /fcj./ = 3.05
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length for resonance is defined by p = 1. By measuring Si experi-

mentally, Pg can be determined theoretically directly from (20.1)

with p = 1. In practice, it is not possible to excite the resonant

section and to determine resonance without inserting small driving

and receiving antennas at appropriate points that depend upon the

mode. Since these driving and detecting circuits, however small

and loosely coupled they may be, inevitably affect the condition of

resonance, this method is not satisfactory.

21. Generalized Condition for Resonance; Phase Factors of

Terminations; Measurement of Wavelength.—In Sec. 16, it is

pointed out that generalized circuit elements can be devised for

transmission circuits that are not restricted to the near zone in

the transverse plane. Elements corresponding in their effect on

the circuit to variable inductances, capacitances, tuned circuits,

and stub sections of conventional lines are described specifically

for the dominant modes in pipes of circular and rectangular section.

By analogy with reactive terminations for conventional lines, they

are called reactive elements, since energy losses in heating them
are negligible. When such a reactive element terminates a trans-

mission circuit or wave guide, its principal effect is to change the

condition for resonance. Thus, if a part of a transmission circuit

extending from z = 0 to 2 = s is terminated at z = 0 by one reactive

element and at z = 5 by another, the condition for resonance may
l^e written in the form

= (p + p = 0, 1, 2,
. .

. (21.1)

where is a phase factor characteristic of the termination at

z = 0 and <i>(, is a corresponding factor for the termination at z == s.

These factors are denned by (21.1) subject to the arbitrary con-

vention that the value of ^ for a metal piston is chosen to be ir/2

if Pg is in radians per meter, or 90® if pg is in degrees per meter.

(Zero might be chosen equally well; for some purposes, a factor
— t/2 is defined with = 0 for a piston.-) If both

terminations are pistons, (21.1) reduces to (20.1). If driving and
receiving antennas are arranged near the end z = s of a trans-

mission circuit, a phase factor may be defined for the entire

section containing them. By tuning the circuit to resonance

by moving a piston (^o = t/2) at z = 0 to locate two successive

resonance peaks that occur when the line has the lengths Sp and
Sp+i, from (21.1)

A/(®7H-1 ®p) •“ T (21 .2 )
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This expression is true for all types of transmission circuits including

open-wire lines using reactive terminations of any description. If

Sp+i and Sp are both, determined, preferably with p = 1, the phase

constant Pg of the line may be computed directly from (21.2). The
wavelength \g of a particular mode in a transmission circuit is

defined by

Hence, from (21.2),

•jfXg — ^p+i Sp

(21.3)

(21.4)

This is a standard formula for determining in a resonant trans-

mission circuit from the experimentally determined distance

Sp+i — Sp between successive resonance peaks.

The phase factor for any termination at 2 = 0 may be deter-

mined experimentally by using a piston at 2; = s and moving this

until the circuit is tuned to resonance, preferably at p = 1, when

(21.5)

If Pg has been calculated using Table 13.1 or determined experi-

mentally, as explained in Sec. 20, and Si is measured directly,

may be computed from (21.5). The same formula is correct for

open-wire lines. (The value of ^ for a straight piece of wire of the

same size as the line, when used to terminate a two-wire line, is

given very nearly by = t/2 + where D is the separation

of the wires.)

If the termination is not purely reactive so that energy is

dissipated in heating it or a circuit coupled to it, a phase factor

may still be defined and measured experimentally in the same way,

provided that the circuit* is not so nearly nonresonant that standing

waves of appreciable amplitude are impossible. In order to obtain

comparable values of ^ for slits, stub sections, etc., as reactive

elements, it is usually desirable to connect a closed-end section of

pipe exactly X,,/4 in length beyond them so that the pipe is as

completely closed as possible when measurements are made. The
X^/4 section is the analogue of a high impedance or an insulating

stub on conventional lines. Experimental curves of # for hori-

zontal and vertical slits in a rectangular transmission circuit as

determined with such a X„/4 section are shown in Fig. 21.1. If it is

desired to determine 4> for a partic.ular termination, such as an open
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end or a horn, it should he measured exactly as used. In all cases,

$ is determined with respect to a particular cross section such as the

cross section at 2 = 0 or a = s. A value of # so determined may
be referred to any other cross section, e.g., at a distance s' from
2 = s, by writing #, = $, + pgS.

^ .

(6)
IiG. 21.1. Phase functions for horisontal and vertical slits in a rectangulai' trans-

mission circuit using the TEi.q mode.

22. Attenuatioii Factors of Terminations.—The amplitude of a
standing-wave distribution in a transmission circuit terminated in
a metal piston at each end and tuned exactly to resonance with the
pistons separated a distance Sp is given by

sinh (a^s,) (22 . 1 )
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This equation can be applied to any property related to the

amplitude of the standing wave, such as charge density, cun’ent

density, magnetic or electric field, where Rp stands for the resonant

amplitude of the chosen quantity, ag is the attenuation constant

of the transmission circuit operated in a given mode (as defined in

Tahk' 13. 1 ) ,
iH a conatant that depends upon the excitation. The

length .s,. is defined by (20.1). The quantity si^ ^
ebtainod from the curve marked sinhx, Fig-

f ^

®

X = 06,s„. When a„s„ is small, an approximation of (22.1) is

^ = A. (22 .2)
’’ Ol,Sp

If the two terminations are nordissivaMve and are characterized
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by phase functions and ^3,
the same formulas apply with Sp

obtained from (21.1).

If the terminations are dissipative, it is possible to define atten-

uation factors Aq and A 3 for them to take account of their share in

the attenuation. The attenuation factors are so defined that the

amplitude at resonance is

sinh ipLgSp + Ao + A,)
(22.3)

When agSp + Ao + A, is small,

sinh {cLgSp + Ao "h A») == agSp + Ao + Aa.

For a circuit that is not nonresonant or nearly so,^ the values

0.707j^, occur B,tSp±i ASp where Asp is the width of the resonance

curve that has its maximum at Sp. This width satisfies the equation

^2^ = + Ao + A. (22.4)

This relation is useful in the experimental determination of the

attenuation constant Ug for a transmission circuit and the attenu-

ation factors Ao and A« of the terminations. It is correct for con-

ventional lines as well as for pipes. Since a termination Sbt z — s

that makes a transmission circuit nonresonant is equivalent to an
infinitely long line, it follows from (22.3) that A« is infinite for such

a termination.

The attenuation constant oLg of a transmission circuit may be
determined experimentally by measuring the full widths ASp and
Asp+i of two successive resonance peaks at 0.707 of maximum
amplitude. The terminations of the line preferably should be
metal pistons of which one is movable. A small receiving antenna
must be inserted near the fixed piston and connected by a coaxial

line to a sensitive and accurately calibrated detector. A small

driven antenna may be arranged to project into the pipe at a con-

venient point. It must be so small that the generator is so loosely

coupled to the circuit that no significant reaction on the generator

is observed when the line is tuned. The locations Sp and Sp+i of

^ Specifically if

2

sinh* (agSp + Ao 4- A.) < < 1 (22.3a)
Hg

and

(J ASp)* < < Sp (22 .3&)
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the movable piston for two successive resonance adjustments, and

the locations Sp ± -J Asp and Sp+i ± ^ Asp+i for the 0.707 amplitudes

in each case may be determined experimentally. By subtracting

(22.4) from the same formula with p + 1 written for p,

ASp) = o!p(Sp+i 3p) (22.5)

With Sp+i, Sp, Asp+i, Asp, and Pg known, ag may be calculated directly.

It is to be noted that the attenuation due to the detector is sub-

tracted out.

The attenuation factor At of a terminating device, in particular

of the receiving antenna with the attached circuit and reflecting

piston, may be computed directly from (22.4), using the values of

Sp and Asp measured in determining ag. Ao for a metal piston is

negligibly small, so that

A, = iiSpASp — agSp (22.6)

The attenuation factor of any other termination may be measured

by using it in place of the movable piston. (If necessary for experi-

mental reasons, the receiving antenna with its reflecting piston and

the driven antenna may be made movable in a slot while the termi-

nation to be measured is fixed. If this is done, antennas and piston

must be moved equally to maintain their relative positions.) If

new values of Sp and Asp are determined for one resonance peak,

the formula (22.4) may be solved directly for Ao, using previously

determined values of jSp, ag, and A,.

23. Standing-wave Ratio.
—

^The standing-wave ratio p is defined

as the ratio where R is the amplitude of the current, or

of the charge density, or of the electric or the magnetic field,

along a transmission circuit, p is given by the general formula

p ~ _ cosh {agWroBX + At)
(23.1)

Rrmu «inh {agWxnin + A,)

where Wmt^x is the distance from the termination at s = « to the firat

cross section where R = is the distance from the termina-

tion of the circuit to the first cross section where R == Rit^] Wnda

differs from ty„utx by Xj,/4, and A, is the attenuation factor of the

termination. Since w„uix and Wmm. always may be kept less than

\g/2y it follows that for a transmission circuit with low attenuation

terminated in a power-absorbing load, it can usually be assumed

that

OigWmin ^ ^ AaJ agV)max ^ ^ A® (23.2)
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whence

p = coth As (23.3)

The quantities cosh {agWm^ + As) and sinh {agWndn + As) in (23.1)

and coth A» in (23.3) may be read directly from the curves, Fig.

22.1. It follows from (23.3) that it is possible to determine As
from an experimental determination of the standing-wave ratio

instead of from the width of a resonance curve at 0.707 of maximum
amplitude. If the resonance curve is blunt so that the condition

(Asp/2)2 < < sj is not well satisfied and the ratio ^max/J^n»,a is

small, a determination of As from the standing-wave ratio is to

be preferred. On the other hand, if Asp easily satisfies this con-
dition, the determination from the width of the resonance curve is

usually much more accurate. This is due to the fact that in

determining the standing-wave ratio experimentally, it is necessaiy
to move a receiving antenna, a coupling loop, or a probe along th('.

line. Since the detuning effect of the receiving antenna and th('.

power absorption in its load vary with the position of the antenna
along the standing-wave pattern, it is difldcult to determine accu-
rately the standing-wave ratio due to the effect of the termination
alone. It is no less difl5.cult to obtain an accurate measure of tlu^

distorting effect on the standing-wave i*atio due to the detector, as
its antenna or coupling loop is moved relative to the standing-wav(^
pattern from a point of maximum effect to one of minimum ofTcu^t,

or vice veraa. In the resonance-curve method, on the other hand,
it is possible to take accurate account of the attenuation due to the
detector.

It is clear from (23.3) that a standing-wave ratio of unity c.orre-

sponds to A* = 00
,
the value for a termination that makes a line

nonresonant.

24. Q of a Resonant Transmission Circuit.—The condition
for resonance in a transmission circuit expressed by (21.1) may
be disturbed by varying either the length s or the frequency in

Pg ^fl^pg- If the change in frequency required to reduce the
resonant amplitude Rp to 0.707 of its maximum value is sufficiently
small so that ag (which are, in general, functions of fre-
quency) change by a negligible amount, the ratio of the resonant
frequency to the band width A/ is the same as the ratio of resonant,
length to the width of the resonance curve. Hence, using (22.4),

Q ~
A/* A5p 2{a,Sp + Ao + As)

(24.1)
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If the attenuation functions of the terminations are zero, (24.1),

reduces to the simple form

« - 1,

for the Q of a resonant section of transmission circuit with dissi-

pationless terminations. These formulas apply to conventional

open-wire lines as well as to pipes.

26. Efficiency of Transmission.—The ratio of the power P,

transfeiTed to a terminating load characterized by an attenuation

function A, to the power Po supplied to a transmission circuit of

length s and attenuation constant ag is

^ _ sinh 2A, . .

Po sinh 2{agS + A,)
\ )

This ratio is maximized when A« is infinite and the load matched,

when

Po
(25.2)

The decil)el loss is given by

Loss (db) = 10 loK.o^ = 10 log,„

The form\ilas apply to conventional lines and to pipes.

26. Definition of Generalized Impedance.—Impedance is defined

for conventional transmission lines by the ratio of potential differ-

ence between two closely spaced terminals to the current entering

and leaving these terminals. When impedance is determined be

measurements on a transmission line, calculations are based on

experimental determinations of the locations and widths of reso-

nance curves or on the standing-wave ratio. Thus the phase factor

and the attenuation factor A« for an impedance Z*. must be deter-

mined explicitly or implicitly. The input impedance

Zin = Pin + jXln

of a section of conventional transmission line of cliaractcristic resist-

ance Rc and length s, terminated in an impedance Z« (diaractcrizcd

by the phase and attenuation factoi’s and A„, is given in con-

venient ratio form as zu,, = Zinflio == rim + jAm, whci-o
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_ ^

siah 2(as -f- A,)

cosh 2(ots + 4») “ cos 2(/3s + #•)

— sin 2(fis + $,)
“ cosh 2(as + Ao) - cos 2(/3s +

(26.1)

(26.2)

The terminal impedance Z, = R, jX, is obtained in ratio form

by writing s = 0 in (26.1) and (26.2).

— sinh 2il,
” cosh 2il« — cos 2$,

— ~~
~~

cosh 2At — cos 2^8

(26.3)

(26.4)

The relations (26.3) and (26.4) may be looked upon as generalized

definitions of the resistance and reactance ratios, ri, = lin/liv,

Xia = Xa/Rc) of a termination for a transmission circuit *c)f any

type on which A, and can be measured.

The formulas (26.1) to (26.4) are true if gfi = licO replaces

ri, — 6i = — replaces rci, and <!>/ = <f>« — 7r/2 replaces (f

and B are defined by

Y = G-jB^^ (26.5)

Ti and Xi (or gi and — 6i) may be determined directly from the

circle diagram of Fig. 26.1 on which are drawn circles of constant

(as + A) in nepers, and circles (scaled in degrees from 0 to 180°) of

constant (jSs + ^) for use with ri and xi, or of constant (jSs + <1>') for

use with gi and —6i.

The characteristic resistance Rc in the ratios is defined in the

conventional way for two-wire and coaxial lines with ncar-zono
cross sections. In the general analysis for unrestricted c.ross

sections, generalized potential functions and stream functions with
no direct physical sigmficance appear instead of voltage diffcronco

and total current. The formula for Ro for these functions is

simple. For all TM modes in pipes of any shape,

For all TE modes,

Rotm = (R.

^T3M

^cutoff

Rote = (R

^outoff

(26.6)

(26.7)

where (R — 376.7 ^ixrl^r ohms. These formulas may be used for
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of Rctu or Rera but for a different mode or shape of cross section,

the second circuit is not therefore also nonresonant.

t=o t=-|-

(a) (6)

Electric Field — > Surface Current
o Magnetic Field Up
• .Magnetic Field Down

I'lQ. 27.1.—Dominant TM mode in a sphere; (o) and (6) show the smuo meridian
plane. Xr = 2.28a.

o Magnetic Field Up
• Magnetic Field Down

27.:-. -Longest wavelength TE mode in a sphere, X, « l.40cz.

fori^hr tfrfpfi • f-®
the impedance concept

L ? t
and terminal impedances for

p pes, the functions so obtained are not so generally useful as ordi-
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H. T

nary impedances in conventional lines. Actually a knowledge of

the attenuation and phase functions A and 4> for a section of a circuit

or a termination is often all that is required for solving proble^ in

transmission circuits of all types. These functions can be deter-

—Electric Field
— Surface Current

o Magnetic Field Up

• Magnetic Field Down

Pio. 27.».-Bomiuaut TM modoia a to^l rosoaator-Doniiiiaiu i m mouo lu u
^ ^

hy rotating ouch of tho above figures about the axis shown.

AXIS

— Electric Reid
Surface Current

o Magnetic Field Up
• Magnetic Field Down

Fia 27 4—Dominant TM mode in a quasi-coaxial rosonator.

gonorato^ rotating each of tho above figures about the axis shown.

mined from simple formulas expressed in terms of experimentally

measurable magnitudes.
. t

27 Cavity Resonators.—The essential property of resonant

sections of ordinary or of coaxial pipes is that they are enclosed m

metal walls and excited by a source within. Every

conducting shell can be excited in an infimte sequence of resonant
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modes, each characterized by a particular stiindin^-wiivo dislri-

bution of surface current. The frequencies iii which rosoiuinct'

occurs depend upon the shape and size of the cncloscMl cavity, i h(^

resonant mode excited by the lowest possible fro(|Uoncy is callcMl

the fundamental mode or the dominant mode. Depending; upon

the method of excitation, a mode of the TM or TE type exists.

As indicated by the name, the TM type is characterized by surl'a(u>

currents that are so distributed as to set up a magnetic field tliat. has

components in only one plane, called the transvei*sc ])lano, 1 ho sui -

face currents have directions that are everywhere pcr])cndi(*.iilar to

this plane. The magnitude of the surface current (Z amp/m) at a.ny

point is equal to the magnitude of the magnetic field (II amp/m) tan-

gent to the metal surface at that point. The TE typo is chara<*-toi*-

ized by standing-wave distributions of oscillating charge wliich sot up

an electric field that has components in only one plane, called th<^

transverse plane. The surface charge is so distributed that the

resulting electric field is perpendicular to the metal walls, with

the lines of the electric field ending on negative charge. The mag-

nitude of the electric field (E volts/m) at the surface multiplic'd

by the universal electric constant (eo farads/in) is cciiial to the

magnitude of the surface density of charge (77 couloinl>s/m-).

Distributions of surface current and of charge and of the magnetic?

and electric fields in the TM and TE modes of longest wavelength

in the sphere are shown in Figs. 27.1 and 27.2. The ratio of wave-

length to radius is given in each case. Corresponding diagrams

for the TM modes of longest wavelength in resonatoi's of other

shapes which are used, for example, in the Klystron os(‘illat.or are

given in Figs. 27.3 and 27.4.

Cavity resonatoi-s are characterized by extremely lai-ge \'alu(\s

of Q, where Q is defined for each resonant mode by Q = /r/A/. A/ is

the band ^\idth between the frequencies fr ± A//2, for which tho

amplitude of the surface current, the surface charge, tlie electric?

field, and the magnetic field is reduced to 0.707 of its value? at l.ho

resonant frequency fr. In general, Q becomes gi'eater as tlu^ (con-

ductivity of the metal is increased, as the ratio of volume? to ciudos-

ing metal surface is increased, and as tho wavelength is iii(‘r('as(?(l.

Largest possible values are in silvered spheres. For nonmagnc't ic-

metals filled with air, the Q of a sphere for the dominant TM mode?

is given by

Q = 0.725 = 0.318 ^ (27 . 1 )
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where a is the radius in meters, 5 is the skin depth defined by

8 = \/2p/a)/io with 8 in meters and p in ohms/meter. For a copper
sphere

Q = 8.4 • 10" VK (.27.2)

A copper sphere of radius a = 7 cm is resonant in tlie dominant
mode with Xr = 16 cm. Q is 33,600. If the sphere is silvered

inside, Q is 34,600.

A spherical shell of metal has resonant modes when excited

from a source mthin, as just described. If the shell has no holes,

the distribution of currents and charges on the inner surface is

always such as to provide complete cancellation of all forces at

outside points. No energy is radiated. The same spherical shell

can be excited from a source outside the shell, as, for example, when
it is immersed in the far-zone field of a driven antenna. In this

case, the sphere also has an infinite sequence of resonant modes, but

the surface cuiTents are on the outside, and the sphere when
excited in TM modes is like a thick radiating antenna. It is not

a cavity resonator. The first resonant wavelength of the outside

surface of the sphere is Xr == 7.3a (as compared with Xr = 2.28a for

the inside). Owing to large radiation, Q is very low.
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CHAPTER IV

WAVE PROPAGATION

1. Introduction.—In ordinary experience, and especially in the

science of mechanics, we have become accustomed to the idea of

'^action at a distance.” Theoretically, the gravitational force

acting upon a stone or upon a planet depends on the position of

every other particle of matter in the universe. According to

elementary ideas about gravitation, it is the 'present position of the

earth that determines the force now pulling a baseball downward,

not the position of the earth a fraction of a microsecond ago. At

least fio one has yet measured any actual time lag between gravi-

tational cause and effect.

When dealing with electrical charges, one finds that disturbau<*.o

of an electric charge of either sign produces a force upon distant,

electrons and protons. Again we are dealing with “action at a

distance,” but this time there is a definite measurable delay. Iii

empty space, the time lag is directly proportional to the intervening

distance and is the same for all types of disturbances. Many of

these “disturbances” arise spontaneously within a single molecule

or atom. Extra energy due to a collision or other cause is retained

for a brief period and then suddenly released, producing a vibratory

force at the distant electron or proton, the frequency of vibration

depending directly upon the energy released. Radiant heat, visibhi

light, ultraviolet light, X rays, gamma radiation,—all these repre-

sent the cumulative effect of the spontaneous release of energy
stored in many different molecules or atoms, each release apparently
being an individual event related only statistically to all the rest.

These natural “radiations” differ only with respect to the location

of the disturbance within the molecule or atom, and the consequent
magnitude of the energy change involved.

In contrast to these spontaneous, random, and disassociat/C^d

electronic disturbances, a radio wave originates in a systematic
mass movement of many millions of electrons, all guided in the
same general path and executing related motions. By the cumu-
lative effect of such related disturbances one may hope to produce
a planned force, of practical engineering magnitude, at a groat.

300
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distance. The simplest periodic mass movement that can be

guided and controlled is the surge of electrons, to and fro, on a wire

or other conductor. Best results are obtained by allowing the

''in-phase motion to extend over as much of the wire as possible,

and to include as many electrons as possible (taking care that the

planned disturbance is not offset unintentionally by any contrary

mass movement of electrons in adjacent portions of the apparatus).

Accordingly, the high-frequency limit of the so-called "radio-

frequency spectmm” is determined by our present ability to

originate and control such systematic mass movements of hordes

of electrons, all performing related movements simultaneously.

This limit depends upon the practical engineering tools at hand. It

has increased notably within the last decade and is likely to rise to

still higher frequencies with further improvement in vacuum-tube

technique.

The low-frequency limit is set by the enormous cost of building

metal structures large enough and high enough to make effective

use of energy liberated by rather sluggish oscillations. This limit

occurs at about 10,000 cps, has not changed appreciably during the

last 30 years, and shows no prospect of changing in the predictable

future.

Within these two present limits, all intervening frequencies

have been neatly classified into decades—each decade labeled with

descriptive name and symbol, so that such loose terms as " micro-

waves’' and " quasi-optical frequencies” may be discarded event-

ually. The recent recommendations of the Federal Communica-

tions Commission in this regard arc presented in Table 1.1.

Tablk l.l.—Frujqubngy Chart

Froqucncii^s, k’.locych's por second
Wavelengths,

meters

Designations

and
aldireviations

10 to 30 inclusivo

Above 30 to 300 inclusive

Above 300 to 3,000 inclusive

Above 3,000 to 30,000 incluHivc

Above 30 , 000 to 300 ,000 inclusive

Above 300 , 000 to 3 , 000 ,000 inclusive

Above 3,000,000 to 30,000,000 inclusive

30.000 to 10,000

10.000 to 1,000

1 ,000 to 100

100 to 10

10 to 1

1 to O.I

O.lto O.Ol

Very low vlf

Low If

Medium mf
High hf

Very high vhf

Ultra-high uhf

Super-high shf

Historically, the idea of delayed action at a distance naturally

suggested some form of wave propagation, made familiar by waves
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in water and by compressional waves of sound in inatei-ial media.

Early speculations were directed toward the formulation of an

elaborate set of specifications for an invisible, imponderable medium
called the ^luminiferous aether’^ in which a transverse quasi-

mechanical wave could be transmitted. This concept or model

was never particularly useful, because the requisite mechanical

properties of the medium were very difl&cult to accept. Later, the

aether^’ became a medium in which electric and magnetic fields

were propagated. Gradually the emphasis was shifted from the

medium to the fields themselves, until the ‘‘ether” has become

synonymous with vacuum—an empty space through which electric

and magnetic fields are propagated at the velocity of light—light

being merely a special case of electromagnetic radiation. The
resulting force upon the distant electron is computed correctly

by means of Maxwell’s equations, Avhich involve the electric and

magnetic fields. Such fields are essentially a mathematical concept,

very useful in bridging the gap from transmitter to receiver, their

presence always inferred from the observed behavior of currents in

the two antennas. If one prefers, these traveling fields may be

regarded as a mathematical artifice, particularly successful in

predicting correctly the result of experiments and the service to

be obtained from a given engineering construction.

Each band of frequencies, classified decimally in Table 1.1,

is accompanied by a statement of corresponding “wavelength,”

the wavelength being the distance traveled during the period of

one oscillation by a wave propagated in empty space at the speed

of light, 300 m/microsecond. Thus a 1,000,000-cycle altornating

current radiates a free-space wave 300 m long; a 3,000-megacycle

current corresponds to a wavelength of 10 cm; etc.

2. General Discussion—^Wave Propagation vs. Frequency.— In

addition to the decimal classification referred to, it is also useful to

classify radio frequencies according to their behavior in the neigh-

borhood of the earth. In fact, the earth is almost always the main
obstacle interfering with the desired transmission of intelligence.

Radio waves surmount this obstacle in a variety of ways, depending

upon the orientation and placement of the antenna, and especially

upon the frequency or related Avavelength. Figure 2.1 ^offers a

convenient starting point for this type of classification. The main
curve ABEF (omitting the side loop BODE) and its ocean ground-

wave variant represent roughly what was known about radio

1 From Bur. Standards Letter Circ. 615.
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Iransmiasion prior to about 1920. On this plot, the very low

frwiuonoies look particularly attractive. Note, however, that the

companson is made on the basis of 1 kilowatt actually radiated, not

I kilowatt developed at the transmitter. To build a quarter-wave

vorticiul antenna for a frequency of 10,000 cps, a metal structure

-l-i miles luRh would be required. Such construction being out of

-J-UE
04 .1 .2 .4 .6 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 16 20 24 30

MEGACYCLES

Ki<i. a.l. •DiKl.iuinc viinROH of radio waven—summer day.

the, (lucstion, t,lu>. antenna is built as high as economic co^deratioM

will permit, with the result that the effective height is still

most of the power input going into copper loss^ and
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The very low frequencies are used by a small number of high-power

shore stations, using enormous antennas, most of them built many
years ago. However, these are not mere relics of a bygone age.

Instead, they are valued as stand-by apparatus capable of pushing

through a signal during magnetic storms when transoceanic cables

and all high-frequency radio channels may be out of service. To
explain this, it is necessary to consider the nature of the old-

fashioned ground wave, represented by the curve ABEF of Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.2 represents a comparable problem in optics. A
parallel beam of visible light, projected from a searchlight, illumi-

nates a 6-in. opaque sphere. Geometric optics, based on ray

construction, would suggest the presence of a perfectly black

cylindrical shadow behind the sphere, the edges of the shadow

being sharply defined, with full light intensity just beyond the

A

INCIDENT
LIGHT SHADOW

B
Fia. 2.2.—Experiment on diffraction of light.

boundary of the shadow. However, careful measurements made
within the shadow, and especially in the boundary zone, reveal

that geometric optics is merely an approximation. For a more
accurate solution, one must undertake a wave study, considering

each point on a wave front, such as AB, to be a source of wavelets

spreading from these point sources. Behind the sphere, these

wavelets almost cancel, but the cancellation is not complete. Some
light has penetrated the “shadow’^ by bending or ‘‘diffraction’’ in

much the same way that a sound wave travels around a bam.
Just outside the shadow, alternate reinforcement and partial

cancellation are experienced. Within the shadow, the light falls

off rapidly but does not drop discontinuously. By going to lower

frequencies (infrared rays or radiant heat rays), the amount of

useful bending increases. On going all the way to the very low
radio frequencies, bending around a sphere of the radius of the

earth has become a practicable engineering expedient, not depend-
ent upon any assistance from the upper or lower atmosphere.
However, on account of the very nature of this diffraction process,

the wave that reaches the receiver has been in the immediate
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neighborhood of the semiconducting earth over its entire path and
is attenuated considerably below the level theoretically attainable

by means of free-space transmission.

From the ^'very low'’ frequencies to the ^^low” frequencies, this

attenuation increases, and the bending also becomes less effective.

The ground-wave curve of Fig. 2.1 falls off steeply. In partial

compensation, however, it becomes possible to build a somewhat
more efficient antenna structure and even to produce some very

inefficient radiation from the small antennas that can be mounted
on a ship. The low frequencies have been used for reliable medium-
distance communication, but their most valuable functions are

aircraft guidance and ground-wave beacon service in general.

Reasonable certainty that no significant sky wave is present greatly

facilitates direction finding. Sky waves produce violent instru-

mental errors in the single-loop direction finder, necessitating its

replacement by a more elaborate spaced-antenna array. Even
when instrumental errors have been properly eliminated, sky

waves often show an actual departure from the great-circle path

of 90° or more. Over land, the somewhat limited range of a low-

frequency beacon is not necessarily a disadvantage, since additional

transmitters may be installed where necessary.

In the “mechum" frequency range, used by local broadcasting

stations in the United States, the dependable service area is deter-

mined by ground-wave transmission. Depending upon the power

of the transmitter, the directivity of the antenna, and the local

terrain, the ground-wave range is of the order of 100 or 200 miles:

Toward the upper limit of this broad frequency band, the depend-

able coverage decreases until it barely extends over a large metro-

politan district. Considering all waves below 200 m as obviously

of little value, the government at one time assigned to the American

amateurs all radio frequencies above 1,600 kcps. In the first few

years following 1920, surprising reports were received with increas-

ing regularity, reports of amateur low-power contacts established

at ranges far removed from the ground-wave curve of Fig. 2.1.

Rather vague ideas regarding sky-wave transmission had existed

for many years. In 1901, both Kennelly and Heaviside had applied

to the reflection of Marconi’s transoceanic waves certain pre-

existing theories regarding conduction in the outer atmosphere.

Nighttime ‘‘fading” of medium-frequency waves was later properly

ascribed to sky-wave interference. However, the true explanation

of the sky-wave area. Fig. 2.1, was not possible until high-frequency
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transmitters and sensitive short-wave receivei’s became commonly

available in the hands of thousands of amateurs. The location and

detailed shape of this area change with hour and season and witli

the sunspot cycle. By night, the area shifts to the left and includes

the “broadcast” waves, making long-distance medium-frequency

transmission possible after sunset. By choosing an operating

frequency appropriate to the occasion and the route, long-distance

transmission can be made extraordinarily efficient. At sufficient

distances, the choice becomes rather critical, too low a frequency

resulting in absorption of the wave, while too high a frequency

causes the wave to penetrate the atmosphere and to be transmitted

uselessly into interstellar space. These limitations determine,

respectively, the left and right boundaries of the sky-wave area.

On unfavorable occasions, these boundaries are much nearer

together than is indicated for the average case in Fig. 2.1. In

general, sky-wave transmission by day and by night are about

equally good, but the choice of appropriate frccpicncy is very

different.

Before continuing with the description of sky waves from the

outer atmosphere, the discussion of ground waves will bo continued

and extended. Even under favorable circumstances, (l(4:)on(lal)le

sky-wave transmission seldom extends beyond 30 meps. Figure

2.1 indicates that the diffracted ground wave, bent around the

curved earth, is also of very little value at 30 meps and beyond;

yet, in Table 1.1, a vast range of higher frequencies is listed jus ti

iiseful part of the radio-frequency spectrum, and vigorous attempts

are being made to push this range still higher. This apparent,

contradiction may be explained as follows.

The sky wave derives its value entirely from the fact that it.

provides an efficient detour around a great obstacle, \nz., the earth.

Attenuation in ordinary air is slight. In its zigzag course, the

wave loses some energy at each reflection from the outer atmosphere
and from the ground, but accumulated losses are small in comparison
with the attenuation suffered by a ground wave of similar freciucncy.

Hence the energy obtainable at the receiver may rise toward the

value theoretically available in free space at a comparable distance.

The resulting compromise represents a vast improvement over the
ground-wave level.

There is another way, however, in which the earth may be
avoided. Between two points several hundred miles apart, a line

of sight may sometimes be established, while at shorter distances
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this naturally becomes somewhat easier. Elevation of any sort,

duo to hilltops, towers, tall buildings, or aircraft, makes possible

the type of transmission indicated by ray A, of Fig. 2.3. At first

glance, this would seem to represent an ideal solution, capable of

gi\'ing a signal approximating the free-space value, regardless of

frcMpicncy and mgardless of elevation above the horizon. This

first impression is deceptive. Aside from avoidance of poor

(lielcK‘.tri<‘.s, such as trees and houses in immediate proximity to

t he antenna, one secures little actual improvement by locating a

luediuiu-frcqucncy broadcasting station on a hilltop. At medium

frtuiuencios and even at high frequencies, the “ground-reflected

ray'' B interferes destructively with the “direct,ray" A. This

not ciiucol completely the ground-wave signal, but it does caned

the major gain that otherwise might be expected when direct ray A

Incomes geometrically possible. The signal is little better than

t hat, ol)t.aiuablc over a smooth curved earth. The trouble

from the fact that ray B suffers a change of phase, of nearly 180 ,

on n^iloction from the gi-ound. The extra distance covered by

ray B contributes a further shift of phase. Measured^ a fraction

of a relatively long wceoelengih, however, this path difference soon

becomes insignificant as the distance from the transmitter increase.

Not until the “ voiy high frequencies” are reached do attainable

oUA'ations produce much practical improvemen^t distanc^ where

the signal would be otherwise unserviceable. Even ffere the inter-

“ ultra-high frcciuoncios” begins to provide a solution ^

mission problem. Because of the shorter waveleng^, one can

work closer and closer to the horizon before the path

I>ec,omes m^ligiblc. Also because of the

can build rencc.tors of reasonable size, so sharply directive t^t toe

an ii^Ureflected wave is not experienced appreciably until the

„„,1 ...inima otl.mvi» t« l>« expected in Ihe region wa above
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horizon, where alternate reinforcement and cancellation would

take place. Both these advantages will be greatly extended by the

use of super-high frequencies.'^ Somewhere in this super-high-

frequency range one must begin to expect excess attenuation from

the air itself, from water vapor sometimes present, and from water

droplets in the air. The frequencies concerned begin to approach

some of the natural frequencies emitted by molecular disturbances.

A corresponding absorption may be inferred. Whether such effects

will terminate the practical radio spectrum or whether useful

ranges of transparency exist are questions to be determined.

Very high frequencies and to a lesser extent ultra-high fre-

quencies are sometimes bent a few degrees, or a fraction of a degree,

below a distant horizon. This is particularly likely to occur under

the circumstances indicated in Fig. 2.4. The lowest direct ray A

Fig. 2.4.—Diffraction of radio wavo over an obstacle.

from transmitter T is somewhat too high for reception at IL How-
ever, the intermediate point D is strongly illuminated, and a part

of the energy arriving at D is bent into the nominal shadow zone.

The broken path TDR thus becomes available, though poor. Trans-
mission from T to D and from D to 22 is efficient, but a considerable

loss occurs at point D. Raising the frequency is likely to bo harm-
ful in the case of Fig. 2.4, for it makes the bending more difficult.

Ground reflections occur on both sections of the broken route,

further complicating the pattern. A broad flat hilltop at D would
be undesirable, because the wave would be kept in close proximity
to the earth over too great a distance, suffering a very rapid attenu-
ation at such frequencies. Additional break points are admissible
provided that the total change of direction does not exceed very
few degrees.

A question of terminology arises. Are the direct ray and the
ground-reflected ray to be included in the general designation
'Aground wave," or are they to be given a separate category, neither
ground wave nor ^'sky wave"? The first alternative is officially

recommended by the Institute of Radio Engineers and has achieved
general acceptance. In effect, this defines a ground wave" as
'‘everything except a sky wave." In addition to the direct wave
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and ground-reflected wave, it includes diffracted waves of all sorts,

whether bent over the gradual curvature of the earth (long waves) or

bent over local obstacles. In practice, it also includes a vast

amount of scattered radiation, reradiated and reflected from trees,

buildings, overhead wires, underground pipes, and all similar

obstacles near the ground-level path from sender to receiver.

3. Modification of Wave Propagation by the Lower Atmosphere.

The lower atmosphere (troposphere) exerts two main influences

on radio transmission, both of them important at wavelengths below

10 m. The first effect has to do with the sheer weight and com-

pressibility of the atmosphere. Because of the average density

gradient of the air, even the so-called ^'direct wave’’ A of Fig. 2.3

has a slight curvature, concave downward. One may visualize

this in elementaiy terms by considering that the bottom of the

Tig. 3.1.—Reflection of radio wave from air-masa boundary.

corresponding wave front necessarily travels in a denser medium
and at a slightly lower speed than the top. This curvature is

beneficial. It extends the practical horizon slightly beyond that

determined by a purely geometrical construction made with straight

lines. The improvement of signal strength is relatively constant

and at all times small. The wave is still counted as a part of the

‘Aground wave.”

The second effect varies from day to day and even from hour

to hour. Occasionally a layer of warm, moist, tropical air flows

over a layer of cold, dry, polar air. The resultant air-mass bound-

ary is approximately level and may be sharply defined. Even at

vertical incidence, it reflects a detectable radio echo, though the

reflection coefficient may be as low as 0.001 per cent. Such direct-

echo experiments provide the meteorologist with a new tool for

following continuously the growth and alteration of air-mass

boundaries of all sorts. Reflections from clouds, especially storm,

clouds, arc not unusual. Air-mass boundaries commonly occur at

heights between 0.5 and 3.0 km. Though the vertical-incidence

reflection is so extremely small, the grazing-incidence reflection

may occasionally be surpnsingly good. Hence, if one modifies
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Fig. 2.4 by introducing an air-mass boundaiy, the condition repre-

sented in Fig. 3.1 is obtained. Several times in the course of a

winter season, for example, the signal at if, received by route TSR^

may approach the free-space value, an enormous improvement over

the usual signal represented in Fig. 2.4. Less spectacular improve-

ments occur with greater regularity. Being undependable, the

effect is rather undesirable, though it explains many of the freak

ranges sometimes obtained in communication and all other appli-

cations of ‘‘microwaves.’’

4. Sky Waves from the Ionosphere—^Basic Theory.—The wave

occasionally reflected from an air-mass boundary or a cloud is

properly describable as a “sky wave.” However, the main “sky-

wave coverage” indicated in Fig. 2.1 and employed for almost all

long-distance radio transmission, is obtained in an essentially

different manner. In 1902, Kennelly^ and Heaviside^ had assumed

the outer atmosphere to be a conductor, merely because of its low

pressure; but low pressure alone is not sufficient. The air must be

ionized. Electrons in enormous numbers must be tom from their

parent atoms and molecules, in order that they may serve as highly

mobile carriers of electric charge. The term ionosphere is applied

to that region of the outer atmosphere, lying above the strato-

sphere, in which it is possible to produce such great ionization. In

general the energy, obtainable from the radio wave itself, is alto-

gether insufficient to produce this ionization. Instead, the diurnal

predictable changes of ionization are caused by ultraviolet light,

which forms a considerable part of the sun’s radiation. Fortu-

nately, most of this ultraviolet light is absorbed by the upper

levels of our atmosphere, thus preventing destruction of all plant

and animal life upon the surface of the earth. The absorption is

selective, certain frequencies of ultraviolet being strongly absorbed

by the materials first encountered in the outermost levels. The
electrons thus released form the F layer. Fig. 4.1. Above a certain

height, say 300 km, the electron density decreases because the air

is becoming too thin and there is insufficient material to serve as

a source of electrons. Below this height, the electron density

decreases because ultraviolet light of appropriate frequency is

lacking, having already been absorbed at the higher levels.

At a lower level, approximately 100 km, incoming solar rays

encounter molecular oxygen in large quantities for the first time.

1 A. E. Kbnnblly, Elec. World, Vol. 39, p. 473, 1902.

* O. Heaviside, Encyclopaedia Britannica, lOth ed., Vol. 33.
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Above this level, collisions of oxygen atoms are infrequent. Once

separated, they tend to remain apart, thus providing insufficient

opportunities for the formation of Os. Hence, the ultraviolet li^t,

of trcquoncy appropriate to the ionization of molecular oxygen,

(inds no serioxis obstacle in its path while passing throu^ the F

RELATIVE ELECTRON DENSITY

Kki. 4.1.—Liiyu™ of ioniaation in the atmosphere.

r(«i<)n. However, on arriving at the 100-km level, it is suddeffiy

absorbed, leaving a dense concentration of electrons s rewn

for a very w.* trooe of

:Slhe n layer, a. a«
(O.) i» lirat encormtared. Somrtme. a
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Other submaxima below the E region may be of importance for

special transmission problems. In general, however, communica-

tion depends mainly upon the E and layers. These are about

equally important, the lesser density of the E region being offset

by its lesser height. In both layers, the distribution of electrons

changes constantly. The main factors effecting radio transmission

are

1. The levels at which density maxima occur.

2. The magnitudes of these density maxima (electrons per

cubic centimeter).

3. The average collision rate of electrons \vith atoms and mole-

cules (causing absorption of radio waves).

Fio. 4.2.—^Actual patlx and path of equivalent roflocted ray.

The effect upon radio transmission of a layer of free electrons

may be described in several different ways. To begin with, one

may consider a directed beam, or bundle of rays, entering such a

layer from beneath. Fig. 4.2. As the wave progresses, a systematic

mass vibration of electrons is caused, many billions of electrons

swaying back and forth under the influence of the field of the inci-

dent wave. This removes energy from that wave, causing a

decrease in the original components of the electric and magnetic
fields. However, each moving electron reradiates, and the cumu-
lative effect of all reradiation contributes new components of electric

and magnetic field, not agreeing in direction with the incident

field. As a result, the direction of each ray progressively alters

until that ray may finally become horizontal and then return toward
the earth.

This gradual refraction, or bending, may be considered also

in terms of wave fronts. Under the conditions of Fig. 4.2, the

upper part of each wave travels a little faster than the lower part,
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thus (‘.ausing the wave front to turn over gradually as if the lower

edge were dragging. Actually, at all points, where free electrons

are present, the *^wave velocity” or phase velocity exceeds the

velocity obtainable in empty space. This speeding-up process is

greatest at points where the average density of free electrons is

greatest. This does not mean that a pulse or telegraphic dot can

l)e sent through the medium at a measurable velocity exceeding

that of light. On the contrary, the signal velocity (group velocity)

may bo very much less than the free-space velocity. In fact, the

time required to travel the actual path ABODE is the same as the

time that would have been required to traverse the longer path

ABC'DEj Fig. 4.2, in space not containing free electrons. Accord-

ingly, the terms “reflection” and “refraction” are used almost

int.erchangeably in dealing with the return of sky waves from the

ionosphere. When speaking of refraction, one has in mind the

acMal curved path ABODE. When speaking of reflection one

introduces the concept of an equivalent reflection which would pr^

(luce a similar down-coming wave. The equivalent height is

readily measurable by means of a determination of the angle of

arrival or by determining the time lag of the down-coming radiation.

Computatiem of the actual path BOD requires detailed knowledge

of the electron distribution. Equivalent heights are sufficient for

most onginocring purposes.

The explanation may also be phrased mathematically. Setting

vip simple cquationfi for the motion of the free electrons, one obtains

for the refractive index' n,

I' 4irMe*

where N = electrons per cubic centimeter.

e = electronic charge, esu.

m = electronic mass, grains,

oj = 2t/.

f = operating frequency, cps. ... i

Ifac. the rotative into of . spMo coKtammg free deotrom

i, I,™ IhM unity. A tndio wnvn,m^g auob am^^froma^
,„,-i.,nino<l nir Inmonlh, wiU be tunirf book by^
lion, provided that the angle of inoidenee enceeda a dotoite onSeal

. rH.—.ry

Kev. Afodern Phys., Vol. 9, pp. 1-43, 1937.
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angle, just as with ordinary light traveling in water or glass and

reflected against an ^r surface. For rays steeper than the critical

I'ay, the wave penetrates the layer, Fig. 4.3. The critical angle is

determined by the frequency of the transmitter and by the electron

density at the most dense level of the layer. In effect, each ray

acts as if it had intelligence and purpose. It bores into the layer,

seeking an electron density sufficiently great to turn it back (by

total internal reflection). If a sufficient density (say 200,000

electrons per cubic centimeter) exists at any height, the ray reaches

its apex at that height and begins its downward travel. If such

a density does not exist in the E layer at the time, the ray passes

Fiu. 4.3.—Penetration, reflection, and critical angle.

through to the F layer, where it repeats its search. If again unsuc-

cessful, the ray passes out into interstellar space. At the critical

angle, the required density is just barely attainable. All steeper

rays (nearer the zenith) will be lost. Less steep rays (nearer

grazing incidence) will be reflected, mth a margin of electron

density to spare. This results in a ‘'skip distance.” If the ground

wave does not extend far enough to bridge the gap, there is also a

“silent zone,” Fig. 4.3. Increasing steepness requires a greater

electron density. Increasing frequency has a similar effect and will

eventually cause penetration even at angles approaching grazing

incidence.

6. Sky Waves from the Ionosphere—^Practical Applications.

—

In order to escape from the earth without excessive ground attenu-

ation, a sky wave must leave the earth at an angle at least 3° above

the horizontal. (Lower-angle radiation contributes to the gi'ound

wave only.) Rays slightly above this angle are often best for long-

distance communication, since this “low-angle radiation” zigzags
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to the distant receiver with the smallest possible number of ‘^hops,”
thus avoiding repeated losses due to an excessive number of reflec-

tions from sky and ground. At 3° elevation, the distance per hop
is about 3,500 km (2,100 miles). Longer distances are auto-
mat! (‘.ally broken up into units not exceeding 3,500 km. Sometimes,
plural-path transmission exists, with waves arriving by several

modes, Fig. 5.1 . Interference between such paths is partly respon-

sible for fading^’ of signals and for side-band distortion. Fading
can be minimized by selection of the best mode at the receiver, but
this rcciuircs elaborate antenna arrays and receivers, justified only

at a few fixed receiving points.

In spanning distances less than 3,500 km, the beam must be
idevated above 3°. More commonly, the transmitter radiates a

wav(^ having a broad vertical pattern, or it radiates at all vertical

angle's. In cither case, the useful ray becomes steeper and steeper

as the ro(*.eiver is l)rought in closer to the transmitter, Fig. 4.3, thus

recpiiring a greater and greater electron density. Finally, at the

critical distanc.e (skip distance) and critical angle, penetration of

the layer prevents any closer approach. At this particular dis-

t.anc.e, the trcciucncy now in use is the ** maximum usable frequency,”

abbreviated MUF, determined by the distance and the prevailing

(de(‘.t.i*on density at a point halfway from transmitter to receiver.

Still shorter distances may be bridged by a sky wave, but the fre-

(pieiicy must be reduced to a lower value. Thus there exists a

scrubs of values of MUF coiTesponding to selected distances. These

distanc.es may be reduced all the way to zero by a sufficient lowering

of freciuency. The lowest value of the MUF, required at zero dis-

tance, is the “ critical freciuency” or penetration frequency” of the

Fi layer, Fig. 4. 1 . At lower frequencies, echoes are observable even

in the imnuHliatc vicunity of the transmitter. At higher frequencies,

rays directed toward the zenith penetrate the F2 layer and are lost.

Similar penetration frcciuencies” for the E layer and the^ Fi

layer may be measured with precision by noting sharp breaks in a
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curve of echo-time lag vs. frequency, taken with a receiver adjacent

to a pulsed transmitter. Curves such as the virtual-height curve

of Fig. 5.2 ai'e recorded automatically, often at 10-minute intervals,

by ionospheric obseiwatories at various points on the earth. Com-
putations based on these observations make it possible for the

Bureau of Standards to issue predictions of MUF as a function of

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

RELATIVE FREQUENCY
Fig. 5.2.—Virtual height of ionized layers.

geographic route, time of day, season, and solar period (the 1 1-yoar

sunspot cycle).

In general, the MUF is the frequency at which strongest signals

will be obtained. However, in selecting an appropriate operating
frequency, it is desirable to leave some margin for variability of the
ionosphere. For example, on an occasion when the MUF is pre-
dicted as 10 meps, it would be preferable to select a frequency
assignment not exceeding 8.5 meps, thus leaving a 15 per cent
margin for error. In general, excessive absorption prevents
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reliable long-distance communication on frequencies less than 60

per cent of MUF. However, this lower boundary also varies

widely with the route and period. Hence, predictions of the

“lowest useful high frequency,'^ abbreviated LUHF, are now
available. Unfortunately, on routes such as the North Atlantic

route, the frequency interval between MUF and LUHF is some-

SUNSPOr MINIMUM SUNSPOT MAXIMUM

LOCAL TIME AT PUCE OF REFLECTION

Fio. 5.3.—Typical values of maximum usable frequency.

times very limited, and it may not be possible to leave an adequate

margin above and below the assigned frequency.

From the facts stated it follows that efficient operational use

of all “high-frequency'' radio channels can be greatly improved by

a careful study of the detailed and accurate MUF and LUHF
predictions now available through official channels. For security

reasons, the latest methods for presenting and using thovse data

cannot be quoted here. However, the general nature of the diurnal

changes, the seasonal cycle, and the ll-ycar cycle arc fully shown
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in Kg. S.3, which is a reproduction of a chart* puhlishod by the
Bureau of Standards in 1940, applicable to the contiiu'ulal United
States. The sharp cusps, appearing on the Juno curve's in the late

afternoon hours at medium distances are due to transition from
jE'-layer transmission to ^'-layer ti'ansmission.

JANUARY 26.1938

Via. 5.4.—ViolU iiitoiiHity rocorU vorifyiiiK „r,.<li<:k.<l t.raiwmiNsu.ii.

Kpre 6.4 is reproduced from a similar source- in orde-r l.o show
a typical example of the remarkably closer ag^(^(^^nent Is'tween
predicted behavior ol the ionosphere and the prac^t.ieal opcfrationnl
results that ordinarily follow. The following (explanatory para-
graphs accompany Fig. 5.4:

The upper part of the figure is a continuous record by tlie National
Bureau of Standards of the field intensity of WfiXKtJ, LosAngch's dalif
on 26,950 ko/s, at a distance of 3,700 km. In the lower part are sliowii

* Prom Rur. Rtawlanln fjttUer Circular IjCi-GIA:, Oct. 23, 1040.

Bes., Vol. 22, pp. 81-92, January, 1939).
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graphs of the calculated maximum usable frequency over this distance,

for both one- and two-hop transmission. This distance is slightly beyond

the maximum distance for good one-hop transmission during the winter

day, on the basis of the 3^^® angle of departure. The changes between

one- and two-hop transmission are well marked, and the ratio of signal

strength is well over 100:1. This difference is due partly to the increased

absorption over the flatter trajectory and partly to the unfavorable angle

of departure. It should be noted how the times of beginning and ending

of two-hop transmission agree with the times the calculated maximum
usable frequency passed through about 26 Mc/s at the western and eastern

hops, respectively. The two-hop transmission began as soon as the western

hop permitted and ended when the eastern hop failed.

After the failure of two-hop transmission, the station still came in by

one-hop. As the evening progressed the intensity increased, owing to the

departure of the daytime absorption and the rise in the height of the

layer, with a consequent more favorable angle of departure. The failure

of single-hop transmission also is seen to agree with the fall of the calculated

maximum usable frequency through 26 Mc/s.

Accurate correlations of this nature are also obtained ordinarily

on signal-strength records taken at the Cruft Laboratory field

station at Weston, Massachusetts.

6. Abnormalities and Interruptions of Wave Propagation.—Pre-

dicted communication conditions are occasionally interrupted by

two types of disturbances: A solar flare, an excessive emission

of ultraviolet light from a small point upon the sun, can cause the

sudden production of abnormal ionization at levels l)elow the

normal E layer. At those lower levels, electrons collide so fre-

quently with atoms and molecules that rcradiation is very ineffi-

cient. In extreme cases, all sky wavers are al)sorbod wherever the

reflection would take place on the illuminated side of the earth.

Fortunately this “Dellinger fade-out'' is of short duration, lasting

from a few seconds to about 30 minutes in extreme cases. As the

extra electrons recombine or become attached to neutral molecules,

the high freciuoncies come l)ack first, the lower frequencies a little

later. Ten-minute fade-outs may occur several times per month

in the active yearn of the sunspot cycle, but less freciuently in

quiescent years.

“Magnetic storms" interrupt communication for much longer

periods. Ck)rpuscular radiations from the sun appear to be respon-

sible. Streams of matter shot out volcanically from the sun occa-

sionally bombard the earth. Ions and electrons from these streams

are guided toward the magnetic poles, causing visible aurora borealis
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and aurora australis displays. Clouds of electrons, in violent

motion throughout the upper atmosphere, cause abnormal compass
deviations and also cause secondary currents on the surface of the

earth and in all power lines, telephone lines, and submarine cables.

In extreme cases, the compact ionospheric layers are completely

blown to pieces, thoroughly disrupting sky-wave communication.

Such a storm may last for several days. Even after the bombard-
ment has ceased, the layers require a considerable time to re-form.

During these poststorm days, electron densities are abnormally low,

requiring a downward shift in sky-wave frequencies for best results.

In the past, only statistical predictions of magnetic storminess have
been possible. Improved predictions now are being attempted.

The ionospheric layers are not perfectly smooth and continuous.

They contain ripples and clouds. Very large clouds occasionally

cover entire states, causing thousands of reports of amateur 5-m
transmission over great distances by a true sky wave. Small

clouds cause an erratic scattering of radio signals. Scattered

radiation occasionally causes signals to be received within the

normal silent zone. Time lags, detectable by the ear, give such
signals an abnormal reverberent quality. Scattered radiation also

causes signals to arrive from unexpected directions, greatly con-

fusing sky-wave bearings. Until further research is concluded,

such bearings should be regarded with much suspicion and should

be used only where more reliable information is not obtainable.

Sky-wave direction finding is necessary in locating illegal or hostile

transmitters at distances beyond ground-wave range and in general

radio-propagation research. It is sometimes useful in locating

distress signals. For straightforward long-distance navigation,

other radio aids are now available. In any event, some form of

spaced antenna array is necessary when observing the direction of

arrival of sky waves. Even when the sky wave accurately follows

a great-circle path, a single loop antenna is subject to violent

instrumental errors that inake it completely unreliable. These
instrumental errors are fuUy explainable in terms of a change of

polarization of the sky wave caused by rotation of the ionospheric

electrons in the magnetic field of the earth.



PROBLEMS
Chapter I

1. Calculate the resistaaco r, inductance Z, and capacitance c, per loop

meter for a transmission line of copper wire of radius a = 0.040 cm, separated

a distance i) = 2 cm between centers, at a> = 10“. Ans.: r = 2.65 ohms/m;

I « 1.667iiih/m; c = 7.1 jn/if/m.

2. Calculate the attenuation constant a and the phase constant /3 per loop

meter, and the characteristic impedance Zr, of the line of Prob. 1. What is

the Q factor of this line? Am.: ot = 2.82*10““ nepers/m; ^ » 3.33 radians/m;

Zc = Rc 470 ohms; Q = 591.

3. The lino of Probs. 1 and 2 is 5 m long and is terminated in a load equal to

jRe. What is the attenuation of this line in decibels? A generator whose open-

circuit voltage is 50 volts and whose internal impedance is 31 -f- jO ohms is con-

nected to the sending cud. Wliat are the magnitude and angle of the current in

and the voltage across the load? Ans.; 0.12 db; J/c = 100(1 — 0.014) / -*964°

= 47.0(1 - 0.014) /—954^ volts. Use the approximation 6“* = 1 - x.

4. The line of Prob. 3 is short-circuited by a bar. Considering the line to

be dissipationlcss, and the generator impedance to bo 31 ohms as before, calcu-

late the input current and the current in the bar. Plot the current distribution

along the lino, showing numerical values of the input current, luid the location

and values of the maximum current. Am.: Zh = j671 ohms; \Ih\ « 74.5 ma;

1/«1 « l/mwl = 130 ma.

5. Plot the vt)ltiigo distribution under tho stinio conditions as in Prob. 4,

showing values of tho input voltage, and the location and values of the maxi-

mum voltage. Ans.: |/i/,sl
== 50 volts; [Emtal =619 volts; Eu = 0.

6. What is the length in inches of a quarU^r-wavc section of tnuismission

line operated at a fro(iucncy of 300 meps? Ans.: 9.84 in.

7. A <linHij)atioiilcsH trausinission line whoso characteristic impedance is

200 ohms is connected to a load of 100 -j-yo ohms. The frequency is 300 mops.

What is ili (5 input impedance of tho lino if the length is (a) 15 c.m, (6) 25 cm,

(c) 50 cm, (d) 65 cm? What conclusion is to be drawn from the similarity of

some of the answers? Solve by using the formula and also by using the circle

diagram. A?w.: (a) 19C -i-yi40; (b) 400 -HyO; (c) 100 +y0; (d) 196 -l-yi40;

impedance rc'.peats every half wavelength.

8. If the line of Prob. 7 is one wavelength long, and tlie voltage across tho

load is 1,000 volts, sketch the current and voltage distribution along tho

line, showing location and magnitude of Exniaj Emmy /max* and /min. Ans.:

A’niax = 2,000 volts; Emin = 1,000 volts; /max = 10 amp; /inin = 5 amp.

9. What is the n^iiiinul length of a short-circuited coaxial line to provide

an inductive reactance of 250 ohnis, if X = 80 cm and Uo = 70 ohms. Ans.:

16.5 cm.

321
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10. What must be the characteristic impedance of a quarter-wave section

of line to match a generator of 60 + yo ohms impedance to a load of 5,000 + jO

ohms. If the frequency is 300 mcps and the wire is No. 10, whose diameter is

0.1 in., what should be the length and spacing of the wires for a two-wire

matching section? Am,: 500 ohms; length, 26 cm *= 9.84 in.; spacing, 3.23

in., center to center.

11. A line of characteristic resistance Ro “ 60 ohms is to .be matched to a

resistive load of 300 ohms by means of a closed stub. The wavelength is

50 cm. Determine the distance between the stub and the load and the length

of the stub in centimeters. Solve by means of the formulas and with the aid

of a circle diagram. Since Re is 60 ohms, what type of construction docs the

line probably have? Ans,: Distance from load 9.2 cm; stub length 4.1 cm;

coaxial construction.

12. In Prob. 11, (a) what are the impedance and admittance at the junction

between the stub and the line, looking into the short section of line to which

the load is attached? What is the Q of this impedance? (6) the admit-

tance and impedance of the closed stub? Am,: {a) Z = 14.3 — ^25.8,

Y = 0.0167 +i0.0298, Q = 1.78; (6) F « y0.0298, Z = +7*33.6.

13. A line whose characteristic impedance is 300 ohms is terminated by an

antenna whose impedance is 70 +y0 ohms. What are the location, length,

and termination of a stub to match this antenna to the hne? Express the

lengths in terms of the wavelength. Am,: Open stub, 0.161X long, located

0.072X from antenna.

14. Determine the inside diameter of the outer conductor of a concentric

cable that will have no standing waves on it when used as a feeder connected to

a load of 60 +y0 ohms. The inner conductor is to be No. 14 copper wire

whose diameter is 64 mils, or 0.064 in. Am,: 174 mils, or 0.174 in.

16.

A coaxial cable is operated at a frequency of 100 mcps and is loaded by
an impedance equal to its characteristic impedance, 90 ohms. The power
loss per meter is 0.1 per cent. Find the radii a and 6. Am.: (6/a) = 4.49;

h = 2.66 cm = 1 in.
;
a = 0.57 cm =» 0.225 in.

16. A line of characteristic resistance 469 ohms is 30 cm long and is operated

at 6j = 10®. (o) What inductance in microhenrys should be connected to tlu^

end of the line to make the input impedance infinite (assuming no losses)?

(6) What capacitance in micromicrofarads should be connected to the end of

the line to make the input impedance equal to zero ? Am,: (a) Zr = j300 ohms,

L = 0.3 /xh; (6) Zr = -j734, C = 1.36 mxi,

17. Power supplied at T, Fig. 17, is to be transmitted alternately to A
and A' by alternately closing and opening the line terminations at C and C'.

The terminations at A and A' are arranged to be equal to 440 ohms. Th<i

lengths BC and J5'C' are adjusted to antiresonanco when bridged and are

resonant when open as viewed from B and B*. For the arrangement in Fig. 17

and with DB and DB* each X/4 determine approximately the impedtmee
of the line (a) looking to the left, and (6) looking to the right at D, and (c)

looking in at T. Consider the lines to be dissipationless and to have a charac-

teristic resistance* of 440 ohms. Discuss the operation of the circuit. Am,:
(a) 440 ohms; (6) ideally infinite, practically very high.

18. A line having losses is terminated in an impedance equal to Ze, I'he

attenuation is 0.1 db/m, and the wavelength on the line is 1 m. ITie voltage
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applied to the line is 1,000 volts, and the line is 10 m long, (a) What is the

voltage at the load? (6) What is the phase shift in degrees per centimeter

length of line?

(Closed) C

Fig. 17.

19. A dissipationless two-wire line of exposed construction (air dielectric),

has a characteristic impedance of 500 ohms, is terminated in a resistance of

5(X) ohms, and is two wavelengths long.

() At the instant when the input cur-

rent at A in the top wire is at its posi- A

tive maximum of 6 amp to the right, b
what is the instantaneous current, in 2X
magnitude and direction, at the point

C? (5) What is the rms* value of the

currents at A and (7, and what is the phase difference between them?

20. A certain Army-Navy standardized solid dielectric, coaxial transmission

line has the following specifications: outside diameter of dielectric 0.910 in.,

characteristic resistance 69 ohms, capacitance per foot 22 jujuf. (1 m *=* 3.28 ft)

Assuming the cable to have no losses, calculate (o) the inductance per meter,

() the diameter of the inside conductor in inches, and (c) the relative dielectric

constant of the solid dielectric.

21. A coaxial cable whoso Rc is 72 ohms is available. It is desired to use

a short-circuited length of this cable as an inductance. At a wavelength of 1 m,

what length of short-circuited cable is required, if the input impedance is to

be 150 ohms of inductive reactance?

22. A short-circuited section of transmission line is used as an inductance

in a resonant tank circuit. The capacitor C has a reactance of 600 ohms when
the wavelength is 1 m. What is the required length s, in centimeters, of the

short-circuited section? The Q of this tank circuit may be considered suf&-

Fig. 22.
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oiently high to make wL = l/wC. The length of the shorting bar may be

neglected.

23. A dissipationless transmission line having a characteristic impedance of

600 ohms is feeding a load resistance of 300 ohms. The voltage across the

load is 1,200 volts. At a point on

the line one-quarter wavelength from the

load, what is (a) the voltage across

the line? (6) the current in the line?

24. A certain coaxial transmission

line may be assumed to have neither

series resistance nor shunt conductance,

(a) State the nature of Zc {i.e., a pure

resistance, a pure reactance, or a .
complex impedance) . (6) Determine

the phase shift per meter along the line when it is terminated in Zc, the fre-

quency of the impressed signal is 300 mcps (X = 1 m), and the dielectric is

air. (c) What is the characteristic impedance of a coaxial cable with air

dielectric, so proportioned that the attenuation is a minimum? (d) How will

the use of a solid dielectric (assumed to have no losses) affect the phase shift

per unit length of line? (e) How will the use of a solid dielectric affect the

phase velocity on the line? (/) How will the use of a solid dielectric affect

the wavelength on the line?

26.

A dissipationless line having a characteristic impedance of 200 ohms

is one-eighth wavelength long and is terminated in a resistance of 500 ohms.

Determine the complex and polar expressions for the input impedance.

26. (a) What is the input impedance of a quarter wavelength of transmis-

sion line whose Zc = 200 -j- jO ohms and whose losses are negligible, when the

distant end is (1) open, (2) connected to a load of 65 + jO ohms, and (3) short-

circuited? (6) Answer the same questions when the line is one-half wavelength

long.

27. An open-wire transmission line is steadily feeding power from a trans-

mitter to a load. It is desired to know whether or not the load impedance is

equal to the Zc of the line. A vacuum-tube voltmeter is the only equipment at

hand. Explain briefly how one would determine whether or not the load

impedance equals Ze.

28. A dissipationless line is terminated in a resistance. The characteristic

impedance of the line is 70 ohms. What is the value of the load resistance when
(a) the magnitude of the voltage is the same everywhere along the line? ih)

the standing-wave ratio lEnual/l^minl is 4 and lEnuwl occurs at the load? (c) the

standing-wave ratio is 4 and lEmaxj occurs one-quarter wavelength from the

load?

29. (a) A transmission line with a characteristic resistance of 500 ohms is

delivering 10 kw to a load. The standing-wave ratio is 3. Make a sketch of

the standing-wave pattern, marking the relative location of Emax, /max, Eminj

hohi. (b) What are the magnitudes of these four quantities?

30. A dissipationless transmission line having a characteristic impcdan(*,c

of 100 ohms is one wavelength long and feeds a resistive load of 50 ohms. The
power in the load is 5 kw. Make a sketch showing the magnitudes of the

voltage and current along this line (i.e., draw the standing-wave patterns).

Show actual location and numerical values of Emax, Extdn, /max, /min.

Fig. 23.
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31. A dissipatioixloss transmission line whose Re is 100 ohms is terminated

in a load whoso impedance is 130 -1- i86 ohms. The wavelength is 360 cm.

(a) Determine the impedance looking toward the load at a point 25 cm from

the load. (6) Wmt is the standing-wave ratio on this line? (c) If Emax is

1,000 volts, what is the power delivered to the load?

32. Figure 32 represents a dissipationless transmission line terminated

in an impedance Zr 9^ Rc. The graph shows the relative magnitude of the

voltage at different points on the line. In the following table, put a check mark

in that box opposite each of the impedances in the first column, which properly

<leHigiiates the natures of that impedance. The defibaitions of Zab, etc., are

given below.

llesistivc
Resistive

capacitive

Resistive

inductive

Zab

Zen

ZjiF

Zen

Zr

Hv Zab iH '"fi'W'*' llw' iinpoduncc toward the lo^ at the points AB, ^e

roinaiiuler of the lin(( being neglected. Z cu, Zef, and Zoh are similarly defined.

Zit (leHign:it.(*s the loml iinpoclanco itself.

Fig. 33.
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33. Figure 33 shows the observed standing-wave distribution of voltage

on a line whose Rc is 500 ohms and whose dissipation is negligible, (a) How
long is the line in wavelengths? (5) What is the impedance looking toward th(',

load at AJ5? (c) What is the magnitude of the current in the line at the points

ABt (d) What is the power delivered to the load? (e) What are the resist-

ance and reactance of the load?

34. For the dissipationless line indicated in Fig. 34, Rc = 600 ohms.

\EmBx\ « 1,200 volts rms, and lJS7minl = 400 volts rms. (a) What is the power

delivered to the load Zb? (5) What are l/maaci and l/odnl in rms magnitude?

(c) What is the impedance looking toward the load at A B, the portion to the

left of AB being disconnected? (d) Is the load capacitive or inductive?

(e) What is the distance in wavelengths between successive maxima of

current or voltage?

36. (a) If the maximum instantaneous voltage across the wires of a two-

wire transmission line is not to exceed 5,000 volts, what is the maximum average

power that this line can transmit? The Re of the lino is 600 ohms. W^hat must

be the impedance of the load to sec\ire delivery of maximum power to the load

under the above limitations? (6) A transmission line is terminated in a load

which is a pure resistance. This load is matched to the Rc of the line by a

closed stub, less than X/4 long, placed on the line at a distance loss than X/4

from the load. Is the load resistance greater or loss than the Ro of the line?

Explain your reasoning concisely.

36. A quarter-wave section matches a 66.7-ohm resistive load to a 600-<)hni

feeder. The power delivered to the load is 1 kw. Neglecting Iorkor in the

A.
^ 66.7+iO=ZB

Rc-606
~^°

Fia. 36.

feeder and in the matching stub, determine the magnitude of (a) current and

voltage at the terminals AH, (6) current and voltage at the terminals CD, and

(c) current and voltage at the terminals HF, Fig. 36.

37 . In Fig. 37, the distance between the stubs is d « X/4. Determine

the lengths di and 6.2 that will make the portioh of the feeder to the left of CD
nonresonant. The wavelength is 80 cm.
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OHMS

tc*500 OHMS 0 r
1

1

'v
o.to

/
Fig. 37.

38. (a) A line having an Re of 250 olims is terminated by a load impedance

%H of 300 -h ySOO ohms. Determine the distance d between load and stub and

thc‘ longt.h di of a stub that will match the load to the Re of the line. The

distances d is to bo as small as possible. Should the stub be open or closed

{X « 1 ni)? (6) If the power delivered to the load is 6,000 watts, what is the

nns voltage between the wires at the point where the stub is shunted across

the line?

39. A double-stub tuner employing closed stubs with 3X/8 distance between

Ihcuu is to be used to match a load whose admittance is (3 — ^‘3)*10”® mhos

to a liiK^ whoso Re is 500 ohms. The wavelength is 1 m. Determine (a) the

length of the stub at the load, (6) the length of the stub 3X/8 from the load.

40. In h'ig. 40, a resonant antenna is connected at AB and an open stub at

Cl), 'rhe Re of the transmission line and stub is 300 ohms. The stub is located

Fig. 40.

21" from th« anlonna and is 60° long. The stub is adjusted to elin^te^d-

i.,K vvavos on the lino to tho loft of CD. (a) What is the imp^ee

llui tinteima? (6) If the power fed into the antenna is 10 kw, what is the rms

voltage ueroHS l.l.e line at the points CD? (0 What is the rms voltage across

llu^ open iMid of the stub? ,

I f th<^ liii(*. (U^vtdops a short circuit at a distance X/4 from ®

what is ll.e elTeet on (d) tho plate dissipation in the tube?

t'llicicncv of tho tulic? (/) tho r-f power output of the tube? Ihe tube is a

(1.^ c tube.

thcM.wcrmippliosurcnotshowninthediagrm.

roHonanee and (/, and U are tuned for senes resonance. The Q of the tank

o.irouit under normal load conditions may be tak^ as 15.

41.

A transmission line whose B. is 70
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position of the shortest stub that will accomplish this purpose. The wave-

length is 40 cm.

42. The impedance of the antenna connected at AB is 66 -1- j20 ohms. The
stub at CD eliminates standing waves on the line. The stub at EF is the same

Fig. 42.

as that at CD, and the distance GE is the same as the distance AC. The losses

in the line and stubs may be neglected. What is the input impedance at OHl
Hint.—Apply the principle of conjugates to the junctions CD and AB,

considering AB and CD to be the terminals of a four-terminal network. Then
do the same for terminals EF and OH.



Chapter n1.

Sketcli the distribution of current along an antenna of half length
h = 3X/8, (a) if it is center-driven so that (approximately)

_ sin fi(h - lz|)

sin

and (b) if it is a receiving antenna immersed in an electric field of uniform

aniplit.ude parallel to the antenna so that (approximately)

, . cos jS2 ~ cos I3h
J s ~ j 0 ^ Tt

l — cos ph

4
ANT. 2

ANT. 1

Fig. 2.

2. TVo aymmetriciil center-driven antennas are oriented in the same plane

at right angles to a line joining their centers, as shown in Fig. 2. Antenna

1 has a half length hi = 3.75 m. Antenna

2 has a half length /lo = 1 .26 m. The fre-

(piency of the driving potential is 60 meps

for (*ach antenna, (a) Cialculatc the mini-

innin separating distance r required to ensure

that, tlie antennas be in the far zone with

n*sp(M't to ea<^h other if the condition for the

far zoiHi is interpreted to mean jSr ^ 25, (5)

Sk(‘tch the current and charge distribution

<»> oiwh antenna at the time t = T/8 (take <d = 45"). For this purpose,

aKHUine tlmt tlu. radius oi the antenna wires is extr^ely small.

3. An antenna is constructed of brass rod of i in. diameter to be operated

!\t. nO.O incps. What is the input self-impedance of this antenna if it is center-

<lriven and has a luilf length of exactly one-half wavelength?

A rift.: 3130 - ^2180 ohms.
, , . , j -r •+

4. (a) What must be tho length of an antenna made of i-m. brass rod it it

is U> he untir(.s<.nant at 50.6 mops? (6) What is the input self-impedance in

this ease? Am.; (o) h => 2.54 m, (b) 4375 +J0 ohtM.

B. A tteiierater Imvinf? an open-circuit voltage of 300 nns volts at 10 cps,

and having an internal impedance of 200 +J-300

<‘ 11(1 of a transmission line of characteristic resistance c o •

length of the line is 7X/8. A symmetrical center-^nv® antenna

loailing reaetanee presents an impedimce of 147 -hj88 ohms ^
«md ef tlie line. Assuming no line losses, find: (a) the current ®

at its input terminals; (b) the power radiated

eurrent at a point X/4 up on tho antenna from tte input temmals,

that h = 3X/8, and that a sinusoidal distribution of current is a satisfactory

luitiroxiniiiiion Am.: (a) 876 ma, (b) 113 watts, (c) 876 ma.

6. A vertical tower radiator is used at a broadcasting ^
£re(,uenev ofl

,

HO kcp«. The tower height is 0.21X. By experimental means,

329
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it has been determined that the equivalent circular radius a of this tower
antenna is 2.7 cm. Assuming no ground losses, and that none of the power
supplied to the antenna is dissipated in heating it or the tuning reactance,

determine: (a) the input impedance of the antenna; (6) the magniiiLde and sign
of the lumped reactance to be connected in series to tune the circuit to

resonance; (c) the power radiated by the antenna, assuming that the circuit has
been tuned to resonance, for a driving potential difference of 312 volts rms
applied to the circuit terminals; and (d) the voltage across the base insulator.

Ans.: (a) 20 — yiOO ohms, (6) X « H-lOO ohms, (c) 4,870 watts, (d) 1,690
volts rnoLS.

7. What is the input impedance (a) at the first resonance; (6) at the first

antiresonance, of a center-driven antenna for which a/X “ 2 • 10“®? Which
of the two cases is current-fed? Which is voltage-fed? Ans,: (a) 65 +i0
Cb) 7,900 -fyOohms.

8. The power radiated by a relatively thin antenna of half length h = 3X/8 is

5 kw for an input current of 3.78 amp rms. Assuming a sinusoidally dis-

tributed current, calculate the radiation resistance of this antenna referred to

the maximum current. No power is dissipated in heating the antenna, and it

inay be assumed that the circuit has been tuned to resonance by the use of an
appropriate reactance in series with the antenna. Arts.: Rm = 175 ohms.

9. In Fig. 9(a), a wire of half length h is center-driven and isolated. In
l^^'ig. 9(5), a wire of length h is erected vertically over a perfectly conducting

r

GEN.

id) (6) (C)

Fig. 9.

infinite plane. It is driven by a coaxial line connecting to a generator below

the plane. In Fig. 9(c), a wire of length h is erected vertically over a perfectly

conducting circular disk of radius r. It is driven by a coaxial line through the

disk connecting to a generator very far below it. Assume that there is no current

on the underside of the disk or on the outside of the coaxial line.

In all three cases, the wires of length h are identical and of such radius that

a/X — 10““*. The lengths h [and in Fig. 9(c) the radius r] are so adjusted, near

X/2, that the impedance loading the transmission line is a pure resistance at

aintiresonance. (a) Where do currents that contribute significantly to the

distant field exist in each of the three cases? (6) With the aid of diagrams,

describe the approximate distribution of all these currents when they have a
maximum value in the cycle. Assume the wires infinitely thin for this purpose,

(c) Determine the load across the end of the transmission line in the cases of

Fig. 9(a) and (6). (d) Estimate the load across the end of the line in the case
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of Fig. 9(c). Do this by stating whether it will be larger or smaller than the
loads in P'ig. 9(a) and (b),

10. IVo vertical radiators are used in an array for transmitting. The
height of each antenna is - X/4, the spacing is hfK » 0.30, and 0 - 30 for

eia<*h antenna. The input current to antenna 1 is 10 amp rms and the input

(‘.urresnt to antenna 2 is 5 amp rms. Find the power radiated by this antenna

array. (Assume impcdancclcss generators and a perfectly conducting earth.)

Am.; Pi = 3,650, Pi «= 1,890 watts.

11. (a) Describe the principal effect of each coaxial sleeve in each of the

four antenna arrangements shown in Fig. 11. (b) In each case, state what

parts of the arrangement, if any, carry large antenna currents and indicate

(a) (6) (c) (d)

Fig. 11.

tlwnr approximate distribution, (c) In each case, is the outer surface of the

line below the lower sleeve detuned? Explain.

12. Wit.h the aid of diagrams, describe briefly the construction and one

application of each of the following: (o) insulating stub (or sleeve); (b) phase-

reversing stub (or sleeve)
;
(c) detuning stub (or sleeve); (d) matching stub.

13. (a) Determine the direction and magnitude of the electnc field and of

th<i magnetic fi(dd at the point P in Fig.

13 if the current at the input terminals

of the antenna is 2 amp. Assume the

anhmna intlnitely thin, in calculating the field.

(h) The antenna in (a) is lengthened so that

h = X/2 and the maximum current in the ^
antenna is kept the same as in (a). (1) Does

the electric field at P increase or decrease, and

by liow much? (2) Is the direction of the Fig. 13.

electric field at I> changed?
i near X/4has an input resistance

14.

A center-dnvon antenna of half length ft near a/4 n
.+

r™«t300n,<T.- W S
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before. The receiving antenna is (‘xacily like the transmitting antenna as

described. Assume its effective half lengtli - X/2ir. Ana.: (a) 0.0408

volt/m, (6) 0.705 /xwatt.

Vo=100 VOLTS

2o“Ro"“j 0

*60 OHMS

TRANS. AWT.

Fig. 14.

16. A symmetrical center-driven antenna has an input impedance at

resonance of 65 ohms resistance if Q = 20. The corresponding h is 0.367 m
if / = 200 meps. Check the above values of Ro and h. It is desired to find

the voltage developed across a conjugate matched load used in conjunction with
this antenna for receiving. The electric field is 500 /ivolts/m rms in the vicinity

of the receiving antenna and has a direction V' = 60° and di = 36.9°. Am.:
41.25 /ivolts rms.

16- (a) Using the relation F{d) = , calculate sufficient
Sin u

points to plot the vertical” field pattern for an isolated, extremely thin

antenna. (6) What is the value of h, the antenna half length? (c) What is

the shape of the '‘horizontal” pattern, i.e., the pattern in the plane at right

angles to the antenna?

17. Using the formula

I _ 60/o cos {H cos e) — cos II

R sin H sin 9

calculate the rms magnitude of the electric field in volts/m in the mid- or
horizontal plane, 9 = 90°, at a point r = 5 km away from the axis of the antcnnii
wire under the following conditions: (a) h = X/4, /nmx * 10.0 amp rms; (h)

h = 3X/8, /max * 10.0 amp rms; and (c) h = X/2, /max = 10.0 amp rms.
Ans.: (a) 0.12, (6) 0.204, (c) 0.24 volt/m.

18. (a) Calculate the magnitude of the distant electric field to in volts/nu^ti^r
at the point P, which is located in the horizontal plane, for two parallel, vertical

2

ANTENNA 2 LEADS /
ANTENNA 1 by Y=90° /

/
/

A*--
ANT. 2

AMPERES RMS “ 4
ANT. 1

3 AMPERES RMS
I-'IG. 18.
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(Very Far Away)

ai\t.cnnjis of half length h = X/4 lF{d) = 1.0]. Assume that antenna 1 has an

iiiinit (Uirront of 3.0 amp rms and that antenna 2 has an input current of

2.0 amp rniH. The phase angle between the currents is 6 = 90°, with antenna 2

IcMKling iintcnna 1. Tho distance between the antennas is 6 - X/4 for / = 12

nieps. ''rhe angle 4> is 60°, as shown in Fig. 18. Take R = 6,000 m. (6) Deter-

mine ilu'. magnitude of tho magnetic field ^ in amperes/meter at the same

point, i'lns.: (a) 0.0555 volt/m, (b) 1.472 X 10“'* amp/m.

19.

(a) Dt^sign an array (consisting of four identical antennas, each of

h<‘,ight X/2, erected vertically on a perfectly conducting half-space) which will

maintain a vortical electric field of 60 javolts/m at points near the conducting

plaiu^ 1 ,200 km north and south of the array. The field is to have as sharp

maxima as possible in north and south directions with zero field in the east

and west directions. Describe the geometrical arrangement of the anten^

with distiinces in fractions of a wavelength. Calculate magnitudes and relative

phasoK of tho maximum amplitudes of the
^

currentH to bo maintained in the four units.

The frcqu<‘.ncy is 100 meps. (b) Sketch

tlio horizontal pattern of the array, and the

vortical pattern in the quadrant containing

north, (c) Show a circuit arrangement

using transmission lines for driving the four

units from a single generator.

20.

For tho accompanying Fig. 20,

calculate the field in volts/meter at the

point when 6 = 45°. The two dipoles

are fc'd in phase, and the input currents

are 10 amp rms. Anft.: 480//2 volts/m.

Tho following is suggested as a suitable

approach to tho solution of this problem.

(a) Find the amplitude and direction of

tho eh^ctri(‘. field of antenna 1 at P. (b)

Follow the same procedure for antenna 2.

(c) C\)ml)ine these fields noting that they

must be computed from the current in the

aniimnas at appropriately earlier times.
2 leads

21

.

Uci><‘at 20, but that the mput ^

thu input nirrcnt to untoima 1 by an electneal phase angle of 127.3 . Ans..

u,L «„r«™ Of tho

'rhe ant(M>na i« Hupporiod at a height of ® ^ ^ agnitude of the

r,:;r=:r.rrrtr^s}.£^

“"N.z':‘Tho ph».
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tribution of current in the antenna is a good approximation. Am.: {a) 0.0846

volt/m, (6) 2.26 • 10^^ amp/m.
28. (a) Determine the equation for the vertical pattern of the isolated

collinear array shown in Fig. 23. All elements carry currents of equal magni-

tude and in the same phase. (6) Using the equation deter-

mined in (a), calculate the distant field for $ = 0®, 30®, 60°,

90®. Plot the result, (c) What is the shape of the “hori-

zontal” field pattern? What is the direction of the electric

field?

24. A center-driven anteima has an input resistance at

resonance of 55 ohms. The voltage applied at the termi-

nals is 11 volts at 3,000 meps. (a) Calculate the electric

field at a distance of 10 km from the antenna in a direction

in which it is a maximum. Specify this direction.

Assume the antenna equivalent to an indefinitely thin

antenna of half length A » X/4 for this purpose. (6) Determine the power

transferred to the matched load of a receiving antenna placed parallel to the field

calculated in (a), i.e.j at 10 km from the transmitter. The receiving antenna is

exactly like the transmitting antenna as described. Assume its effective half

length he = X/27r.

26. A parasitic array consists of a vertical center-driven antenna and a

parallel parasitic antenna, each of half length h = X/4, and radius such that

2fe
=» 2 In~ = 20. They are separated a horizontal distance of 5 (un. A

potential difference of 100 volts at / « 300 mops is maintained at the terminals

of the driven antenna. The parasitic antenna has a pure rcactan(*.e of —40
ohms at its center. Determine the ratio of forward to backward electric field

in the horizontal mid-plane of the array.

26. The following information applies to the portion of Pig. 26 including

the generator and transmitting antenna:

Generator: emf is Fi = 56 volts; impedance is 50 ohms pure resistance;

frequency is 200 meps.

Fig. 23.

RECEIVER

TRANSMITTER

MATCHING
SECTION

Fig. 26.

Line: Characteristic resistance is 500 ohms; length is 10 wavelengths to

matching section; power loss is 10 per cent.

Matching section: Terminates line in Re', power loss negligible.
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Antenna: Radius is a = 0.045 cm; length is adjusted so that hi = X/2;

power loss in heating the antenna is negligible.

Determine the following: (a) input impedance of the antenna; (h) magnitude

of the input current to the antenna ; and (c) total power radiated.

27. The following information applies to the receiving antenna and load in

Fig. 26.

Electric field (due to transmitter) at the receiving antenna: It is perpendicular

to the lino joining the centers of the two antennas; it is in the plane containing

the antennas; its magnitude is 4 mv/m; the frequency is 200 meps.

2h
Receiving antenna: 0 » 2 In ~ = 20; its full length is adjusted near X/2

so that the input impedance is a pure resistance; its center is 1.5 km from the

center of the transmitting antenna and is 300 m higher.

Transmission line connecting the receiving antenna to the load Zl: Input

impedance is equal to the impedance of the antenna; power losses in the line

are negligible because its length is less than a wavelength.

Load impedance: Zh is 30 -l-i25 ohms.

Determine the following: (a) impedance, actual length 2h, and effective

length 2he of the receiving antenna; (6) voltage across the input terminals of

the line; and (c) power received by the load.

28. 'riio following information applies to the portion of Fig. 28 including

the generator and transmitting antenna:

Generator: Supplying 100 watts at 300 meps to the transmission lino.

RECEIVING CIRCUIT

Conducting Plane)

Fio. 28 ,

1/me: C’hara(d,('riKtic resistance is 400 ohms; length to matching section M
is S wavelc.ngths; ])ow(‘r loss is 8 per cent.

Matching section (M): Tc^rininatcs line in Rr; power loss is negligible.

A ntewmr. Radius a « 0. 1 (un, length adjusted so that the antenna is resonant

n(‘ar hy ~ X/4; power loss in heating the antenna is 2 per cent of that supplied

to the antenna.

I)et(Tinine i\\o. following: (a) input impedance of the antenna; (b) magnitude

of input (MirrcMd. to antenna; (c) half length hi] and (d) total power radiated.

(e) D<4,ermine th(‘. curnMd, at the center of a resonant, porf(u*,tly conducting,

and inlinit(4y thin antenna of half length X/4 which radiates the power calcu-
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lated in (d). (f) Calculate the rms electric field (due to the transmitting

antenna) at the center of the receiving antenna, assuming the actual antenna
replaced by the infinitely thin one described in (c). {g) Specify the direction

of the electric field (due to the transmitter) at the center of the receiving

antenna.

The following data apply to the receiving circuit in Fig. 28: Zl = 10®

ohms pure resistance, ha is adjusted near X/2 for maximum effective half

length he (this half length would make the antenna antiresonant if it wore

2fe
center-driven), h^/a for the antenna is such that 2 In = 10 (a is the radius

of the antenna), (h) Determine the voltage across the load.

29.

The two parallel, center-driven antennas in Fig. 29 have a half

2/i
length h = X/2 and a radius such that Q = 2 In— «= 20. They are driven at

a

a frequency of 50 meps. The section of two-wire line connecting their terminals

t

has a length X/2 and a characteristic resistance

11
ohms, and the driving terminals AB are at

1 1
^"2 center. The maximum amplitude of the cur-

rent is the same in each antenna and is 2 amp.
(a) Assuming a sinusoidal distribution of current,

determine the direction and the numerical magni-

tude of the distant electric field due to the array

in the direction or directions in which tliis is a

maximum at a distance of 300 km. (6) Make a

sketch of the horizontal field pattern and a sketch

of the vertical field pattern. In each sketch,

show the antennas properly located; also indicate the magnitude of the electric

field calculated in (a).

30.

(a) Docs the long (horizontal) feeding line carry line currents, antenna
currents, or both, if arranged perpendicular to the plane containing the antennas,

as in Fig. 29? Justify your answer. (6) Kepeat (o) if the long vertical lincj

feeds tho array from below, with each wire of the line in a position equidistant

from the parallel arms of the antennas, (c) Would it be preforalile, from tho

point of view of minimum antenna currents on the feeder, to use a coaxial feed-

ing line from the generator to the driving point AB instead of the long two-wire
lino in (a) or in (b) ? Justify your answer.

31.

Determine the numerical value of the impedance of the array (at AB)
in Fig. 29.
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1. It is desired to use a cylindrical wave guide to transmit power at 2,000

incps from a generator with coaxial output to an antenna fed by a coaxial line,

(tt) Sketch the complete system, including matching devices, needed to make
the system efficient for use with the TEi,i mode. (6) What should be the

inside diameter of the cylindrical wave guide in order to pass the TEi.i mode
but not the TMo,i mode at 2,000 mcps? (c) Under what conditions should the

antenna (used to extract energy from the wave guide) not be placed parallel

to the antenna used to excite the wave guide?

2. An u-h-f oscillator gcneratbig 4,000 mcps is to bo used to drive an electro-

magnetic horn using a short coaxial line and a long rectangular hollow wave
guide, (a) Show diagrammatically the complete circuit including necessary

accessories to ensure optimum performance. Explain why these accessories

are necessary. (6) What numerical values would you recommend for the

cross-sectional dimensions of the rectangular pipe? Why?
3. A rectangular hollow wave guide is to be used as a transmission circuit

at 3,000 mcps. It is desired to make use of the TEi.o mode, (a) What are

practical cross-sectional dimensions a and 6 for the wave guide? (h) Show a
sketch of a cross section where at a given instant the electric field distribution

and the charge distrilmtion are maximum. What are the currents and where?

Label the sides a and 6. (c) With the aid of a sketch of the same cross section

describe the charge, current, and field distributions a quarter period later,

(d) State under what condii.ions a rectangular pipe may bo nonresonant in the

axial direction, yet resonant in each transverse plane.

4. A cylindrical hollow wave guide is to be used to transmit a pure 1,000-

nicps signal from the generator to the transmitting antenna. The wave-guide

diameter is 22 cm. (a) Show, by calculation, what mode or modes can be

(excited at tliis fioqueiicy. (6) The locations of two adjacent resonance peaks

are determined by means of a standing-wave detector, in '^tuning up'' this

system. How far apart in cc^ntiineters are the j)eaks? (c) It is desired to

obtain the most efficient transfer of power by tlic wave guide. Would you
adjust for a high or a low standing-wave ratio? Why? (d) Where should a

slot be c.iit in the guide in measiiring the standing-wave ratio? W'hy?

6. (Compute the following (juuntitics for a hollow conductor of rectangular

cross section with sides a = 0.35 cm, 6 = 3.15 cm, when filled with air. The
wavelength of the driving generator as measured in a coaxial wavemeter is

9.725 cm. TE\,o mode is excited, (a) The cutoff froquoney and wave-

length Xoutofr; (h) the waveh^ngth Xj, in tlio pipe; (c) phase and group velocities

v„p and Vyf,; (d) t,ho characteristic resistance Jirm.

6. Outline, with the aid of a labeled diagram, a procedure for measuring

experimentally the phase function <!>« of a termination for a metal pq^c.

7. Describe or show sketches of reactive elements (for use with the TE i,o

mode in a rectangular pipe) which behave insofar as their phase functions <1>«

337
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icerned, like the following essentially reactive elements shunted across a

5I line: capacitor, inductor, series-resonant LC circuit, parallel-resonant

cuit, stub section of line, a piece of straight wire.

Summarize the similarities and differences between the following quan-

quantities as defined for conventional parallel and coaxial linos and for

r pipes in the TM q.i and TEi,i modes: (a) characteristic impedance,

en end, (c) current and charge distributions, (d) wavelength measured

the line or guide and Xj-sjir, (c) cutoff wavelength, and (f) attenuation

nt.

A rectangular wave guide of sides a = 7 cm, & = 3 cm, and of groat

is terminated at the far end in a highly absorbing load. It is driven

00 meps by an antenna inserted a short distance from a metal piston

buting the termination at the near end of the pipe. State briefly where
1 what directions large currents may be expected under the following

istances: (a) the antenna is iaserted at the center of side b parallel to

;
and (6) the antenna is inserted at the center of side a parallel to side 6.

. A circular pipe of inner radius b is driven at 3,000 nicps from a short

Die antenna which is kept at a fixed distance Xp/4 from a movable piston

i end. A movable detector is kept at a distance 2Xp from the antenna,

ither end of the pipe is terminated in a slit. The dominant mode is

d. Maximum deflection is observed in the detector when the length of

pe between slit and piston is 2.015 m, and 2.090 m when the dominant
is excited. The widths of the two resonance curves at those resonant

Ls as measured between locations of the piston giving 0.707 of maximum
tion on each side of the maximum are found to be the same within the

ible precision and equal to 0.7 cm. When the slit is closed, maximum
tion occurs with a distance between closed slit and movable piston of

m. The width of the resonance curve is 0.2 cm. (a) Determine the

ength and the phase constant in the pipe, (b) Show that the over-all

uation of the pipe is negligible, (c) What is the inner radius of the pipe?

i the TMo,i mode possible? (e) Determine the attenuation factor Aq
le generator end of the pipe including the detector. (/) Determine the

uation factor Ah for the slit, (g) Determine the phase factor 4»« for the

(h) Determine the theoretical standing-wave ratio with the slit open,

s detector were moved, would the same value be observed? Explain.
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A

Absorption, atmospheric, 306

selective, 311

Actual height of radio reflection, 312
*

Admittance, input, 44, 45, 56-58

Aether (sec Ether)

Air-mass boundary, 309

Ampdre's law, 72, 78

Analogue, circuit, of antenna, 136

of collinear array, 136

Antennas, broad-band, 107

center-driven, 87^^.

center-driven from coaxial line, 148

collinear,

coupled, I21jf.

compared with delay network

and line, 116

dipole, 175jf.

end-driven, 137, 144j/’. '

folded dipole, 225^7-

linear, 186

loop, 228

properties of, 86

receiving, 159^7.

rhomlnc, 238

steerable, 315

top-loaded, 110

tower, 110

unsymnK^trieal, 145jj7.

vertical, ovc^r conducting plane,

108

(See (Uao Array; TToni; lleflector)

Antiresonance in antenna, lengths for,

106

r(ia(;tance near, 1 00

resistance at, 105

Array, of arrays, 202, 203

broadside, 194, 200, 204, 205

Bruce, 205

collinear, 189^.

doublc-crid-fire, 194, 204, 205

Array, end-fire, 196, 200, 201

parallel, 192j^.

parasitic, 206ff.
Atmosphere, ionization of, 310
Atmospheric absorption, 306

Atmospheric composition, 310

Atmospheric penetration, 306, 314

Atmospheric reflection, 309
Atmospheric refraction, 309
Attenuation, effect of dielectric in

coaxial linos, 17

minimum, in coaxial lines, 16-17

Attenuation constant, lines, 6, 11-17,

290

pipes, 267, 290

Attenuation factor, for terminations

for pipes and lines, 288^.

Aurora australis, 320

Aurora borealis, 319

B

Beam transmission, 307

Bearings, sky-wave, 320

Bending of radio rays, 309, 312

Bessel function, roots of

285

Boundary, air-mass, 309

Boundary conditions, for electric

field, 247

for magnetic field, 247

Broadside array, 194, 200
Bureau of Standards, 31G, 318

C

Capacitance, lino section as, 27, 28, 31

per unit length, 4, 11-16

Cavity resonators, 297

{Sec also lit',sonant eircxiits)

Characteristic impedance, of lines,

6, 11-17

of pipes, 267, 294

339
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Chaxge, distribution, in driven an-
tenna, S4, 87jf.

diagrams, 84, 89, 90
formulas, 88, 89

in pipes (see TE; TM)
in receiving antenna, 159jf.

diagrams, 161

formulas, 160, 161

in wave guides (see TE; TM)
per unit length, 246

per unit surface, 245

Circle diagram, 52-64, 68, 69, 295
with attenuation, 295

Circuit elements, transmission lines

as, 38

Circuit theory (see Electric-circuit

theory)

Clouds, reflection from, 309
Colhnear array, coaxial, 142

as coupled circuit, 133

over earth, 191

field of, 189jf.

vertical array factor, 191, 192

Collision rate, 312

Compass deviations, 320
Complex number and vector, 17Zff.

reciprocal of, 58, 59

Concentric lines (see Lines, coaxial)

Conductance, per \mit length, 4, 12

Conjugates, principle of, in impedance
matching, 43, 44

Constants, universal electric, 73
universal magnetic, 7?

Corpuscular radiation, 319
Cosh Xj 289

Coth Xj 289

Coulomb's law, 72, 78
Coupling, of antenna to universe,

113, 115

antennas and lines, 121j5'.

coefficient of, for antennas, 128j5^.

linos to pipes, 272, 279
Coverage, sky-wave, 310
Critical angle, 312, 313, 315
Critical frequency, 315
Current, antenna, on lines, 3, 132

density of, 245

displacement, 83

Current, distribution of, in driven

antenna, 84, S7ff.

diagrams, 84, 89, 90-93

formulas, 88-90, 93

on lines, 8, 24, 27, 31, 35, 65

in pipes (see TE; TM)
in receiving antenna, 159^.

in wave guides (see TE; TM)
diagrams, 161

formulas, 160, 161, 163, 164

quasi-surface, 245

total, 245

Cutoff, formulas for modes in pipes,

267

for modes in coaxial pipe, 26G
Cycle, sunspot, 316, 317

D

D layer, 311

Delay, time, 9-11

Dellinger fade-out, 319
Density of charge, surface, 245
Density of current, quasi-surface, 245

volume, 245

Detuning stubs and sleeves, 141,

151^^.

Deviations, compass, 320

Dielectric constant, in coaxial liiu^,

14, 17

of space, 73

Diffraction, 304, 308
Dipole, 175/.

folded, 225/.

Direct ray, 307-309

Direction finding, sky-wave, 320
Directivity, absolute, 185

relative, 186

of X/2 dipole, 187

vertical, receiving antenna, 315
Director, 209

Distance per hop, 315
Distortion, 65, 321

Disturbance, ionospheric, sudden, 319
Diurnal ionospheric cycle, 317
Driving, methods of, antenna at

base, 109

antenna at center, from coaxial

line, 148
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Driving, methods of, antenna at cen-

ter, from two-wire line, 96

antenna at end, 137, 144J7.

parallel arrays, 203^^.

for transmission circuits, 271/.

E

E layer, 311, 312, 318

Echo, tropospheric, 309

Effective cross section, 223

Effective length, 33, 34

Efficiency, of transmission in pipe or

line, 293

of transmission line, 69

Eighth-wave transformer, 42, 43

Electric charges, interaction of, 72/.

Electric-circuit theory, conventional,

71, 77

and electromagnetic theory, 71/.

used in lines, 80

Electric circuits, closed, 82

with condenser, 82

with gap, 82

nonresonant and resonant, 244

not near zone, 243

quasi-closed, 82

radiating, 243

also Antennas)

transmission, properties of, 244

(See also Transmission circuits)

Electric field, boundary conditions,

247

of center-driven antenna, 175/.

in nonresonaiit transmission circuit,

248

l<lle(*.tric.al length, 1, 33-34

Electromagnetic fic^ld, 73

of antennas, 173/.

of basc^-driven antenna over con-

ducting plane, 181

of center-driven antenna, 175/.

far zonc^ of dipole, 182/
formula for complex, 185

formulas for instantaneous, 183

v<irtical fic^ld factor, 183, 184

far zoTie of linear radiators, 186/.

formulas for instantaneous, 186,

187

Electromagnetic field, far zone of

linear radiators, near zone of

dipole, 176/.

step in calculation of forces, 73,

74

Electromagnetic theory, introduction

to, 72

Electron density, 313, 314, 320

Electrostatic field, 179

Electrostatics, 73

End-fire array, 194

Energy, radiated, 113

Equiphasc surface, 176

Equivalent height, 312, 313

reflector, 312, 313

Ether, 302

electromagnetic, 76

F

F layer, 310-312, 318

Fi layer, 311

F2 layer, 311

Factor, horizontal field, of parallel

arrays, 194/.

of parasitic arrays, 209/.

vertical field, of antenna over

earth, 184, 188

of dipole, 184

of linear radiator, 186, 187

of short antenna, 187, 188

Fade-out, Dellinger, 319

Fading, 305, 315

Far zone, condition for, 80

definition of, 80, 81

velocity in, 81

wavelength in, 81

Field (see Electric field; Electro-

magnetic field; Magnetic field)

Field strength records, 318

Flare, solar, 319

Folded dipole, 226/.

Force, electromagnetic, due to cur-

rents in two-wire line, 80

between elements of current, 77

general law of, 72/., 75/
Frame antenna (see Loop antenna)

Frequency, high, 301, 317

low, 301, 305

lowest useful high, 317
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Frequency, maximum usable, 315, 318
medium, 301, 306, 306

penetration, 315

super high, 301, 308

ultra-high, 301, 307

very high, 301, 307

very low, 301, 303, 305

Frequency classification chart, 301

Frequency range, of transmission

circuit, 269
Front-to-back ratio, in field of para-

. sitic antennas, 211

G
Gain, of antenna, 185

of X/2 dipole, 187

Grazing incidence of reflection, 309,

314

Ground reflected ray, 307, 308

Ground reflections, 307, 308

Ground wave, 303, 305, 306, 308, 309,

314

Group velocity, 313

in near-zone field of antenna, 181

in transmission circuit, 267, 268

H
Half-wave section, 44

Harmonics, suppression of, 29, 32

Height, equivalent, 312, 313

virtual, 316

Hop, distance per, 315

Horn, biconical, 215

electromagnetic, 215

as load for pipe, 277

linos of flow in, 278

Hyperbolic functions, 289

in lino equations, 65

I

Impedance, of antenna, isolated, 94

in presence of another antenna,

122, 123

curves for self-impedance, 127-

130

curves for mutual impedance,

127-130

characteristic, of lines, 6

of pipes, 267, 294

Impedance, characteristic, of space,

73, 117

of coupled antennas, 122ff,

generalized, 293J^.

input of transmission line, 55, 58
for terminated section of pipe

or line, 294

inversion, 35

matching, 38, 41-50,

measurement of, 40, 41

mutual, 123, 125j5'.

curves for antennas of finite

radius, 127-130

curves for infinitely thin an-
tennas, 126

of symmetrical antenna, 93ff.

curves for, 91-107

terminating for pipe or line, 293, 294
at voltage or current loop, 37, 38

Incident and reflected waves, 20-29

Index, refractive, 313

Inductance, line section as, 27, 28, 31

per unit length, 4, 11-15

Induction field, 81

Insulating stubs, 30

Insulators, spacing of, 44
Interference of radio waves, 307

Intermediate zone, 82

Ionization, atmospheric, 310

layers of, 311

Ionosphere, 310

Ionospheric cycle, diurnal, 317

seasonal, 317

Ionospheric data, 317

Ionospheric layers, 311

lonosphciic. observations, 316

Ionospheric predic.tions, 317

Ionospheric reflection, 313
Ionospheric stratification, 310

K

Kennelly-Hcaviside theories, 305, 310
Kirchhoff’s laws, 78

Klystron oscillator, resonators for, 297

L

Layer, D, 311

E, 311, 312, 318
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Layer, F, Fi^ F^, 310-312, 318

ozone, 311

Layers, ionospheric, 311

Ijecher wires, 51, 52

Jxiiigth, electrical, 1, 33, 34

Lines, antenna currents on, 3, 132

characteristic impedance, 6
,
13-16

as circuit elements, 38

coaxial, 15-17

field due to, 75

constants, 11-17

distributed vs. lumped, 3

construction, types of, 2

dilTerential equations of, 4r-6, 8,

19, 65

dissipationless, 17-04

distortion in, 05

(dTective length, effect of termina-

tions, 33, 34

eflicit'ncy, 69

etpiations, general, 04, 05

four-win^, 15

incid(‘nt and reflected waves, 65, 66

infinite, 7

long, 1

low-loss, approximations for, 13, 14,

29, 32

inat<6iing with («cc Stubs)

nonresonant, 6-11

currcMit distribution, 8

input impedance, 7

voltage (listribution, 8

open-circuited, 30-32, 67

power <*.apacity, ‘U), 269

propagation constant of, 0

radiation from, 23r>Jf,

for retreiving antenna, 238

r(*Histanc<i load, 34-30

n^sonjuit, 36

r(‘sonant impedances, 29, 32, 66, 67

sborf,-(Mrcuited, 24-30, 58, 60, 67

skin elTect on, 3

terminated, in any impedance,

17-20, 64-66, 68, 09

in H,, 8, 9, 20

theory of, r(*strictions on, 2, 3

two-wire, 14

field due to, 75

uniform, 3

Lines, uses, 38, 39, 203-205

wavelength, 9

light, ultra-violet, 310

Load circuits, for pipes, 277ff.
Loading, at input terminals of an-

tenna, 112

top, 110

Longitudinal problem in transmission

circuit, 248

Loop antenna, driven, 224ff.

field of, 228-230

radiation resistance of, 227

receiving, 230^.

effective length, 231

shielded, 233^.

unbalanced, 231Jf.

Loss, transmission, in line, 7-9, 13,

17, 39, 69

in pipe or line, 293

Losses, in antenna, 113, 114

Low-angle radiation, 314

Lowest useful high frequency, 317

LUHF, 317

M

Magnetic field, boundary conditions,

247

units of, 73

Magnetic storms, 319, 320

Magnetostatics, 73

Marconi's transatlantic tests, 305

Matching circuits, for pipes, 275ff.

Matching sections, 41-50, 156^.

delta, 158

double stub, 48-50, 63, 64, 272

quarter-wave transformer, 41

resonant lino types, 150

scries transformer, 38

single stub, 45-48, 60-63, 272

T section, 156

Maximum usable frequency, 315, 318

Measurement, of terminating im-

pedance, 40-41, 286-291

of wavelength, 61, 62, 286^.

Meteor zone, 311

MUF, 315, 318

Multihop transmission, 306, 314, 318

Musa, 315
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N

Near zone, condition for, 78

definition of, 78

field of dipole, 175^.

infinite velocity* in, 78

table of numerical values, 79

Neper, 6

Night effect, 305, 306, 320

North Atlantic route, 317

O

Observatories, ionospheric, 316

Omega, definition, 96

curve for, 96

Ozone layer, 311

P

Parallel arrays, driven, 192J.

array factor, 198

Parameters, of transmission circuits,

266jf.

table of, 267

of transmission lines, 3, 4, 6, 13,

14—17

Parasitic arrays, 20bff.

backward field, 209, 210

field for constant current, 209, 210

field for constant power, 209, 210

forward field, 209, 210

front-to-back ratio, 211

Penetration, atmospheric, 306, 314

Penetration frequency, 316

Permeability, of space, 73

Phase constant, in TM type, 253

in transmission circuit, 248,

286, 287

in transmission lines, 3, 4, 6, 13,

14-17

Phase factor, for slits, 288

of termination for pipe or line, 287

Phase-reversing sleeves, 134, 142^.

Phase-reversing stubs, 133jf.

Phase velocity, 9, 313

in field of antenna, 180

in TM type, 253

in transmission circuit, 267, 268

in transmission lines, 9^., 13, 65

Plural path transmission, 315

Polarization of vector, 174

circular, 174

elliptical, 174, 178

linear, 174, 175

Power, capability of line, 40

measurement of, 39, 40

Poynting vector, 219ff.

Predictions, ionospheric, 317

Propagation, tropospheric, 309

Propagation constant, 6, 248, 206^/'.,

286, 290

(See also Linos, constants)

Proximity effect, 12-13

Q

Q, of resonant section of pipe or line,

293

of resonator, 298

of sphere, 298, 299

of transmission lino, 67

Quarter-wave transformer, ll, 42

line as resonant circuit, 32-33

R

Radiation, 112^., 300

corpuscular, solar, 319

from linos, 235/.

low-angle, 314

scattered, 309, 320

Radiation field, 82

Radiation resistance, 118/.

Radio-frequency spectrum, 301

Radio wave, 300

Range of radio waves; 303

Ray, ground reflected, 307, 308

Rays, radio, bending of, 309, 312

Reactance, of symmetrical antenna,

98, 100, 103

line section as, 28, 31, 33, 34

Receiving antenna, 159/.

effective length, 165/.

curves for, 166, 168-170

equivalent circuit, 164/.

maximum current in load, 173

in pipe, 279

maximum power in load, 170/.
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Receiving antenna, maximum voltage

across load, 173

Receiving systems for pipes,

Reciprocal, of complex number, 68-60

Reciprocal theorem, 216^.

Rectangular pipes, 263^".

Reflected waves, 20-29

Reflection, atmospheric, 309

from clouds, 309

coefficient, 23, 65

grazing incidence, 309, 314

ground, 307, 308

internal, total, 313, 314

ionospheric, 313

radio, actual height of, 312

of radio wave, 313

Reflector, 209, 211

cylindrical, 211

equivalent, 312, 313

paraboloidal, 214

Refraction, atmospheric, 309

of radio wave, 309, 312, 313

Refractive index, 313

Rcradiation, 309, 312

Resistance, characteristic, of space,

73, 117

in transmission ciremit, 207

for TE modes, 294

for 7'E^f typo in coaxial line,

267

for TEq,\ mode in rectangular

pipe, 207

for 7’A’i.i mode in circular pipe,

207

for TM modes, 294

for TMo,] mode in circular

pipe, 207

radiation, 11 Sj/*.

of syrnmctri<‘.al ant(mna, 97, 99-102,
’

104, 105

of transmission lines, 14-17

per unit length, 0, 14-17

Resonance, condition for, generalized

for all transmission circuits, 280/.

R<'.KOuant circTiit, quarter-wave line

as, 32—33

Resonant circuits, 282/.

Resonant impedances, 29, 32, 00, 67

Resonant length of antenna, 100

Resonant lines, 36

Resonant wavelength, circular pipe,

283-285

rectangular pipe, 285'

Resonator, cylindrical, 283-285

quasi-coaxial, 297

spherical, 296

toroidal, 297

Resonators, cavity, 297

(See also Resonant circuits)

Retardation, electromagnetic, 75

Retarded action at a distance, far

zone, 80, 81

general law, 75, 81

near zone, 78

Rhombic anteima, 238

S

Scattered radiation, 309, 320

Scattering, 309, 320

Seasonal ionospheric cycle, 317

Selective absorption, 311

Shielding, 74

loop antenna, 231/.

Signal velocity, 313

Silent zone, 314, 320

Sinh Xj 289

Skin depth, 12, 13, 246

Skin effect, 12, 13, 246

Skip distance, 314, 315, 320

Sky wave, 305, 300, 308, 310

Sky-wave bearings, 320

Sky-wave coverage, 310

Sky-wave direction finding, 320

Solar corpuscular radiation, 319

Solar flare, 319

Spectrum, radio-frequency, 301

Sphere, resonant modes, 296

Standing-wave ratio, 36, 37

general formula for, dissipationl(^ss

lines, 37

pipes and linos, 291, 292

Standing waves, 36

SteerahUi antennas, 315

Storms, magnetic, 319, 320

Stratification, ionospheric, 310

Stubs, detuning, 141, 151/.

double impedance-matching, 48-50,

63, 04
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Stubs, liaxmonic suppressing, 29, 32

insulating or supporting, 29, 30

for pipes, 275ff.

single impedance-matching, 45-48,

60-63

Subscripts in wave-guide notation, for

circular pipes, 254, 262

for rectangular pipes, 266

Sudden ionospheric disturbance, 319

Sunspot cycle, 316, 317

Super high frequency, 301, 308

Suppression of harmonics, 29, 32

Surge impedance {see Characteristic

impedance)

T

Tanh x, 289

TE mode in sphere, 296

TE type in circular pipe, 256^.

TEi.i mode, 257f.

condition for, 267

current distribution, 261

TEo,i, TEi.i, TEz, ij TEz,i modes,

262

TE 1 , 1,1 mode, 284

TE type in coaxial pipe, 25Qff.

TEi.i mode, 256, 257

TE type in rectangular pipe, 25Zff.

TE 1,0 mode, 264

condition for, 263

current distribution, 264

TEi.i T^2 ,o modes, 263

TEM type in nonresonant coaxial

line, 250

distribution of charge, current, and
field in, 252

Time delay, 9-11

TM mode in sphere, 296

TM type in circular pipe, 251^,

TM0,1 mode, 252

condition for, 253

TMi,i mode, 254

TM 0 ,
2,
TM2 , 1 ,

modes, 255

TM0 , 10 ,
mode, 285

TM type in coaxial pipe, 251

TM 0,

1

mode, 252

cutoff for, 266

TMi,i mode, 254

cutoff for, 266

TM type in coaxial pipe, TMq, 2,
TM2,1

modes, 255

TM type in cylindrical pipe, 251^.

TM type in rectangular pipe, 263, 265

TMi.i mode, 265

Top-loading, 110

Toroidal resonator, 297

Total internal reflection, 313, 314

Tower antenna, 110

Transatlantic tests, Marconi’s, 305

Transfer section, TE1,0 (rect.) to

TM 0.1 (circ.), 278, 279

quarter-wave line, 41

series line, 38

Transformers, two-wire to coaxial

line, 1545^.

cavity resonator, 156

shielded pair, 154

slotted shielded pair, 154

T-section, 156

Transmission, beam, 307

multihop, 306, 314, 318

path, plural, 315

zigzag, 306, 314

Transmission circuits, analytical prob-

lem of, 245

comparison of properties, 268

availability, 269

current capacjity, 269

frequency range and response, 269

power loss in, ])y heating, 268

by radiation, 268

rotating joints, 270

flexilflo, 270

general properties of, 244, 245

as high pass-filter, 267

lines (see Lines)

Transverse problem in transmission

circuit, near-zone cross section,

249

unrestricted cross section, 251

open wire line, 251

TJ^-type in circular pipe, 25i\Jf,

in coaxial pipe, 256^.

in rectangular pipe, 263^.

jTj&ilf-type in coaxial pipe, 250

TM-typo in circular pipe, 25

1

in coaxial pipe, 251

in rectangular pipe, 263, 265
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Tropospheric echo, 309

Tropospheric propagation, 309

Tuning stubs (see Stubs)

U

Ultra-high frequency, 301, 307

Ultra-violet light, 310

V

Vector, 173

Velocity, characteristic of space, 73,

117

electromagnetic, in conductors, 76

in dielectric, 76

in space, 73, 76

group, 181, 266-268, 313

phase, 10, 13, 14, 73, 117, 170-182,

249, 266-268

signal, 313

wave, 313

Vertic.al directivity, receiving an-

tcnnsiH, 315

Very high frequency, 301, 307

Very low frequency, 301, 303, 305

Virtual height, 316

Voltage maxima and minima, 23

W

Wav(^, direct, on lines (see Wave,

incid(ait)

electromagnetic, of antenna, 180

Wave, electromagnetic, definition of,

81

ellipsoidal, 179, 180

plane, 81, 180

spherical, 81, 180

ground, 303, 305, 30G, 308, 309, 314

incident and reflected, 20-29, 65, 66

radio, 300

interference of, 307

range of, 303

reflection of, 313

refraction of, 309, 312, 313

standing, in condenser, 83

in electric circuit, 244

in linos, 37, 66

traveling, in electric circuit, 244

on lines, 9-11

of surface current about base-

driven antenna, 182

velocity, 10, 313

Wave eqiiation, one dimensional, 248

Wave guide (sec Transmission circuits)

Wavelength, 9, 10, 14, 266-268, 302

measurement of, 51, 52, 287

Z

Zigzag transmission, 306-314

Zone, far, 80, 81

imluc.tion, 78

near, 78

radiation, 80, 81

silent, 314, 320

wave, 80, 81


